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Abstra t
This thesis deals with the use of onstru tive type theory as a programming
language. In parti ular, it presents a method to translate general re ursive
fun tional programs into their type-theoreti equivalents.
A key notion in fun tional programming is re ursion, whi h allows that the
obje t being de ned refers to itself. Asso iated with re ursion is the problem of
termination sin e, in general, there is no guarantee that a re ursive fun tion will
always terminate. It is hen e very important to have me hanisms to prove that
a ertain fun tion terminates or even to ensure the termination of the fun tion
by the form of its de nition. Examples of the latter are stru turally re ursive
de nitions, where every re ursive all is performed on a stru turally smaller
argument.
Standard fun tional programming languages impose no restri tions on reursive programs and thus, they allow the de nition of any general re ursive
fun tion. There exist, though, less onventional fun tional programming languages where only terminating re ursive de nitions are allowed. Constru tive
type theory an be seen as one of them. In addition, logi an also be represented in onstru tive type theory by identifying propositions with types and
proofs with programs of the orresponding type. Therefore, a type an en ode
a omplete spe i ation, requiring also logi al properties from an algorithm. As
a onsequen e, algorithms are orre t by onstru tion or an be proved orre t
by using the expressive power of onstru tive type theory. This is learly an
advantage of onstru tive type theory over standard programming languages.
A omputational limitation of type theory is that, to keep the logi onsistent
and type- he king de idable, only stru turally re ursive de nitions are allowed.
Many important algorithms are general re ursive. Although many su h algorithms an be proved to terminate, there is no synta ti ondition that guarantees their termination and thus, general re ursive algorithms have no dire t
translation into type theory.
In this thesis, a method to formalise general re ursive algorithms in type
theory that separates the omputational and logi al parts of the de nitions is
presented. As a onsequen e, the resulting type-theoreti algorithms are lear,
ompa t and easy to understand. Given a general re ursive algorithm, the
method onsists in de ning an indu tive spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate
that hara terises the inputs on whi h the algorithm terminates. The typetheoreti version of the algorithm an then be de ned by stru tural re ursion on
the proof that the input values satisfy this predi ate. When formalising nested
algorithms, the spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate and the type-theoreti
version of the algorithm mu h be de ned simultaneously be ause they depend
on ea h other. Sin e the method separates the omputational part from the
logi al part of a de nition, formalising partial fun tions be omes also possible.
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General Introdu tion
Fun tional programming is one of the di erent programming styles and it has
be ome widely used in the last de ade be ause of, among other reasons, the
simpli ity and elegan e of its programs.
In fun tional programming, a program onsists of several fun tions. The
main program is a fun tion whi h, in turn, is de ned using other fun tions.
These fun tions are very similar to mathemati al fun tions and they are usually
de ned by equations. To ompute a fun tional program, the main fun tion in
the program re eives the program's input as its arguments and produ es the
program's output as its result.
A very simple fun tional program is the program that doubles its input,
whi h an be de ned as:
double x = 2 * x

Then, when we apply this fun tion to the value 3 we obtain the value 6. A
problem arises though if we want to apply the fun tion double to the boolean
value True, sin e the operation 2 * True has no asso iated meaning. In this
kind of problems types be ome of great help.
A type is a olle tion of values, su h as numbers or booleans. If we look at
the fun tion double, it makes sense to double numbers but not boolean values.
Fun tions and types an be onne ted by de ning the fun tions to operate only
over parti ular types. Hen e, the fun tion above an be instead be de ned as:
double :: Integer -> Integer
double x = 2 * x

Types have been broadly a epted in programming be ause of, among other
reasons, their help in the elimination of errors in the programs. Hen e, most
of the more important programming languages are typed. Fun tional programming languages are not an ex eption and then, also most of the more important
fun tional programming languages are typed. Examples of typed fun tional
languages are Haskell [JHe+ 99℄ and Standard ML [MTHM97℄. Throughout this
1

thesis we mainly use Haskell when we introdu e examples in a fun tional programming language.
Typed programming languages usually provide a few basi types and a me hanism that allows the de nition of indu tive data types. When de ning a data
type, we have to introdu e the onstru tors that generate the elements of the
new type together with the types of its arguments. An example of an indu tive
type is the following, provided that Number, Origin and Destination are types.
data Transport = Taxi | Bus Number Origin Destination

Here, the indu tive type Transport has two ways of onstru ting its elements.
The rst onstru tor, Taxi, takes no arguments while the se ond onstru tor,
Bus, takes the number of the bus, and its origin and destination as arguments.
A key notion in fun tional programming is the notion of re ursion, whi h
allows that the obje t being de ned refers to itself. The notion of re ursion
applies both to types and to fun tions. A very well known indu tive data type
whi h is re ursive is the type of natural numbers, whi h an be de ned as:
data N = O | S N

Some fun tional programming languages have also the possibility of de ning
data types with in nite obje ts, su h as the type of in nite lists of natural
numbers de ned as:
data Stream = SCons N Stream

However, we disregard su h possibility in this introdu tion and hen e, every
type de nition ontains only nite elements.
Fun tions de ned over indu tive types are re ursive fun tions by nature.
The fa torial fun tion over natural numbers an be de ned as below, where we
use the pattern mat hing fa ility of Haskell.
fa :: N -> N
fa O = S O
fa (S n) = (S n) * fa n

Asso iated with re ursion, we have the ru ial problem of termination. In
general, there is no guarantee that a re ursive fun tion will always terminate.
For example, a small hange in the fa torial fun tion above will make that the
fun tion fails termination for positive inputs.
fa ' :: N -> N
fa ' O = S O
fa ' (S n) = (S n) * fa ' (S n)

It is hen e very important to have me hanisms that allow us to prove that
a ertain fun tion terminates or even to ensure the termination of the fun tion
by the form of its de nition. An example of the former are the so alled proofs
by indu tion and of the latter are the stru turally re ursive de nitions. A stru turally re ursive de nition is su h that every re ursive all is performed on a
2

stru turally smaller argument. In this way we an be sure that the re ursion
terminates. The de nition of the fun tion fa is an example of su h a de nition. Hen e, the fun tion fa terminates for any input. Another example of a
stru turally re ursive de nition is the insertion sort algorithm de ned as:
sort :: [N℄ -> [N℄
sort [℄ = [℄
sort (x:xs) = insert x (sort xs)
insert :: N -> [N℄ -> [N℄
insert n [℄ = [n℄
insert n (x:xs) = if n < x then n:x:xs
else x: insert n xs

De nitions where the re ursive alls are not required to be on stru turally
smaller arguments, that is, where the re ursive alls an be performed on any
argument are alled general re ursive de nitions.
Standard fun tional programming languages impose no restri tions on re ursive programs. Thus, they allow the de nition of general re ursive algorithms
and it is the responsibility of the programmer to write terminating programs.
There exist though less onventional fun tional programming languages where
only stru turally re ursive de nitions are allowed. Constru tive type theory an
be seen as an example of su h a fun tional programming language and hen e,
in type theory, all fun tions are guaranteed to terminate.
Ex ept for a hange in notation, the insertion sort algorithm an be written
in type theory in the same way as above:
sort 2 (List(Nat))List(Nat)
sort(nil) = nil
sort( ons(x; xs)) = insert(x; (sort(xs)))
insert 2 (Nat; List(Nat))List(Nat)
insert(n; nil) = ons(n; nil)
insert(n; ons(x; xs)) =
if then else(n < x; ons(n; ons(x; xs)); ons(x; insert(n; xs)))

where if then else is a fun tion that sele ts the se ond or the third argument depending or whether the rst argument evaluates to true or to false, respe tively.
However, onstru tive type theory is more expressive than standard programming languages thanks to the possibility of de ning dependent types. A
lear example where dependent data types in programming are very useful is
the de nition of the type of ve tors of ertain length. If Nat is the type of the
elements in the ve tor, the de nition of su h a type would be as follows in type
theory:
Ve tor 2 (Nat)Set
nilv 2 Ve tor(0)
onsv 2 (n 2 Nat; m 2 Nat; v 2 Ve tor(n))Ve tor(s(n))

3

A ording to the Curry-Howard isomorphism [How80℄, logi an also be
represented in type theory by identifying propositions with types and proofs
with programs of the orresponding types. Predi ates and relations are then
seen in type theory as fun tions yielding propositions as output. As an example
of an indu tively de ned predi ate in type theory we present the de nition of the
Sorted predi ate over lists of natural numbers. Given a list of natural numbers
ls , Sorted(ls ) is true if ls is sorted, that is, we an nd a proof of Sorted(ls ) if ls
is sorted.
Sorted 2 (List(Nat))Set
sortednil 2 Sorted(nil)
sorted ons 2 (n 2 Nat; l 2 List(Nat); p 2 Minimum(n; l); h 2 Sorted(l)
)Sorted( ons(n; l))

where Minimum(n; l) is a proposition that is true if the number n is less than or
equal to any element in the list l.
We an now use the expressive power of onstru tive type theory to prove
the orre tness of our insertion sort algorithm. Let Perm(l; l0) be a proposition
whi h is true if the list l0 is a permutation of the list l. The orre tness theorem
for our sorting example an be stated as follows:

8 l 2 List(Nat) : Sorted(sort(l)) ^ Perm(l; sort(l))
where ^ represent the onjun tion of two propositions in type theory.
Given a list of natural numbers ls and any proof p of the above statement,
p(ls ) is a proof that the list sort(ls ) is sorted and that it is a permutation of the
original list ls . In this way, we have de ned a sorting algorithm and then we
have proved that it produ es the expe ted result. This approa h is known in
the literature as the external approa h.
An alternative way of obtaining our sorting algorithm is by the internal or
integrated approa h. In the internal approa h, we integrate the algorithm itself
with its spe i ation. In this way, we en ode in a type a omplete spe i ation,
requiring also logi al properties from an algorithm. A program satisfying su h
spe i ation is simply an obje t of the type in question. In other words, sin e
theorems are represented as types in type theory then, a proof of a theorem is a
fun tion that, given proofs of the hypotheses of the theorem, omputes the proof
of the thesis. In parti ular, when a theorem states the existen e of an obje t
with ertain properties, the proof of the theorem omputes su h an obje t from
the given proofs of the hypotheses of the theorem. As a onsequen e, when
using the internal approa h, algorithms are orre t by onstru tion.
For our sorting example, the type of the integrated approa h is:
8 l 2 List(Nat) : 9 l0 2 List(Nat) : Sort(l0 ) ^ Perm(l; l0)
Here, given a list of natural numbers ls and any proof p of the above statement,
p(ls ) is a pair of the form hl0 ; hi where l0 is a list of natural numbers and h
is a proof that the list l0 is sorted and that it is a permutation of the original
4

list l. Thus, l0 is the output list and h is a term ontaining the algorithm and
a proof of its orre tness. A te hnique alled program extra tion allows us to
separate the algorithm itself from its orre tness proof and hen e, we an use
the extra ted algorithm as in any fun tional programming language.
It is worth mentioning here that the above statement is not parti ularly
asso iated to the insertion sort algorithm but to any sorting algorithm on list
of natural numbers. Di erent proofs of the statement would orrespond to the
di erent sorting algorithms.
The fa t that algorithms are orre t by onstru tion or an be proved orre t by using the expressive power of onstru tive type theory is learly an
advantage of onstru tive type theory over standard programming languages.
A omputational limitation of type theory is that, to keep the logi onsistent
and type- he king de idable, only stru turally re ursive de nitions are allowed,
as we have already mentioned.
Many important and well known algorithms are not stru turally re ursive
but general re ursive. Although many general re ursive algorithms an be
proved to terminate, there is no synta ti ondition that guarantees their termination and thus, general re ursive algorithms have no dire t formalisation in
type theory.
Coming ba k to our sorting example, we might de ide to implement a more
eÆ ient sorting algorithm known as qui ksort. Its Haskell de nition is as follows:
qui ksort :: [N℄ -> [N℄
qui ksort [℄ = [℄
qui ksort (x:xs) = qui ksort (filter (< x) xs) ++
x : qui ksort (filter (>= x) xs)

Although the re ursive alls are made on non-stru turally smaller argument, it
is easy to see that the sizes of the lists on whi h we perform the re ursive alls
are stri tly smaller than the size of the original list. In this way, we an onvin e
ourselves that the algorithm terminates for any input.
The standard way of handling general re ursion in onstru tive type theory
uses a well-founded re ursion prin iple derived from the a essibility predi ate
A (see [A z77, Nor88℄). The idea behind the a essibility predi ate is that
an element a is a essible by a relation  if there exists no in nite de reasing
sequen e starting from a. A set A is said to be well-founded with respe t to  if
all its elements are a essible by . Hen e, to guarantee that a general re ursive
algorithm that performs the re ursive alls on elements of type A terminates,
we have to prove that A is well-founded and that the arguments supplied to the
re ursive alls are smaller than the input.
If we want to use the a essibility predi ate for the formalisation of the
qui ksort algorithm, we have to mix the algorithm itself with proofs that the
sizes of the lists filter (< x) xs and filter (>= x) xs are stri tly smaller
than the size of the list (x:xs). However, these proofs have no omputational
ontent and their only purpose is to provide the ne essary onditions to allow
the re ursive alls.
5

Sin e A is a general predi ate, it gives no information that an help us in
the formalisation of a spe i re ursive algorithm. As a onsequen e, its use in
the type-theoreti formalisation of general re ursive algorithms often results in
unne essarily long and ompli ated odes. Moreover, its use adds a onsiderable
amount of ode with no omputational ontent, that distra ts our attention from
the omputational part of the algorithm.
To bridge the gap between programming in type theory and programming
in a fun tional language, we developed a method to formalise general re ursive
algorithms in type theory that separates the omputational and logi al parts of
the de nitions. As a onsequen e, the resulting type-theoreti algorithms are
lear, ompa t and easy to understand. They are as simple as their Haskell-like
versions, where there is no restri tion on the re ursive alls. Given a general reursive algorithm, our method onsists in de ning an indu tive spe ial-purpose
a essibility predi ate that hara terises the inputs on whi h the algorithm terminates. The type-theoreti version of the algorithm an then be de ned by
stru tural re ursion on the proof that the input values satisfy this predi ate.
Sin e our method separates the omputational part from the logi al part of a
de nition, formalising partial fun tions be omes possible. Proving that a ertain fun tion is total amounts to proving that the orresponding a essibility
predi ate is satis ed by every input.
If we want to use our method in the type-theoreti formalisation of the
qui ksort algorithm, we rst have to onstru t the spe ial-purpose a essibility
predi ate asso iated with the algorithm. To onstru t this predi ate, we analyse
the Haskell ode and hara terise the inputs on whi h the algorithm terminates.
Thus, we distinguish the following two ases:




The algorithm qui ksort terminates on the input [℄;
Given a natural number x and a list xs of natural numbers, the algorithm
qui ksort terminates on the input (x:xs) if it terminates on the inputs
(filter (< x) xs) and (filter (>= x) xs).

From this des ription, we de ne the type-theoreti indu tive predi ate qsA
over lists of natural numbers by the introdu tion rules we give below.
qsA (nil)

qsA ( lter((< x); xs))
qsA ( lter((> x); xs))
qsA ( ons(x; xs))

We formalise this predi ate in type theory as follows:
qsA 2 (zs 2 List(Nat))Set
qs a nil 2 qsA (nil)
qs a ons 2 (x 2 Nat; xs 2 List(Nat); h1 2 qsA ( lter((< x); xs));
h2 2 qsA ( lter((> x); xs))
)qsA ( ons(x; xs))

We de ne the qui ksort algorithm by stru tural re ursion on the proof that
6

the input list of natural numbers satis es the predi ate qsA .
qui ksort 2 (zs 2 List(Nat); qsA (zs))List(Nat)
qui ksort(nil; qs a nil ) = nil
qui ksort( ons(x; xs); qs a ons (x; xs; h1 ; h2 )) =
qui ksort( lter((< x); xs); h1 ) ++ ons(x; qui ksort( lter((> x); xs); h2 ))
Finally, as the qui ksort algorithm is total, we an prove
allQsA 2 (zs 2 List(Nat))qsA (zs)
and use that proof to de ne the type-theoreti fun tion Qui kSort.
Qui kSort 2 (zs 2 List(Nat))List(Nat)
Qui kSort(zs) = qui ksort(zs; allQsA (zs))
At this point, we would like to draw the reader's attention to the simpli ity
of this translation. The a essibility predi ate an be automati ally generated
from the re ursive equations of the fun tional program and the type-theoreti
version of the algorithm looks very similar to the original program, ex ept for the
extra proof argument. If we suppress the proofs of the a essibility predi ate,
we get almost exa tly the original algorithm.
This method was rst introdu ed in Simple General Re ursion in Type Theory (paper I). Here, we illustrate the method to translate simple general reursive algorithms into type theory. By simple here we mean non-nested and
non-mutually re ursive algorithms. In Programming in Martin-Lof Type Theory: Uni ation - A non-trivial Example (paper V), we use the method for simple algorithms to formalise a uni ation algorithm over lists of pairs of terms.
There, we present both the internal and the external approa h of the example.
In addition, we present the formalisation of the uni ation algorithm using the
standard a essibility predi ate A and we ompare the resulting algorithms.
The method has been extended to treat nested re ursion in Nested General Re ursion and Partiality in Type Theory (paper II), whi h was a joint
work with Venanzio Capretta. When we want to formalise nested algorithms,
the spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate and the type-theoreti version of the
algorithm depend on ea h other and thus, they must be de ned simultaneously. This kind of de nitions is not allowed in ordinary type theory, but it
is provided in type theories extended with Dybjer's s hema for simultaneous
indu tive-re ursive de nitions [Dyb00℄. In addition, in paper II, we show that
partial fun tions an also be formalised in type theory using our method.
Later, in Mutual General Re ursion in Type Theory (paper III), the method
has been extended to treat mutually re ursive fun tions, nested or not. When
we have mutually re ursive algorithms, the termination of one fun tion depends
on the termination of the others and hen e, the a essibility predi ates are also
mutually re ursive. If, in addition to mutual re ursion, we have nested alls,
we again need to de ne the predi ates simultaneously with the algorithms. In
order to do so, we need to extend Dybjer's s hema for ases where we have several mutually re ursive predi ates de ned simultaneously with several fun tions.
Su h a generalisation is also presented in this paper.
7

In the papers I, II and III, we have presented our method by means of examples. The purpose of paper IV, Modelling General Re ursion in Type Theory
whi h is also a joint work with Venanzio Capretta, is to give a general presentation of the method. We start by giving a hara terisation of the lass of
re ursive de nitions that we onsider, whi h is a sub lass of ommonly used
fun tional programming languages like Haskell. This lass, whi h we prove to
be Turing omplete, onsists of fun tions de ned by re ursive equations that are
not ne essarily well-founded. Then, we formally des ribe how we an translate
any fun tion in that lass into type theory using our spe ial-purpose a essibility
predi ates.
To summarise, this thesis deals with the use of onstru tive type theory as
a programming language. In parti ular, it presents a method to write general
re ursive programs in type theory or more pre isely, to translate general re ursive fun tional programs into their type-theoreti equivalents. Throughout this
thesis, by onstru tive type theory we primarily understand Martin-Lof type
theory [ML84℄. However, some of the ideas presented here an also be applied
in other type theories as for example the Cal ulus of Constru tions [CH88℄.
As a nal remark, we would like to add that writing programs in onstru tive
type theory amounts to writing ompletely formal proofs of often omplex theorems. This makes the pra ti al appli ability of type theory strongly dependent
on the availability of adequate programming environments, usually known as
proof assistants. For the examples we have presented throughout this thesis, we
have used the proof assistant ALF [Mag92, AGNvS94, MN94℄ and some times
also the proof assistant Coq [ oq99, oq01℄.
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Abstra t
General re ursive algorithms are su h that the re ursive alls are performed on arguments satisfying no ondition that guarantees termination.
Hen e, there is no dire t way of formalising them in type theory.
The standard way of handling general re ursion in type theory uses a
well-founded re ursion prin iple. Unfortunately, this way of formalising
general re ursive algorithms often produ es unne essarily long and ompliated odes. On the other hand, fun tional programming languages like
Haskell impose no restri tions on re ursive programs, and then writing
general re ursive algorithms is straightforward. In addition, fun tional
programs are usually short and self-explanatory. However, the existing
frameworks for reasoning about the orre tness of Haskell-like programs
are weaker than the framework provided by type theory.
The goal of this work is to present a method that ombines the advantages of both programming styles when writing simple general re ursive
algorithms. The method introdu ed here separates the omputational and
logi al parts of the de nition of an algorithm, whi h has several advantages. First, the resulting type-theoreti algorithms are ompa t and easy
to understand; they are as simple as their Haskell versions. Se ond, totality is now a separate task and hen e, this method an also be used in the
formalisation of partial fun tions. Third, the method presented here also
simpli es the task of formal veri ation. Finally, it an easily be extended
to treat nested and mutual re ursion.
The main feature of the method is the introdu tion of an indu tive
predi ate, spe ially de ned for the algorithm to be formalised. This predi ate an be thought of as hara terising the set of inputs for whi h the
algorithm terminates. It ontains an introdu tion rule for ea h of the
ases that need to be onsidered and provides an easy synta ti ondition
that guarantees the termination of the algorithm.
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1 Introdu tion
Following the Curry-Howard isomorphism [How80℄, onstru tive type theory
(see for example [ML84, CH88℄) an be seen as a programming language where
spe i ations are represented as types and programs as obje ts of the types.
Hen e, when a spe i ation states the existen e of an obje t with ertain properties, any program that satis es the spe i ation omputes su h an obje t.
In addition, one an use the expressive power of type theory to reason about
program orre tness. This learly is an advantage of onstru tive type theory
over standard programming languages, and therefore the use of type theory in
programming has been the obje t of several studies.
Simple general re ursive algorithms (by simple we mean non-nested and
non-mutually re ursive) are de ned by ases where the re ursive alls are on
non-stru turally smaller arguments. In other words, the re ursive alls are performed on obje ts satisfying no ondition that guarantees termination. As a
onsequen e, there is no dire t way of formalising them in type theory.
The standard way of handling general re ursion in type theory uses a wellfounded re ursion prin iple derived from the a essibility predi ate Acc (see
[A z77, Nor88℄). The predi ate Acc aptures the idea that an element a of type
A is a essible by a relation  if there exists no in nite de reasing sequen e
starting from a. A set A is said to be well-founded with respe t to  if all its
elements are a essible by .
When using this predi ate to write the type-theoreti version of a general
re ursive algorithm that performs the re ursive alls on elements of type A, we
guarantee that the algorithm terminates if A is well-founded and if we provide
proofs showing that the arguments on whi h we perform the re ursive alls are
smaller than the initial input argument. These proofs, although essential to
guarantee the termination of the algorithm, add a onsiderable amount of ode
and distra t our attention sin e they do not have any omputational ontent.
As the standard a essibility predi ate is a general predi ate, it ontains no
information that an help us in the formalisation of a parti ular algorithm.
Consequently, this way of formalising general re ursive algorithms in type theory
often results in unne essarily long and ompli ated odes.
Writing general re ursive algorithms is not a problem in fun tional programming languages like Haskell [JHe+ 99℄ sin e this kind of language imposes no restri tions on re ursive programs. Therefore, writing general re ursive algorithms
in Haskell is straightforward. In addition, fun tional programs are usually short
and self-explanatory. However, the existing frameworks for reasoning about the
orre tness of Haskell-like programs are weaker than the framework provided
by type theory, and it is basi ally the responsibility of the programmer to only
write programs that are orre t.
In this work, we take a step towards ombining the advantages of both
programming styles when writing general re ursive algorithms. To this purpose,
we present a method to formalise simple general re ursive algorithms in type
theory that results in short and self-explanatory odes. Afterwards, these odes
an be proven orre t by using the expressive power of the theory.
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Given the Haskell version of a general re ursive algorithm f alg, the main
feature of our method is the introdu tion of an indu tive predi ate alled fAcc,
spe ially de ned for f alg. We onstru t this predi ate dire tly from f alg and
it an be thought of as hara terising the set of inputs on whi h the algorithm
terminates. The predi ate has an introdu tion rule for ea h of the ases that
need to be onsidered in the algorithm and provides an easy synta ti ondition
that guarantees termination. In this way, we an formalise f alg in type theory by
stru tural re ursion on the proof that the input of f alg satis es fAcc, obtaining
a ompa t and readable formalisation of the algorithm.
Here, we use Martin-Lof's type theory [ML84, NPS90℄ as our onstru tive
type theory. In addition, we use the proof assistant ALF [AGNvS94, MN94℄
for presenting our examples. However, our method an also be used in other
type theories su h as the Cal ulus of Constru tions [CH88℄, and then we ould
use the proof assistant Coq [DFH+ 91℄ for presenting the examples. In what
follows, sometimes we use \type theory" as an abbreviation for \Martin-Lof's
type theory". This paper summarises the work presented in [Bov99℄.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows:
Although this paper is intended for readers who have some basi knowledge
of Martin-Lof's type theory, in Se tion 2 we give a brief introdu tion to this
theory and to its intera tive proof assistant ALF.
In Se tion 3, we illustrate our method by formalising two general re ursive algorithms: the modulo algorithm over natural numbers and a uni ation
algorithm over lists of pairs of terms.
Finally, in Se tion 4 we present some on lusions and related work.

2 Martin-Lof's type theory and ALF
2.1 Brief introdu tion to Martin-Lof's type theory
The basi notion in Martin-Lof's type theory (see [ML84, NPS90℄) is that of

type. A type is explained by saying what its obje ts are and what it means for

two of its obje ts to be equal. We write a ∈ for \a is an obje t of type ".
Martin-Lof's type theory has a basi type and two type formers.
The basi type is the type of sets and we all it Set. Sets are indu tively
de ned. In onformity with the explanation of what it means to be a type, we
know that A is an obje t of Set if we know how to form its anoni al elements
and when two anoni al elements are equal.
The rst type former onstru ts the type of the elements of a set: for ea h
set A, the elements of A form a type alled El(A). However, for simpli ity, if a
is an element of A, we say that a has type A, and thus we simply write a ∈ A
instead of a ∈ El(A). Sin e every set is indu tively de ned, we know how to
build its elements.
The se ond type former onstru ts the types of dependent fun tions. Let
be a type and be a family of types over , that is, for every element a in ,
(a) is a type. We write (a ∈ ) (a) for the type of dependent fun tions from
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to . If f has type (a ∈ ) (a), then, when we apply f to an obje t a of type
, we obtain an obje t f (a) of type (a).
A (non-dependent) fun tion is onsidered a spe ial ase of a dependent fun tion, where the type does not depend on a value of type . When this is the
ase, we may write ( ) for the fun tion type from to .
In type theory, predi ates and relations are seen as fun tions yielding propositions as output. As well as sets, propositions are indu tively de ned. A
proposition is interpreted as a set whose elements represent its proofs. To prove
a proposition P , we have to onstru t an obje t of type P . In other words,
a proposition is true if we an build an obje t of type P and it is false if the
type P is not inhabited. The way propositions are introdu ed allows us to identify propositions and sets, and then we write Set to also refer to the type of
propositions.

2.2 Brief introdu tion to ALF
ALF (see [AGNvS94, MN94℄) is an intera tive proof assistant for Martin-Lof's
type theory extended with pattern mat hing [Coq92℄. In Martin-Lof's type
theory, theorems are identi ed with types and a proof is an obje t of the type.
ALF ensures that the onstru ted obje ts are well-formed and well-typed. Sin e
proofs are obje ts, he king well-typing of obje ts amounts to he king orre tness of proofs.
In ALF, any indu tive de nition is introdu ed as a onstant A of type
(x1 ∈ 1 ; : : : ; xn ∈ n )Set, for 1 ; : : : ; n types. Afterwards, we introdu e the
onstru tors that generate the elements of A(a1 ; : : : ; an ) by giving their type,
for a1 ∈ 1 ; : : : ; an ∈ n .
Abstra tions are written in ALF as [x1 ; : : : ; xn ℄ e and theorems are introdu ed as dependent types of the form (x1 ∈ 1 ; : : : ; xn ∈ n ) (x1 ; : : : ; xn ). If
the name of a variable is not important, one an simply write ( ) instead of
(x ∈ ). Whenever (x1 ∈ ; x2 ∈ ; : : : ; xn ∈ ) o urs, ALF displays instead
(x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xn ∈ ).
A fun tion an be de ned by performing pattern mat hing over one (or
more) of its arguments. The user should then sele t the desired argument over
whi h to perform the pattern mat hing and run the pattern mat hing option.
The various ases in the pattern mat hing are exhaustive and mutually disjoint.
Moreover, they are omputed by ALF a ording to the de nition of the set
to whi h the sele ted argument belongs. In general, theorems are proven by
primitive re ursion on one of its arguments. Unfortunately, ALF does not he k
well-foundedness when working with re ursive proofs. However, for the proofs
we present here termination is guaranteed be ause we always apply the re ursion
on a stru turally smaller argument. In this way, he king well-foundedness in
our proofs is easy|although rather tedious|to perform manually.
Sometimes, it is useful to de ne a fun tion by doing ase analysis on an
element a of type A. For this, we an use ALF's case expression. The result of
onsidering ases on a ∈ A is similar to the result of performing pattern mat hing
over a. The di eren e is that, when we do ase analysis on a, a does not need
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to be an argument of the fun tion we want to de ne but any proof of A. Hen e,
we an use any other previously de ned fun tion to onstru t the proof a of
A. On e again, the various ases in the ase analysis are exhaustive, mutually
disjoint and omputed by ALF a ording to the de nition of the set A.
In parti ular, if we do ase analysis on a proof a of absurdity (that is, a ∈ ⊥)
or on a proof that a ∈ A when A is isomorphi to absurdity, we do not obtain
any ase to study sin e there does not exist any proof of absurdity.

2.3 Working with ALF
All of the ALF de nitions and proofs we present here and in later se tions have
been pretty printed by ALF itself. That is, all of them have been he ked in
ALF. In addition, we have made use of the layout fa ility of ALF that allows
us to hide the de laration of some parameters, in the de nitions of both sets
and theorems. However, this has only been done when the hidden parameters
do not ontribute to the understanding of the de nition.
We now present some general set formers and onstru tors in Martin-Lof's
type theory. See gure 1 for the ALF de nitions of the sets presented in the
following se tions, together with the type of the main operators, fun tions and
properties for those sets.

2.3.1 Logi al onstants
In gure 1, ⊥ represents absurdity, ∧ onjun tion, ∨ disjun tion, ⇒ impli ation
and ¬ negation. The universal quanti er is represented by ∀ and the existential
quanti er by ∃.

2.3.2 Some useful general predi ates
=:

Represents propositional equality. Its only onstru tor states that an obje t
is equal to itself.
Although the following two predi ates are not as general as the previous one,
they play an important role in the following se tions.
Acc : Represents the standard a essibility predi ate, whi h is the standard way
to handle general re ursion in type theory (see [A z77, Nor88℄).
Given a set A, a binary relation  on A and an element a in A, we an form
the set Acc(A; ; a). This set is inhabited if, given ai in A for 1 6 i, there exists
no in nite des ending sequen e : : :  a2  a1  a. If this is the ase, we say that
a is in the well-founded part of  in A or that a is a essible by  in A.
Constru tively, we say that an element a in A is a essible if all elements
smaller than a are a essible. In parti ular, if there is no x in A su h that x  a,
then a is a essible. This idea an be expressed by the following rule:

a ∈A

p ∈ (x ∈ A; h ∈ x  a)Acc(A; ; x)
acc(a; p) ∈ Acc(A; ; a)
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Noti e that, in this way, we are able to apture the notion of in nite des ending
sequen e in a single rule.
The elimination rule asso iated with the a essibility predi ate, also known
as the rule of well-founded re ursion, is the following:
a ∈A
h ∈ Acc(A; ; a)
e ∈ (x ∈ A; h0 ∈ Acc(A; ; x); p ∈ (y ∈ A; h1 ∈ y  x)P (y))P (x)
wfrec(a; h; e) ∈ P (a)
and its omputation rule is the following:
wfrec(a; acc(a; p); e) = e(a; a

(a; p); [y; h℄wfrec(y; p(y; h); e)) ∈ P (a)

If all the elements in A are a essible by

well-founded by .

,

we say that the set A is

Dec : We an think of this predi ate as the set of de idable propositions.
The set former has two onstru tors, depending on whether a proposition or its
negation an be proven.
⊥ ∈ Set
∧ ∈ (A, B ∈ Set) Set
∧I ∈ (a ∈ A; b ∈ B) ∧(A, B)
fst ∈ (∧(A, B)) A
snd ∈ (∧(A, B)) B
∨ ∈ (A, B ∈ Set) Set
∨L ∈ (a ∈ A) ∨(A, B)
∨R ∈ (b ∈ B) ∨(A, B)
⇒ ∈ (A, B ∈ Set) Set
⇒I ∈ (f ∈ (A) B) ⇒(A, B)
⇒E ∈ (f ∈ ⇒(A, B); a ∈ A) B
⇒trans ∈ (⇒(A, B); ⇒(B, C)) ⇒(A, C)
¬ ∈ (A ∈ Set) Set
¬ ≡ [A]⇒(A, ⊥)
∀ ∈ (A ∈ Set; B ∈ (A) Set) Set
∀I ∈ (f ∈ (a ∈ A) B(a)) ∀(A, B)
∀E ∈ (∀(A, B); a ∈ A) B(a)
∃ ∈ (A ∈ Set; B ∈ (A) Set) Set
∃I ∈ (a ∈ A; b ∈ B(a)) ∃(A, B)
witness ∈ (∃(A, B)) A
proof ∈ (h ∈ ∃(A, B)) B(witness(h))
= ∈ (a, b ∈ A) Set
refl ∈ (a ∈ A) =(a, a)
=symm ∈ (=(a, b)) =(b, a)
=trans ∈ (=(a, b); =(b, c)) =(a, c)
=cong1 ∈ (f ∈ (A) B; =(a1, a2)) =(f(a1), f(a2))
=subst1 ∈ (=(a, b); P(a)) P(b)

Acc ∈ (A ∈ Set; less ∈ (A; A) Set; a ∈ A) Set
acc ∈ (a ∈ A;
(x ∈ A; less(x, a)) Acc(A, less, x)
) Acc(A, less, a)
WF ∈ (A ∈ Set; less ∈ (A; A) Set) Set
wfrec ∈ (a ∈ A;
Acc(A, less, a);
e ∈ (x ∈ A;
Acc(A, less, x);
(y ∈A;less(y, x))P(y)
) P(x)
) P(a)
Dec ∈ (Set) Set
yes ∈ (h ∈ P) Dec(P)
no ∈ (h ∈ ¬(P)) Dec(P)
List ∈ (A ∈ Set) Set
[] ∈ List(A)
: ∈ (l ∈ List(A); a ∈ A) List(A)
++ ∈ (l1, l2 ∈ List(A)) List(A)
∈L ∈ (a ∈ A; l ∈ List(A)) Set
∉L ∈ (a ∈ A; l ∈ List(A)) Set
Disjoint ∈ (l, l1 ∈ List(A)) Set
⊆ ∈ (l1, l2 ∈ List(A)) Set
N ∈ Set
0 ∈ N
s ∈ (n ∈ N) N
+ ∈ (n, m ∈ N) N
< ∈ (n, m ∈ N) Set
≤ ∈ (n, m ∈ N) Set
Pair ∈ (A, B ∈ Set) Set
. ∈ (a ∈ A; b ∈ B) Pair(A, B)

Figure 1: ALF de nition of the logi al onstants, and general predi ates and
data types.
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2.3.3 Some useful general data types
In gure 1, List(A) represents the set of lists over a set A, N the set of natural
numbers and Pair(A; B ) the set of pairs over the sets A and B .

3 Formalising general re ursive algorithms
Here, we illustrate our method by formalising two general re ursive algorithms:
the modulo algorithm over natural numbers and a uni ation algorithm over
lists of pairs of terms. In both examples we follow the same approa h. First, we
introdu e the Haskell version of the algorithm. If ne essary, we also give an informal explanation of its termination. Afterwards, we des ribe how we an write
the algorithm in Martin-Lof's type theory by using the standard a essibility
predi ate to handle the re ursive alls, and we point out the problems with this
formalisation. Finally, we present a spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate for
the example we are onsidering and we show how we an use this predi ate to
write our type-theoreti version of algorithm.

3.1 First example: The modulo algorithm
3.1.1 The Haskell version of the algorithm
In the Haskell de nition of the modulo algorithm we use the set Nat of natural
numbers, the subtra tion operation <-> and the less-than relation << over Nat,
de ned in Haskell in the usual way. We also use Haskell's data type Maybe A,
whose elements are Nothing and Just a, for any a of type A.
Now, the Haskell version of the modulo algorithm an be de ned as follows
(we ignore eÆ ien y aspe ts su h as the fa t that the expression n << m is
omputed twi e):
mod :: Nat -> Nat -> Maybe Nat
mod n 0 = Nothing
mod n m | n << m
= Just n
| not(n << m) = mod (n <-> m) m

It is easy to see that this algorithm terminates on all inputs. However, the
re ursive all is made on the argument n m that is not stru turally smaller
than the argument n, although the value of n m is less than n.

3.1.2 Using the standard a essibility predi ate for the formalisation
Before introdu ing the type-theoreti version of the algorithm that uses the
standard a essibility predi ate, we give the ALF types of the subtra tion operation and the less-than relation over natural numbers, and the ALF types of
two lemmas that we use later on:
− ∈ (n, m ∈ N) N
< ∈ (n, m ∈ N) Set

<dec ∈ (n, m ∈ N) Dec(<(n, m))
- < ∈ (n, m ∈ N; ¬(<(n, s(m)))) <(- (n, s(m)), n)
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The rst lemma states that it an be de ided whether a natural number is less
than another. The se ond lemma establishes that if the natural number n is not
less than the natural number s(m), then the result of subtra ting s(m) from n
is less than n.
Instead of the Maybe type of Haskell, we use the logi onne tive ∨ and a
singleton set Error whose only element is error.
Now, we present the type-theoreti version of the modulo algorithm that
uses the standard a essibility predi ate Acc to handle the re ursive all.
modacc ∈ (n, m ∈ N; Acc(N, <, n)) ∨(N, Error)
modacc(n, 0, h) ≡ ∨R(error)
modacc(n, s(m1), acc(_, h1)) ≡
case <dec(n, s(m1)) ∈ Dec(<(n, s(m1))) of
yes(h) ⇒ ∨L(n)
no(h) ⇒ modacc(- (n, s(m1)), s(m1), h1(- (n, s(m1)), - < (n, m1, h)))
end

This algorithm is de ned by re ursion on the proof that the rst argument of the
modulo operator is a essible by <. To de ne the algorithm, we rst onsider
ases on m. If m is zero, we return an error sin e the modulo zero operation is
not de ned. If m is equal to s(m1 ) for some natural number m1 , we onsider
ases depending on whether or not n is less than s(m1 ). If so, we return the
value n. Otherwise, we subtra t s(m1 ) from n and we all the modulo algorithm
re ursively with the values n s(m1 ) and s(m1 ). To the re ursive all, we have
to supply a proof that the value n s(m1 ) is a essible, whi h is given by the
expression h1 ( (n; s(m1 )); −<(n; m1 ; h)).
Finally, if the fun tion allaccN takes a natural numbers and returns a proof
that the natural number is a essible by <, we an de ne the following fun tion:
Modacc ∈ (n, m ∈ N) ∨(N, Error)
Modacc(n, m) ≡ modacc(n, m, allaccN(n))

The main disadvantage of this formalisation of the modulo algorithm is that
we have to supply a proof that n s(m1 ) is a essible by < to the re ursive
all. This proof has no omputational meaning and its only purpose is to serve
as a stru turally smaller argument on whi h to perform the re ursion and, in
this way, guarantee the termination of the modulo algorithm. Noti e that, even
for su h a small example, this a essibility proof distra ts our attention and
enlarges the ode of the algorithm.

3.1.3 Using a spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate for the formalisation
To over ome the problem des ribed above, we de ne a spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate for the modulo algorithm, that we all ModAcc. This predi ate
ontains useful information that an help us to write a new version of the algorithm in type theory.
To onstru t our spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate we ask ourselves the
following question: on whi h inputs does the modulo algorithm terminate? To
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nd the answer to this question, we inspe t the Haskell version of the modulo
algorithm, putting spe ial attention on the input values, the onditions that
should be satis ed in order to give a basi result or to perform a re ursive all,
and the values on whi h we perform the re ursive all. We distinguish three
ases:




if the input numbers are n and 0, then the algorithm terminates;



if the number n is not less than the number m and m is not zero (observe
that this ondition is not needed in the Haskell version of the algorithm due
to the way Haskell pro esses the equations that de ne an algorithm), then
the algorithm an only terminate on the inputs n and m if it terminates
on the inputs n m and m.

if the input number n is less than the input number m, then the algorithm
terminates;

Following this des ription, the ALF de nition of the indu tive predi ate
over pairs of natural numbers is the following:

ModAcc

ModAcc ∈ (n, m ∈ N) Set
modacc0 ∈ (n ∈ N) ModAcc(n, 0)
modacc< ∈ (<(n, m)) ModAcc(n, m)
modacc≤ ∈ (¬(=(m, 0)); ¬(<(n, m)); ModAcc(- (n, m), m)) ModAcc(n, m)

We an now use this predi ate to formalise the modulo algorithm in type
theory as follows:
mod ∈ (n, m ∈ N; ModAcc(n, m)) ∨(N, Error)
mod(n, _, modacc0(_)) ≡ ∨R(error)
mod(n, m, modacc<(h1)) ≡ ∨L(n)
mod(n, m, modacc≤(h, h1, h2)) ≡ mod(- (n, m), m, h2)

This fun tion is de ned by stru tural re ursion on the proof that the input
pair of numbers satis es the predi ate ModAcc. To write the algorithm, we
rst perform pattern mat hing over the proof that the input pair of numbers
satis es the predi ate ModAcc. As a result of the pattern mat hing we obtain
three equations, one for ea h of the introdu tion rules of the predi ate. The
rst equation onsiders the ase where m is zero, and then we should return an
error. The se ond equation onsiders the ase where n is less than m being h1
a proof of it, and we return the value n. The last equation onsiders the ase
where n is not less than m. Here, h is a proof that m is di erent from zero, h1
is a proof that n is not less than m and h2 is a proof that the pair (n m; m)
satis es the predi ate ModAcc. Then, we all the algorithm re ursively with the
values n m and m. To the re ursive all we have to supply a proof that the
pair (n m; m) satis es the predi ate ModAcc whi h is given by h2 .
Now, we present the proof that the modulo algorithm terminates on all
possible inputs, that is, the proof that all pairs of natural numbers satisfy our
spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate ModAcc.
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modaccaux ∈ (m, p ∈ N; Acc(N, <, p); f ∈ (q ∈ N; <(q, p)) ModAcc(q, m)) ModAcc(p, m)
modaccaux(0, p, h, f) ≡ modacc0(p)
modaccaux(s(m1), p, h, f) ≡
case <dec(p, s(m1)) ∈ Dec(<(p, s(m1))) of
yes(h1) ⇒ modacc<(h1)
no(h1) ⇒ modacc≤(¬s=0(m1), h1, f(- (p, s(m1)), - < (p, m1, h1)))
end
Pn ∈ (n ∈ N) ∀(N, [m]ModAcc(n, m))
Pn(n) ≡ ∀I([m]wfrec(n, allaccN(n), modaccaux(m)))
allModAcc ∈ (n, m ∈ N) ModAcc(n, m)
allModAcc(n, m) ≡ ∀E(Pn(n), m)

Noti e that the skeleton of the proof of the fun tion modaccaux is very similar
to the skeleton of the algorithm modacc .
We an use the previous fun tion to write our nal algorithm.
Mod ∈ (n, m ∈ N) ∨(N, Error)
Mod(n, m) ≡ mod(n, m, allModAcc(n, m))

Noti e that we were able to move the non- omputational parts from the
ode of the algorithm modacc into the proof that the predi ate ModAcc holds
for all possible inputs. Thus, we are able to separate the algorithmi part of
the de nition from the proof of its termination. In this way, the ode of the
algorithm is not louded with logi al information, whi h is not interesting from
a programming point of view. This fa t makes the version of the algorithm that
uses our spe ial predi ate quite ompa t and readable.

3.2 Se ond example: A uni ation algorithm
3.2.1 The Haskell version of the uni ation algorithm
In order to present the Haskell version of the uni ation algorithm, we need to
introdu e a few de nitions.
To de ne the set Term of terms, we assume two (possibly in nite) sets: a set
Var of variables and a set Fun of fun tion symbols. These sets are su h that for
ea h pair of variables and ea h pair of fun tion symbols, it is de idable whether
or not they are equal. We use x and y to range over variables, and f and g to
range over fun tion symbols.
A term is either a variable or a fun tion applied to a (possibly empty) list
of terms. We use t and lt (possibly primed or subs ripted) to range over terms
and lists of terms, respe tively.
On e we have de ned the set of terms, we de ne the set ListPT of lists of
pairs of terms and the set Subst of substitutions. A list of pairs of terms is a
list of pairs of the form (t1 ; t2 ). A substitution is a list of pairs of the form
(x; t). Observe that, as part of the de nition of a substitution, we impose no
restri tions on the variables that o ur in the left hand sides of the pairs. We
use lp and sb (possibly primed or subs ripted) to range over lists of pairs of
terms and substitutions, respe tively.
Given a substitution sb of the form [(x1 ; t1 ); : : : ; (xn ; tn )℄ and a term t,
the result of applying sb to t is denoted by sb(t) and it is de ned as the par22

allel substitution of ti for xi in t, for 1 6 i 6 n. Given a list of pairs of
terms lp and a substitution sb, we say that sb uni es lp or that sb is a unier of lp, if for ea h pair of terms (t1 ; t2 ) in lp it holds that sb(t1 ) = sb(t2 ).
We say that sb is a most general uni er of lp if sb uni es lp and for any other
substitution sb0 that also uni es lp, there exists a substitution sb1 su h that
sb0 (t) = sb1 (sb(t)) for all term t.
The uni ation algorithm we onsider here is a deterministi version of
the rst (non-deterministi ) algorithm presented by Martelli and Montanari
[MM82℄. Its Haskell version (on e again, we ignore eÆ ien y aspe ts) is presented in gure 2. Given a list of pairs of terms, the algorithm returns a substitution that uni es the list if su h a substitution exists, or the spe ial value
Nothing if there is no su h substitution.
The fun tions length, zip, elem, ++, == and && are prede ned fun tions
in Haskell: length takes a list and returns its length, zip takes two lists and
returns a list of orresponding pairs, elem is the membership fun tion over lists,
++ on atenates two lists, == is the equality fun tion and && is the boolean
fun tion and.
type Var = Int; type Fun = Int
data Term = Var Var | Fun Fun [Term℄
type PairS = (Var,Term); type Subst = [PairS℄
type PairT = (Term,Term); type ListPT = [PairT℄
unify_H :: ListPT -> Maybe Subst
unify_H lp = unify_h lp [℄
unify_h :: ListPT -> Subst ->
unify_h [℄
unify_h ((Var x,Var y):lp)
| x == y
unify_h ((Var x,t):lp)
| x `elem` (varsT t)
| not(x `elem` (varsT

Maybe
sb =
sb
=
sb
=
t)) =

Subst
Just sb
unify_h lp sb
Nothing
unify_h (substLPT x t lp)
((x,t):(substS x t sb))

unify_h ((Fun f lt,Var x):lp) sb =
unify_h ((Var x,Fun f lt):lp) sb
unify_h ((Fun f lt1,Fun g lt2):lp) sb
| f /= g || length lt1 /= length lt2 = Nothing
| f == g && length lt1 == length lt2 =
unify_h ((zip lt1 lt2)++lp) sb

Figure 2: Haskell version of the uni ation algorithm.
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The fun tion varsT returns the list of variables in a term, and the fun tions
substLPT and substS substitute a term for a variable in all the terms of a list
of pairs of terms and a substitution, respe tively. These fun tions have the
following types:
varsT
:: Term -> [Var℄
substLPT :: Var -> Term -> ListPT -> ListPT
substS :: Var -> Term -> Subst -> Subst

The algorithm works as follows: given a list of pairs of terms, the fun tion

unify H omputes a substitution that uni es the list, if su h a substitution
exists, by using the auxiliary fun tion unify h. The fun tion unify h takes

two arguments: a list of pairs of terms lp and a substitution sb. Then, if the
set of variables in lp and the set of variables in sb are disjoint, the substitution
that results from the exe ution of unify h lp sb will be the smallest extension
of sb that uni es lp. As the rst time the fun tion unify h is alled, it is alled
with the empty substitution [ ℄, the substitution that results from the exe ution
of unify H lp will be the most general uni er of the input list lp. To de ne
the algorithm unify h we distinguish whether or not the input list is empty.
If the input list is not empty, we onsider four ases depending on the form of
the terms in the rst pair in the list. These ases are exhaustive and mutually
disjoint.

3.2.2 Termination of the uni ation algorithm
As one an see from the de nition given in gure 2, the re ursion performed in
the algorithm is not always on stru turally smaller arguments. Thus, there is no
easy synta ti ondition that guarantees the termination of the algorithm. To
show that our uni ation algorithm always terminates we de ne a fun tion that
maps lists of pairs of terms into triples of natural numbers. This mapping, whi h
we all LPTto N3, is su h that, in every re ursive all, the triple that orresponds
to the list on whi h we perform the re ursion is stri tly smaller than the triple
that orresponds to the input list of pairs of terms. This fun tion LPTto N3 is a
simpli ation of the fun tion F presented in [MM82℄ to show the termination
of their (non-deterministi ) algorithm.
Consider the set N of natural numbers and the inequality relation < over N
with its usual meaning. Consider now the set N3 of triples of natural numbers
and the standard lexi ographi order <N3 over triples. As the set of natural
numbers is well-founded by <, it an be proven that the set N3 of triples of
natural numbers is well-founded by <N3 .
To de ne the fun tion LPTto N3, we use three auxiliary fun tions that take
a list of pairs of terms and return a natural number. The rst fun tion, alled
#varsLPT , takes a list of pairs of terms and returns the number of di erent variables that o ur in the list. The se ond fun tion, alled #funsLPT , takes a list
of pairs of terms and returns the number of fun tion appli ations that o ur
in the list. The last fun tion, alled #eqsLPT , takes a list of pairs of terms and
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ounts the number of pairs of the form (x; x) or (f (lt); x) that appear in the
list. Thus, we de ne the fun tion LPTto N3 as follows:
LPTto N3 :: ListPT ! N3
LPTto N3(lp) = (#varsLPT (lp); #funsLPT (lp); #eqsLPT (lp))
The termination of the uni ation algorithm is guaranteed sin e the following
inequalities (whose proofs are straightforward) hold:
LPTto N3(lp)
LPTto N3(lp [x:= t℄)
LPTto N3((x; f (lt)): lp)
LPTto N3((zip lt1 lt2 ) ++ lp)

<N3
<N3
<N3
<N3

LPTto N3((x; x): lp)
LPTto N3((x; t): lp)
if
LPTto N3((f (lt); x): lp)
LPTto N3((f (lt1 ); f (lt2 )): lp)

x ∉L varsT (t)

where lp [x:= t℄ denotes the fun tion that substitutes the term t for the variable
x in the list of pairs of terms lp, varsT is the fun tion that returns the set
of variables in a term and ∉L is the non-membership relation over lists (these
fun tions orrespond to the fun tions substL, varsT and the negation of the
fun tion elem respe tively, in the algorithm of gure 2).

3.2.3 Terms, lists of pairs of terms and substitutions in ALF
In order to formalise the set Term of terms in ALF, we use the notion of ve tors of
a ertain length instead of the lists used in the Haskell version of the algorithm.
A ve tor is either empty and has length 0, or it has length n + 1 and is
formed by adding an element to a ve tor of length n. The type of ve tors in
type theory is the following:
Vector ∈ (n ∈ N; A ∈ Set) Set

As the sets Var of variables and Fun of fun tion symbols we use the set of
natural numbers. Then, the de idability of the equality of variables and fun tion
symbols be omes the de idability of equality of natural numbers.
Var ∈ Set
Var ≡ N
Vardec ∈ (x, y ∈ Var) Dec(=(x, y))

Fun ∈ Set
Fun ≡ N
Fundec ∈ (f, g ∈ Fun) Dec(=(f, g))

Terms and ve tors of terms are de ned in ALF as follows:
Term ∈ Set
var ∈ (x ∈ Var) Term
fun ∈ (f ∈ Fun; lt ∈ Vector(n, Term)) Term

VTerm ∈ (n ∈ N) Set
VTerm(n) ≡ Vector(n, Term)

We now de ne the set ListPT of lists of pairs of terms and the set Subst of
substitutions:
PairT ∈ Set
PairT ≡ Pair(Term, Term)
ListPT ∈ Set
ListPT ≡ List(PairT)

PairS ∈ Set
PairS ≡ Pair(Var, Term)
Subst ∈ Set
Subst ≡ List(PairS)

In ALF, we write :=T , :=LPT and :=S for the fun tions that substitute a term
for a variable in a term, in a list of pairs of terms and in a substitution respe tively; we write varsT , varsLPT and varsS for the fun tions that return the list of
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variables that o ur in a term, in a list of pairs of terms and in a substitution
respe tively.
To nish this se tion, we present the types of the ALF lemmas that orrespond to the four inequalities over lists of pairs of terms presented in the
previous se tion.
<LPTvar_var ∈ (x ∈ Var; lp ∈ ListPT) <N3(LPTtoN3(lp), LPTtoN3(:(lp, .(var(x), var(x)))))
<LPT:=var_term ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT;
∉L(x, varsT(t))
) <N3(LPTtoN3(:=LPT(x, t, lp)), LPTtoN3(:(lp, .(var(x), t))))
<LPTvar_fun ∈ (f ∈ Fun;
x ∈ Var;
lt ∈ VTerm(n);
lp ∈ ListPT
) <N3(LPTtoN3(:(lp, .(var(x), fun(f, lt)))), LPTtoN3(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt), var(x)))))
<LPTzip_fun_fun ∈ (f, g ∈ Fun;
lt1, lt2 ∈ VTerm(n);
lp ∈ ListPT
) <N3(LPTtoN3(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp)), LPTtoN3(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt1), fun(g, lt2)))))

3.2.4 Using the standard a essibility predi ate for the formalisation
In order to write the algorithm Unifyacc , whi h is the type-theoreti version
of the uni ation algorithm that uses the standard a essibility predi ate to
handle the re ursive alls, we rst de ne a binary relation <LPT over lists of
pairs of terms as follows:
<LPT ∈ (lp1, lp2 ∈ ListPT) Set
<LPT ∈ (<N3(LPTtoN3(lp1), LPTtoN3(lp2))) <LPT(lp1, lp2)

As the set N3 is well-founded by <N3 , it is easy to prove that the set ListPT is
well-founded by <LPT . Hen e, we de ne a fun tion allaccLPT that given a list of
pairs of terms returns a proof that the list is a essible by <LPT .
Given a list of pairs of terms lp, the uni ation algorithm Unifyacc returns
either a substitution that uni es lp or the value error, if there does not exist
su h substitution. As in the Haskell version, the algorithm Unifyacc alls the
auxiliary algorithm unifyacc with the list lp and the empty substitution, but now
it also supplies a proof that the list lp is a essible by <LPT , for whi h we use
the fun tion allaccLPT .
Unifyacc ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT) ∨(Subst, Error)
Unifyacc(lp) ≡ unifyacc(lp, [], allaccLPT(lp))

The algorithm unifyacc is de ned by re ursion on the proof that the input
list is a essible by <LPT . By performing pattern mat hing on the proof that the
list lp is a essible by <LPT , we obtain the following (in omplete) ALF ode:
unifyacc ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT; sb ∈ Subst; Acc(ListPT, <LPT, lp)) ∨(Subst, Error)
unifyacc(lp, sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡ ?unify_acc.0.0.E

where h1 is the fun tion that takes a list lp0 and a proof that lp0 is smaller than
lp, and returns a proof that lp0 is a essible by <LPT .
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In order to obtain the ases we are interested in, we have to perform a few
pattern mat hings on the list lp and a few ase analyses.
After lling in the basi results, it only remains to ll in the ases where the
re ursive alls are performed. In the re ursive alls, the elds that orrespond
to the lists of pairs of terms and the substitutions are the same as in the Haskell
version of the algorithm. In addition, we have to supply proofs that the lists
to be uni ed are a essible. To obtain these proofs, we use the fun tion h1 . In
ea h of the re ursive alls, to the fun tion h1 we have to supply the list to be
uni ed and a proof that this list is smaller than the original list. We use the
ALF lemmas presented in the previous se tion for the proofs of the inequalities
that we supply to the fun tion h1 .
In gure 3, we present the omplete formalisation of the algorithm unifyacc .

Problems of this formalisation
If we ompare the algorithms in gures 2 and 3, it is easy to see that the latter
is mu h longer than the former, whi h makes the reading and the understanding
of the algorithm in gure 3 more diÆ ult. This, of ourse, reates an important gap between programming in a Haskell-like programming language and
programming in Martin-Lof's type theory.
While the Haskell version of the algorithm ontains only the ne essary information for performing the omputations, the type-theoreti version needs extra
information in order to handle the re ursive alls. In the type-theoreti version
of the algorithm, the proofs that the lists to be uni ed are a essible serve as
a stru turally smaller argument on whi h to perform the re ursion but they
are omputationally irrelevant. Moreover, these proofs are usually long, whi h
ontribute to distra t our attention from the a tual algorithmi part.

3.2.5 Using a spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate for the formalisation
To over ome the problems des ribed above, we de ne a spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate, whi h we all UniAcc. This predi ate ontains useful information that allows us to perform the re ursive alls of the uni ation algorithm in
a simple way.
Intuitively, we an think of the predi ate UniAcc as hara terising the set
of lists of pairs of terms on whi h our uni ation algorithm terminates. In
other words, a list of pairs of terms lp satis es the predi ate UniAcc if our
algorithm terminates on the input list lp. Observe that, if for the input list lp
the uni ation algorithm performs a re ursive all on the list lp0, the uni ation
algorithm an only terminate on the input lp if it terminates on the input lp0 .
To de ne this predi ate, we study the equations in the de nition of the
Haskell version of the algorithm unify h, putting the emphasis on the input list,
the lists on whi h we perform the re ursion (if any) and any extra onditions
(if any) that should be satis ed in order to produ e a result or to perform a
re ursive all. We identify seven ases:
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if the input list is empty, then the algorithm terminates;



if the input list is of the form (x; t): lp with x ∈ varsT (t) and x ≠ t (observe
that this ondition is not ne essary in the Haskell version of the algorithm
due to the way Haskell pro esses the equations that de ne an algorithm),
then the algorithm terminates sin e there does not exist a uni er for the
input list;



if the input list is of the form (x; t): lp with x ∉L varsT (t), then the al-

if the input list is of the form (x; x): lp, then the algorithm an only
terminate on the input list if it terminates on the list lp;

unifyacc ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT; sb ∈ Subst; Acc(ListPT, <LPT, lp)) ∨(Subst, Error)
unifyacc([], sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡ ∨L(sb)
unifyacc(:(lp1, .(var(x), var(x1))), sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡
case Vardec(x, x1) ∈ Dec(=(x, x1)) of
yes(refl(_)) ⇒ unifyacc(lp1, sb, h1(lp1, <LPT(<LPTvar_var(x1, lp1))))
no(h) ⇒
unifyacc(:=LPT(x, var(x1), lp1),
:(:=S(x, var(x1), sb), .(x, var(x1))),
h1(:=LPT(x, var(x1), lp1), <LPT(<LPT:=var_term(lp1, ∉:(∉[](x), h)))))
end
unifyacc(:(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f, lt))), sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡
case ∈dec(x, varsT(fun(f, lt))) ∈ Dec(∈L(x, varsT(fun(f, lt)))) of
yes(h) ⇒ ∨R(error)
no(h) ⇒
unifyacc(
:=LPT(x, fun(f, lt), lp1),
:(:=S(x, fun(f, lt), sb), .(x, fun(f, lt))),
h1(:=LPT(x, fun(f, lt), lp1), <LPT(<LPT:=var_term(lp1, ¬∈to∉(varsT(fun(f, lt)), h)))))
end
unifyacc(:(lp1, .(fun(f, lt), var(x))), sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡
unifyacc(:(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f, lt))),
sb,
h1(:(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f, lt))), <LPT(<LPTvar_fun(f, x, lt, lp1))))
unifyacc(:(lp1, .(fun(f1, lt1), fun(f2, lt2))), sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡
case Fundec(f1, f2) ∈ Dec(=(f1, f2)) of
yes(refl(_)) ⇒
case Ndec(n1, n2) ∈ Dec(=(n1, n2)) of
yes(refl(_)) ⇒
unifyacc(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp1),
sb,
h1(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp1), <LPT(<LPTzip_fun_fun(f2, f2, lt1, lt2, lp1))))
no(h2) ⇒ ∨R(error)
end
no(h) ⇒ ∨R(error)
end

Figure 3: ALF de nition of the algorithm unifyacc .
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gorithm an only terminate on the input list if it terminates on the list
lp [x:= t℄;



if the input list is of the form (f (lt); x): lp, then the algorithm an only
terminate on the input list if it terminates on the list (x; f (lt)): lp;



if the input has the form (f (lt1 ); g(lt2)): lp with length(lt1 )≠ length(lt2 ) or
f ≠ g, then the algorithm terminates sin e there does not exist a uni er
for the input list;



if the input has the form (f (lt1 ); g(lt2 )): lp with length(lt1) = length(lt2 )
and f = g, then the algorithm an only terminate on the input list if it
terminates on the list (zip lt1 lt2) ++ lp.

Noti e that these seven ases are exhaustive and mutually disjoint.
Following this des ription, the ALF de nition of the indu tive predi ate
UniAcc is the following:
UniAcc ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT) Set
uniacc[] ∈ UniAcc([])
uniaccvar_var ∈ (x ∈ Var;
UniAcc(lp)
) UniAcc(:(lp, .(var(x), var(x))))
uniaccvar_term ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT;
∈L(x, varsT(t));
¬(=(var(x), t))
) UniAcc(:(lp, .(var(x), t)))
uniacc:=var_term ∈ (∉L(x, varsT(t));
UniAcc(:=LPT(x, t, lp))
) UniAcc(:(lp, .(var(x), t)))
uniaccvar_fun ∈ (UniAcc(:(lp, .(var(x), fun(f, lt))))
) UniAcc(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt), var(x))))
uniaccfun_fun ∈ (lt1 ∈ VTerm(n1);
lt2 ∈ VTerm(n2);
lp ∈ ListPT;
∨(¬(=(f, g)), ¬(=(n1, n2)))
) UniAcc(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt1), fun(g, lt2))))
uniacczip_fun_fun ∈ (f ∈ Fun;
UniAcc(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp))
) UniAcc(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt1), fun(f, lt2))))

Observe that the lists of terms are de lared as ve tors of terms. In addition, as
the de larations of the ve tors of terms do not play an important role we an
often hide them. Noti e that the Haskell fun tion zip is not exa tly the same
fun tion as the ALF fun tion zip sin e the former is de ned for any two lists
while the latter is only de ned for two lists of terms of the same length. For this
reason, in the last ALF onstru tor both ve tors of terms should be de lared
with the same length. Finally, noti e that in the last onstru tor, we dire tly
use the fun tion symbol f twi e instead of using both fun tion symbols f and
g and having f = g as part of the onstru tor.
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Given the de nition of the predi ate UniAcc, it is possible to de ne a fun tion allUniAccLPT showing that all lists of pairs of terms satisfy the predi ate.
This proof is based on the fa ts that the set N3 is well-founded and that the
inequalities presented in Se tion 3.2.2 hold. This proof, dis ussed in [Bov99℄,
has the same skeleton as the formalisation of the uni ation algorithm that uses
the predi ate Acc to handle the re ursive alls.
We now des ribe how we an write the algorithm Unify in type theory using
the UniAcc predi ate to handle the re ursive alls of the uni ation algorithm.
As before, the algorithm Unify alls the algorithm unify, but now it has to
supply a proof that the input list satis es the predi ate UniAcc.
Unify ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT) ∨(Subst, Error)
Unify(lp) ≡ unify(lp, [], allUniAccLPT(lp))

The algorithm unify is de ned by re ursion on the proof that the list to
be uni ed satis es the predi ate UniAcc. On e we have performed pattern
mat hing over the proof that the input list satis es the predi ate UniAcc, we
obtain an in omplete ALF ode with seven equations, one equation for ea h of
the onstru tors of the predi ate UniAcc. Noti e that ea h of these onstru tors
determines the form of the input list, whi h is shown in ALF by repla ing the
variable that denotes the input list with the symbol \ ". The rst, third and
sixth equations orrespond to the ases where the algorithm returns a basi
result and it is easy to ll them in. In the rest of the equations we have to
perform a re ursive all, and thus we have to supply the new list to be uni ed,
the a umulated substitution and a proof that the new list to be uni ed satis es
the UniAcc predi ate. Observe that in ea h of the re ursive equations, this proof
is one of the parameters of the onstru tor that builds a proof that the original
list satis es the predi ate UniAcc.
Below, we present the type-theoreti formalisation of the fun tion unify.
unify ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT; sb ∈ Subst; UniAcc(lp)) ∨(Subst, Error)
unify(_, sb, uniacc[]) ≡ ∨L(sb)
unify(_, sb, uniaccvar_var(x, h1)) ≡ unify(lp1, sb, h1)
unify(_, sb, uniaccvar_term(lp1, h1, h2)) ≡ ∨R(error)
unify(_, sb, uniacc:=var_term(h1, h2)) ≡ unify(:=LPT(x, t, lp1), :(:=S(x, t, sb), .(x, t)), h2)
unify(_, sb, uniaccvar_fun(h1)) ≡ unify(:(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f, lt))), sb, h1)
unify(_, sb, uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, h1)) ≡ ∨R(error)
unify(_, sb, uniacczip_fun_fun(f, h1)) ≡ unify(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp1), sb, h1)

Observe that the ALF ode of this version of the algorithm is short and
on ise. Noti e also that we were able to eliminate all the proofs related to the
inequalities of lists of pairs of terms from the ode of the algorithm.
In [Bov99℄, we have also proven the partial orre tness of this formalisation.
In our experien e, this proof has also bene tted from the way we de ned the
predi ate UniAcc and the uni ation algorithm. Most of the theorems we need
in order to prove the partial orre tness of the uni ation algorithm are de ned
by re ursion on the proof that the input list satis es the predi ate UniAcc, and
they are short and on ise.
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4 Con lusions
Here, we present some on lusions and related work.
Our work is heavily based on indu tive families, for whi h ALF is very
suitable. However, the formalisation of general re ursive algorithm following our
method an also be performed in other proof assistants that allow the de nition
of indu tive predi ates like our spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate, as for
example the proof assistant Coq [DFH+ 91℄.
We des ribe a method to formalise simple general re ursive algorithms in
type theory that separates the omputational and logi al parts of the de nition
or, in other words, the omputational part and the proof of its total orre tness.
This fa t has several advantages. First, the resulting type-theoreti algorithms
are ompa t and easy to understand. They are as simple as their Haskell versions, where there exists no restri tion on the re ursive alls. Se ond, as totality
is now a separate task, we an also use this method to formalise partial fun tions
as is shown in [BC01℄. Finally, our method also simpli es the task of formal
veri ation. Often, in the pro ess of verifying omplex algorithms, the formalisation of the algorithm is so ompli ated and louded with logi al information,
that the formal veri ation of its properties be omes very diÆ ult. If the algorithms are formalised as we propose, the simpli ity of its de nition would make
the task of formal veri ation dramati ally easier.
Although we have de ned our spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate manually, we have done so in a systemati way. Hen e, we see no reason why this
pro ess annot be made automati ally. This me hanisation would require some
further work sin e some minor de isions should be taken in order to de ne the
spe ial predi ates from the Haskell algorithms.
The method we present here an be used with no problems in the formalisation of mutually general re ursive algorithms. The extension of our method for
nested re ursive algorithms is, though, not that straightforward. If we would
follow the method we des ribe here to formalise a nested algorithm f alg, we
would obtain a spe ial-purpose predi ate fAcc where the result of f alg would
appear in the premises of the rules of fAcc. This would at rst seem to be
not possible sin e fAcc would need f alg to be de ned and we would use fAcc
to de ne f alg. However, Dybjer's s hema on simultaneous indu tive-re ursive
de nitions [Dyb00℄ gives us the means to de ne fAcc and f alg in a simultaneous way. In [BC01℄, we show how we an formalise nested re ursive algorithms
using Dybjer's s hema. The method for formalising nested algorithm is a tually
very similar to the one presented here for formalising simple general re ursive
algorithms.

4.1 Related work
There are not many studies on formalising general re ursion in type theory, as
far as we know. Nordstrom [Nor88℄ uses the predi ate Acc for that purpose.
Balaa and Bertot [BB00℄ use x-point equations to obtain the desired equalities
for the re ursive de nitions in Coq, but one still has to mix the a tual algorithm
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with proofs on erning the well-foundedness of the re ursive alls.
Slind [Sli96℄ has studied the problem of de ning general re ursive fun tions
in lassi al higher order logi . As his framework is quite di erent from ours, he
does not fa e the same kind of problem as we do. In [Sli96℄, Slind develops a
re ursive indu tion prin iple for general re ursive de nitions. The power given
by this indu tion prin iple is equivalent to stru tural indu tion over our spe ialpurpose predi ate.
Uni ation algorithms have been the entre of several studies. Here we
brie y dis uss only those that are more relevant. See [Bov99℄ for a more omplete dis ussion of the related work on uni ation.
Paulson [Pau85℄ losely follows the work by Manna and Waldinger [MW81℄
to verify the uni ation algorithm in LCF [GMW79℄. However, although Manna
and Waldinger synthesise a program, Paulson states the uni ation algorithm
and then proves it. Rouyer [Rou92℄ has presented a veri ation of a rst-order
uni ation algorithm using the Coq proof assistant. A spe ial attention should
be paid to M Bride's formalisation (see [M B99℄) of a uni ation algorithm in
Lego [LP92℄, where he exploits the use of dependent types in programming. The
way in whi h M Bride de nes terms and substitutions permits a reformulation
of the uni ation problem in a stru tural way with a lexi ographi re ursive
stru ture. In this way, M Bride does not need to impose either an external
termination ordering or an a essibility argument.
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Abstra t
We extend Bove's te hnique for formalising simple general re ursive
algorithms in onstru tive type theory to nested re ursive algorithms.
The method onsists in de ning an indu tive spe ial-purpose a essibility
predi ate, that hara terises the inputs on whi h the algorithm terminates. As a result, the type-theoreti version of the algorithm an be
de ned by stru tural re ursion on the proof that the input values satisfy
this predi ate. This te hnique results in de nitions in whi h the omputational and logi al parts are learly separated; hen e, the type-theoreti
version of the algorithm is given by its purely fun tional ontent, similarly
to the orresponding program in a fun tional programming language. In
the ase of nested re ursion, the spe ial predi ate and the type-theoreti
algorithm must be de ned simultaneously, be ause they depend on ea h
other. This kind of de nitions is not allowed in ordinary type theory,
but it is provided in type theories extended with Dybjer's s hema for simultaneous indu tive-re ursive de nitions. The te hnique applies also to
the formalisation of partial fun tions as proper type-theoreti fun tions,
rather than relations representing their graphs.
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1 Introdu tion
Constru tive type theory (see for example [ML84, CH88℄) an be seen as a programming language where spe i ations are represented as types and programs
as elements of types. Therefore, algorithms are orre t by onstru tion or an
be proved orre t by using the expressive power of onstru tive type theory.
Although this paper is intended mainly for those who already have some
knowledge of type theory, we re all the basi ideas that we use here. The basi
notion in type theory is that of type . A type is explained by saying what its
obje ts are and what it means for two of its obje ts to be equal. We write a 2
for \a is an obje t of type ".
We onsider a basi type and two type formers.
The basi type omprises sets and propositions and we all it Set. Both sets
and propositions are indu tively de ned. A proposition is interpreted as a set
whose elements represent its proofs. In onformity with the explanation of what
it means to be a type, we know that A is an obje t of Set if we know how to
form its anoni al elements and when two anoni al elements are equal.
The rst type former onstru ts the type of the elements of a set: for ea h
set A, the elements of A form a type. If a is an element of A, we say that a
has type A. Sin e every set is indu tively de ned, we know how to build its
elements.
The se ond type former onstru ts the types of dependent fun tions. Let
be a type and be a family of types over , that is, for every element a in ,
(a) is a type. We write (x 2 ) (x) for the type of dependent fun tions from
to . If f has type (x 2 ) (x), then, when we apply f to an obje t a of type
, we obtain an obje t f (a) of type (a).
A set former or, in general, any indu tive de nition is introdu ed as a onstant A of type (x1 2 1 ; : : : ; xn 2 n )Set, for 1 ; : : : ; n types. We must spe ify the onstru tors that generate the elements of A(a1 ; : : : ; an ) by giving their
types, for a1 2 1 ,. . . ,an 2 n .
Abstra tions are written as [x1 ; : : : ; xn ℄e and theorems are introdu ed as
dependent types of the form (x1 2 1 ; : : : ; xn 2 n ) (x1 ; : : : ; xn ). If the name
of a variable is not important, one an simply write ( ) instead of (x 2 ), both
in the introdu tion of indu tive de nitions and in the de laration of (dependent)
fun tions. We write (x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xn 2 ) instead of (x1 2 ; x2 2 ; : : : ; xn 2 ).
General re ursive algorithms are de ned by ases where the re ursive alls
are performed on obje ts that satisfy no synta ti ondition guaranteeing termination. As a onsequen e, there is no dire t way of formalising them in type
theory. The standard way of handling general re ursion in type theory uses
a well-founded re ursion prin iple derived from the a essibility predi ate A
(see [A z77, Nor88, BB00℄). The idea behind the a essibility predi ate is that
an element a is a essible by a relation  if there exists no in nite de reasing
sequen e starting from a. A set A is said to be well-founded with respe t to 
if all its elements are a essible by . Formally, given a set A, a binary relation
 on A and an element a in A, we an form the set A (A; ; a). The only
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introdu tion rule for the a essibility predi ate is
a 2 A p 2 (x 2 A; h 2 x  a)A (A; ; x)
a (a; p) 2 A (A; ; a)
The orresponding elimination rule, also known as the rule of well-founded reursion, is

a2A
h 2 A (A; ; a)
e 2 (x 2 A; hx 2 A (A; ; x); px 2 (y 2 A; q 2 y  x)P (y))P (x)
wfre (a; h; e) 2 P (a)
and its omputation rule is
wfre (a; a (a; p); e) = e(a; a (a; p); [y; q ℄wfre (y; p(y; q ); e)) 2 P (a)

Hen e, to guarantee that a general re ursive algorithm that performs the
re ursive alls on elements of type A terminates, we have to prove that A is
well-founded and that the arguments supplied to the re ursive alls are smaller
than the input.
Sin e A is a general predi ate, it gives no information that an help us
in the formalisation of a spe i re ursive algorithm. As a onsequen e, its
use in the formalisation of general re ursive algorithms often results in long
and ompli ated ode. On the other hand, fun tional programming languages
like Haskell [JHe+ 99℄ impose no restri tions on re ursive programs; therefore,
writing general re ursive algorithms in Haskell is straightforward. In addition,
fun tional programs are usually short and self-explanatory. However, there is
no powerful framework to reason about the orre tness of Haskell-like programs.
Bove [Bov01℄ introdu es a method to formalise simple general re ursive algorithms in type theory (by simple we mean non-nested and non-mutually reursive) in a lear and ompa t way. We believe that this te hnique helps to
lose the gap between programming in a fun tional language and programming
in type theory.
This work is similar to that of Paulson in [Pau86℄. He de nes an ordering
asso iated with the re ursive steps of an algorithm, su h that the inputs on
whi h the algorithm terminates are the obje ts a essible by the order. Then
he de nes the algorithm by indu tion on the order. The proof of termination for
the algorithm redu es to a proof that the order is well-founded. Bove's idea is a
translation of this in the framework of type theory in a way more onvenient than
the straightforward translation. Given the Haskell version of an algorithm f alg,
the method in [Bov01℄ uses an indu tive spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate
alled fA . We onstru t this predi ate dire tly from f alg, and we regard it
as a hara terisation of the olle tion of inputs on whi h f alg terminates. It
has an introdu tion rule for ea h ase in the algorithm and provides a synta ti
ondition that guarantees termination. In this way, we an formalise f alg in
type theory by stru tural re ursion on the proof that the input of f alg satis es
fA , obtaining a ompa t and readable formalisation of the algorithm.
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However, the te hnique in [Bov01℄ annot be immediately applied to nested
re ursive algorithms. Here, we present a method for formalising nested re ursive
algorithms in type theory in a similar way to the one used in [Bov01℄. Thus,
we obtain short and lear formalisations of nested re ursive algorithms in type
theory. This te hnique uses the s hema for simultaneous indu tive-re ursive
de nitions presented by Dybjer in [Dyb00℄; hen e, it an be used only in type
theories extended with su h s hema.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In se tion 2, we illustrate the
method used in [Bov01℄ on a simple example. In addition, we point out the
advantages of this te hnique over the standard way of de ning general re ursive
algorithms in type theory by using the predi ate A . In se tion 3, we adapt
the method to nested re ursive algorithms, using Dybjer's s hema. In se tion 4,
we show how the method an be put to use also in the formalisation of partial
fun tions. Finally, in se tion 5, we present some on lusions and related work.

2 Simple General Re ursion in Type Theory
Here, we illustrate the te hnique used in [Bov01℄ on a simple example: the
modulo algorithm on natural numbers. In addition, we point out the advantages
of this te hnique over the standard way of de ning general re ursive algorithms
in type theory by using the a essibility predi ate A .
First, we give the Haskell version of the modulo algorithm. Se ond, we dene the type-theoreti version of it that uses the standard a essibility predi ate
A to handle the re ursive all, and we point out the problems of this formalisation. Third, we introdu e a spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate, ModA ,
spe i ally de ned for this ase study. Intuitively, this predi ate de nes the olle tion of pairs of natural numbers on whi h the modulo algorithm terminates.
Fourth, we present a formalisation of the modulo algorithm in type theory by
stru tural re ursion on the proof that the input pair of natural numbers satis es
the predi ate ModA . Finally, we show that all pairs of natural numbers satisfy
ModA , whi h implies that the modulo algorithm terminates on all inputs.
In the Haskell de nition of the modulo algorithm we use the set N of natural
numbers, the subtra tion operation <-> and the less-than relation << over N,
de ned in Haskell in the usual way. We also use Haskell's data type Maybe A,
whose elements are Nothing and Just a, for any a of type A. Here is the Haskell
ode for the modulo algorithm1:
mod :: N -> N -> Maybe N
mod n 0 = Nothing
mod n m | n << m = Just n
| not(n << m) = mod (n <-> m) m

It is evident that this algorithm terminates on all inputs. However, the re ursive
all is made on the argument n m, whi h is not stru turally smaller than the
1 For

the sake of simpli ity, we ignore eÆ ien y aspe ts su h as the fa t that the expression

n << m is omputed twi e.
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argument n, although the value of n m is smaller than n.
Before introdu ing the type-theoreti version of the algorithm that uses the
standard a essibility predi ate, we give the types of two operators and two
lemmas2 :

<

2 (n; m 2 N)N
2 (n; m 2 N)Set

less-de
min-less

2 (n; m 2 N)De (n < m)
2 (n; m 2 N; :(n < s(m)))(n

s(m) < n)

On the left side we have the types of the subtra tion operation and the lessthan relation over natural numbers. On the right side we have the types of two
lemmas that we use later on. The rst lemma states that it is de idable whether
a natural number is less than another. The se ond lemma establishes that if
the natural number n is not less than the natural number s(m), then the result
of subtra ting s(m) from n is less than n 3 .
In pla e of Haskell's Maybe type, we use the type-theoreti disjun tion of
the set N of natural numbers and the singleton set Error whose only element is
error. The type-theoreti version of the modulo algorithm that uses the standard
a essibility predi ate A to handle the re ursive all is4
moda 2 (n; m 2 N; A (N; <; n))N _ Error
moda (n; 0; a (n; p)) = inr(error)
moda (n; s(m1 ); a (n; p)) =
ase less-de (n; s(m1 )) 2 De (n < s(m1 )) of
inl(q1 ) ) inl(n)
inr(q2 ) ) moda (n s(m1 ); s(m1 ); p(n s(m1 ); min-less(n; m1 ; q2 )))

end

This algorithm is de ned by re ursion on the proof that the rst argument of
the modulo operator is a essible by <. We rst distinguish ases on m. If m is
zero, we return an error, be ause the modulo zero operation is not de ned. If m
is equal to s(m1 ) for some natural number m1 , we distinguish ases on whether n
is smaller than s(m1 ). If so, we return the value n. Otherwise, we subtra t s(m1 )
from n and we all the modulo algorithm re ursively on the values n s(m1 ) and
s(m1 ). The re ursive all needs a proof that the value n s(m1 ) is a essible.
This proof is given by the expression p(n s(m1 ); min-less(n; m1 ; q2 )), whi h is
stru turally smaller than a (n; p).
We an easily de ne a fun tion alla N that, applied to a natural number n,
returns a proof that n is a essible by <. We use this fun tion to de ne the
desired modulo algorithm:
Moda 2 (n; m 2 N)N _ Error
Moda (n; m) = moda (n; m; alla
2 De is the de idability predi ate: given a proposition
3 The hypothesis (n s(m) < n) is ne essary be ause

N

(n))

P , De (P )  P _ :P .
the subtra tion of a larger number

from a smaller one is set to be 0 by default.
4 The set former _ represents the disjun tion of two sets, and inl and inr the two onstru tors
of the set.
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The main disadvantage of this formalisation of the modulo algorithm is that we
have to supply a proof that n s(m1 ) is a essible by < to the re ursive all.
This proof has no omputational ontent and its only purpose is to serve as a
stru turally smaller argument on whi h to perform the re ursion. Noti e that,
even for su h a small example, this a essibility proof distra ts our attention
and enlarges the ode of the algorithm.
To over ome this problem, we de ne a spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate,
ModA , ontaining information that helps us to write a new type-theoreti
version of the algorithm. To onstru t this predi ate, we ask ourselves the
following question: on whi h inputs does the modulo algorithm terminate? To
nd the answer, we inspe t losely the Haskell version of the modulo algorithm.
We an dire tly extra t from its stru ture the onditions that the input values
should satisfy to produ e a basi (that is, non re ursive) result or to perform a
terminating re ursive all. In other words, we formulate the property that an
input value must satisfy for the omputation to terminate: either the algorithm
does not perform any re ursive all, or the values on whi h the re ursive alls
are performed have themselves the property. We distinguish three ases:
 if the input numbers are n and zero, then the algorithm terminates;





if the input number n is less than the input number m, then the algorithm
terminates;

if the number n is not less than the number m and m is not zero5, then
the algorithm terminates on the inputs n and m if it terminates on the
inputs n m and m.
Following this des ription, we de ne the indu tive predi ate ModA over
pairs of natural numbers by the introdu tion rules (for n and m natural numbers)
n<m
:(m = 0) :(n < m) ModA (n m; m)
ModA (n; 0) ModA (n; m)
ModA (n; m)
This predi ate an easily be formalised in type theory:
ModA 2 (n; m 2 N)Set
moda 0 2 (n 2 N)ModA (n; 0)
moda < 2 (n; m 2 N; n < m)ModA (n; m)
moda  2 (n; m 2 N; :(m = 0); :(n < m); ModA (n
ModA (n; m)

m; m))

We now use this predi ate to formalise the modulo algorithm in type theory:
mod 2 (n; m 2 N; ModA (n; m))N _ Error
mod(n; 0; moda 0 (n)) = inr(error)
mod(n; m; moda < (n; m; q )) = inl(n)
mod(n; m; moda  (n; m; q1 ; q2 ; h)) = mod(n

5 Observe

m; m; h)

that this ondition is not needed in the Haskell version of the algorithm due to
the order in whi h Haskell pro esses the equations that de ne an algorithm.
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This algorithm is de ned by stru tural re ursion on the proof that the input
pair of numbers satis es the predi ate ModA . The rst two equations are
straightforward. The last equation onsiders the ase where n is not less than
m; here q1 is a proof that m is di erent from zero, q2 is a proof that n is not
less than m and h is a proof that the pair (n m; m) satis es the predi ate
ModA . In this ase, we all the algorithm re ursively on the values n m and
m. We have to supply a proof that the pair (n m; m) satis es the predi ate
ModA to the re ursive all, whi h is given by the argument h.
To prove that the modulo algorithm terminates on all inputs, we use the
auxiliary lemma moda aux. Given a natural number m, this lemma proves
ModA (i; m), for i an a essible natural number, from the assumption that
ModA (j; m) holds for every natural number j smaller than i. The proof proeeds by ase analysis on m and, when m is equal to s(m1 ) for some natural
number m1 , by ases on whether i is smaller than s(m1 ). The term nots0(m1 )
is a proof that s(m1 ) is di erent from 0.
moda aux 2 (m; i 2 N; A (N; <; i); f 2 (j 2 N; j < i)ModA (j; m))
ModA (i; m)
moda aux (0; i; h; f ) = moda 0 (i)
moda aux (s(m1 ); i; h; f ) =
ase less-de (i; s(m1 )) 2 De (i < s(m1 )) of
inl(q1 ) ) moda < (i; s(m1 ); q1 )
inr(q2 ) ) moda  (i; s(m1 ); nots0(m1 ); q2 ;
f (i s(m1 ); min-less(i; m1; q2 )))
end
Now, we prove that the modulo algorithm terminates on all inputs, that is, we
prove that all pairs of natural numbers satisfy ModA 6 :
allModA 2 (n; m 2 N)ModA (n; m)
allModA (n; m) = wfre (n; alla N (n); moda aux (m))
Noti e that the skeleton of the proof of the fun tion moda aux is very similar
to the skeleton of the algorithm moda .
Finally, we an use the previous fun tion to write the nal modulo algorithm:
Mod 2 (n; m 2 N)N _ Error
Mod(n; m) = mod(n; m; allModA (n; m))
Observe that, even for su h a small example, the version of the algorithm
that uses our spe ial predi ate is slightly shorter and more readable than the
type-theoreti version of the algorithm that is de ned by using the predi ate
A . Noti e also that we were able to move the non- omputational parts from
the ode of moda into the proof that the predi ate ModA holds for all possible
inputs, thus separating the a tual algorithm from the proof of its termination.
We hope that, by now, the reader is quite familiar with our notation. So, in
the following se tions, we will not explain the type-theoreti odes in detail.
6 Here, we use the general re ursor wfre with the elimination predi ate
P (n)  ModA (n; m).
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3 Nested Re ursion in Type Theory
The te hnique we have just des ribed to formalise simple general re ursion annot be applied to nested general re ursive algorithms in a straightforward way.
We illustrate the problem on a simple nested re ursive algorithm over natural
numbers. Its Haskell de nition is
nest :: N -> N
nest 0 = 0
nest (S n) = nest(nest n)

Clearly, this is a total algorithm returning 0 on every input.
If we want to use the te hnique des ribed in the previous se tion to formalise
this algorithm, we need to de ne an indu tive spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate NestA over the natural numbers. To onstru t NestA , we ask ourselves
the following question: on whi h inputs does the nest algorithm terminate? By
inspe ting the Haskell version of the nest algorithm, we distinguish two ases:
 if the input number is 0, then the algorithm terminates;
 if the input number is s(n) for some natural number n, then the algorithm
terminates if it terminates on the inputs n and nest(n).
Following this des ription, we de ne the indu tive predi ate NestA over
natural numbers by the introdu tion rules (for n natural number)
NestA (n) NestA (nest(n))
NestA (0)
NestA (s(n))
Unfortunately, this de nition is not orre t sin e nest is not yet de ned. Moreover, the purpose of de ning the predi ate NestA is to be able to de ne the
algorithm nest by stru tural re ursion on the proof that its input value satis es
NestA . Hen e, the de nitions of NestA and nest are lo ked in a vi ious ir le.
However, there is an extension of type theory that gives us the means to
de ne the predi ate NestA indu tively generated by two onstru tors orresponding to the two introdu tion rules of the previous paragraph. This extension
has been introdu ed by Dybjer in [Dyb00℄ and it allows the simultaneous de nition of an indu tive predi ate P and a fun tion f , where f has the predi ate
P as part of its domain and is de ned by re ursion on P . In our ase, given the
input value n, nest requires an argument of type NestA (n). Using Dybjer's
s hema, we an simultaneously de ne NestA and nest:
NestA
2 (n 2 N)Set
nest
2 (n 2 N; NestA (n))N
nesta 0
nesta s

2 NestA (0)
2 (n 2 N; h1 2 NestA (n); h2 2 NestA
NestA (s(n))

nest(0; nesta 0) = 0
nest(s(n); nesta s(n; h1 ; h2 )) = nest(nest(n; h1 ); h2 )
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(nest(n; h1 )))

This de nition may at rst look ir ular: the type of nest requires that the
predi ate NestA is de ned, while the type of the onstru tor nesta s of the
predi ate NestA requires that nest is de ned. However, we an see that it
is not so by analysing how the elements in NestA and the values of nest are
generated. First of all, NestA (0) is well de ned be ause it does not depend on
any assumption and its only element is nesta 0. On e NestA (0) is de ned,
the result of nest on the inputs 0 and nesta 0 be omes de ned and its value
is 0. Now, we an apply the onstru tor nesta s to the arguments n = 0,
h1 = nesta 0 and h2 = nesta 0. This appli ation is well typed sin e h2 must
be an element in NestA (nest(0; nesta 0)), that is, NestA (0). At this point,
we an ompute the value of nest(s(0); nesta s(0; nesta 0; nesta 0)) and obtain
the value zero7, and so on. Cir ularity is avoided be ause the values of nest an
be omputed at the moment a new proof of the predi ate NestA is generated;
in turn, ea h onstru tor of NestA alls nest only on those arguments that
appear previously in its assumptions, for whi h we an assume that nest has
already been omputed.
The next step onsists in proving that the predi ate NestA is satis ed by
all natural numbers:
allNestA

2 (n 2 N)NestA (n)

This an be done by rst proving that, given a natural number n and a proof
h of NestA (n), nest(n; h)  n (by stru tural re ursion on h), and then using
well-founded re ursion on the set of natural numbers.
Now, we de ne Nest as a fun tion from natural numbers to natural numbers:
Nest 2 (n 2 N)N
Nest(n) = nest(n; allNestA (n))

Noti e that by making the simultaneous de nition of NestA and nest we
an treat nested re ursion similarly to how we treat simple re ursion. In this
way, we obtain a short and lear formalisation of the nest algorithm.
To illustrate our te hnique for nested general re ursive algorithms in more
interesting situations, we present a slightly more ompli ated example: Paulson's normalisation fun tion for onditional expressions [Pau86℄. Its Haskell
de nition is
data CExp = At | If CExp CExp CExp
nm
nm
nm
nm

:: CExp -> CExp
At = At
(If At y z) = If At (nm y) (nm z)
(If (If u v w) y z) = nm (If u (nm (If v y z))
(nm (If w y z)))

7 Sin e nest(s(0); nesta s (0; nesta 0 ; nesta 0 ))
nest(0; nesta 0) = 0
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= nest(nest(0; nesta 0); nesta 0) =

To de ne the spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate, we study the di erent
equations in the Haskell version of the algorithm, putting the emphasis on the
input expressions and the expressions on whi h the re ursive alls are performed.
We obtain the following introdu tion rules for the indu tive predi ate nmA
(for y; z; u; v and w onditional expressions):
nmA (If (v; y; z ))
nmA (If (w; y; z ))
nmA (If (u; nm(If (v; y; z )); nm(If (w; y; z ))))
nmA (If (If (u; v; w); y; z ))

nmA (At)
nmA (y ) nmA (z )
nmA (If (At; y; z ))

In type theory, we de ne the indu tive predi ate nmA simultaneously with
the fun tion nm, re ursively de ned on nmA :
nmA
nm

2 (e 2 CExp)Set
2 (e 2 CExp; nmA (e))CExp

nma 1
nma 2
nma 3

2 nmA (At)
2 (y; z 2 CExp; nmA (y); nmA (z ))nmA (If (At; y; z ))
2 (u; v; w; y; z 2 CExp;
h1 2 nmA (If (v; y; z )); h2 2 nmA (If (w; y; z ));
h3 2 nmA (If (u; nm(If (v; y; z ); h1); nm(If (w; y; z ); h2 ))))
nmA (If (If (u; v; w); y; z ))

nm(At; nma 1 ) = At
nm(If (At; y; z ); nma 2 (y; z; h1 ; h2 )) = If (At; nm(y; h1 ); nm(z; h2 ))
nm(If (If (u; v; w); y; z ); nma 3 (u; v; w; y; z; h1 ; h2 ; h3 )) =
nm(If (u; nm(If (v; y; z ); h1 ); nm(If (w; y; z ); h2 )); h3 )

We an justify this de nition as we did for the nest algorithm, reasoning about
the well-foundedness of the re ursive alls: the fun tion nm takes a proof that
the input expression satis es the predi ate nmA as an extra argument and it
is de ned by stru tural re ursion on that proof, and ea h onstru tor of nmA
alls nm only on those proofs that appear previously in its assumptions, for
whi h we an assume that nm has already been omputed.
On e again, the next step onsists in proving that the predi ate nmA is
satis ed by all onditional expressions:
allnmA

2 (e 2 CExp)nmA (e)

To do this, we rst show that the onstru tors of the predi ate nmA use
indu tive assumptions on smaller arguments, though not ne essarily stru turally
smaller ones. To that end, we de ne a measure that assigns a natural number
to ea h onditional expression:

jAtj = 1

and

jIf (x; y; z )j = jxj  (1 + jyj + jz j)
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With this measure, it is easy to prove that

jIf (v; y; z )j < jIf (If (u; v; w); y; z )j; jIf (w; y; z )j < jIf (If (u; v; w); y; z )j
and jIf (u; v0 ; w0 )j < jIf (If (u; v; w); y; z )j
for every v0 ; w0 su h that jv0 j  jIf (v; y; z )j and jw0 j  jIf (w; y; z )j. Therefore, to
prove that the predi ate nmA holds for a ertain e 2 CExp, we need to all
nm only on those arguments that have smaller measure than e8 .

Now, we an prove that every onditional expression satis es nmA by
rst proving that, given a onditional expression e and a proof h of nmA (e),
jnm(e; h)j  jej (by stru tural re ursion on h), and then using well-founded
re ursion on the set of natural numbers.
We an then de ne NM as a fun tion from onditional expressions to onditional expressions:
NM 2 (e 2 CExp)CExp
NM(e) = nm(e; allnmA (e))

4 Partial Fun tions in Type Theory
Until now we have applied our te hnique to total fun tions for whi h totality
ould not be proven easily by stru tural re ursion. However, it an also be put
to use in the formalisation of partial fun tions. A standard way to formalise
partial fun tions in type theory is to de ne them as relations rather than obje ts
of a fun tion type. For example, the minimisation operator for natural numbers,
whi h takes a fun tion f 2 (N)N as input and gives the least n 2 N su h that
f (n) = 0 as output, annot be represented as an obje t of type ((N)N)N be ause
it does not terminate on all inputs. A standard representation of this operator
in type theory is the indu tive relation

 2 (f
0
1

2 (N)N; n 2 N)Set
2 (f 2 (N)N; f (0) = 0)(f; 0)
2 (f 2 (N)N; f (0) =
6 0; n 2 N; ([m℄f (s(m)); n))(f; s(n))

The relation  represents the graph of the minimisation operator. If we indiate the minimisation fun tion by min, then (f; n) is inhabited if and only if
min(f ) = n. The fa t that min may be unde ned on some fun tion f is expressed
by (f; n) being empty for every natural number n.
There are reasons to be unhappy with this approa h. First, for a relation to
really de ne a partial fun tion, we must prove that it is univo al: in our ase,
that for all n; m 2 N, if (f; n) and (f; m) are both nonempty then n = m.
Se ond, there is no omputational ontent in this representation, that is, we
annot a tually ompute the value of min(f ) for any f .
Let us try to apply our te hnique to this example and start with the Haskell
de nition of min:
8 We ould have done something similar in the ase of the algorithm nest by de ning the
measure jxj = x and proving the inequality y < s(x) for every y  x
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min :: (N -> N) -> N
min f | f 0 == 0 = 0
| f 0 /= 0 = s (min (\m -> f (s m)))

We observe that the omputation of min on the input f terminates if f (0) = 0
or if f (0) 6= 0 and min terminates on the input [m℄f (s(m)). This leads to the
indu tive de nition of the spe ial predi ate minA on fun tions de ned by the
introdu tion rules (for f a fun tion from natural numbers to natural numbers
and m a natural number)

f (0) = 0

minA (f )

f (0) 6= 0 minA ([m℄f (s(m)))
minA (f )

We an dire tly translate these rules into type theory:
minA 2 (f
mina 0
mina 1

2 (N)N)Set
2 (f 2 (N)N; f (0) = 0)minA (f )
2 (f 2 (N)N; f (0) =
6 0; minA ([m℄f (s(m))))minA (f )

Now, we de ne min for those inputs that satisfy minA :
min 2 (f 2 (N)N; minA (f ))N
min(f; mina 0(f; q )) = 0
min(f; mina 1(f; q; h)) = s(min([m℄f (s(m)); h))

In this ase, it is not possible to prove that all elements in (N)N satisfy the
spe ial predi ate, simply be ause it is not true. However, given a fun tion f , we
may rst prove minA (f ) (that is, that the re ursive alls in the de nition of
min are well-founded and, thus, that the fun tion min terminates for the input
f ) and then use min to a tually ompute the value of the minimisation of f .
Partial fun tions an also be de ned by o urren es of nested re ursive alls,
in whi h ase we need to use simultaneous indu tive-re ursive de nitions. We
show how this works on the example of the normal-form fun tion for terms of
the untyped - al ulus. The Haskell program that normalises -terms is
data Lambda = Var N | Abst N Lambda | App Lambda Lambda
sub :: Lambda -> N -> Lambda -> Lambda
nf
nf
nf
nf

:: Lambda -> Lambda
(Var i) = Var i
(Abst i a) = Abst i (nf a)
(App a b) = ase (nf a) of
Var i -> App (Var i) (nf b)
Abst i a' -> nf (sub a' i b)
App a' a'' -> App (App a' a'') (nf b)

The elements of Lambda denote -terms: Var i, Abst i a and App a b denote
the variable xi , the term (xi :a) and the term a(b), respe tively. We assume
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that a substitution algorithm sub is given, su h that (sub a i b) omputes
the term a[xi := b℄.
Noti e that the algorithm ontains a hidden nested re ursion: in the se ond
sub- ase of the ase expression, the term a', produ ed by the all (nf a),
appears inside the all nf (sub a' i b). This sub- ase ould be written in the
following way, where we abuse notation to make the nested alls expli it:
nf (App a b) = nf (let (Abst i a') = nf a in (sub a' i b))

Let  be the type-theoreti de nition of Lambda. To formalise the algorithm, we use the method des ribed in the previous se tion with simultaneous
indu tion-re ursion de nitions. The introdu tion rules for the spe ial predi ate
nfA , some of whi h use nf in their premises, are (for i natural number, and a,
a0 , a00 and b -terms)
nfA (Var(i))

nfA (a) nfA (b) nf (a) = Var(i)
nfA (App(a; b))

nfA (a)
nfA (Abst(i; a))

nfA (a) nf (a) = Abst(i; a0 ) nfA (sub(a0 ; i; b))
nfA (App(a; b))
nfA (a) nfA (b) nf (a) = App(a0 ; a00 )
nfA (App(a; b))

To write a orre t type-theoreti de nition, we must de ne the indu tive
predi ate nfA simultaneously with the fun tion nf , re ursively de ned on
nfA :
nfA
2 (x 2 )Set
nf
2 (x 2 ; nfA (x))
nfa 1
nfa 2
nfa 3

2 (i 2 N)nfA (Var(i))
2 (i 2 N; a 2 ; ha 2 nfA (a))nfA (Abst(i; a))
2 (a; b 2 ; ha 2 nfA (a); hb 2 nfA (b); i 2 N; nf (a; ha ) = Var(i))

nfa 4

2 (a; b 2 ; ha 2 nfA (a); i 2 N; a0 2 ;

nfa 5

2

nfA (App(a; b))

nf (a; ha ) = Abst(i; a0 ); nfA (sub(a0 ; i; b)))
nfA (App(a; b))
(a; b 2 ; ha 2 nfA (a); hb 2 nfA (b);
a0 ; a00 2 ; nf (a; ha ) = App(a0 ; a00 ))
nfA (App(a; b))

nf (Var(i); nfa 1 (i)) = Var(i)
nf (Abst(i; a); nfa 2 (i; a; ha )) = Abst(i; nf (a; ha ))
nf (App(a; b); nfa 3 (a; b; ha ; hb ; i; q )) = App(Var(i); nf (b; hb ))
nf (App(a; b); nfa 4 (a; b; ha ; i; a0 ; q; h)) = nf (sub(a0 ; i; b); h)
nf (App(a; b); nfa 5 (a; b; ha ; hb ; a0 ; a00 ; q )) = App(App(a0 ; a00 ); nf (b; hb ))
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5 Con lusions and Related Work
We des ribe a te hnique to formalise algorithms in type theory that separates
the omputational and logi al parts of the de nition. As a onsequen e, the resulting type-theoreti algorithms are ompa t and easy to understand. They are
as simple as their Haskell versions, where there is no restri tion on the re ursive
alls. The te hnique was originally developed by Bove for simple general re ursive algorithms. Here, we extend it to nested re ursion using Dybjer's s hema
for simultaneous indu tive-re ursive de nitions. We also show how we an use
this te hnique to formalise partial fun tions. Noti e that the proof of the speial predi ate for a parti ular input is a tra e of the omputation of the original
algorithm, therefore its stru tural omplexity is proportional to the number of
steps of the algorithm.
We believe that our te hnique simpli es the task of formal veri ation. Often, in the pro ess of verifying omplex algorithms, the formalisation of the
algorithm is so ompli ated and louded with logi al information, that the formal veri ation of its properties be omes very diÆ ult. If the algorithm is
formalised as we propose, the simpli ity of its de nition would make the task of
formal veri ation dramati ally easier.
The examples we presented have been formally he ked using the proof assistant ALF (see [AGNvS94, MN94℄), whi h supports Dybjer's s hema.
There are not many studies on formalising general re ursion in type theory,
as far as we know. In [Nor88℄, Nordstrom uses the predi ate A for that purpose. Balaa and Bertot [BB00℄ use x-point equations to obtain the desired
equalities for the re ursive de nitions, but one still has to mix the a tual algorithm with proofs on erning the well-foundedness of the re ursive alls. In
any ase, their methods do not provide simple de nitions for nested re ursive
algorithms. Both Giesl [Gie97℄, from where we took some of our examples, and
Slind [Sli00℄ have methods to de ne nested re ursive algorithms independently
of their proofs of termination. However, neither of them works in the framework
of onstru tive type theory. Giesl works in rst order logi and his main onern is to prove termination of nested re ursive algorithms automati ally. Slind
works in lassi al higher order logi . He uses an indu tive prin iple not available in type theory but losely similar to stru tural indu tion over our spe ial
purpose a essibility predi ate.
Some work has been done in the area of formalising partial fun tions. Usually
type theory is extended with partial obje ts or nonterminating omputations.
This is di erent from our method, in whi h partiality is realized by adding a
new argument that restri ts the domain of the original input; the fun tion is
still total in the two arguments. In [Con83℄, Constable asso iates a domain
to every partial fun tion. This domain is automati ally generated from the
fun tion de nition and ontains basi ally the same information as our spe ialpurpose predi ates. However, the de nition of the fun tion does not depend on
its domain as in our ase. Based on this work, Constable and Mendler [CM85℄
introdu e the type of partial fun tions as a new type onstru tor. In [CS87℄,
Constable and Smith develop a partial type theory in whi h every type has a
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twin ontaining diverging obje ts. Inspired by the work in [CS87℄, Audebaud
[Aud91℄ introdu es x-points to the Cal ulus of Constru tions [CH88℄, obtaining
a onservative extension of it where the desired properties still hold.
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Abstra t
We show how the methodology presented by Bove for the formalisation of simple general re ursive algorithms and extended by Bove and
Capretta to treat nested re ursion an also be used in the formalisation of
mutual general re ursive algorithms. The methodology onsists of de ning spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ates that hara terise the inputs
on whi h the algorithms terminate. Ea h algorithm is then formalised
in type theory by stru tural re ursion on the proof that its input satises the orresponding spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate. When the
mutually re ursive algorithms are also nested, we make use of a generalisation of Dybjer's s hema for simultaneous indu tive-re ursive de nitions,
whi h we also present in this work. Hen e, some of the formalisations we
present in this work are not allowed in ordinary type theory, but they an
be arried out in type theories extended with su h a s hema. Similarly
to what happens for simple and nested re ursive algorithms, this methodology results in de nitions in whi h the omputational and logi al parts
are learly separated also when the algorithms are mutually re ursive.
Hen e, the type-theoreti version of the algorithms is given by its purely
fun tional ontent, similarly to the orresponding program in a fun tional
programming language.

1 Introdu tion
Following the Curry-Howard isomorphism [How80℄, onstru tive type theory
(see [ML84, CH88℄) an be seen as a programming language where spe i ations
are represented as types and programs as obje ts of those types. Therefore,
algorithms are orre t by onstru tion or an be proved orre t by using the
expressive power of onstru tive type theory. This is learly an advantage of
onstru tive type theory over standard programming languages.
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General re ursive algorithms are de ned by ases where the re ursive alls
are on non-stru turally smaller arguments. In other words, the re ursive alls
are performed on obje ts satisfying no synta ti ondition that guarantees termination. As a onsequen e, there is no dire t way of formalising this kind of
algorithms in type theory.
The standard way of handling general re ursion in type theory uses a wellfounded re ursion prin iple derived from the a essibility predi ate A (see
[A z77, Nor88℄). However, the use of this predi ate in the type-theoreti formalisation of general re ursive algorithms often results in unne essarily long
and ompli ated odes. Moreover, its use adds a onsiderable amount of ode
with no omputational ontent that distra ts our attention from the a tual omputational part of the algorithm (see for example [Bov99℄, where we present a
formalisation of a uni ation algorithm over pairs of terms using the standard
a essibility predi ate A ).
On the other hand, writing general re ursive algorithms is not a problem in
fun tional programming languages like Haskell [JHe+ 99℄, sin e this kind of language imposes no restri tions on re ursive programs. Therefore, writing general
re ursive algorithms in Haskell is straightforward. In addition, fun tional programs are usually short and self-explanatory. However, the existing frameworks
for reasoning about the orre tness of Haskell-like programs are weaker than
the framework provided by type theory, and it is basi ally the responsibility of
the programmer to only write programs that are orre t.
In order to give a step towards losing the existing gap between programming in type theory and programming in a fun tional language, we have developed a methodology to formalise general re ursive algorithms in type theory that separates the omputational and logi al parts of the de nitions. As
a onsequen e, the resulting type-theoreti algorithms are lear, ompa t and
easy to understand. They are as simple as their Haskell versions, where there
is no restri tion on the re ursive alls. Given a general re ursive algorithm,
the methodology onsists of de ning an indu tive spe ial-purpose a essibility
predi ate that hara terises the inputs on whi h the algorithm terminates. The
type-theoreti version of the algorithm an then be de ned by stru tural re ursion on the proof that the input values satisfy this predi ate. If the algorithm
has nested re ursive alls, the spe ial predi ate and the type-theoreti algorithm
must be de ned simultaneously, be ause they depend on ea h other. This kind
of de nitions is not allowed in ordinary type theory, but it is provided in type
theories extended with Dybjer's s hema for simultaneous indu tive-re ursive
de nitions (see [Dyb00℄).
Originally, this methodology was introdu ed in [Bov01℄ to formalise simple
general re ursive algorithms in type theory (by simple we mean non-nested and
non-mutually re ursive) and extended in [BC01℄ to treat nested re ursion. In
order to be able to formalise any general re ursive algorithm in type theory
using the same methodology, it remains to study how to formalise mutually
re ursive algorithms (nested and not nested). This is the purpose of this work.
In what follows we assume that the reader is familiar with the main onepts of onstru tive type theory. A short des ription of the main on epts of
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type theory is given both in [Bov01℄ and [BC01℄. For a more omplete presentation of onstru tive type theory the reader is referred to [ML84, CH88,
NPS90, CNSvS94℄. In addition, we assume that the reader fully understands
the methodology introdu ed in [Bov01, BC01℄ to formalise simple and nested
general re ursion respe tively.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In se tion 2, we show, with the
help of very simple examples, how to formalise mutually re ursive algorithms
using the methodology presented in [Bov01, BC01℄. In se tion 3, we present the
formalisation of more interesting nested and mutually re ursive algorithms. In
se tion 4, we dis uss some on lusions. Finally, in appendix A, we introdu e
a generalisation of Dybjer's s hema of simultaneous indu tive-re ursive de nition for the ases where we have several mutually re ursive predi ates de ned
simultaneously with several fun tions whi h, in turn, are de ned by re ursion
on those predi ates.

2 Mutual Re ursion
In [Bov01℄ and [BC01℄, we present how simple and nested general re ursive
algorithms, respe tively, an be formalised in type theory in an easy way. With
the help of some simple examples, we show here how to formalise mutually
re ursive algorithms using the methodology presented in [Bov01, BC01℄.
We start by presenting a non-stru turally smaller version of the algorithms
that determine whether a natural number is even or odd1 . Following the same
approa h as in [Bov01, BC01℄, we start by introdu ing the Haskell version of
the algorithms2.
even :: N -> Bool
even Z = True
even (S n) = odd n
odd :: N -> Bool
odd Z = False
odd (S n) = not (even (S n))

Following the methodology presented in [Bov01, BC01℄ and in order to write
the type-theoreti version of these algorithms, we rst onstru t the spe ialpurpose a essibility predi ates asso iated with the algorithms. To onstru t
those predi ates, we study the Haskell ode in order to hara terise the inputs
for whi h the algorithms terminate. Therefore, we distinguish the following
ases:



if the input is 0, the algorithm even terminates;

1 Usually, the stru turally smaller version of these algorithms is used. However, that version
is of no interest for us in this work. Thus, we have modi ed it slightly in order to onsider it
as a simple ase example.
2 Here, we onsider the set of natural numbers de ned as data N = Z | S N in Haskell.
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if the input is s(n), for some natural number n, the algorithm even terminates if the algorithm odd terminates for the input n;




if the input is 0, the algorithm odd terminates;
if the input is s(n), for some natural number n, the algorithm odd terminates if the algorithm even terminates for the same input, that is, if it
terminates for s(n).

Given this des ription, we an easily de ne the indu tive predi ates evenA
and oddA over natural numbers by the following introdu tion rules (for n a
natural number):
evenA (0)

oddA (n)
evenA (s(n))

oddA (0)

evenA (s(n))
oddA (s(n))

Observe that, whenever we have mutually re ursive algorithms, the termination of one algorithm depends on the termination of the other(s). Hen e,
the spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ates asso iated with those algorithms are
also mutually re ursive.
Now, we an easily formalise the predi ates evenA and oddA in type
theory.
evenA 2 (m 2 N)Set
evena 0 2 evenA (0)
evena s 2 (n 2 N; h 2 oddA (n))evenA (s(n))
oddA 2 (m 2 N)Set
odda 0 2 oddA (0)
odda s 2 (n 2 N; h 2 evenA (s(n)))oddA (s(n))

The algorithms an then be easily de ned in the theory by stru tural re ursion on the spe ial-purpose predi ates evenA and oddA as follows:
even 2 (m 2 N; evenA (m))Bool
even(0; evena 0) = True
even(s(n); evena s(n; h)) = odd(n; h)
odd 2 (m 2 N; oddA (m))Bool
odd(0; odda 0) = False
odd(s(n); odda s(n; h)) = not(even(s(n); h))

Observe the simpli ity of this type-theoreti version of the algorithms and
its similarity with the Haskell presentation of the algorithms that we introdu ed above. The reader is en ouraged to write the type-theoreti version of
the algorithms that uses the standard a essibility predi ate A and ompare
afterwards the two type-theoreti versions.
Let us onsider another simple example. Below, we have a mutually re ursive
version of the algorithm nest presented in [BC01℄.
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f :: N -> N
f Z = Z
f (S n) = f (g n)
g :: N -> N
g Z = Z
g (S n) = g (f n)

Noti e that we an easily prove that both f and g are equivalent to the
fun tion that returns 0 for any input n, for n a natural number. That is,
8n 2 N:f (n) = 0 ^ g(n) = 0.
Observe the nested alls of the algorithms f and g. Thus, if we want to dene the spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ates fA and gA we fa e the same
problems as we fa ed in [BC01℄ when we wanted to formalise the algorithm
nest; namely, we need to know about the algorithms f and g in order to be able
to de ne the spe ial-purpose predi ates whi h, in turn, allow us to de ne the
algorithms f and g. As it is explained in [BC01℄, when we have nested re ursive
algorithms we need to de ne the spe ial-purpose predi ates and the fun tions
simultaneously. In order to do so, in [BC01℄ we make use of Dybjer's s hema
for simultaneous indu tive-re ursive de nitions and thus, we formalise the algorithms in type theories extended with su h a s hema. Sin e our algorithms
are also mutually re ursive, we have to de ne several predi ates simultaneously
with several fun tions (two in the example we present above). If we look at
Dybjer's s hema of simultaneously indu tive-re ursive de nitions, we see that
Dybjer only onsiders the ase of one predi ate and one fun tion. Hen e, in order to be able to formalise nested and mutually re ursive algorithms, we need to
extend Dybjer's s hema so it an onsider several indu tive predi ates de ned
simultaneously with several fun tions de ned by re ursion on those predi ates.
We present su h a generalisation of Dybjer's s hema in appendix A. In the rest
of this work, we use this generalisation to formalise our nested and mutually
re ursive algorithms.
We now return to the example introdu ed above where we have a mutual
and nested de nition of the algorithms f and g. To de ne the spe ial-purpose
a essibility predi ates we study the equations in the Haskell version of the
algorithms, putting emphasis on the input expressions and the expressions on
whi h we perform the re ursive alls. We obtain then the following introdu tion
rules for the indu tive predi ates fA and gA (for n a natural number):

fA (0)

gA (n) fA (g(n))
fA (s(n))

gA (0)

fA (n) gA (f (n))
gA (s(n))

Formally, in type theory we de ne the indu tive predi ates fA and gA
simultaneously with the algorithms f and g, re ursively de ned on the prediates.
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fa
fa

2 (m 2 N)Set
0 2 fA (0)
s 2 (n 2 N; h1 2 gA (n); h2 2 fA

(g(n; h1 )))fA (s(n))

gA
ga
ga

2 (m 2 N)Set
0 2 gA (0)
s 2 (n 2 N; h1 2 fA (n); h2 2 gA

(f (n; h1 )))gA (s(n))

fA

f

2 (m 2 N; fA (m))N

f (0; fa 0 ) = 0
f (s(n); fa s (n; h1 ; h2 )) = f (g(n; h1 ); h2 )

g 2 (m 2 N; gA (m))N
g(0; ga 0 ) = 0
g(s(n); ga s (n; h1 ; h2 )) = g(f (n; h1 ); h2 )

We an easily prove now that

8n 2 N:8h1 2 fA (n):8h2 2 gA (n):f (n; h1 ) = 0 ^ g(n; h2 ) = 0

3 Two Other Examples
We present in this se tion the formalisation of more interesting nested and
mutually re ursive algorithms. The reader an he k that the type-theoreti
formalisations follow the s hema presented in appendix A. On e again, the
reader is en ouraged to write the type-theoreti version of the algorithms that
uses the standard a essibility predi ate A and ompare afterwards the two
type-theoreti versions.

3.1 Terms Uni ation
The rst example is a very well known and useful algorithm: a uni ation
algorithm over terms, where a term is either a variable or a fun tion applied
to a list of terms. We assume that the set of variables and the set of fun tions
are both in nite sets and that equality is de idable over them. Let us start by
introdu ing some de nitions in Haskell3.

3 Here, we de ne both the set of variables and the set of fun tions as the set of natural
numbers. Any other de nition that ensures the assumptions made over those sets is also
possible.
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type
type
data
type
type

Var = N
Fun = N
Term = Var Var | Fun Fun [Term℄
ListPT = [(Term, Term)℄
Subst = [(Var, Term)℄

vars :: Term -> [Var℄
vars t = ....
appSb :: Subst -> ListPT -> ListPT
appSb sb lpt = ....

where vars is the fun tion that returns the list of variables in a term t and
appSb is the fun tion that applies a substitution sb to ea h of the terms of a
list of pair of terms lpt. Now, the algorithm that uni es a pair of terms an be
de ned as follows:
unifyPT :: (Term, Term) -> Maybe Subst
unifyPT (Var x, t) = if x `elem` vars t
then Nothing
else Just [(x,t)℄
unifyPT (t, Var x) = if x `elem` vars t
then Nothing
else Just [(x,t)℄
unifyPT (Fun f lt1, Fun g lt2) = if f /= g ||
length lt1 /= length lt2
then Nothing
else unifyLPT (zip lt1 lt2)
unifyLPT :: ListPT -> Maybe Subst
unifyLPT [℄ = [℄
unifyLPT (p:lpt) = ase unifyPT p of
Nothing -> Nothing
Just sb -> ase unifyLPT (appSb sb lpt) of
Nothing -> Nothing
Just sb' -> Just (sb ++ sb')

where /= is the inequality operator in Haskell, || is the boolean disjun tion,
length omputes the length of a list and zip takes two lists and returns a list
of orresponding pairs.
The algorithm unifyPT returns a substitution that uni es a pair of terms pt
if su h a substitution exists or the value Nothing otherwise. Observe that the
algorithms unifyPT and unifyLPT are mutually re ursive algorithms. Noti e
the indire t nested re ursive all in the de nition of the algorithm unifyLPT
sin e the expression unifyLPT (appSb sb lpt) is equivalent to the expression unifyLPT (appSb (fromJust (unifyPT p)) lpt) when we know that
unifyPT p results in a substitution.
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For larity sake and in order to make our point more expli it, we a tually
onsider a simpli ation of the uni ation algorithms presented above. Let us
assume we already know that the algorithm unifyPT returns a substitution,
in other words, let us assume we already know that the input pair of terms is
uni able. Then, we an present the algorithms introdu ed above in the following
way4:
unifyPT
unifyPT
unifyPT
unifyPT

:: (Term, Term) -> Subst
(Var x, t) = [(x,t)℄
(t, Var x) = [(x,t)℄
(Fun f lt1, Fun g lt2) = unifyLPT (zip lt1 lt2)

unifyLPT :: ListPT -> Subst
unifyLPT [℄ = [℄
unifyLPT (p:lpt) = unifyPT p ++
unifyLPT (appSb (unifyPT p) lpt)

To de ne the spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ates asso iated with the
algorithms we follow the same methodology as before. We inspe t the Haskell
version of the algorithms in order to hara terise the set of inputs for whi h
the algorithms terminate, putting emphasis on the relation between the input
expressions and the expressions on whi h we perform the re ursive alls. Thus,
the introdu tion rules for the indu tive predi ates unifyPTA and unifyLPTA
are as follows:
unifyPTA (pair(var(x); t))

unifyPTA (pair(fun(f; lt); var(x)))

unifyLPTA (zip(lt1 ; lt2 ))
unifyPTA (pair(fun(f; lt1 ); fun(g; lt2 )))

unifyLPTA (nil)

h 2 unifyPTA (p) unifyLPTA (appSb(unifyPT(p; h); lpt))
unifyLPTA ( ons(p; lpt))
where x is a variable, f and g are fun tions, t is a term, lt; lt1 and lt2 are lists of
terms, p is a pair of terms and lpt is a list of pairs of terms. Observe that in the
se ond rule, the shape of the left term di ers from the orresponding term in
the Haskell equations. In Haskell, the equations are onsidered in the order in
whi h they are presented. Thus, the se ond equation of the algorithm unifyPT
will never be exe uted when the left term of the input pair is a variable. Hen e,
it is not ne essary to spe ify that as a ondition. However, this is not the ase
in type theory and then, we need to be expli it about whi h kind of term we
are onsidering in ea h ase. As the left term in the se ond rule annot be a
variable, it has to be a fun tion applied to a list of terms.
Before introdu ing the type-theoreti formalisation of our uni ation algorithms, let us rst translate same Haskell de nitions and fun tions into their
4 We ignore here eÆ ien y aspe ts su h as the fa t that some expressions are omputed
twi e.
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type-theoreti equivalents. We start by presenting the de nition of pairs and
lists in type theory.
Pair 2 (A; B 2 Set)Set
pair 2 (# A; #B 2 Set; a 2 A; b 2 B )Pair(A; B )
List 2 (A 2 Set)Set
nil 2 (# A 2 Set)List(A)
ons 2 (# A 2 Set; a 2 A; l 2 List(A))List(A)

The down arrow in front of a set A within a de nition, as in # A, indi ates
that we have hidden the set A in the de nition. This is a layout fa ility provided
by some proof assistants and it is usually exploited by the user when the hidden
argument an be easily dedu ed from the ontext. In the rest of this se tion,
we make full use of this fa ility and we hide some arguments. In this way, we
hope to simplify the reading of the ode.
length 2 (List(A))N
length(nil)  0
length( ons(a; l))  s(length(l))
zip 2 (l1 2 List(A); l2 2 List(B ))List(Pair(A; B ))
zip(nil; l2 )  nil
zip( ons(a; l); nil)  nil
zip( ons(a; l); ons(a0 ; l0 ))  ons(pair(a; a0 ); zip(l; l0 ))
++ 2 (l1 ; l2 2 List(A))List(A)
++ (nil; l2)  l2
++ ( ons(a; l); l2 )  ons(a; ++ (l; l2 ))

After presenting the general de nitions, we introdu e some de nitions that
are parti ular to our ase example.
Var 2 Set
Var  N
Fun 2 Set
Fun  N
Term 2 Set
var 2 (x 2 Var)Term
fun 2 (f 2 Fun; lt 2 List(Term))Term
ListPT 2 Set
ListPT  List(Pair(Term; Term))
Subst 2 Set
Subst  List(Pair(Var; Term))
appSb 2 (Subst; ListPT)ListPT
appSb(sb; lpt)  ::::

We an now present the type-theoreti version of our simpli ed uni ation
algorithm over pair of terms.
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unifyPTA 2 (p 2 Pair(Term; Term))Set
upta 1 2 (x 2 Var; t 2 Term)unifyPTA (pair(var(x); t))
upta 2 2 (x 2 Var; f 2 Fun; lt 2 List(Term)
)unifyPTA (pair(fun(f; lt); var(x)))
upta 3 2 (f; g 2 Fun; lt1 ; lt2 2 List(Term); unifyLPTA (zip(lt1 ; lt2 ))
)unifyPTA (pair(fun(f; lt1 ); fun(g; lt2 )))
unifyLPTA 2 (lpt 2 ListPT)Set
ulpta 1 2 unifyLPTA (nil)
ulpta 2 2 (p 2 Pair(Term; Term); lp 2 ListPT; h1 2 unifyPTA (p);
h2 2 unifyLPTA (appSb(unifyPT(p; h1 ); lp))
)unifyLPTA ( ons(p; lp))
unifyPT 2 (p 2 Pair(Term; Term); unifyPTA (p))Subst
unifyPT(pair(var(x); t); upta 1(x; t))  ons(pair(x; t); nil)
unifyPT(pair(fun(f; lt); var(x)); upta 2(x; f; lt)) 
ons(pair(x; fun(f; lt)); nil)
unifyPT(pair(fun(f; lt1 ); fun(g; lt2 )); upta 3(f; g; lt1; lt2 ; h)) 
unifyLPT(zip(lt1 ; lt2 ); h)
unifyLPT 2 (lpt 2 ListPT; unifyLPTA (lpt))Subst
unifyLPT(nil; ulpta 1)  nil
unifyLPT( ons(p; lp); ulpta 2(p; lp; h1; h2 )) 
unifyPT(p; h1 ) ++unifyLPT(appSb(unifyPT(p; h1 ); lp); h2 )

3.2 List Reversal
Our se ond example is an algorithm to reverse the order of the elements in a
list and it has been taken from [Gie97℄. Although this is a very well known
and ommon task, the approa h we introdu e here is not the standard one.
Furthermore, it is a very awkward and ineÆ ient approa h. However, it is an
interesting example if we just take the re ursive alls into a ount.
rev :: [a℄ -> [a℄
rev [℄ = [℄
rev (x:xs) = last x xs : rev2 x xs
rev2 :: a -> [a℄ -> [a℄
rev2 y [℄ = [℄
rev2 y (x:xs) = rev (y : rev (rev2 x xs))
last :: a -> [a℄ -> a
last y [℄ = y
last y (x:xs) = last x xs
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In this example, the algorithm rev reverses a list with the help of the algorithms last and rev2. The algorithm last is a stru turally smaller re ursive
algorithm and its formalisation in type theory is straightforward. The algorithms rev and rev2 are nested and mutually re ursive. In the rest of this
se tion, we just pay attention to the two general re ursive algorithms rev and
rev2 and we assume that we already have a type-theoreti translation of the
algorithm last.
As usual, we rst present the introdu tion rules for the spe ial-purpose indu tive predi ates revA and rev2A . Noti e that, sin e the algorithms rev
and rev2 are nested, the two predi ates need to know about the two algorithms.
revA ([ ℄)

rev2A (y; [ ℄)

rev2A (x; xs)
revA (x : xs)
rev2A (x; xs)
revA (rev2(x; xs))
revA (y : rev(rev2(x; xs)))
rev2A (y; (x : xs))

Finally, in type theory we formalise the indu tive predi ates revA and
simultaneously with the algorithms rev and rev2, re ursively de ned
on the predi ates. We again make use of the layout fa ility that allows us to
hide arguments. In addition, we use the type-theoreti formalisation of lists
presented in the previous se tion.
rev2A

revA 2 (zs 2 List(A))Set
reva 1 2 revA (nil)
reva 2 2 (x 2 A; xs 2 List(A); h 2 rev2A (x; xs))revA ( ons(x; xs))
rev2A 2 (y 2 A; zs 2 List(A))Set
rev2a 1 2 (y 2 A)rev2A (y; nil)
rev2a 2 2 (y; x 2 A; xs 2 List(A); h1 2 rev2A (x; xs);
h2 2 revA (rev2(x; xs; h1 ));
h3 2 revA ( ons(y; rev(rev2(x; xs; h1 ); h2 )))
)rev2A (y; ons(x; xs))
rev 2 (zs 2 List(A); revA (zs))List(A)
rev(nil; reva 1)  nil
rev( ons(x; xs); reva 2(x; xs; h))  ons(last(x; xs); rev2(x; xs; h))
rev2 2 (y 2 A; zs 2 List(A); rev2A (y; zs))List(A)
rev2(y; nil; rev2a 1(y))  nil
rev2(y; ons(x; xs); rev2a 2(y; x; xs; h1 ; h2 ; h3 )) 
rev( ons(y; rev(rev2(x; xs; h1 ); h2 )); h3 )
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4 Con lusions
We show here how the methodology presented in [Bov01℄ for the formalisation of
simple general re ursive algorithms and extended in [BC01℄ to treat nested general re ursion an also be used in the formalisation of mutual general re ursive
algorithms. This methodology onsists of de ning spe ial-purpose a essibility
predi ates that hara terise the inputs on whi h the algorithms terminate. Ea h
algorithm is then formalised in type theory by stru tural re ursion on the proof
that its input satis es the orresponding spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate.
As the algorithms we onsider in this work are mutually re ursive, the termination of one algorithm depends on the termination of the others and hen e, the
spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ates are also mutually re ursive.
When the mutually re ursive algorithms are also nested, we need to de ne
the spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ates and the type-theoreti version of the
algorithms simultaneously, be ause they depend on ea h other. This kind of definitions is not allowed in ordinary type theory, but it an be arried out in type
theories extended with the general s hema for simultaneous indu tive-re ursive
de nitions that we present in appendix A. This s hema is a generalisation of
Dybjer's s hema for simultaneous indu tive-re ursive de nitions introdu ed in
[Dyb00℄. While Dybjer onsiders the ase with only one predi ate and one fun tion in his work, we present here a generalisation of the s hema for the ases
where we have several mutually re ursive predi ates de ned simultaneously with
several fun tions whi h, in turn, are de ned by re ursion on those predi ates.
Similarly to what happens for simple and nested re ursive algorithms, this
methodology results in de nitions in whi h the omputational and logi al parts
are learly separated also when the algorithms are mutually re ursive. Hen e,
the type-theoreti version of the algorithms is given by its purely fun tional
ontent, similarly to the orresponding program in a fun tional programming
language. As a onsequen e, the resulting type-theoreti algorithms are ompa t
and easy to understand. We rmly believe that our methodology also helps in
the pro ess of formal veri ation sin e the simpli ity of the de nitions of the
type-theoreti algorithms usually simpli es the task of their formal veri ation.
The examples we presented in this work have been formally he ked using
the proof assistant ALF (see [AGNvS94, MN94℄), whi h supports the s hema in
appendix A.

A Generalisation of Dybjer's S hema for Simultaneous Indu tive-Re ursive De nitions
A.1 Preliminary Comments
In [Dyb00℄, Dybjer de nes an s hema for simultaneous indu tive-re ursive definitions in type theory. In the s hema, Dybjer onsiders the ase with only
one predi ate and one fun tion. We generalise here Dybjer's s hema for the
ases where we have several mutually re ursive predi ates de ned simultane66

ously with several fun tions, whi h in turn are de ned by re ursion on those
predi ates. The presentation we introdu e here is by no means the most general
one. However, it gives us the ne essary theoreti al strength in order to formalise
nested and mutually re ursive algorithms with the methodology we des ribed
in previous se tions of this work.
Here, we assume that a de nition is always relative to a theory ontaining the
rules for previously de ned on epts. Thus, the requirements on the di erent
parts of the de nitions are always judgements with respe t to that theory.
In order to make the reading easier, we use Dybjer's notation as mu h as
possible. Then, (a :: ) is an abbreviation of (a1 : 1 )    (ao : o ) and a small
type is a type that does not ontain o urren es of Set. In addition, to help with
the understanding of our generalisation, we follow losely the formalisation of
the mutually re ursive algorithms f and g introdu ed in se tion 2 through the
di erent se tions of this appendix.

A.2 Formation Rules
We des ribe here the formation rules for the simultaneous de nition of m indu tive predi ates and n fun tions de ned by re ursion over those predi ates.
In order to present the formation rules for predi ates and fun tions, let

 1 6 k 6 m, 1 6 w 6 m and m + 1 6 l 6 m + n;
  be a sequen e of types;
 k [A℄ and w [A℄ be sequen es of small types under the assumption (A :: );
 l [A; a℄ be a type under the assumptions (A ::  ; a :: w [A℄).
Thus, if fl is de ned by re ursion over a ertain predi ate Pw , the formation
rules for predi ates and fun tions are of the form:

Pk : (A :: )(a :: k [A℄)Set
fl : (A ::  )(a :: w [A℄)( : Pw (A; a)) l [A; a℄
Note that ea h fun tion fl a tually determines whi h is the predi ate Pw needed
as part of the domain of its formation rule. If we want to be totally formal here,
we should indi ate this by indexing the w's with l's as in Pwl . However, for the
sake of simpli ity we will not do so. The reader should keep this dependen e in
mind when reading the rest of this appendix.
Observe also that, in the formation rules stated above, we have assumed
that all predi ates and fun tions have a ommon set of parameters (A :: ). In
ase ea h predi ate and fun tion has its own set of parameters (Ah ::  h ), we
take (A :: ) as the union of the (Ah ::  h ), for 1 6 h 6 m + n.
If we arefully analyse the assumptions stated above, we see that none of
our indu tive predi ates or re ursive fun tions is known when we onstru t the
sequen es of small types 's and the types 's. Hen e, no one of our predi ates
or fun tions an be mentioned in those sequen es or types, sin e they are not yet
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de ned. As a onsequen e, no one of our predi ates an have any of the other
predi ates or fun tions as part of its formation rule. On the other hand, ea h
fun tion is de ned by re ursion on one of our indu tive predi ates and thus, this
predi ate must be part of the domain of the fun tion. However, no other of our
predi ates or fun tions an be part of the formation rule of the fun tion.
In our example, the formation rules of the predi ates fA and gA (P1 and
P2 respe tively) and of the fun tions f and g (f3 and f4 respe tively) are as
follows:
fA 2 (m 2 N)Set
gA 2 (m 2 N)Set
f 2 (m 2 N; fA (m))N
g 2 (m 2 N; gA (m))N

Here, the sequen e  is the empty sequen e, the sequen es of small types 's
onsist of the sequen e (m 2 N) and the types 's are the set of natural numbers
N.

A.3 Introdu tion Rules
Before presenting the s hema for the introdu tion rules of the predi ates, we
re all the notions of the di erent premises presented in [Dyb00℄. Then, a premise
of an introdu tion rule is either non-re ursive or re ursive.
A non-re ursive premise has the form (b : [A℄), where [A℄ is a small type
depending on the assumption (A :: ) and previous premises of the rule.
A re ursive premise has the form u : (x ::  [A℄)Ph (A; p[A; x℄), where  [A℄ is a
sequen e of small types under the assumption (A :: ) and previous premises of
the rule, p[A; x℄ :: h [A℄ under the assumptions (A ::  ; x ::  [A℄) and previous
premises of the rule and 1 6 h 6 m. If  [A℄ is empty, the premise is alled
ordinary and otherwise it is alled generalised.
Now, the s hema for the j th introdu tion rule of the kth predi ate is the
following:
introkj : (A ::  ) : : : (b : [A℄) : : : (u : (x ::  [A℄)Pi (A; p[A; x℄)) : : : Pk (A; qkj [A℄)

where

 1 6 k 6 m, 1 6 j and 1 6 i 6 m;
 The b's and the u's an o ur in any order.
also be omitted;



The b's and/or the u's an

Ea h re ursive premise might refer to several predi ates Pi . Observe that
ea h Pi an o ur in several re ursive premises of the introdu tion rule;

 qkj [A℄ ::
rule.

k [A℄

under the assumption (A ::  ) and previous premises of the
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Note that ea h pair kj a tually determines the 's,  's, Pi 's and p's that
o ur in the introdu tion rule introkj . If we want to be more formal about this
dependen e as well as about the fa t that there might be several b's and several
u's, we should give the following more pre ise s hema for the j th introdu tion
rule of the kth predi ate:
introkj : (A ::  ) : : : (bd : kjd [A℄) : : : (ur : (x :: kjr [A℄)Pikjr (A; pkjr [A; x℄)) : : :

Pk (A; qkj [A℄)
where d indi ates the dth non-re ursive premise and r indi ates the rth re ursive
premise of the introdu tion rule, with 0 6 d and 0 6 r. However, for the sake
of simpli ity we will not do so and hen e, in the rest of this appendix we will
not write extra indi es. The reader should keep this in mind when reading the
rest of the se tion.
In our example, the introdu tion rules for the predi ates fA and gA are
as follows:
fa 0 2 fA (0)
fa s 2 (n 2 N; h1 2 gA (n); h2 2 fA (g(n; h1 )))fA (s(n))
ga
ga

0
s

2 gA (0)
2 (n 2 N; h1 2 fA (n); h2 2 gA

(f (n; h1 )))gA (s(n))

Here, fa 0 is an introdu tion rule with no premises. The premises of the
introdu tion rule fa s are as follows: (n 2 N) is a non-re ursive premise,
(h1 2 gA (n)) is an ordinary re ursive premise (that is, the orresponding 
is empty) whi h depends on the previous non-re ursive premise and nally,
(h2 2 fA (g(n; h1 ))) is also an ordinary re ursive premise whi h depends on
the previous two non-re ursive and re ursive premises, respe tively. The introdu tion rules of the predi ate gA are similar to those of the predi ate fA .

A.4 Possible Dependen ies
We now spell out the typing riteria for [A℄ in the s hema above. The riteria
for  [A℄, p[A; x℄ and qkj [A℄ are analogous.
We write [A℄ = [A; : : : ; b0 ; : : : ; u0 ; : : :℄ to expli itly indi ate the dependen e
on previous non-re ursive premises b0 : 0 [A℄ and re ursive premises of the form
u0 : (x ::  0 [A℄)Pg (A; p0 [A; x℄), for 1 6 g 6 m. The dependen e on a previous
re ursive premise an only o ur through an appli ation of one of the simultaneously de ned fun tions ft , for m + 1 6 t 6 m + n. Formally, we have:
[A; : : : ; b0 ; : : : ; u0 ; : : :℄ = ^ [A; : : : ; b0 ; : : : ; (x)ft (A; p0 [A; x℄; u0 (x)); : : :℄
where ^ [A; : : : ; b0; : : : ; v0 ; : : :℄ is a small type in the ontext
(A ::  ; : : : ; b0 : 0 [A℄; : : : ; v0 : (x ::  0 [A℄) t [A; p0 [A; x℄℄; : : :)5 :

5 Note that this ontext is obtained from the ontext of
by repla ing ea h re ursive
premise of the form u0 : (x ::  0 [A℄)Pg (A; p0 [A; x℄) by v : (x ::  0 [A℄) t [A; p0 [A; x℄℄.
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In our example, the re ursive premise (h2 2 fA (g(n; h1 ))) of the predi ate
depends on the re ursive premise (h1 2 gA (n)). This dependen e o urs
through the appli ation of the simultaneously de ned fun tion g. Similarly, if
we study the dependen e on previous re ursive premises in the introdu tion
rules of the predi ate gA , we observe that they o ur through the appli ation
of the fun tion f .
That the dependen e on previous re ursive premises an only o ur through
appli ations of the simultaneous de ned fun tions ensures the orre tness of
the indu tive-re ursive de nitions. In this way, whenever we apply a predi ate
to the result of one of the simultaneously de ned fun tions, we make sure that
su h argument has been previously onstru ted. In addition, observe that as the
simultaneous de nition of the predi ates and the fun tions is not yet omplete,
the appli ation of any previously de ned predi ate or fun tion to one of our
re ursive premises would be in orre t. We ome ba k to this matter after we
have presented the equality rules for our example, that is, at the end of next
se tion.

fA

A.5 Equality Rules
If fy is de ned by re ursion on Pk , the s hema for the equality rule for fy and

introkj is as follows, for m + 1 6 y 6 m + n and m + 1 6 z 6 m + n:

fy (A; qkj [A℄; introkj (A; : : : ; b; : : : ; u; : : :)) =
eyj (A; : : : ; b; : : : ; (x)fz (A; p[A; x℄; u(x)); : : :) :

y [A; qkj [A℄℄

in the ontext
(A :: ; : : : ; b : [A℄; : : : ; u : (x ::  [A℄)Pi (A; p[A; x℄); : : :)
where eyj (A; : : : ; b; : : : ; v; : : :) :

y [A; qkj [A℄℄

in the ontext

(A :: ; : : : ; b : [A℄; : : : ; v : (x ::  [A℄) z [A; p[A; x℄℄; : : :):
In our example, the equality rules for the fun tions f and g are as follows:
f (0; fa 0 ) = 0
f (s(n); fa s (n; h1 ; h2 )) = f (g(n; h1 ); h2 )
g(0; ga 0 ) = 0
g(s(n); ga s (n; h1 ; h2 )) = g(f (n; h1 ); h2 )

Here, if we analyse the equality rules for f , we have that the fun tion e31 is the
onstant fun tion 0 and the fun tion e32 is the algorithm f itself. The o urren e
of g in the right hand side of the se ond equality rule for f orresponds to the
o urren e of fz as one of the arguments of the fun tion eyj in the s hema above.
Similarly, we an analyse the equality rules for the fun tion g.
We now go ba k to the dependen e matter. We show the orre tness of our
simultaneous de nition by analysing the way the proofs of fA and gA are
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onstru ted and the way the results of f and g are de ned. First, we onstru t
the proofs fa 0 and ga 0 of fA (0) and gA (0), respe tively. Now, we dene both the result of f (0; fa 0 ) and the result of g(0; ga 0) as the onstant
0. Then, we onstru t the proofs fa s (0; ga 0; fa 0 ) and ga s(0; fa 0 ; ga 0)
of fA (s(0)) and gA (s(0)), respe tively. Now, we de ne both the result of
f (s(0); fa s (0; ga 0 ; fa 0 )) and the result of g(s(0); ga s (0; fa 0 ; ga 0 )) as the
onstant 0. Re all that fa 0 2 fA (0), ga 0 2 gA (0), f (0; fa 0 ) = 0 and
g(0; ga 0 ) = 0. We an now ontinue by onstru ting the proofs of fA (s(s(0)))
and of gA (s(s(0))) and subsequently, use those proofs in order to de ne the
result of the fun tions f and g on the natural number s(s(0)). In general, we
rst onstru t the proof h1 of fA (n) and the proof h2 of gA (n), and we then
use those proofs to de ne the result of f (n; h1 ) and of g(n; h1). Thereafter, we
onstru t the proofs of fA (s(n)) and of gA (s(n)), whi h in turn will be used
to de ne the result of the fun tions f and g on the natural number s(n), and so
on.

A.6 Re ursive De nitions
In general, after the simultaneous de nition of the m predi ates and the n
fun tions has been done, we may de ne new fun tions of the form:
f 0 : (A :: )(A0 ::  0 )(a :: k [A℄)( : Pk (A; a)) 0 [A; A0 ; a; ℄
y

y

by re ursion on Pk , where
 0 6 y;
 0 is a sequen e of types;

0 ; a; ℄ is a type under (A :: ; A0 :: 0 ; a :: k [A℄; : Pk (A; a)).
Observe that fy0 might have a di erent set of parameters than those needed
for the de nitions of the m indu tive predi ates and the n re ursive fun tions6 .
Note also that both the indu tive predi ates and the re ursive fun tions are
known when we de ne the fun tion fy0 and hen e, they an be mentioned as
part of the type y0 ( ompare 0 here with the type introdu ed in se tion A.2;
there must be already known when stating the types of the predi ates and
fun tions we are about to de ne).
Now, the equality rules for the new fun tions are as follows:
fy0 (A; A0 ; qkj [A℄; introkj (A; : : : ; b; : : : ; u; : : :)) =
e0yj (A; A0 ; : : : ; b; : : : ; u; (x)fz0 (A; A0 ; p[A; x℄; u(x)); : : :)



0

y [A; A

in the ontext

(A ::  ; A0 ::  0 ; : : : ; b : [A℄; : : : ; u : (x ::  [A℄)Pi (A; p[A; x℄); : : :)

6 Let us assume here that all the re ursive fun tions we de ne afterwards have the same
set of parameters 0 . If this is not the ase, we let  0 be the union of the sets of parameters
needed in order to de ne the new fun tions (see se tion A.2 for a similar and more detail
explanation of how to onstru t  as the union of the di erent sets of parameters).
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where
e0yj (A; A0 ; : : : ; b; : : : ; u; v; : : :) : y0 [A; A0 ; qkj [A℄; introkj (A; : : : ; b; : : : ; u; : : :)℄
in the ontext
(A :: ; A0 :: 0 ; : : : ; b : [A℄; : : : ; u : (x ::  [A℄)Pi (A; p[A; x℄);
v : (x ::  [A℄) z0 [A; A0 ; p[A; x℄; u(x)℄; : : :):
Note that the riteria are identi al for a simultaneously de ned fun tion fl
and a fun tion fy0 de ned afterwards, ex ept that the type y0 may depend on
as well as on a. In addition, the right hand side of a re ursion equation e0yj
for fy0 may depend on u as well as on v. This is simply be ause these new
dependen ies an o ur only after the indu tive predi ates have been de ned.
In our example, after the de nition of the predi ates fA and gA and of
the fun tions f and g has been ompleted, we an de ne the auxiliary fun tions
f 0 and g0 (f10 and f20 respe tively). These fun tions ount the number of steps
the fun tions f and g need in order to ompute their result when applied to a
ertain natural number n. In addition, they are de ned by re ursion on the proof
that the input natural number satis es the orresponding spe ial a essibility
predi ate and have the following de nitions:
f 0 2 (m 2 N; fA (m))N
f 0 (0; fa 0 ) = 0
f 0 (s(n); fa s (n; h1 ; h2 )) = s(g0 (n; h1 ))
g0 2 (m 2 N; gA (m))N
g0 (0; ga 0) = 0
g0 (s(n); ga s (n; h1 ; h2 )) = s(f 0 (n; h1 ))

Here, both e011 and e021 are the onstant fun tion 0 and both e012 and e022 are the
su essor fun tion over natural numbers.
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Abstra t
Constru tive type theory is a very expressive programming language.
However, general re ursive algorithms have no dire t formalisation in type
theory sin e they ontain re ursive alls that do not satisfy any synta ti ondition that guarantees termination. We present a method to formalise general re ursive algorithms in type theory that uses an indu tive predi ate to hara terise termination and that separates the omputational and logi al parts of the de nitions. As a onsequen e, the
resulting type-theoreti algorithms are lear, ompa t and easy to understand. They are as simple as their equivalents in a fun tional programming language, where there is no restri tion on the re ursive alls. Given
a general re ursive algorithm, our method onsists in de ning an indu tive spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate that hara terises the inputs
on whi h the algorithm terminates. The type-theoreti version of the algorithm is then de ned by stru tural re ursion on the proof that the input
values satisfy this predi ate. We give a formal de nition of the method
and dis uss its power and its limitations.

1 Introdu tion
Constru tive type theory (see for example [ML84, CH88℄) is a very expressive
programming language with dependent types. A ording to the Curry-Howard
isomorphism [How80, SU98℄, logi an also be represented in it by identifying propositions with types and proofs with terms of the orresponding type.
Therefore, we an en ode in a type a omplete spe i ation, requiring also logi al properties from an algorithm. As a onsequen e, algorithms are orre t by
onstru tion or an be proved orre t by using the expressive power of onstru tive type theory. This is learly an advantage of onstru tive type theory over
standard programming languages. A omputational limitation of type theory is
that, to keep the logi onsistent and type- he king de idable, only stru tural
 Department of Computing S ien e, Chalmers University of Te hnology, 412 96 G
oteborg,
Sweden, e-mail: bove s. halmers.se, telephone: +46-31-7721020, fax: +46-31-165655
y INRIA Sophia Antipolis, Proje t LEMME, e-mail: Venanzio.Caprettasophia.inria.fr,
telephone: +33+4+92385051, fax: +33+4+92385060
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re ursive de nitions are allowed, that is, de nitions in whi h the re ursive alls
must have stru turally smaller arguments.
On the other hand, fun tional programming languages like Haskell [JHe+ 99℄,
Standard ML [MTHM97℄ or Clean [dMJB+ 01℄ are less expressive in the sense
that they do not have dependent types and they annot represent logi . Moreover, the existing frameworks for reasoning about the orre tness of Haskell-like
programs are weaker than the framework provided by type theory, and it is the
responsibility of the programmer to write orre t programs. However, fun tional
programming languages are omputationally stronger be ause they impose no
restri tion on re ursive programs and thus, they allow the de nition of general
re ursive algorithms. In addition, fun tional programs are usually short and
self-explanatory.
General re ursive algorithms are de ned by ases where the re ursive alls
are not required to have stru turally smaller arguments. In other words, the
re ursive alls are performed on obje ts that satisfy no synta ti ondition that
guarantees termination. As we have already mentioned, there is no dire t way
of formalising this kind of algorithms in type theory.
The standard way of handling general re ursion in onstru tive type theory
uses a well-founded re ursion prin iple derived from the a essibility predi ate
A (see [A z77, Nor88, BB00℄). However, the use of this predi ate in the
type-theoreti formalisation of general re ursive algorithms often results in unne essarily long and ompli ated odes. Moreover, its use adds a onsiderable
amount of ode with no omputational ontent, that distra ts our attention
from the omputational part of the algorithm (see for example [Bov99℄, where
we present the formalisation of a uni ation algorithm over lists of pairs of terms
using the standard a essibility predi ate A ).
To bridge the gap between programming in type theory and programming
in a fun tional language, we developed a method to formalise general re ursive
algorithms in type theory that separates the omputational and logi al parts of
the de nitions. As a onsequen e, the resulting type-theoreti algorithms are
lear, ompa t and easy to understand. They are as simple as their Haskell-like
versions, where there is no restri tion on the re ursive alls. Given a general reursive algorithm, our method onsists in de ning an indu tive spe ial-purpose
a essibility predi ate that hara terises the inputs on whi h the algorithm terminates. The type-theoreti version of the algorithm an then be de ned by
stru tural re ursion on the proof that the input values satisfy this predi ate.
If the algorithm has nested re ursive alls, the a essibility predi ate and the
type-theoreti algorithm must be de ned simultaneously, be ause they depend
on ea h other. This kind of de nitions is not allowed in ordinary type theory, but
it is provided in type theories extended with Dybjer's s hema for simultaneous
indu tive-re ursive de nitions [Dyb00℄.
This method was introdu ed by Bove [Bov01℄ to formalise simple general reursive algorithms in onstru tive type theory (by simple we mean non-nested
and non-mutually re ursive). It was extended by Bove and Capretta [BC01℄
to treat nested re ursion and by Bove [Bov02℄ to treat mutually re ursive algorithms, nested or not. Sin e our method separates the omputational part from
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the logi al part of a de nition, formalising partial fun tions be omes possible
[BC01℄. Proving that a ertain fun tion is total amounts to proving that the
orresponding spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate is satis ed by every input.
So far, we have just presented our method by means of examples in [Bov01,
BC01, Bov02℄. The purpose of this work is to give a general presentation of the
method. We start by giving a hara terisation of the lass of re ursive de nitions
that we onsider, whi h is a sub lass of ommonly used fun tional programming
languages like Haskell, ML or Clean. This lass onsists of fun tions de ned
by re ursive equations that are not ne essarily well-founded. Then, we show
how we an translate any fun tion in that lass into type theory using our
spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ates.
When talking about fun tional programming, we use the terms algorithm,
fun tion and program as synonymous.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In se tion 2, we present a brief
introdu tion to onstru tive type theory. In se tion 3, we illustrate our method
by formalising a few examples of general re ursive algorithms in type theory. In
se tion 4, we de ne the lass FP of re ursive de nitions that an be translated
into type theory by applying our method. In se tion 5, we prove that this lass
is large enough to allow the de nition of any re ursive fun tion. In se tion 6,
we formally des ribe our method to translate general re ursive fun tions into
type theory. In se tion 7, we dis uss the semanti s of fun tional programs and
we show that our method is sound with respe t to a stri t semanti s for FP .
Finally, in se tion 8, we present some on lusions and related work.

2 Constru tive Type Theory
Although this paper is intended mainly for those who already have some knowledge of type theory, we re all the basi ideas and notions that we use. For a omplete presentation of onstru tive type theory, see [ML84, NPS90, CNSvS94℄.
For impredi ative type theory, that we do not use but only mention in se tion
3, see [CH88℄. A general formulation of type systems and their use in formal
veri ation an be found in [Bar92℄ and [BG01℄.
Constru tive type theory omprises a basi type alled Set and two type
formers, that is, two ways of onstru ting new types.
The rst type former onstru ts the type of the elements of a set. Every
element of Set is an indu tively de ned type. It is usual to all the elements of
Set small types, and the types that are not elements of Set, like Set itself, large
types. A ording to the Curry-Howard isomorphism [How80, SU98℄, propositions are also obje ts in Set and their elements are proofs of the orresponding
proposition.
A set former or, in general, any indu tive de nition is introdu ed as a onstant A of type (x1 2 1 ; : : : ; xn 2 n )Set, for 1 , . . . , n sets. For ea h
set former, we must spe ify the onstru tors that generate the elements of
A(a1 ; : : : ; an ) by giving their types, for a1 2 1 ; : : : ; an 2 n .
The se ond type former allows the onstru tion of dependent fun tion types.
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Given a type and a family of types indexed on , that is a type depending
on a variable x 2 , we an form the dependent fun tion type (x 2 ) . The
elements of fun tion types are -abstra tions. If b is an element of depending
on a variable x 2 , then [x 2 ℄b is an element of (x 2 ) . If the type of the
abstra ted variable is lear from the ontext, we write [x℄b. If f is an element
of (x 2 ) and a an element of , the appli ation of f to a, f (a), is an element
of [x := a℄ ( where every free o urren e of x is substituted by a). In the
ase where does not depend on x, we an omit the referen e to the variable
and simply write ( ) for (x 2 ) . We usually write sequential fun tion types
as (x1 2 1 ; : : : ; xn 2 n ) and sequential -abstra tions as [x1 ; : : : ; xn ℄b. We
write (x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xn 2 ) instead of (x1 2 ; x2 2 ; : : : ; xn 2 ).
A parti ularly important Set is the set for propositional equality, also alled
intensional equality. Given a set and two elements a and b in , Id( ; a; b) is
the set that expresses that a and b are equal elements of type . As the type
an usually be inferred from the ontext, we just write a = b to refer to the set
that expresses the propositional equality of a and b. The only way to introdu e
elements in this set is through the onstru tor re . If a 2 , then re (a) is a
proof that a is equal to itself. Hen e, re (a) 2 a = a.
Beside propositional equality, we also use dependent produ t and sum sets,
and disjoint unions.
The elements of dependent produ ts sets are dependent fun tions. Formally,
if is a set and a family of sets over , that is, (x) is a set provided x 2 , we
an form the dependent produ t set ( ; ). If f is a dependent fun tion from
to then (f ) is a anoni al element in ( ; ). Given an element h in ( ; )
and an element a in , apply(h; a) yields an element in (a). If the value of h is
(f ) then the value of apply(h; a) is f (a). In order to redu e the notation in the
type-theoreti s programs, in what follows we simply write the usual fun tion
notation for the dependent produ t sets, their elements and the appli ation of
their fun tional elements. Therefore, we write ( ) for the produ t set ( ; ),
-abstra tions for its elements and the usual fun tion appli ation instead of the
non- anoni al onstant apply.
If is a set and a family of sets depending on a variable x 2 , we an
form the dependent sum set x 2 : . The anoni al terms of the -sets are
pairs ha; bi, where a 2 and b 2 [x := a℄. In the ase that does not depend
on x, x 2 : is alled the Cartesian produ t of and and it is simply
denoted by  .
If and are sets, the disjoint union of and is denoted by + . If
a 2 and b 2 , then inl (a) and inr (b) are anoni al elements in + .
Open terms, that is, terms in whi h not all the variable o urren es are
abstra ted, are valid in a ontext in whi h types are assigned to variables. We
use the apital Greek letters ; ;  and  to range over ontexts. A ontext
is a sequen e of variable assumptions:  x1 2 1 ; : : : ; xn 2 n , where the
variable names x1 , . . . , xn are pairwise distin t and ea h type i , for 1 6 i 6 n,
may ontain the variables with indi es smaller that i. If is a ontext, a
sequen e of variable assumptions  is alled a ontext extension of if ;  is a
ontext. If there is no pla e for onfusion, we might refer to ontext extensions
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simply as ontexts or as extensions. In addition, we might simply say that  is
an extension whenever the ontext of whi h  is an extension an be easily
dedu ed.
We extend produ t and sum sets, and disjoint unions to more than two sets.
If is a ontext and a set whose free variables are among the ones assumed in , we write ( ) for the dependent produ t of all the sets in over
. Formally it is de ned by re ursion on the length of . If is empty, then
()  . If  x 2 ; 0 , then (x 2 ; 0 )  (x 2 )(( 0 ) ). Abusing notation
on e more, we write onse utive dependent produ ts as (x1 2 1 ; : : : ; xn 2 n ) ,
(x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xn 2 ) instead of (x1 2 ; x2 2 ; : : : ; xn 2 ) and their fun tional elements as [x1 ; : : : ; xn ℄b.
Similarly, ( ) is the sum of all the sets in , for a non-empty ontext
. Formally, it is de ned by re ursion on the length of . If  x 2 , then
(x 2 )  . If  x 2 ; 0 , then we have that (x 2 ; 0 )  x 2 :( 0 ).
If has n assumptions, that is, if  x1 2 1 ; : : : ; xn 2 n , we use n-tuple
notation for its anoni al elements and then we write ha1 ; a2 ; : : : ; an 1 ; an i for
ha1 ; ha2 ; : : : ; han 1 ; an i    ii.
The disjoint union of n sets 1 ; : : : ; n is denoted by 1 + : : : + n and de ned
as (   ( 1 + 2 )+ : : : + n ). For the sake of simpli ity, we all the orresponding
onstru tors in1 ; in2; : : : ; inn .

3 Some Examples
We illustrate our method for formalising general re ursive algorithms in type
theory by des ribing the formalisation of a few easy examples. More detailed
des riptions and more examples an be found in [Bov01℄ (for simple re ursive
algorithms), [BC01℄ (for nested algorithms and partial fun tions) and [Bov02℄
(for mutually re ursive algorithms).
All the auxiliary fun tions that we use in the examples below are well-known
stru turally re ursive fun tions de ned in the usual way. That is, the re ursive
alls in those fun tions are on stru turally smaller argument. Therefore, they
an be straightforwardly translated in type theory and we an use their translation in the formalisation of the orresponding example. Unless we state the
ontrary, we assume that the type-theoreti translation of an auxiliary fun tions
has the same name as in the fun tional program.
The rst example is a simple general re ursive algorithm: the qui ksort
algorithm over lists of natural numbers. We start by introdu ing its Haskell
de nition. Here, we use the set N of natural numbers, the inequalities < and
>= over N de ned in Haskell in a stru turally re ursive way, and the fun tions
filter and ++ de ned in the Haskell prelude.
qui ksort :: [N℄ -> [N℄
qui ksort [℄ = [℄
qui ksort (x:xs) = qui ksort (filter (< x) xs) ++
x : qui ksort (filter (>= x) xs)
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The rst step in the de nition of the type-theoreti version of qui ksort is
the onstru tion of the spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate asso iated with
the algorithm. To onstru t this predi ate, we analyse the Haskell ode and
hara terise the inputs on whi h the algorithm terminates. Thus, we distinguish
the following two ases:
 The algorithm qui ksort terminates on the input [℄;



Given a natural number x and a list xs of natural numbers, the algorithm
qui ksort terminates on the input (x:xs) if it terminates on the inputs
(filter (< x) xs) and (filter (>= x) xs).

From this des ription, we de ne the indu tive predi ate qsA over lists of
natural numbers by the introdu tion rules we give below. To avoid onfusion in
what follows, the type-theoreti translation of the boolean fun tions < and >=
are alled  and <, respe tively. We do not use the symbols < and > for the
formalisation of those fun tions be ause, later on, we use the symbols > and 6
to denote relations in type theory, that is, terms of type (N; N)Set, while in this
example we need terms of type (N; N)Bool. The de nition of qsA is then
qsA (nil)

qsA ( lter(( x); xs))
qsA ( lter((< x); xs))
qsA ( ons(x; xs))

where ( x) denotes the fun tion [y℄(y  x) as in fun tional programming,
similarly for <. We formalise this predi ate in type theory as follows:
qsA 2 (zs 2 List(N))Set
qs a nil 2 qsA (nil)
qs a ons 2 (x 2 N; xs 2 List(N); h1 2 qsA ( lter(( x); xs));
h2 2 qsA ( lter((< x); xs))
)qsA ( ons(x; xs))

We de ne the qui ksort algorithm by stru tural re ursion on the proof that
the input list of natural numbers satis es the predi ate qsA .
qui ksort 2 (zs 2 List(N); qsA (zs))List(N)
qui ksort(nil; qs a nil ) = nil
qui ksort( ons(x; xs); qs a ons (x; xs; h1 ; h2 )) =
qui ksort( lter(( x); xs); h1 ) ++ ons(x; qui ksort( lter((< x); xs); h2 ))

Finally, as the algorithm qui ksort is total, we an prove
allQsA

2 (zs 2 List(N))qsA (zs)

and use that proof to de ne the type-theoreti fun tion Qui kSort.
Qui kSort 2 (zs 2 List(N))List(N)
Qui kSort(zs) = qui ksort(zs; allQsA (zs))

In the next example, we onsider the simple partial fun tion given by the
following Haskell de nition:
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f :: N -> N
f O = O
f (S n)
| even n = f(div2 n) + 1
| odd n = f(n + 4)

where even and odd are mutually re ursive fun tions that tell whether a natural
number is even or odd, respe tively, + is the addition operation and div2 is
division by two over natural numbers. All of these fun tions are de ned in a
stru turally re ursive way.
Following the des ription given above, we de ne the spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate fA that hara terises the inputs on whi h the algorithm f terminates. In this example, we have onditional re ursive equations depending on
the boolean expressions1 (even n) and (odd n). These expressions are translated using the predi ates Even and Odd in type theory and they are added as
arguments of the orresponding onstru tor of the a essibility predi ate. Here
is the type-theoreti al de nition of the a essibility predi ate:
fA

2 (m 2 N)Set
0 2 fA (0)
s 1 2 (n 2 N; q 2 Even(n); h 2 fA (div2(n)))fA (s(n))
s 2 2 (n 2 N; q 2 Odd(n); h 2 fA (n + 4))fA (s(n))

f a
fa
f a

We use this predi ate to de ne the type-theoreti al version of f by stru tural
re ursion on the proof that the input natural number satis es the predi ate
fA .
f 2 (m 2 N; fA (m))N
f (0; f a 0 ) = 0
f (s(n); f a s 1 (n; q; h)) = f (div2(n); h) + 1
f (s(n); f a s 2 (n; q; h)) = f (n + 4; h)
In this example we annot prove 8m 2 N:fA (m), simply be ause it is not
true. However, for those m 2 N that have a proof h 2 fA (m), we an ompute
f (m; h). This example shows that the formalisation of partial re ursive fun tions
in type theory is not a problem.
Our method applies also to the formalisation of nested re ursive algorithms.
Here is the Haskell ode of M Carthy's f91 fun tion [MM70℄.
f_91
f_91
|
|

:: N -> N
n
n > 100 = n - 10
n <= 100 = f_91 (f_91 (n + 11))

where - is the subtra tion operation over natural numbers, and <= and > are
inequalities over N de ned in the usual way. The fun tion f_91 omputes the
number 91 for inputs that are less than or equal to 101 and for other inputs n,
it omputes the value n 10.
1 Conditional

expressions are usually alled guards in Haskell literature.
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Following our method, we would onstru t the predi ate f91 A
the following introdu tion rules (for n a natural number):

n > 100

f91 A (n)

n 6 100

de ned by

f91 A (n + 11)
f91 A (f91 (n + 11))
f91 A (n)

Unfortunately, this de nition is not orre t in ordinary type theory, sin e the
algorithm f91 is not de ned yet and, therefore, annot be used in the de nition
of the predi ate. Moreover, the purpose of de ning the predi ate f91 A is to
be able to de ne the algorithm f91 by stru tural re ursion on the proof that its
input value satis es f91 A , so we need f91 A to de ne f91 . However, there is an
extension of type theory that gives us the means to de ne the predi ate f91 A
and the fun tion f91 at the same time. This extension has been introdu ed by
Dybjer in [Dyb00℄ and it allows the simultaneous de nition of a predi ate P and
a fun tion f , where f has P as part of its domain and is de ned by re ursion
on P . Using Dybjer's s hema, we an de ne f91 A and f91 simultaneously as
follows:
f91 A 2 (n 2 N)Set
f91 a >100 2 (n 2 N; q 2 (n > 100))f91 A (n)
f91 a 6100 2 (n 2 N; q 2 (n 6 100); h1 2 f91 A (n + 11);
h2 2 f91 A (f91 (n + 11; h1))
)f91 A (n)
f91 2 (n 2 N; f91 A (n))N
f91 (n; f91 a >100 (n; q )) = n 10
f91 (n; f91 a 6100 (n; q; h1 ; h2 )) = f91 (f91 (n + 11; h1 ); h2 )

Mutually re ursive algorithms, with or without nested re ursive alls, an
also be formalised with our method. If the mutually re ursive algorithms are
not nested, their formalisation is similar to the formalisation of the qui ksort
algorithm in the sense that we rst de ne the a essibility predi ate for ea h
fun tion and then, we formalise the algorithms by stru tural re ursion on the
proofs that the input values satisfy the orresponding predi ate. When we have
mutually re ursive algorithms, the termination of one fun tion depends on the
termination of the others and hen e, the a essibility predi ates are also mutually re ursive. If, in addition to mutual re ursion, we have nested alls, we again
need to de ne the predi ates simultaneously with the algorithms. In order to do
so, we need to extend Dybjer's s hema for ases where we have several mutually
re ursive predi ates de ned simultaneously with several fun tions (originally,
Dybjer's s hema onsiders one predi ate and one fun tion). This extension and
its appli ation to the formalisation of mutually re ursive fun tions in type theory was given in [Bov02℄. Let us onsider a simple example where we de ne two
mutually re ursive algorithms. In Haskell we write them as follows2 :
2 We ignore eÆ ien y aspe ts su h that the fa t that some expressions are omputed more
than on e.
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f :: N -> N
f O = O
f (S n)
| g n <= n = f(g n) + n
| g n > n = O
g :: N -> N
g O = 1
g (S n)
| f n <= n = g(f n) + f n
| f n > n = f n + n

In the type-theoreti translation, we need to de ne two mutually re ursive
predi ates fA and gA simultaneously with two mutually re ursive algorithms
f and g that, in turn, are de ned by stru tural re ursion on the orresponding
a essibility predi ate. Here is the type-theoreti al version of our example:
fA

2 (m 2 N)Set
0 2 fA (0)
s 1 2 (n 2 N; h1 2 gA (n); q 2 (g(n; h1 ) 6 n); h2 2 fA

f a
fa

(g(n; h1 ))
)fA (s(n))
f a s 2 2 (n 2 N; h1 2 gA (n); q 2 (g(n; h1 ) > n))fA (s(n))

gA 2 (m 2 N)Set
g a 0 2 gA (0)
g a s 1 2 (n 2 N; h1 2 fA (n); q 2 (f (n; h1 ) 6 n); h2 2 gA (f (n; h1 ))
)gA (s(n))
g a s 2 2 (n 2 N; h1 2 fA (n); q 2 (f (n; h1 ) > n))gA (s(n))
f

2 (m 2 N; fA (m))N

f (0; f a 0 ) = 0
f (s(n); f a s 1 (n; h1 ; q; h2 )) = f (g(n; h1 ); h2 ) + n
f (s(n); f a s 2 (n; h1 ; q )) = 0

g 2 (m 2 N; gA (m))N
g(0; g a 0 ) = 1
g(s(n); g a s 1 (n; h1 ; q; h2 )) = g(f (n; h1 ); h2 ) + f (n; h1 )
g(s(n); g a s 2 (n; h1 ; q )) = f (n; h1 ) + n

Partial fun tions may also be de ned by o urren es of nested and/or mutually re ursive alls. This fa t is irrelevant to our method and hen e, their
formalisations present no problem.
As a nal remark, we draw the reader's attention to the simpli ity of the
translations. The a essibility predi ates an be automati ally generated from
the re ursive equations and the type-theoreti versions of the algorithms look
very similar to the original programs ex ept for the extra proof argument. If
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we suppress the proofs of the a essibility predi ate we get almost exa tly the
original algorithms.

3.1 Ne essary Restri tions
In the following se tions, we show that our method is of general appli ability.
Spe i ally, we de ne a large lass of fun tional programs to whi h it an be
applied.
However, we need to impose some restri tions on that lass. Here, we illustrate the need of those restri tions by showing a few fun tional programs that
annot be translated using our method.
The rst restri tion is that, in the de nition of a fun tion f, any o urren e
of f should always be fully applied. Let us onsider the following de nition
f :: N -> N
f O = O
f (S n) = (iter f n n) + 1

where iter is an iteration fun tion su h that when applied to a fun tion f and
a number n gives f n as a result. Here, the de ned fun tion f appears in the
right-hand side of the se ond equation without being applied to any argument.
Although it is easy to see that f omputes the identity, we do not know at the
moment how to translate this de nition in type theory using our spe ial-purpose
a essibility predi ates. Hen e, in what follows, we do not allow this kind of
de nitions.
The reason why we need to impose this restri tion be omes lear when we
try to apply our method to the fun tion above. For the formalisation of this
fun tion, we have to de ne a predi ate fA and a fun tion f with types:
fA 2 (m 2 N)Set
f 2 (m 2 N; fA (m))N

What should the onstru tors of fA look like? Our method requires that
every argument to whi h the fun tion f is applied satis es the predi ate fA .
But the o urren e of f in the right-hand side of the se ond equation in the
de nition of f is not dire tly applied to an argument, so we do not know how
to formulate the type of the orresponding onstru tor of fA . For this reason,
we require every o urren e of f in the right-hand side of a re ursive equation
and in the onditional expression orresponding to the equation (if any) to be
fully applied. If the fun tion f is one of the fun tions being de ned in a mutual
re ursive de nition, then f should always o ur fully applied within the mutual
re ursive de nition.
A fun tional programmer ould have the idea of repla ing the o urren e of
f with its  -expansion:
f (S n) = (iter (\x -> (f x)) n n) + 1
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In this way the o urren e of f is applied to the variable x, thus satisfying the
restri tion. However, sin e the variable is bound inside the right-hand side of
the equation, the onstru tor of fA would have to require that every possible
value of the variable x satis es fA :
fa

s

2 (n 2 N; H 2 (x 2 N)fA (x))fA

(s(n))

This learly makes it impossible to prove fA (s(n)), sin e we would rst need
to prove the totality of fA to dedu e it. In se tion 7, we will further dis uss
the treatment of -abstra tions in the right-hand side of re ursive equations.
Another restri tion is that ea h fun tion de nition should be self-standing,
by whi h we mean that it should not all other previously de ned fun tions
unless they are stru turally re ursive fun tions that introdu e no partiality.
That is, the fun tions that an be freely used inside other de nitions are su h
that the re ursive alls on those fun tions are performed on stru turally smaller
arguments, they are de ned for all inputs and they do not have internal alls
to any general re ursive fun tion. In what follows, we shortly refer to these
fun tions as stru turally re ursive fun tions, but the reader should keep in mind
that stru turally re ursive fun tions should be su h that they do not introdu e
partiality.
Then, if f is a general re ursive fun tion, it should be translated in type
theory as a pair onsisting of a predi ate fA and a fun tion f . Thus, we annot
all it inside the de nition of another fun tion g. This restri tion is imposed
by type- he king requirements and it will be ome learer below. If, instead,
f is stru turally re ursive, it an be dire tly translated in type theory as a
stru turally re ursive fun tion f , without the need of our auxiliary predi ate
fA . In this ase, the use of f inside the de nition of another fun tion g is
allowed, as it has been seen throughout this se tion.
We illustrate the reason for this restri tion with the following example.
nub_map :: (N -> N) -> [N℄ -> [N℄
nub_map f [℄ = [℄
nub_map f (x:xs) = f x : nub_map f (filter (/= x) xs)
f :: N -> N
f O = O
f (S n) = f (S (S n))
g :: [N℄ -> [N℄
g xs = nub_map f xs

where /= is the inequality operator in Haskell.
When we apply our method to ea h of the fun tions in this program, we rst
get the translation of nub_map:
nub mapA 2 (f 2 (N )N ; l 2 List(N))Set
nub map 2 (f 2 (N)N; l 2 List(N); nub mapA (f; l))List(N)
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Similarly, the partial fun tion f is translated as:
fA 2 (m 2 N)Set
f 2 (m 2 N; fA (m))N

The problem arises when we try to translate g. The translation should be given
by a predi ate and a fun tion with the following types:
gA 2 (l 2 List(N))Set
g 2 (l 2 List(N); gA (l))List(N)

Even though g is not re ursive (it does not all itself), it inherits a termination
ondition from nub_map. Thus, we have to translate g with a predi ate gA and
a fun tion g. The diÆ ulty now onsists in how to formulate the onstru tors of
gA and the equations that de ne g. The problem here is that the translation
of the term (nub_map f xs) would not type- he k be ause f does not have the
type (N)N anymore.
For this reason, we require that the only previously de ned fun tions allowed
in a new fun tion de nition are the stru turally re ursive ones. In reality, this
ondition ould be relaxed by allowing any fun tion that an be proved total in
type theory. As we have seen in the formalisation of the qui ksort algorithm,
we an sometimes de ne a total fun tion that does not depend on the spe ial
a essibility predi ate anymore, even when the algorithm is a general re ursive
one. The fun tion Qui kSort is an example of su h a fun tion. It would be safe
to also allow these fun tions inside the de nition of other fun tions. Then, the
lass of fun tions to whi h our method would apply would depend on what we
an prove in type theory. To keep the de nition of this lass of fun tions simple,
we hoose not to follow this path. Although this is a severe restri tion, we show
in se tion 5 that the lass of fun tions that we onsider still allows us to de ne
all re ursive fun tions.
One might think that a possible way around this problem ould be to de ne
nub_map, f, and g as mutually dependent fun tions. However, this does not
work for this parti ular example be ause we would fall into the rst restri tion.
The fun tion f is one of the fun tions being de ned and the o urren e of f
inside g is not fully applied and thus disallowed.
A solution to the problem stated above an be given if we adopt an impredi ative type system. Using impredi ativity, we an de ne the type of partial
fun tions from to by making the domain predi ate part of the obje t:

*

P 2(

)Set:(x 2 ; P (x))

Thus, an obje t of type * is a pair hP; f i onsisting of a predi ate P over
and a fun tion f de ned over the elements of that satisfy the predi ate. To
be pre ise, we should also require, as a third omponent, a proof that f does
not depend on its se ond argument, that is, a proof that f (x; h1 ) = f (x; h2 )
for x in and any two proofs h1 and h2 of P (x). For the sake of simpli ity,
we leave this third omponent out sin e it is not ne essary in the de nition of
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the translation, but just to guarantee that the fun tion does not depend on the
proof of the predi ate.
Having de ned the type of partial fun tions, we an translate fun tional programs into type theory by onsistently interpreting any fun tional type A -> B
as * , where and are the interpretation of A and B, respe tively. Then,
the fun tion nub_map be omes:
nub mapA 2 (p 2 (N * N)  List(N))Set
nub map 2 (p 2 (N * N)  List(N); nub mapA (p))List(N)
NubMap 2 (N * N)  List(N) * List(N)
NubMap = hnub mapA ; nub mapi

The fun tion f is translated as above, ex ept that now we an eventually pa k
its spe ial a essibility predi ate and its stru tural fun tion de nition into one
obje t of a partial fun tion type:
fA 2 (m 2 N)Set
f 2 (m 2 N; fA (m))N
F2N*N
F = hfA ; f i

Finally, we are able to give a translation for g:
gA
ga

2 (N)Set
2 (l 2 List(N); nub mapA (hF; li))gA (l)

g 2 (l 2 N; gA (l))List(N)
g(l; g a (l; h)) = nub map(hF; li; h)
G 2 List(N) * List(N)
G = hgA ; gi

Sin e in this work we use predi ative type theory, we want to avoid su h
impredi ative de nitions. This is the reason why we de ide to restri t the use
of general re ursive fun tions inside other fun tion de nitions.

4 General Re ursive De nitions
In this se tion, we spe ify the lass FP of fun tional programs that we onsider.
It is a sub lass of the lass of fun tions that an be de ned in any fun tional
programming language like Haskell, ML or Clean.
In the previous se tion we explained that we must impose some restri tions
on this sub lass. Here, we formalise these restri tions, namely, we require that
all re ursive alls in a re ursive de nition are fully applied and that only stru turally re ursive fun tions an be used inside the de nition of a fun tion.
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4.1 The Class of Types
First of all, let us hara terise the lass of types that an appear in a program.
These may be basi types, that are either variable types or indu tive data types,
or fun tion types.
Let us assume that we have an in nite set of type variables T V . The lass
of types that are allowed in our programs are indu tively de ned by:
 All elements of T V are types.



Indu tive data types are types. An indu tive data type is introdu ed by
a de nition of the form
Indu tive T ::=

1 11 : : : 1k1
o o1

..
.

j

   oko

where 0 6 o and 0 6 ki for 0 6 i 6 o. Here, if we onsider T as a type
variable, then every  is a type with the extra ondition that T o urs only
stri tly positively in it. This means that in every  , the type T an only
o ur to the right of arrows.

 If  and  are types, then  !  is a type.
In what follows,  and  denote types.
With ea h type , we asso iate an in nite set of variables. For simpli ity, we
assume that the sets of variables asso iated with two di erent types are disjoint.
Besides types, we also use spe i ations of the form

1 ; : : : ; m ) 
If e has the above spe i ation, it must be interpreted as follows: e is an expression that, when applied to arguments a1 ; : : : ; am of type 1 ; : : : ; m , respe tively, produ es a term e(a1 ; : : : ; am ) of type  . The expression e itself is not
a term of any type; in parti ular, it is not an element of the fun tional type
1 !    ! m !  . We introdu e spe i ations to be able to formalise the
requirement, explained in the previous se tion, that a fun tion must be fully
applied to be allowed to appear in the right-hand side of any of the equations
within the blo k that de nes the fun tion. As we explain below, we also use
spe i ations to for e onstru tors to be fully applied.
In what follows, we write a : A to denote that a is an expression of type A
or that a has the spe i ation A.
Given a : , the reader should keep in mind the di eren e between f (a), that
denotes the appli ation of a fun tion f with spe i ation  )  to a, and (f a),
that denotes the appli ation of a fun tion f of type  !  to a.
The de nition of the indu tive data type above introdu es not only the new
type T but also its onstru tors:
i : i1 ; : : : ; iki
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)T

Hen e, we are not allowed to use i applied only to a few of its arguments. This
is why we do not dire tly give to i the type i1 !    ! iki ! T.
As examples, we show how to de ne some ommon indu tive data types.
The types of boolean values and of natural numbers are de ned as
Indu tive Bool ::= true j false

and

Indu tive Nat ::= 0 j s Nat;

respe tively.
Type variables an appear in an indu tive data type de nition. Then, we
have a parametri data type. Usually, the type variables are expli itly written
in the left-hand side of the de nition:
Indu tive T 1



w

::=

1 11

   1k1 j

o o1

   oko

..
.

where 1 ; : : : ; w are type variables, for 1 6 w. Here, every o urren e of T in
the  's must be of the form (T 1    w ).
To instantiate the above de nition, we simply write (T 1    w ) for spe i
types 1 ; : : : ; w . This expression denotes the type obtained by substituting
ea h g by g in the de nition of T, for 1 6 g 6 w.
Let and Æ be type variables. A typi al example of a parametri data type
is the type of lists, de ned as
Indu tive List

::= nil j ons (List ):

Produ t and sum types an also be seen as parametri data types. Here, we
write the type onstru tors  and + with in x notation:
Indu tive

 Æ ::= pair Æ

and

Indu tive

+ Æ := inl

j inr Æ:

We an dire tly translate any of the types that an o ur in a fun tional
program into type theory. The equivalent type-theoreti de nitions are almost
the same, ex ept for a hange in notation.

4.2 Terms and Patterns
Fun tional programs are de ned by pattern mat hing. In addition, ea h fun tion
is de ned by a sequen e of re ursive equations. Here, we formally de ne patterns
and the terms that are allowed in the equations.

De nition 1. Let T be a type. A pattern of type T is an expression built up
a ording to the following two rules.
 A variable of type T is a pattern of type T.



If T is an indu tive type, : 1 ; : : : ; k ) T is one of its onstru tors and
p1 , . . . , pk are patterns of type 1 , . . . , k , respe tively, then (p1 ; : : : ; pk )
is a pattern of type T.
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Variables o urring in a pattern are alled pattern variables . A pattern is linear
if every pattern variable o urs only on e in the pattern.
We onsider here only linear patterns. Usually, we say just pattern when we
refer to a linear pattern .

De nition 2. A sequen e of patterns p1    pm of type T is said to be ex lusive if
it is not possible to obtain the same term by instantiating two di erent patterns,
that is, by substituting the pattern variables in those patterns by other terms.
The sequen e is alled exhaustive if every value of type T is an instan e of
at least one of the patterns. By value we mean a losed term that annot be
further redu ed a ording to the redu tion rules that we present later on.
The terms that are allowed in a re ursive de nition depend on three parameters: the variables that an o ur free in the terms, the fun tions being de ned,
whi h an be used in the re ursive alls, and the previously de ned fun tions
that we allow within a de nition. Let us assume that we have a lass F of fun tions together with their types su h that every element f : 1 !    ! m ! 
in F an be translated into type theory with the same fun tional type. In
what follows, we assume that F ontains all stru turally re ursive fun tions
that introdu e no partiality, as des ribed in se tion 3.1. As we have already
mentioned, it is possible to extend F to a larger lass of fun tions by adding
all the fun tions that an be proved total in type theory. As we an onsider
the lass F to be xed, below we give the de nition of the terms that we allow
in a re ursive de nition onsidering only as parameters the variables that an
o ur free in the terms and the fun tions being de ned. Let X be the set of
variables that an o ur free in a term together with their types. The idea is
that, when de ning an equation, this set only ontains the pattern variables of
the equation together with their orresponding types. Let SF be the set of the
names of the fun tions being de ned together with their spe i ations. When
de ning a single fun tion, SF ontains only one fun tion name and its spe i ation. When de ning several fun tions within a mutually re ursive blo k, SF
ontains a fun tion name and its spe i ation for ea h of the fun tions being
mutually de ned. Formally, we de ne terms as follows.

De nition 3. Let X be a set of variables together with their types. Let SF be
a set of fun tion names together with their spe i ations, that is, every element
of SF is of the form f : 1 ; : : : ; m )  . Let the set of names of the variables in
X , the set of names of the fun tions in SF and the set of names of the fun tions
in F be disjoint. The lass of valid terms with respe t to X and SF is built up
a ording to the rules below. When the sets of variables and of fun tions name
and their spe i ations remain the same, we simply refer to the terms in the
lass as valid terms. Below, together with the de nition of the valid terms we
give their orresponding types. If  is the type of the valid term t, we say \t is
a valid term of type  " or \t :  is a valid term", indistin tly.
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The variables in X are valid terms of the orresponding type.



If : 1 ; : : : ; k ) T is one of the onstru tors of the indu tive data type T
and if a1 : 1 , . . . , ak : k are valid terms, then (a1 ; : : : ; ak ): T is a valid
term.



Let x :  be a variable and its type. Let (X =x) be the set X without
any asso
S iation for the variable x. If b :  is a valid term with respe t to
(X =x) fx : g and SF , then [x℄b :  !  is a valid term.



If f :  !  and a :  are valid terms, then (f a):  is a valid term. If
there is no pla e for onfusion, we might just write f a for the appli ation
of the fun tion f to the argument a.



Let t be a valid term of an indu tive data type T. Let 0 6 v and 0 6 s 6 v.
Let p1 , . . . , pv be ex lusive patterns of type T and let Ys be the set of
pattern variables in ps together with their types. Finally, let e1 , . . . , ev
be valid terms of type  with respe t to (X ; Y 1 ); : : : ; (X ; Y v ),respe tively,
and SF . Then, the ase expression

The fun tions in F are valid terms of the orresponding type.
If f : 1 ; : : : ; m )  is an element of SF and if a1 , . . . , am are valid terms
of type 1 , . . . , m , respe tively, then f (a1 ; : : : ; am ) is a valid term of type
.

Cases t of

8
>
< p1

7! e1
.

..
>
: p 7! e
v
v

is a valid term of type  .
Noti e that we do not require the patterns in a ase expression to be exhaustive. This is to be onsistent with the fa t that we allow partiality in the
de nitions. We ould also drop the requirement that the patterns should be
ex lusive and just say that, in a ase expression, the rst mat hing pattern is
used, whi h is usually done in fun tional programming. However, this makes
the semanti s of ase expressions depend on the order of the patterns and it
ompli ates their interpretation in type theory. Requiring that the patterns are
mutually ex lusive does not seriously limit the expressiveness of the de nitions.
We adopt a stri t semanti s to ompute the programs in FP (see se tion
7 for further dis ussion on this matter). This said, the omputation rules for
terms are the usual ones. Below, we give a brief overview of them.
Let ; denote one step redu tion over terms and ; its re exive and transitive losure. Let t :  be a valid term, p be a pattern for  and y its pattern
variables. We write t ;
= p[y := b℄ whenever there exists a fully evaluated valid
term t :  and a sequen e of terms b su h that t ; t , t mat hes p, and [y := b℄
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is the substitution whi h results from this mat hing, that is, t = ps [y := b℄ when
we simultaneously substitute all pattern variables y by terms b.
For a -redex ([x℄b a), we have the -redu tion rule ([x℄b a) ; b[x := a℄.
The omputation behaviour of re ursive alls is given in the next subse tion.
Case expressions are omputed by pattern mat hing. If t : T is the term on
whi h we perform the ase analysis, we rst need to redu e it. If we have that
t;
= ps [y := a℄, for some s, then the omputation rule for ase expressions is
Cases t of

8
>
< p1
>
:

7! e1
..
.

pv 7! ev

; es[y := a℄

If t does not redu e to an instan e of any of the patterns, it is not possible to
further redu e the ase expression.
A spe ial kind of ase expression o urs when we onsider ases over the type
of booleans. Sin e this is a parti ularly ommon instan e, some programming
languages use the notation
if b then e1 else e2

Cases b of

for



true 7! e1
false 7! e2 :

4.3 Fixed Point Fun tion De nition
We de ne the lass FP of re ursive fun tions that we want to translate into

type theory. These fun tions are given by single or mutual xed point equations
satisfying some onditions. The general form of a single re ursive de nition is
fix f : 1 ; : : : ; m ) 
f p11    p1m = e1

..
.

   plm = el
where p1u ; : : : ; plu are patterns of type u , for 0 6 u 6 m. We all a sequen e of
patterns p1    pm of types 1 ; : : : ; m , respe tively, a multipattern for f. Usually,
f pl1

we just say pattern when referring to multipattern , if there is no onfusion. We
extend the notions of linearity, ex lusivity, and exhaustivity from patterns to
multipatterns in the straightforward way. The multipatterns that appear in
the left-hand side of the de nition of a fun tion f must be linear and mutually
ex lusive. In this way, at most one equation in the de nition of f an be applied
to ompute f on a given sequen e of input arguments.
Let 1 6 i 6 l and let Yi be the set of pattern variables that o urs in the
ith equation together with their types. The right-hand sides of the equations in
the de nition of f, that is, e1 ; : : : ; el , are valid terms of type  with respe t to
Y1 ; : : : ; Yl , respe tively, and ff : 1 ; : : : ; m )  g. Hen e, ea h ei an ontain
subterms of the form f(a1 ; : : : ; am ), where a1 ; : : : ; am are valid terms of type
1 ; : : : ; m , respe tively. Ea h au an, in turn, ontain o urren es of f, giving
rise to nested re ursive de nitions, for 1 6 u 6 m.
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Let us give some examples of re ursive fun tions de ned in this way.
The Fibona i fun tion is de ned as
fix fib : Nat ) Nat
fib 0 = s(0)
fib s(0) = s(0)
fib s(s(n)) = fib(n) + fib(s(n))
where +: Nat ! Nat ! Nat is one of the fun tions de ned in the lass F .
The on atenation of lists is de ned as
fix on at : List ; List ) List
on at nil l2 = l2
on at ons(b; l1 ) l2 = ons(b; on at(l1 ; l2 ))
Sin e this fun tion is a tually de ned by pattern mat hing only on the rst
argument, it an also be de ned as
fix on at : List ) List ! List
on at nil = [l2 ℄ l2
on at ons(b; l1 ) = [l2 ℄ ons(b; on at(l1 ; l2 ))
In general, it is better to put to the left of the symbol ) only the arguments that
play an a tual role in the re ursion. This point will be ome lear in se tion 6
when we des ribe the method to translate the fun tions in FP into type theory.
The omputation rules for f are given by the di erent equations in its definition. If we want to ompute the expression f(a1 ; : : : ; am ), we rst have to
redu e the sequen e a1    am . Let us have a ;
= p[y := b℄, that is, we have
= p1 [y := b℄, . . . , am ;
= pm [y := b℄ for a multipattern p1    pm in the
that a1 ;
left-hand side of one of the equations de ning f. Let f p1    pm = e be the
orresponding equation. Then, we have the following omputation rule
f(a1 ; : : : ; am ) ; e[y := b℄
Otherwise, the fun tion f is unde ned on the input (a1 ; : : : ; am ).
The lass of fun tions FP also ontains mutually re ursive de nitions. The
general form for de ning n mutually re ursive fun tions is as follows:
mutual fix f1 : 11 ; : : : ; 1m1 ) 1
f1 p111 : : : p11m1 = e11
..
.
f1 p1l1 1 : : : p1l1 m1 = e1l1
..
.
fn : n1 ; : : : ; nmn ) n
fn pn11 : : : pn1mn = en1
..
.
fn pnln 1 : : : pnln mn = enln
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and de nes n fun tions f1 , . . . , fn at the same time. Let Yji be the set of
pattern variables together with their types that o urs in the ith equation of
the j th fun tion, for 1 6 j 6 n and 1 6 i 6 lj , and let SF be the set that
ontains the spe i ations of the fun tions f1; : : : ; fn . Then, ea h right-hand
side eji must be a valid term of type j with respe t to Yji and SF . Thus, ea h
fun tion fj may only o ur fully applied on the right-hand side of any of the
equations.
The omputation rules for f1 ; : : : ; fn are de ned as before. The di eren e
is that now, we have to nd the mat hing pattern within the de nition of the
fun tion that we want to ompute.

4.4 Conditional equations
In fun tional programming, onditional equations are often allowed within xed
point equations. That is, equations of the following form are allowed:
f p1

8
>
< e1 if 1

..
.
: e if
r

   pm = >

r

If Y is the set of pattern variables of the equation together with their types,
then the onditions 1 ; : : : ; r are valid terms of boolean type with respe t to
Y and ff : 1 ; : : : ; m )  g. Hen e, they an ontain re ursive alls to f. Also
in this ase, we will require that the boolean expressions are ex lusive. This is
really not a strong restri tion sin e we ould de ne 01  1 and, for 2 6 s 6 r,
0s  s ^ : s 1 ^    ^ : 1 , and then repla e the above equation with a
similar one that uses the onditional expressions 0 instead, where ^ and : are
the boolean operators for onjun tion and negation, respe tively.
The omputation rule asso iated with a onditional equation onsists simply
in redu ing the appli ation of the fun tion to the bran h orresponding to the
only ondition that evaluates to true, if any. Let us have that a ;
= p[y := b℄. If
[
y
:=
b
℄
evaluates
to
true
,
for
some
s
,
then
we
have
the
following
omputation
s
rule
f(a1 ; : : : ; am ) ; es [y := b℄
If none of the onditional expressions evaluates to true, then f is unde ned on
that sequen e.
We end this se tion with the observation that a onditional equation an be
seen as r equations of the form
f p1

   pm = e1 if
..
.

1

   pm = er if r
For a sequen e of arguments a1    am mat hing the pattern p1    pm , at most
f p1

one of the onditions 1 , . . . ,

r

evaluates to true and hen e, still only one
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equation an be applied to ompute f(a1 ; : : : ; am). To simplify the presentation
of our method, in se tion 6 we onsider this latter kind of onditional equations.
Although the patterns in the de nition of a fun tion might not be ex lusive if
one writes onditional equations in this way, the fa t that still only one equation
an be applied for a ertain input makes both ways of de ning fun tions with
onditional equations semanti ally equivalent.

5 Turing Completeness
We prove that the lass FP of fun tional programs allows the de nition of
all partial re ursive fun tions. This is not immediately lear, be ause of the
restri tions that we have imposed on the re ursive de nitions. In parti ular,
we do not have a general xed point operator, that is, given any fun tional
F : ( !  ) !  !  , we annot dire tly de ne a xed point for it in our
formalism. The tentative de nition
fix f :  ) 
fa=F fa
is not orre t, sin e the fun tion f appears in the right-hand side of the above
equation without being applied to an argument.
On the other hand, the alternative de nition
fix f : )  ! 
f=F f
is a valid re ursive de nition in our formalism, but it does not de ne the desired
fun tion sin e, a ording to the explanation that we give at the end of se tion 7,
it does not a tually de ne anything be ause the obje t f, whi h is being de ned,
has the spe i ation f : )  !  and o urs in the right-hand side of its own
de nition.
Therefore, the xed point an be de ned only when F f an be unfolded
into an expression where f o urs only fully applied.
To show that every re ursive fun tion an be de ned, we exploit Kleene
normal form theorem (see for example, Theorem 10.1 in [BM77℄ or Theorem
1.5.6 in [Phi92℄). Below, let N be the mathemati al set of natural numbers and
A !? B the set of partial fun tions from a set A to a set B . Predi ates are
total fun tions into natural numbers that assume only the values 0, meaning
false, and 1, meaning true.

Theorem 1. [Kleene normal form℄ There exist primitive re ursive predi ates
T : N n+2 ! N for every natural number n, and a primitive re ursive fun tion
U : N ! N su h that, for every partial re ursive fun tion f : N n !? N there
exists a natural number ef su h that
f x = U (y:T (ef ; x; y))
where  is the minimisation operator.
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Sin e both T and U are primitive re ursive fun tions, they an be programmed in a fun tional programming language by stru turally re ursive algorithms. Therefore, there are programs T : Natn+2 ! Bool and U : Nat ! Nat in
the lass F , that we an use inside the re ursive de nition of f .
In [BC01℄, we have already used our method to translate the minimisation
fun tion in type theory. That formalisation ontained a -abstra tion in the
right-hand side. As we show in se tion 7, the o urren e of -abstra tions in
the right-hand side of equations might ause problems in the translation, so
here we give a slightly di erent formulation that avoids a -abstra tion in the
right-hand side of the de nition. Sin e only elements of F and re ursive alls
an o ur inside a re ursive de nition, we annot dire tly use the minimisation
fun tion in the de nition of f. Instead, we de ne a spe i minimisation fun tion
and f within a mutual re ursive de nition. This minimisation fun tion does not
really depend on f, but the use of a mutual re ursive de nition is a tri k to be
able to use minimisation inside the de nition of f.
mutual fix minf : Natn ;
Nat ) Nat
y
if (T ef x y)
minf x y =
minf(x; s(y )) if :(T ef x y )
f : Natn ) Nat
f x = (U minf (x; 0))

This de nition shows that every fun tion de nable by a Kleene normal form
an be implemented in our system.

Theorem 2. Every (partial) re ursive fun tion is de nable in FP .

6 Translation into Type Theory
We give a formal presentation of how to translate a general re ursive de nition
in type theory. The translation applies to the lass of fun tions FP de ned in
se tion 4.
We assume that the user is familiar with onstru tive type theory and knows
how to translate types and expressions from fun tional programming into their
type-theoreti equivalents. All types in fun tional programming have a orresponding type de ned in type theory in the same way, ex ept for the di eren e
in notation. Hen e, the values in those types have a type-theoreti equivalent.
Stru turally re ursive fun tions, that is, the elements of the lass F , an also
be dire tly translated in type theory with the orresponding types. If A is a
type or an expression in fun tional programming, we denote its orresponding
translation into type theory by Ab.
Let f be a general re ursive fun tion in FP . Thus,
f : 1 ; : : : ; m
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and f is de ned by a sequen e of re ursive equations. There are two possible
kind of equations, with or without onditionals. They have the following shapes,
respe tively:
f p1

   pm = e

f p1

   pm = e if

()

Noti e that the equation on the left is a spe ial ase of the equation on the
right, where the ondition is onstantly true. For this reason, we only onsider
onditional equations in the rest of this se tion.
Let 1 ; : : : ; m , and b be the type-theoreti translation of 1 ; : : : ; m , and
 , respe tively. To translate f into type theory, we de ne a spe ial-purpose
a essibility predi ate fA and the type-theoreti version of f, whi h we all f
and that has the predi ate fA as part of its domain. These two omponents
have the following types:
fA 2 (x1 2 1 ; : : : ; xm 2 m )Set
f 2 (x1 2 1 ; : : : ; xm 2 m ; h 2 fA (x1 ; : : : ; xm ))b

(0 )

The fun tion f is de ned by stru tural re ursion on the argument h. Hen e, we
have one equation in f for ea h onstru tor of fA .
If the fun tion f is de ned by nested re ursion, we should de ne fA and
f simultaneously using Dybjer's s hema for simultaneous indu tive-re ursive
de nitions [Dyb00℄. Otherwise, we rst de ne fA and then use that predi ate
to de ne f .
Let us start by dis ussing how to de ne the predi ate fA . This predi ate
has at least one onstru tor for ea h of the equations in the de nition of the
fun tion f. The number of onstru tors asso iated with ea h equation depends
on the stru ture of the expressions and e in the equation. All onstru tors
asso iated with the equation () produ e a proof of fA (pb1 ; : : : ; pm), where pu
is the straightforward translation3 of pu , for 1 6 u 6 m. The type of ea h
of the onstru tors asso iated with the equation () depends on the stru ture
and on the re ursive alls that o ur in and in e. The fa t that at most one
equation an be used for the omputation of f(a1 ; : : : ; am ), with au : u , and
the way we break down the stru ture of and e to establish the type of ea h
onstru tor, guarantees that at most one onstru tor an be used to build a
proof of fA (ab1 ; : : : ; am ), where ea h au is the type-theoreti translation of au .
Case expressions are the only kind of expressions that might impose the
need of several onstru tors asso iated with an equation. The reason is that
ea h bran h of a ase expression needs to be treated separately sin e it ontributes to the type of the orresponding onstru tor in a di erent way. Case
expressions may o ur anywhere within a term; there may be ase expressions
inside a onditional expression, a  abstra tion, a fun tion appli ation, a onstru tor appli ation, or even inside other ase expressions, whi h implies that
any expression might impose the need of several onstru tors asso iated with
an equation.
3 As we will see later when we formally de ne the translation of an expression, patterns are
translated in a straightforward way.
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However, not all ase expressions introdu e several onstru tors. Some ase
expressions, that we all safe , an be dire tly translated into type theory as
ase expressions. Safe ase expressions are su h that none of their bran hes
introdu e partiality, hen e they an be straightforwardly translated into type
theory without further analysis. The expression on whi h we perform ase
analysis might still introdu e partiality. An example of a safe ase expression is
the following:
Cases f(n) of

8
< 0
:

7! 0
s(m) 7! Cases xs of



nil
7! s(0)
ons(y; ys) 7! n + y

where f : Nat ) Nat is the fun tion being de ned, n is a natural number and
xs is a list, and m; y and ys are fresh variables of the orresponding types.
First of all, let us explain the general idea of the translation. We asso iate a
series of onstru tors for fA and a orresponding series of equations for f with
ea h equation in the de nition of f. The most important part of the translation
is the de nition of the types of the onstru tors of fA . For that purpose, we
analyse the stru ture of the onditional expression and of the right-hand side e
of the equation and, from them, we onstru t a ontext of assumptions for ea h
of the di erent onstru tors of the predi ate asso iated with that equation.
We start with the ontext omprising the variables introdu ed in the pattern p1    pm of the equation. Ea h variable is assumed with type b if  is its
type in fun tional programming. Then, we asso iate ontext extensions  and
e with the boolean expression and with the de ning term e, respe tively.
The extension  is su h that the ontext ;  ontains assumptions suÆ ient
to make the ondition meaningful. Together with  , we get a translation b
of the ondition.
This leads us to the nal de nition of the type for the orresponding onstru tor of the predi ate fA :
fa

;e

2(

;  ; q 2 b = true; e )fA (pb1 ; : : : ; pm ):

where = is the propositional equality in type theory, true is the type-theoreti
boolean value true and e does not depend neither on  nor on q.
Together with the de nition of the ontext extension e , we also get a translation eb of the term e itself. Then, the equation of f asso iated with the onstru tor f a ;e be omes
f (pb1 ; : : : ; pm ; f a

;e (y; x; q; z ))

= eb

where y is the sequen e of variables assumed in , x is the sequen e of variables
assumed in  , q is a variable of type (b = true) and z is the sequen e of variables
assumed in e .
A single equation may be asso iated with several onstru tors of the spe ial
a essibility predi ate and, onsequently, with several equations of the translated fun tion. So, we asso iate a sequen e P ( ) of pairs h ; bi of ontext
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extensions  and type-theoreti boolean terms b with the boolean term .
Similarly, we asso iate a sequen e Pe ( ) of pairs he ; ebi with the term e. The
de nition of P ( ) is the same for the onditional expression and for the term
e, so we treat them together in the sequel.
In what follows, given an expression a, we de ne Pa ( ) using list omprehension or list enumeration. In addition, ha ; ta i denotes a generi element of
Pa ( ) and #Pa denotes the number of elements in Pa ( ).
Sometimes a subterm of a ontains bound variables with the same name as
the variables in . The de nition of Pa ( ) may require that those variables
are introdu ed in the ontext extension. To avoid naming on i ts we assume,
without always expli itly saying it, that those variables are renamed with a fresh
name before being introdu ed in the ontext. The need to rename the variables
be omes lear if we onsider the following equation:
f

x = Cases x of



0
7! e0
s(x) 7! es

This equation presents no problem in fun tional programming. Any o urren e
of the variable x in es is bound by the variable x in the pattern s(x), hen e it
does not refer to the variable x that o urs in the left-hand side of the equation.
Thus, the binding s(x) shadows the variable x in the left-hand side of the
equation inside the expression es . However, we need to be able to refer to both
variables x in type theory. As it will be ome lear below, we might need to
add (x = s(x)) to the assumptions of one of the pairs in the de nition of Pa ( ).
In type theory, the two x's in that proposition would refer to the same obje t.
Thus, we need to rename the se ond o urren e of x to a fresh variable name y
of the orresponding type in order to have the proposition (x = s(y)).
We de ne Pa ( ) by re ursion on the stru ture of the expression a. If
ha ; ta i 2 Pa ( ), then the term ta an be seen as the translation ba of a under the assumptions in ; a . The reader an verify that if a is the type of a
in fun tional programming, then a is the type of ta in the ontext ; a .

a  z: If the expression a is a variable, then Pa ( )  fh ; z ig.
e  (a1 ; : : : ; ao ): Here, 0 6 o. First, we determine Pa1 ( ); : : : ; Pao ( ) by stru tural re ursion and then we ombine these sequen es into the de nition of
Pa ( ). Formally, if  b, we have that

Pa ( )  fha1 ; : : : ; ao ; (ta1 ; : : : ; tao )i j
ha1 ; ta1 i 2 Pa1 ( ); : : : ; hao ; tao i 2 Pao ( )g:
a  f(a1 ; : : : ; am ): Again, we rst determine Pa1 ( ); : : : ; Pam ( ) by stru tural
re ursion. As before, we ombine these sequen es into the de nition of
Pa ( ). In addition, we have to add the assumption orresponding to the
re ursive all f(a1 ; : : : ; am ), stating that the tuple (ab1 ; : : : ; am ) satis es the
predi ate fA . Remember that f  bf and that f takes an extra parameter,
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whi h is a proof that the input values satisfy the predi ate fA . Hen e,
we have that
Pa( )  fha1 ; : : : ; am ; h 2 fA (ta1 ; : : : ; tam ); f (ta1 ; : : : ; tam ; h)i j
ha1 ; ta1 i 2 Pa1 ( ); : : : ; ham ; tam i 2 Pam ( )g:

a  (a1 a2 ): This ase is treated similarly to the previous two ases.
Pa( )  fha1 ; a2 ; ta1 (ta2 )i j ha1 ; ta1 i 2 Pa1 ( ); ha2 ; ta2 i 2 Pa2 ( )g:
a  [z℄b: Let  be the type of z . We rst al ulate Pb ( ; z 2 b) re ursively.
If Pb ( ; z 2 b) = fh ; tb ig, that is, if Pb ( ; z 2 b) ontains only one pair
and the ontext extension in that pair is empty, then
Pb ( )  fh ; [z ℄ tb ig:
In other words, in this ase, the method does not produ e any assumptions,
and the -abstra tion an be dire tly translated into type theory.
Otherwise, let Pb ( ; z 2 b) = fhb1 ; tb1 i; : : : ; hb# b ; tb# b ig. To translate
this term as a -abstra tion in type theory, we must impose that the
translation bb of the abstra ted term b is well-de ned for every value of
the variable z . Therefore, the assumption generated by a must be the
universal quanti ation over z of the all the assumptions for bb.
Let  be the onjun tion of all the assumptions in a non-empty ontext
 and let y be the variables in . We de ne
Pa ( )  fhH 2 (z 2 b) b1 + : : : + b# b ; ta ig
with
8
>
< in1 (hyb1 i) . 7! tb1
..
ta  [z ℄Cases H (z ) of
>
: in (hy
#Pb b# b i) 7! tb# b
P

P

P

P

P

If #Pb = 1, then we do not need to onstru t a disjoint union type
Pa ( )  fhH 2 (z 2 b) b ; ta ig
with

ta  [z ℄Cases H (z ) of hyb i 7! tb

If, moreover, b ontains only one assumption, then we do not need to
onstru t a -type. We an just all yb the variable introdu ed in the
assumption in b , and then
Pb ( )  fhH 2 (z 2 b) b ; ta ig
with
ta  [z ℄tb [yb := H (z )℄

whi h is a tually equivalent to ta  [z ℄Cases H (z ) of yb 7! tb :
In the examples, we always use the simplest possible option.
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a  Cases b of

8
>
< p1
>
:

7! a1
..
.

: Here, 0 6 v. First, observe that variables, on-

pv 7! av
stru tors and onstru tor appli ations are translated into their type-theoreti equivalents in a straightforward way. Hen e, the translation pb of a
pattern p is also straightforward. In addition, noti e that if we ompute
Pp ( ) we obtain fh ; pbig.
If the di erent bran hes of the ase expression do not ontain re ursive alls or do not introdu e partiality, we an give a straightforward
translation. We all su h ase expressions safe and we translate them dire tly as ase8expressions in type theory. Formally, a safe ase expression
>
< p1 7! a1
..
Cases b of
is su h that the patterns p1 ; : : : ; pv are ex lusive
.
>
:
pv 7! av
and exhaustive and Pas ( ) = fh ; tas ig, for 0 6 s 6 v. Noti e that, for a
ase expression to be safe, there should be no re ursive all in any of the
expressions a1 ; : : : ; av .
For a safe ase expression we de ne

Pa (

) = fh; ta i j h; tb i 2 Pb ( )g

where

ta = Cases tb of

8
>
< pb1

7! ta1
.

..
>
: pb 7! t
v
av

If the ase expression is not safe, ea h of the di erent bran hes imposes
the need of a di erent onstru tor. Let ys be the variables introdu ed by
the pattern ps and let s be the types of those variables. Let ybs be a
renaming of the variables in ys by fresh variable names with respe t to .
Observe that the renaming of the variables in ys for es the orresponding
renaming in s , whi h will be performed together with the translation of
s into its type-theoreti equivalent bs .
Let us denote (ybs 2 bs ) by s . As we have said before, ea h bran h in
the ase expression imposes the need of at least one di erent onstru tor.
Noti e that ea h as may impose the need of several onstru tors, namely
#Pas . Then, the number of onstru tors orresponding to the sth bran h
is also #Pas . The onstru tors asso iated with the sth bran h should
assume the variables introdu ed in the bran h, that is, s . In addition,
to ensure that these onstru tors are used only when we are inside the
bran h s, they should also assume qs 2 bb = pbs , where qs is a fresh variable name for ea h s. The expression b might also impose the need of
several onstru tors and thus it might ontribute to the type of the different onstru tors. Hen e, as before, we should ombine the elements
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Pb ( ) and in Pas ( ; s ) in all possible ways. Formally, we determine
Pb ( ); Pa1 ( ; 1 ), . . . , Pav ( ; v ) by stru tural re ursion and then we de-

in

ne

Pa ( )  fhb ; s ; qs 2 (tb = pbs ); as ; tas i j
hb ; tb i 2 Pb ( ); 1  s  v; has ; tas i 2 Pas (

; s )g

This ompletes the de nition of Pa ( ).
Let us now return to the translation of the fun tion f in type theory. To
omplete the de nitions of fA and f , whose types where introdu ed in (0 ),
we need to give the type of the di erent onstru tors of the predi ate fA , and
the di erent equations that de ne the fun tion f . We re all that the fun tion f
is de ned by ( onditional) equations. The shape of ea h equation that de ne f
is given in (). Let us assume that y is the sequen e of pattern variables in the
equation with types . Let be (y 2 b).
Using the de nition we presented above, we determine P ( ) and Pe ( ).
Observe that all the terms t in the sequen e of pairs P ( ) are boolean terms.
To de ne the onstru tors of fA and the equations that de ne f , we should
ombine the elements in P ( ) and Pe ( ) in all possible ways. Let h r ; t r i
be the rth element of P ( ) and hel ; tel i the lth element of Pe ( ). We reall that patterns are straightforwardly translated into type theory. Then, the
orresponding onstru tor of fA is as follows:
fa rl 2 ( ;  r ; qr

2 t r = true; el )fA (pb1 ; : : : ; pm )

If the orresponding equation is a non- onditional equation, then P ( ) is
empty and the assumptions  r ; qr 2 t r = true are not present in the onstru tor. The presen e or not of these premises is the only di eren e between the
onstru tors asso iated with a onditional equation and the onstru tors asso iated with a non- onditional equation. Noti e also that in the examples we gave
in se tion 3, we onverted into a predi ate rather than a boolean fun tion.
This is not a problem sin e we an always de ne t0 r  t r = true.
The equation in the de nition of f that orresponds to the above onstru tor
is the following:
f (pb1 ; : : : ; pm ; fa rl (y; x r ; qr ; zel )) = tel

where x r is the sequen e of variables assumed in  r , q is a variable of type
(b = true) and zel is the sequen e of variables assumed in el .
This ompletes the de nition of fA and f in type theory.
We have several observations at this point. First, noti e that besides the
introdu tion of the pattern variables of an equation, abstra tion, re ursive alls,
non-safe ase expressions and onditionals are the expressions that ontribute to
the type of a onstru tor. Observe also that if we have two or more synta ti ally
equal re ursive alls in an equation, our method will dupli ate the assumptions
orresponding to that all. This problem an be easily eliminated if we add
an assumption orresponding to a re ursive all into a sequen e of assumptions
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only when that assumption has not yet been added to the sequen e. This is
what we have done in the examples we presented in se tion 3. The number of
onstru tors asso iated with an equation is strongly related to the stru ture of
the expressions in the equation, in parti ular to the ase expressions and the
 abstra tions that are present in the equation. The user should keep this
in mind when hoosing the de nition of a fun tion. Finally, observe that the
hoi e of where to put the symbol ) within the spe i ation of the type of a
fun tion f makes a di eren e in its translation, sin e it determines the type of
the orresponding fA .
Let us now analyse what a tually happens when we translate a general re ursive algorithm. Hen e, let us onsider one of the equations that de ne a general
re ursive fun tion f. For the sake of generality, let us assume that we have
nested re ursive alls in the equation. For the sake of simpli ity, let us assume
that the equation is a non- onditional equation with no ase expressions in the
right-hand side. Finally, let us assume here that there are no re ursive alls to
f inside a  abstra tion in the right-hand side of the equation. We onsider
that ase later. Hen e, we have an equation of the following form
f p1    pm =    f(a1 ; : : : ; f(a0 ; : : : ; a0 ); : : : ; am )   
1

m

As usual, let omprise the pattern variables together with their types. Let
us all the right-hand side of the above equation ef . As there are no ase
expressions in the equation, for any subexpression a of ef , Pa has only one
element. In order to al ulate Pef ( ), we rst have to al ulate Pf(a1 ;:::;am ) ( )
0

0

Pf(a1 ;:::;am) ( )  fha1 ; : : : ; am ; h 2 fA (ab01 ; : : : ; a0m ); f (ab01 ; : : : ; a0m ; h)ig
0

0

0

0

Hen e, f(a01\
; : : : ; a0m ) is de ned as f (ab01 ; : : : ; a0m ; h). Now, we al ulate

Pf(a1 ;:::;f(a1 ;:::;am );:::;am ) ( ) 
f ha1 ; : : : ; a1 ; : : : ; am ; h 2 fA (ab01 ; : : : ; a0m ); : : : ; am ;
h0 2 fA (ab1 ; : : : ; f (ab01 ; : : : ; a0m ; h); : : : ; am);
f (ab1 ; : : : ; f (ab01 ; : : : ; a0m ; h); : : : ; am ; h0 ) i g
0

0

0

0

Thus, the translation of f(a1 ; : : : ; f(a01 ; : : : ; a0m ); : : : ; am ) is de ned as the term
f (ab1 ; : : : ; f (ab01 ; : : : ; a0m ; h); : : : ; am ; h0 ).
The onstru tor asso iated with the equation is
fa

2 ( ; : : : ; a1 ; : : : ; a1 ; : : : ; am ; h 2 fA (ab01 ; : : : ; a0m ); : : : ; am ;
h0 2 fA (ab1 ; : : : ; f (ab01 ; : : : ; a0m; h); : : : ; am ); : : :
0

0

)fA (pb1 ; : : : ; pm )

and the orresponding equation in the de nition of f would be
f (pb1 ; : : : ; pm ; fa (: : : ; h; : : : ; h0 ; : : :)) =
   f (ab1 ; : : : ; f (ab01 ; : : : ; a0m ; h); : : : ; am ; h0 )   
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Observe that the re ursive alls to the fun tion f are stru turally smaller on
the proof that the orresponding values satisfy the predi ate fA . Noti e that
we have the same property even if there are no nested re ursive alls.
Now, let us onsider an equation with a  abstra tion in the right-hand side
and a re ursive all to f inside the  abstra tion. We have then an equation
of the form
f p1    pm =    [z ℄(   f(a1 ; : : : ; am )    )   
Let be as usual and let us all e the expression (   f(a1 ; : : : ; am )    ). Here,
we rst need to ompute P[z℄e ( ). If  is the type of z , we have that

z ℄e ig
P[z℄e ( )  fhH 2 (z 2 b) e 1 + : : : + e # e ; [[
P

where

[[
z ℄e  [z ℄ Cases H (z ) of

8
in1 (hye 1 i)
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<

7! te 1
..
.

ins (h: : : ; h; : : :i)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
: in#Pe (hye

#

P

e

7!    f (ab1 ; : : : ; am ; h)   
..
.

i) 7! te #

P

e

Here, 1 6 s 6 #Pe , h 2 fA (ab1 ; : : : ; am ) and tes is the translation of the
part of e where the re ursive all a tually o urs. Thus, the ontext extension
e s should ontain the assumption fA (ab1 ; : : : ; am ). There an, of ourse, be
re ursive alls in any of the others tek , with 1 6 k 6 #Pe .
The onstru tor asso iated with the equation is
fa

2 ( ; : : : ; H 2 (z 2 b) e 1 + : : : + e #

e ; : : :)fA

P

(pb1 ; : : : ; pm )

and the orresponding equation in the de nition of f would be
f (pb1 ; : : : ; pm ; fa (: : : ; H; : : :)) =    [[
z ℄e   

Although it is less obvious here, the re ursive alls to the fun tion f are,
also in this ase, stru turally smaller on the proof that the orresponding values
satisfy the predi ate fA . To onvin e ourselves of this, let us analyse the term
[[
z ℄e . Observe that all the pattern variables in yek are stru turally smaller
than H (z ). In addition, the term H (z ) is onsidered stru turally smaller than
the term H . Hen e, the variable h in the sth bran h of the ase expression is a
term stru turally smaller than H .
If, instead of a single fun tion, we fa e the mutual de nition of n fun tions

) 1
..
.
fn : n1 ; : : : ; nmn ) n
..
.

mutual fix f1 : 11 ; : : : ; 1m1
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then, we need to de ne n spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ates and n type-theoreti fun tions with the following types:
fA

1

2 (x11 2 11 ; : : : ; x1m1 2 [
1m1 )Set

..
.
fA n 2 (xn1 2 d
nmn )Set
n1 ; : : : ; xnmn 2 [
f1

2 (x11 2 11 ; : : : ; x1m1 2 [
1m1 ; h1 2 fA (x11 ; : : : ; x1m1 ))b1

fn

2 (xn1 2 d
n1 ; : : : ; xnmn

..
.
2 [
nmn ; hn 2 fA (xn1 ; : : : ; xnmn ))bn

Similarly to what happens in the translation of a single fun tion de nition, if a
fun tion fj is de ned by nested re ursion, for 1 6 j 6 n, we should de ne the
fA 's and the f 's simultaneously. In order to do so, we need the generalisation
of Dybjer's s hema presented in [Bov02℄. Otherwise, we rst de ne the fA 's
and we then use those predi ates to de ne the f 's.
Ea h spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate fA j and ea h fun tion fj is dened as for a single fun tion. Observe that now, the ase in the de nition of
Pa ( ) that deals with re ursive alls should onsider the re ursive alls to any
of the n fun tions. Ea h re ursive all is translated as in the de nition of Pa ( ).

7 Lazy, Stri t and Totally Stri t Semanti s
We must be areful to state in whi h sense our type-theoreti translation of
a fun tional program is equivalent to the original one. Given a program f in
FP , our general method produ es a pair onsisting of a predi ate fA and
a fun tion f that takes a proof that the input values satisfy the predi ate as
extra argument. For example, if f has the spe i ation  )  , we obtain
fA 2 (
b )Set and f 2 (x 2 b; h 2 fA (x))b in type theory, where b and b are
the type-theoreti translation of  and  , respe tively. Then, we would like to
state a soundness and ompleteness onje ture as follows:
The program f terminates on the input t if and only if fA (bt) is
provable. Moreover, if h 2 fA (bt) then the output produ ed by the
omputation of f (bt; h) is fd
(t).
Unfortunately, this onje ture is not always true neither for lazy nor for stri t
omputational models. For this onje ture to be valid we need a totally stri t
semanti s, by whi h we mean a stri t semanti s that requires the fun tions that
o ur in the right-hand side to be total. However, this is not a real omputational model for fun tional programming and hen e, we prefer to weaken the
onje ture and instead state only the soundness of our method.
Given an input t for f, if h 2 fA (bt) then the output produ ed by
the omputation of f (bt; h) is fd
(t).
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Let us rst explain why a soundness and ompleteness onje ture would only
be valid in a totally stri t semanti s.
When evaluating an expression, a lazy omputational model evaluates only
the part of the expression that is ne essary for the omputation to ontinue. For
example, in the expression f(n) 6 0 we might not need to fully evaluate f(n).
If, at a ertain stage, the omputation produ es the value s(e), where e is still
an unevaluated expression, there is no need to further evaluate e to produ e a
result for f(n) 6 0, sin e we already know that the value of this expression must
be false.
Similarly, in the de nition of a re ursive fun tion, when we have a re ursive
equation of the form
f p =    f(a)   
the lazy evaluation strategy requires that f(a) is omputed only if (and when) it
is needed. Moreover, f(a) does not ne essarily need to be fully evaluated sin e
it might be enough to just partially evaluate it.
On the other hand, a stri t evaluation strategy requires that the arguments
of a fun tion are always fully evaluated before the fun tion is omputed. Hen e,
in the example above, f(a) must be omputed before the omputation of f(p)
begins, even if the value of f(a) may not a tually be needed for the nal result.
Our translation of a fun tional program in type theory orresponds to a
stri t evaluation strategy. In the de nition of fA , to prove fA (p) we rst
need to prove fA (a).
The distin tion between lazy and stri t evaluation strategy is relevant not
only to the eÆ ien y of omputation, but also to the question of termination
sin e a lazy program may terminate while the orresponding stri t program
diverges. Suppose the omputation of f(a) diverges and that its value is not
a tually needed for the omputation of f(p). Then, a lazy evaluation strategy
would just ignore the all f(a) and produ e a result anyway, while a stri t
evaluation strategy would try to ompute f(a) and therefore diverge.
A good illustration of the di eren e between lazy and stri t evaluation is
the following mutually re ursive de nition, whi h is a variant of the one given
in se tion 3.
mutual fix f : Nat ) Nat
f0=0
f s(n) = f(g(n)) + g(n)
g : Nat ) Nat
g0=0 
g(f(n)) + n if f(n) 6 n
g s(n) =
0
if f(n) > n

Here is a table with the values of f and g for a few initial inputs in a lazy
omputational model with the right de nitions of + and >:
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input value x f(x) g(x)
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
1
3
1
2
2
3
4
5
4
5
6
9
8
8
0
7

input value x
f(x)
g(x)
8
0
0
9
0
8
10
8
9
11
9
10
18
19
12
13
undefined
0
14
0
0
0
14
15

First of all, let us onsider the omputation of f(7). From the de nition of f
and g, we have that f(7) = f(g(6)) + g(6) = f(8) + 8. This shows that f and g
as above are not de ned by primitive re ursion sin e f(7) alls itself on a larger
argument. Therefore, this de nition is a good andidate to be translated with
our method.
As it is shown in the table, the omputation of f(13) diverges, independently
of what evaluation strategy we adopt. However, if we partially evaluate it, we
obtain
f(13) = f(g(12)) + g(12) = f(19) + 19
Now, when omputing g(14), we have to de ide whi h of the two bran hes of the
de nition of g we should take depending on whether f(13) 6 13 or f(13) > 13.
A stri t evaluation strategy would, at this point, try to fully evaluate f(13)
and diverge. On the other hand, in a lazy evaluation strategy, with the right
de nitions of + and >, one step of the omputation of f(13) would be enough
to determine that the value of
f(13) = f(19) + 19 > 13

is true. Therefore, the se ond bran h in the de nition of g would be taken and
the desired result would be g(14) = 0.
Using our method, we obtain the following two predi ates and two fun tions.
fA

2 (m 2 N)Set
0 2 fA (0)
s 2 (n 2 N; h1 2 gA (n); h2 2 fA

f a
fa

(g(n; h1 )))fA (s(n))

gA 2 (m 2 N)Set
g a 0 2 gA (0)
g a s 1 2 (n 2 N; h1 2 fA (n); q 2 (f (n; h1 ) 6 n); h2 2 gA (f (n; h1 ))
)gA (s(n))
g a s 2 2 (n 2 N; h1 2 fA (n); q 2 (f (n; h1 ) > n))gA (s(n))
f

2 (m 2 N; fA (m))N

f (0; f a 0 ) = 0
f (s(n); f a s (n; h1 ; h2 )) = f (g(n; h1 ); h2 ) + g(n; h1 )
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g 2 (m 2 N; gA (m))N
g(0; g a 0 ) = 0
g(s(n); g a s 1 (n; h1 ; q; h2 )) = g(f (n; h1 ); h2 ) + n
g(s(n); g a s 2 (n; h1 ; q )) = 0

Then, to ompute g on 14, we must rst prove gA (14). If su h a proof exists, it
must be onstru ted using either g a s1 or g a s 2 . Both onstru tors require
a proof h1 2 fA (13). But fA (13) annot be proved, sin e f(13) diverges.
Thus, gA (14) annot be proved either and g is not de ned on 14.
Therefore, our method orresponds to a stri t semanti s for fun tional programs.
However, even with stri t evaluation, an additional problem may arise if
a -abstra tion o urs in the right-hand side of one of the equations in the
de nition of a re ursive program.
A stri t semanti s requires that, for an expression to be de ned, all its
subexpressions should be de ned. This means that if the de nition of a fun tion
f ontains an equation of the form
f p1

   pm = e

to evaluate f on arguments that instantiate the pattern p1    pm, we must
stri tly evaluate e. In other words, if the omputation of any subexpression
of e diverges, then the omputation of e also diverges, independently of whether
the value of that subexpression is needed for the omputation of e or not. In
terms of de nedness, we require that all the subexpressions of e are de ned for
e to be de ned.
Let us suppose that e ontains a -abstra tion, thus e is of the form

e =    [x℄e0   
A ording to a stri t interpretation, the subexpression [x℄e0 must be de ned for
e to be de ned. Noti e however that [x℄e0 denotes a fun tion, and that fun tions
are de ned if their values are de ned on every input. In other words, [x℄e0 is
de ned if e0 is de ned for every value of x. This would amount to requiring
that, whenever a -abstra tion o urs in the right-hand side of an equation,
the orresponding fun tion must be total. Sin e the totality of re ursive fun tions is in general unde idable, a semanti s that requires the fun tions in the
right-hand side to be total is not a real omputational model for fun tional programming. This is why even in fun tional programming languages with stri t
semanti s, a higher type term is onsidered omputed whenever it has been
redu ed to a -abstra tion form, and not when the orresponding fun tion is
total.
In our method, we need to translate e into type theory to be able to translate
the equation above. Sin e there are no partially de ned terms in type theory,
all subexpressions of e must be translated into totally de ned terms.
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Let us onsider the following example:
Indu tive Lift a ::= lift a
f : Nat ) Nat

f n = Cases lift [x℄f(x) of lift y 7! 0

With a stri t semanti s, the fun tion f omputes the value 0 for any input.
However, things are very di erent in type theory. If we de ne the predi ate
fA using our method, its only onstru tor has the following type:
fA

fa

2 (N)Set
2 (n 2 N; H 2 (x 2 N)fA (x))fA (n)

That is, we need to prove fA (x) for all x's in order to onstru t a proof of
fA (n). Obviously, this makes it impossible to prove fA for any input and
thus, in type theory, we are not able to ompute f (n) for any natural number n.

Hen e, the soundness and ompleteness onje ture also fails for stri t semanti s.
With a totally stri t semanti s, the fun tion f de ned above diverges for
any input and hen e, the soundness and ompleteness onje ture would be true.
However, as we have already mentioned, totally stri t semanti s is not a real
omputational model of fun tional programming. Thus, we prefer to make our
statement weaker and only require the soundness of our method.
Another example where a -abstra tion in the right-hand side of the de nition of a fun tion auses problems is the following:
fix fdel : List Nat ) Bool
fdel nil = true
fdel ons(n; l) = and(map [x℄fdel( ons(n; delete x l)) l)

Both the fun tion and and the fun tion delete are stru turally re ursive fun tions. The former returns the onjun tion of the boolean elements in its argument list and the latter deletes the rst o urren e of its rst argument in its
se ond argument, if there exists su h an o urren e.
In the se ond equation, we have a -abstra tion as the fun tional argument
of the fun tion map. A re ursive all to the fun tion fdel o urs in the s ope
of this abstra tion. The lists on whi h we perform the re ursive alls are of
the form ons(n; delete x l) and they are all smaller than the original list
ons(n; l) be ause the list delete x l is smaller than l whenever x is an element
in l. Hen e, the fun tion fdel always terminates. When we apply our method
to this example, we obtain
fdelA 2 (List(N))Set
fdel a nil 2 fdelA (nil)
fdel a ons 2 (n 2 N; l 2 List(N); H
)fdelA ( ons(n; l))

2 (x 2 N)fdelA
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( ons(n; delete(x; l)))

fdel 2 (l0 2 List(N); fdelA (l0 ))Bool
fdel(nil; fdel a nil ) = true
fdel( ons(n; l); fdel a ons (n; l; H )) =
and(map([x℄fdel( ons(n; delete(x; l)); H (x)); l))

To ompute fdel on the list ons(n; l) we have to prove fdelA ( ons(n; l)). For
this, we need to give a proof

H 2 (x 2 N)fdelA ( ons(n; delete(x; l)))
and therefore, we must prove fdelA ( ons(n; delete(x; l))) for every x. However,
for those x's that do not belong to the list l su h a proof is not possible to
onstru t.
An analysis of the algorithm shows that the assumption H is unne essarily
strong. It requires the fun tion
[x℄fdel( ons(n; delete x l))
to be de ned everywhere. However, in pra ti e, sin e the fun tion above is given
as the fun tional argument of map and sin e the se ond argument of map is l, we
just need the fun tion to be de ned on the elements of l.
Our translation does not analyse the behaviour of the o urren es of other
fun tions in the de nition. Thus, it does not try to determine what map does
with its arguments. Instead, it onsiders the worst ase s enario, that is, map
ould use its arguments in any possible way. Therefore, the translation requires
that the fun tion argument is de ned for every value. It is possible to modify
the de nition of the fun tion fdel to for e the interpretation to look into the
de nition of map by de ning fdel by mutual re ursion with a spe ialised version
of map.
mutual fix fdel map : Nat; List Nat; List Nat ) List Bool
fdel map m l1 nil = nil
fdel map m l1 ons(n; l2 ) =
ons(fdel( ons(m; delete n l1 )); fdel map(m; l1 ; l2 ))
fdel : List Nat ) Bool
fdel nil = true
fdel ons(n; l) = and(fdel map(n; l; l))

The reader an verify that when we apply the translation for mutually re ursive
fun tions to this example, we get a mu h better ondition for the termination
of fdel. In the se ond equation of the fun tion fdel, we require a proof of
fdel mapA (n; l; l), whi h is equivalent to fdelA ( ons(n; delete(x; l))) for all
elements x in l, but not for every natural number x.
From these examples it be omes lear that it is a good programming style,
in terms of our type-theoreti translation, to avoid -abstra tions inside the
de nition of a re ursive fun tion in FP . The user should instead try to repla e
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every -abstra tion with a new fun tion mutually de ned with the original one.
If the fun tion we want to formalise has the spe i ation
fix f :

 ) 1 ! 2

an easier solution might be to de ne it as
fix f :

; 1 ) 2

In this way, the fA predi ate ontains an unne essary argument but we avoid
the need of a -abstra tion in the right-hand side of the equations.
A limit ase o urs when the sequen e of types to the left of the symbol )
is empty, that is, when de ning a fun tion f : )  . Noti e that if f o urs
in the right-hand side of the (ne essarily unique) equation in its de nition, the
only onstru tor of the predi ate fA is of the form:
fA

fa

2 Set
2 (   fA    )fA

Here, we need a proof of fA in order to prove fA . In on lusion, su h a
de nition of f does not a tually de ne anything.
The fa t that lazy semanti s is not an appropriate semanti s for FP goes
beyond the impossibility of proving a ompleteness theorem for FP with su h
semanti s. In a lazy omputational model we an de ne data types and fun tions
whose type-theoreti translations behave in a ompletely di erent way.
Let us onsider the following data type de nition:
Indu tive Stream ::= s ons Nat Stream

In a lazy omputational model Stream de nes the type of in nite lists of
natural numbers. In general, lazy omputational models allow the de nition of
data types with in nite obje ts and of re ursive fun tions over those data types
that might terminate for some inputs. An example of the latter is the fun tion
that returns the position of the rst natural number smaller than 100, if any, in
an in nite list.
f : Stream ) Nat


f s ons(n; l) =

1
if n < 100
1 + f l if n > 100

This fun tion terminates if the input list has at least one element that is smaller
than 100 and it diverges otherwise. Observe that, following the des ription we
gave in se tion 3.1, the fun tion f as above is stru turally re ursive.
However, in a stri t semanti s, the type Stream de nes an empty data type
and the fun tion f de nes a fun tion that always terminates simply be ause
there is no input to whi h we an apply the fun tion.
In a similar way, the type-theoreti version of Stream also de nes an empty
set. In addition, f an be dire tly translated into type theory as a total fun tion
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f over an empty domain and hen e, f will be a terminating fun tion that an
a tually never be applied to any input.
We an now state that the translation of the fun tions in FP into type
theory is sound with respe t to a stri t semanti s.

Theorem 3. (Soundness) Let f : 1 ; : : : ; m )  be a fun tion in FP . Let fA
and f be the spe ial a essibility predi ate for f and the type-theoreti version
of f, respe tively. For every sequen e of arguments t1 2 1 , . . . , tm 2 m we
have that if h 2 fA (tb1 ; : : : ; tm ), then f(t1 ; : : : ; tm ) terminates and
f(t1\
; : : : ; tm ) = f (tb1 ; : : : ; tm ; h)
We do not present a formal proof here but the ideas behind it.
First, we re all that the types in our fun tional language FP and the elements in those types have their equivalents in type theory, whi h we denote by
using the symbol b.
Then, noti e that both FP and the subpart of type theory with no dependent
types have the same omputation rules.
Finally, given the input (t1 ; : : : ; tm ), the value of h, whi h is a anoni al element in fA (tb1 ; : : : ; tm ), is a tra e of the omputation of f(t1 ; : : : ; tm ). Moreover, our method preserves the stru ture of the right-hand sides of the equations if there are no unsafe ase expressions in them. If there are unsafe ase
expressions in a parti ular equation, our method produ es several onstru tors
asso iated (to the right-hand side of) that equation. However, the type of ea h
onstru tor ensures that the onstru tor is only appli able when the orresponding bran h in the ase expression is used for the omputation of f(t1 ; : : : ; tm ).

Theorem 4. (Completeness) If there are no -abstra tions in the right-hand
side of the equations de ning the fun tion f then
fA (tb1 ; : : : ; tm ) is provable () f(t1 ; : : : ; tm ) terminates
The impli ation from left to right is obvious sin e it an be dedu ed from
the above theorem.
For the impli ation from right to left, re all from our previous dis ussion
that -abstra tions in the right-hand side of the equations de ning a fun tion
were the sour e of problems. Examples like the fun tion fdel show that the
fun tion itself an terminate in FP (with a non-totally semanti s) but we are
not able to prove its spe ial a essibility predi ate and hen e, to ompute it in
type theory.

8 Con lusions
We des ribed a method to translate a vast lass of algorithms from fun tional
programming into type theory. We de ned the lass FP of algorithms to whi h
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the method applies. This lass is large enough to allow the implementation of
all partial re ursive fun tions. We gave a formal de nition of the translation of
the elements of FP into type theory. In addition, we proved that the translation
is sound with respe t to a stri t semanti s.
As a nal remark we would like to point out that given a fun tion f in FP
and a parti ular input a for the fun tion, the anoni al proof of the spe ial
predi ate for that input, that is, the anoni al proof of fA (ba), is a tra e of
the omputation of f(a). Therefore, the stru tural omplexity of the anoni al
proofs in fA are proportional to the number of steps in the algorithm.
Future work will try to improve the translation of lambda abstra tions, that
we nd unsatisfa tory at the moment. We hope that improving this part of the
translation might allow us to also prove a ompleteness theorem. We also plan to
develop the idea brie y explained at the end of se tion 3 and use impredi ative
type theory to formalise the method using an expli it type onstru tor for partial
fun tions.

8.1 Related Work
There are few studies on formalising general re ursion in type theory.
One an adopt a set-theoreti approa h and see fun tions as relations. Spe ifi ally, the behaviour of a re ursive fun tion an be des ribed by an indu tive
relation giving its operational semanti s (see, for example, [Win93℄). Operational semanti s has been developed in type theory in [BCB02℄ and [ZMHH02℄.
However, relations do not have any omputational ontent in type theory. The
real hallenge onsists in representing general re ursive programs as elements of
some fun tional type.
In [Nor88℄, Nordstrom uses the predi ate A for that purpose.
Using lassi al logi it is possible to extend every partial fun tion to a total one. This fa t is used by Finn, Fourman, and Longley [FFL97℄ to give a
formalisation of partial re ursive fun tions inside a lassi al axiomati logi system. Their implementation asso iates a domain predi ate to ea h fun tion, in
a similar way to our approa h. However, the predi ate is not used to de ne the
fun tion but just to restri t the s ope of the re ursive equations. Ex ept for the
translation of ase expressions, for whi h they take the onjun tion of all the
assumptions that arise in the di erent bran hes of the ase expression instead of
onsidering ea h bran h in a separate way as we do, an algorithm is analysed in
[FFL97℄ as it is in our method. Moreover, Finn et al give a similar interpretation
when bound variables are present in the right-hand side of the equations and
they arrive to similar on lusions about the semanti s asso iated to the formalisation of their programs. In addition, they have similar problems when using
higher order fun tions in the de nition of other fun tions. However, the di erent settings in whi h the two works are performed give rise to some di eren es.
A fun tion f is formalised in [FFL97℄ with the type that it has in a fun tional
programming language, without the need of our extra parameter fA as part
of the type of f . However, a fun tion f obeys its de nition in [FFL97℄ provided
that its arguments an be proved to be in the domain of the fun tion, whi h is
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alled DOM0 f . On e (and if) the fun tion has been proved total, one an forget
about DOM0 f , whi h is not possible in type theory. Another important di eren e is that in [FFL97℄, an appli ation (f e) is always onsidered de ned sin e
the ases in whi h (f e) is not de ned are onsidered as returning an unspe i ed
value of the orresponding type. However, this auses some problems sin e the
semanti s they use is not apable of re e ting this distin tion and sometimes
one an prove things like f 0 = 0 when f 0 diverges.
Wiedijk and Zwanenburg [WZ02℄ show how standard lassi al rst order
logi an be used to reason about partial fun tions in type theory. They prove
an equivalen e between a system in whi h fun tion appli ation requires a proof
term ertifying that the argument is in the domain, like in our ase, and a simple
rst order language without proof terms in whi h every fun tion is total.
In [DDG98℄, Dubois and Viguie Donzeau-Gouge take also a similar approa h
to the problem. They also formalise an algorithm with a predi ate that hara terises the domain of the algorithm and the formalisation of the algorithm itself.
However, they onsider neither ase expressions nor  abstra tions as possible
expressions, whi h simpli es the translation a lot. In addition, they only present
the translation for expressions in anoni al form whi h also helps in the simpli ation. The most important di eren e is their use of post- onditions. In
order to be able to deal with nested re ursion without the need of simultaneous
indu tive-re ursive de nitions, they require that, together with the algorithm,
the user provides a post- ondition that hara terises the results of the algorithm.
Balaa and Bertot [BB00℄ use x-point equations to obtain the desired equalities for the re ursive de nitions. The solution they present is rather omplex
and it does not really su eed in separating the a tual algorithms and their
termination proofs. In a later work [BB02℄, Balaa and Bertot use x-points
again to approa h the problem. Their new solution produ es ni er formalisations and although one has to provide proofs on erning the well-foundedness of
the re ursive alls when one de nes the algorithms, there is a lear separation
between the algorithms and these proofs. In any ase, it is not very lear how
their methods an be used to formalise partial or nested re ursive algorithms.
In a re ent work, Bertot et al [BCB02℄ present a te hnique to en ode the
method we des ribe in [BC01℄ for partial and nested algorithms in type theories that do not support Dybjer's s hema for simultaneous indu tive-re ursive
de nitions. They do so by ombining the way we de ne our spe ial-a essibility
predi ate with the fun tionals in [BB02℄.
Some work has been done for simply typed - al ulus with indu tive types
where the termination of re ursive fun tions is ensured by types. Barthe et
al [BFG+ 00℄ present a type-based system b that ensures the termination of
re ursive fun tions through the notion of stage, whi h is used to restri t the
arguments of re ursive alls. In [BFG+ 00℄, the system b is proved to be strongly
normalising and to enjoy the property of subje t redu tion. Although this
system seems a good andidate to be used in proof-assistants based on type
theory, some work should still be done before this an be a tually arried out
in pra ti e, namely, s ale b up to dependent types and develop type he king
and type inferen e algorithms for the system.
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In the same line but with some di eren es in the type system, we an nd
the work by Abel [Abe02℄. The ore language in [Abe02℄ and the properties of
the system presented there are basi ally the same as in [BFG+ 00℄. In addition,
in [Abe02℄, a type he king algorithms is given for the system. The key on ept
in this work is the use of de orated type variables, whi h play a similar role
to stages in [BFG+ 00℄. As well as with the work by Barthe et al, the system
should be s aled up to dependent types before it an be used in proof-assistants
for type theory.
The primary idea behind the work by M Bride and M Kinna [MM02℄ is
similar to ours: to take the best of fun tional languages and of type theory
in order to a tually be able to ni ely program in type theory. They do so by
introdu ing a new notation for fun tional programming on top of the existing
dependent type theory. Although all the examples they present in [MM02℄ are
of stru turally re ursive fun tions, there is reason to believe that their work
and ours an be put together. Our spe ial a essibility predi ate gives, in their
sense, the view of a fun tion's domain whi h allows the ma hine to he k the
re ursive alls of the fun tion without further notational overhead. Putting the
two works together is a tually a very interesting further work.
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Abstra t
Martin-Lof's type theory is a onstru tive type theory originally on eived
as a formal language in whi h to arry out onstru tive mathemati s. However,
it an also be viewed as a programming language where spe i ations are represented as types and programs as obje ts of the types. In this work, the use
of type theory as a programming language is investigated. As an example, a
formalisation of a uni ation algorithm for rst-order terms is onsidered.
Uni ation an be seen as the pro ess of nding a substitution that makes all
the pairs of terms in an input list equal, if su h a substitution exists. Uni ation
algorithms are ru ial in many appli ations, su h as type he kers for di erent
programming languages. Uni ation algorithms are total and re ursive, but
the arguments on whi h the re ursive alls are performed satisfy no synta ti
ondition that guarantees termination. This fa t is of great importan e when
working with Martin-Lof's type theory sin e there is no dire t way of formalising
su h an algorithm in the theory.
The standard way of handling general re ursion in Martin-Lof's type theory is by using the a essibility predi ate Acc whi h aptures the idea that an
element a in A is a essible if there exists no in nite de reasing sequen e starting from a. As this is a general predi ate, it ontains no information that an
help us when formalising a parti ular general re ursive algorithm, and then its
use in the formalisation of the uni ation algorithm produ es an unne essarily
long and ompli ated algorithm. On the other hand, fun tional programming
languages like Haskell impose no restri tions on re ursive programs, and then
writing an algorithm like the uni ation algorithm is straightforward. In addition, fun tional programs are usually short and self-explanatory. However,
there does not exist a powerful framework that allows us to reason about the
orre tness of Haskell-like programs.
Then, the goal of this work is to present a methodology that ombines the
advantages of both programming styles and that an be used for the formalisation of the uni ation algorithm. In this way, a short algorithm that an
be proven orre t by using the expressive power of onstru tive type theory is
obtained.
The main feature of the methodology presented here is the introdu tion of
an indu tive predi ate, spe ially de ned for the uni ation algorithm, that an
be thought of as de ning the set of lists of pairs of terms for whi h the algorithm terminates. This predi ate ontains an introdu tion rule for ea h of the
ases that need to be onsidered and provides an easy synta ti ondition that
guarantees termination. The information ontained in this predi ate simpli es
the formalisation of both the algorithm and the proof of its partial orre tness.
In this way, both the algorithm and the proof are short, elegant and easy to
follow. In addition, it is possible to de ne a methodology that extra ts a Haskell
program from the type theory formalisation of the uni ation algorithm that is
de ned by using this spe ial-purpose predi ate.
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Chapter 1

Introdu tion
Martin-Lof's type theory [ML84, NPS90, CNSvS94℄ is a onstru tive type theory
originally on eived as a formal language in whi h to arry out onstru tive
mathemati s. Following the Curry-Howard isomorphism [How80℄, a theorem is
represented as a type and a proof of the theorem is an obje t of the orresponding
type. Thus, a proof of a theorem is in general a fun tion that, given proofs of
the hypotheses of the theorem, omputes a proof of the thesis.
However, Martin-Lof's type theory an also be seen as a programming language where spe i ations are represented as types and programs as obje ts of
the types. Hen e, when a spe i ation states the existen e of an obje t with
ertain properties, any program that satis es the spe i ation omputes su h
an obje t. One an use the expressive power of type theory to reason about program orre tness. This learly is an advantage of onstru tive type theory over
standard programming languages, and therefore the use of type theory in programming has been the obje t of several studies (see for example [ML82, Sza97℄).
In this work, we ontinue along this line and investigate the use of Martin-Lof's
type theory as a programming language for the formalisation of a uni ation
algorithm for rst-order terms.
The uni ation problem for rst-order terms an be stated in di erent ways.
In our ase, uni ation is the pro ess of nding a substitution that makes all
the pairs of terms in an input list equal, if su h a substitution exists. Uni ation has be ome widely known sin e Robinson used it in his resolution prin iple
[Rob65℄. Uni ation algorithms are ru ial in many appli ations, su h as resolution and non-resolution theorem provers, omputation of riti al pairs for
term rewriting systems, and type he kers and type inferen e algorithms for
di erent programming languages. Uni ation algorithms for rst-order terms
are total and re ursive. In our ase study, the re ursive alls are on lists of
pairs of terms. Although we an de ne a omplexity measure over lists of pairs
of terms that stri tly de reases in ea h re ursive all, the re ursive alls are on
non-stru turally smaller arguments, and then there is no easy synta ti ondition that guarantees termination. This fa t is of great importan e when working
with Martin-Lof's type theory sin e there is no dire t way of formalising su h
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an algorithm in the theory.
The standard way of handling general re ursion in Martin-Lof's type theory
is by using the a essibility predi ate Acc. This predi ate aptures the idea
that an element a of type A is a essible (by a ertain less-than relation on A)
if there exists no in nite de reasing sequen e starting from a. When we use
this predi ate to write the type theory version of a general re ursive algorithm
that performs the re ursive alls on arguments of type A we pro eed as follows.
First, we add an extra argument to the formalisation of the algorithm requiring
the input argument of type A to be a essible. In this way, we de ne the
algorithm only for those inputs that are a essible. When writing the algorithm,
in addition to the a tual omputations we need to perform, we need to provide
proofs showing that the arguments on whi h we perform the re ursive alls
are smaller than the input argument. Hen e, as there is no in nite de reasing
sequen e that starts from the initial input argument (sin e the argument is
a essible), we guarantee that the algorithm terminates. Finally, by proving that
all elements of type A are a essible we show that the algorithm is de ned for
all possible inputs. The problem with this formalisation is that, as the standard
a essibility predi ate is a general predi ate, it ontains no information that
an help us when formalising a parti ular general re ursive algorithm. Thus,
the pro ess we just des ribed is not always the best way of formalising general
re ursive algorithms in type theory sin e it sometimes produ es unne essarily
long and ompli ated algorithms.
Writing general re ursive algorithms is not a problem in fun tional programming languages like Haskell [JHe+ 99℄ sin e this kind of language imposes
no restri tions on re ursive programs, whi h makes the writing of algorithms
like the uni ation algorithm straightforward. In addition, fun tional programs
are usually elegant, self-explanatory and shorter than their imperative versions.
However, the existing frameworks that allow us to reason about the orre tness of Haskell-like programs are weaker than the framework provided by type
theory, and it is basi ally the responsibility of the programmer to only write
programs that are orre t.
In this work, we ombine the advantages of both programming styles when
writing general re ursive algorithms. In this way, we an write general re ursive
algorithms in Martin-Lof's type theory that are short, self-explanatory and that
an be proven orre t by using the expressive power of type theory. As a rst
step in this pro ess, we present a methodology that allows us to write a short
and elegant uni ation algorithm in Martin-Lof's type theory.
The main feature of our methodology is the introdu tion of a indu tive
predi ate, spe ially de ned for the algorithm to be formalised, that an be
thought of as de ning the set of input on whi h the algorithm terminates and
that an be used for formalising the desired algorithm in Martin-Lof's type
theory. This predi ate ontains an introdu tion rule for ea h of the ases that
need to be onsidered and provides an easy synta ti ondition that guarantees
termination.
In our ase study, we all this indu tive predi ate UniAcc and we think of it
as de ning the set of lists of pairs of terms on whi h our uni ation algorithm
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terminates. In other words, a list of pairs of terms lp satis es the predi ate
UniAcc if our algorithm terminates on the input list lp. To de ne this prediate, we present a(n almost) me hani al method that, given a Haskell version
of the uni ation algorithm, onstru ts an introdu tion rule of the predi ate for
ea h of the ases we need to onsider when writing the algorithm. The method
is su h that, given a list of pairs of terms lp, there is one and only one introdu tion rule of the predi ate that an be used for proving that the predi ate
holds for this parti ular list lp. In addition, the premises of this introdu tion
rule are the ne essary onditions that should be satis ed in order to ensure the
termination of our uni ation algorithm on the input lp. Moreover, the information ontained in the rule for lp is extra ted from the equation of the Haskell
version of the uni ation algorithm that de nes the result of the algorithm for
the list lp. Observe that, if for the input lp the uni ation algorithm performs
a re ursive all on the list lp0, the uni ation algorithm an only terminate on
the input lp if it terminates on the input lp0. Hen e, a proof that the list lp0
satis es the predi ate is required as a premise of the (only) introdu tion rule
that allows us to show that the list lp satis es our spe ial predi ate.
On e we have de ned our spe ial predi ate, we pro eed as follows to write
the type theory version of the uni ation algorithm. First, we add an extra
argument to the formalisation of the algorithm requiring that the input list of
pairs of terms satis es the predi ate UniAcc (whi h means, intuitively, that the
algorithm terminates on this parti ular input) and we de ne the algorithm by
re ursion on this extra argument. To write the algorithm we perform pattern
mat hing over the proof that the initial list to be uni ed satis es our predi ate,
obtaining one equation for ea h of the introdu tion rules of the predi ate. As
ea h introdu tion rule of the predi ate orresponds to one of the ases onsidered in the Haskell version of the algorithm, the type theory equations of the
algorithm losely follow the orresponding Haskell ases. In ea h of the re ursive equations we should supply a proof that the new list to be uni ed satis es
the spe ial predi ate. Re all that, in ea h of the re ursive equations, this information is a tually one of the arguments of the proof that the initial input list
satis es the predi ate UniAcc. Hen e, we just need to sele t the orresponding
argument and supply it to the re ursive all. Observe that this ensures that
the algorithm is de ned by stru tural re ursion on the proof that the list to be
uni ed satis es the predi ate UniAcc. Finally, by proving that all lists of pairs
of terms satisfy our spe ial predi ate, we show that the algorithm is de ned for
all possible inputs.
If we ompare the version of the uni ation algorithm that uses the standard
a essibility predi ate (whi h is presented in se tion 4.4.1) and the version of
the uni ation algorithm that uses our spe ial predi ate (whi h is presented in
se tion 4.5.2), we see that the latter is more ompa t and easier to read than
the former and it is exa tly our spe ial predi ate that allows us to obtain this
improvement. The main reasons for this improvement are the following:



The way we de ne the predi ate UniAcc ensures that we have one (and
only one) introdu tion rule for ea h of the ases we need to onsider.
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In this way, by doing pattern mat hing over the proof that the input
list satis es the predi ate we obtain, at on e, all the di erent ases we
need to onsider. On the other hand, if we use the standard a essibility
predi ate Acc for de ning the uni ation algorithm we need to do several
ase analyses to obtain the di erent ases we need to onsider.
 Our predi ate UniAcc provides an easy synta ti ondition that guarantees
termination if we de ne the algorithm by re ursion on the proof that the
argument to be uni ed satis es the predi ate.
 The proofs that the lists on whi h we perform the re ursive alls are smaller
than the original list are essential to guarantee the termination of the
type theory version of the uni ation algorithm that uses the standard
a essibility predi ate to handle the re ursive alls. However, these proofs
add a onsiderable amount of ode to the algorithm and also distra t our
attention from the a tual uni ation pro ess sin e they do not have any
omputational ontent.
As these proofs are not needed in the type theory version of the uni ation
algorithm that uses the predi ate UniAcc to handle the re ursive alls
(sin e this predi ate provides an easy synta ti ondition that guarantees
termination), the resulting algorithm gets onsiderably shorter and learer.
A tually, our spe ial predi ate allows us to move these long proofs from
the real uni ation pro ess to the proof that the predi ate UniAcc holds
for all possible inputs. We show that our spe ial predi ate holds for all
possible inputs (and hen e, that our uni ation algorithm is total) in a
fun tion that is ompletely separate from the a tual uni ation pro ess.
Unfortunately, we did not ome up with a ni e proof that our predi ate
holds for all possible inputs.
In addition to the type theory ode of the uni ation algorithm and the
proof that it is de ned for all possible inputs, we also prove several lemmas that
show that the algorithm is partially orre t. Here, we an see that these proofs
also bene t from the de nition of our spe ial predi ate. Mainly for the reasons
pointed out above, these proofs are short and easy to follow.
Finally, we integrate the a tual uni ation pro ess and its partial orre tness
into the omplete spe i ation of our uni ation algorithm. On e more, we use
our spe ial predi ate in this integrated approa h for the uni ation algorithm
in Martin-Lof's type theory and bene tted from its de nition in the same way
as before.
Both the formalisation of the uni ation algorithm and all the properties
we present in this work have been ma hine- he ked in ALF [Mag92, AGNvS94,
MN94℄, whi h is an intera tive proof assistant for Martin-Lof's type theory
extended with pattern mat hing [Coq92℄. Although ALF does not support program extra tion, we dis uss a methodology that allows us to extra t a Haskell
program from the formalisation of the uni ation algorithm that uses our spe ial
predi ate to handle the re ursive alls. The Haskell version of the uni ation algorithm that results from applying our program-extra tion methodology (whi h
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is presented in se tion 4.6) is very similar to the Haskell version of the algorithm
that we used for onstru ting the predi ate UniAcc. A tually, we an think of
the pro ess that given a Haskell version of the uni ation algorithm onstru ts
its type theory version, and the pro ess that extra ts a Haskell program from
our type theory version of the algorithm as inverses of ea h other.
We end this se tion by summarising the advantages of the methodology we
present in this work to onstru t our type theory version of the uni ation
algorithm.



The way we de ne our spe ial predi ate ensures that we have one introdu tion rule for ea h of the ases we need to onsider when writing the
algorithm.



Our spe ial predi ate provides an easy synta ti ondition that guarantees
the termination of the algorithm.



Our spe ial predi ate allows us to separate the a tual uni ation pro ess
and its partial orre tness from the total orre tness of it.



These three points allow us to obtain a type theory version of the uni ation algorithm that is short and elegant.



For the reasons pointed out above, our spe ial predi ate also simpli es all
the proofs we present in this work. Ea h of the proofs we present here is
short and elegant.



The methodology we present here allows us to extra t a Haskell algorithm
from our type theory version of the uni ation algorithm.



Finally, we believe that the methodology we use for the uni ation algorithm an be used for writing other total and general re ursive algorithms in type theory. In this way, we think that this methodology gives a
step towards losing the existing gap between programming in a Haskelllike programming language and programming in Martin-Lof's type theory.
However, the generalisation of this methodology to all total and general
re ursive algorithms remains to be studied.

This paper is intended for readers who have some basi knowledge of MartinLof's type theory. In what follows, sometimes we use \type theory" as an
abbreviation for \Martin-Lof's type theory".
This papers was originally printed as a thesis for the degree of Li entiate of
Te hnology of the Department of Computing S ien e at Chalmers University of
Te hnology. Here, we have omitted the appendix with the omplete ALF ode
of the formalisation of the uni ation algorithm in Martin-Lof's type theory.
The reader who is interested in the ode of the formalisation should refer to
appendix C of [Bov99℄.
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1.1 Overview of this Work
This work is organised as follows:
In hapter 2, we give a brief introdu tion to Martin-Lof's type theory and
its intera tive proof assistant ALF, and we present some general set formers and
onstru tors in Martin-Lof's type theory together with some of their operators
and properties.
In hapter 3, we present the formalisation of a small and general re ursive
algorithm in Martin-Lof's type theory: division-by-two over natural numbers.
By using this very simple example, we illustrate the methodology we introdu e
here for writing general re ursive algorithms in type theory. In addition, we
show the advantages of this methodology over the standard way of de ning
general re ursive algorithms in type theory, whi h is by using the a essibility
predi ate Acc.
In hapter 4, we introdu e the Haskell version of the uni ation algorithm
that we onsider and we give an informal explanation of its termination. After
introdu ing the ne essary de nitions in ALF, we des ribe how we an write the
uni ation algorithm in type theory by using the standard a essibility prediate, and we show why the use of this predi ate to write the uni ation algorithm
in type theory is not a good solution in our ase. Then, we present a spe ial
predi ate for the uni ation algorithm and we show how we an use this predi ate to write the uni ation algorithm in Martin-Lof's type theory, obtaining
a short and self-explanatory algorithm. Finally, we dis uss a methodology that
allows us to extra t a Haskell program from the formalisation of the uni ation
algorithm that uses our spe ial predi ate to handle the re ursive alls.
In hapter 5, we introdu e a few more de nitions and some properties of
substitutions whi h will be used in the following two hapters to prove the partial
orre tness of the algorithm Unify and to present the integrated approa h to the
uni ation algorithm.
In hapter 6, we present the partial orre tness of our formalisation of the
uni ation algorithm. That is, we prove that the uni ation algorithm returns
the value error only if there exists no substitution that uni es the input list of
pairs of terms; otherwise it returns an idempotent substitution that is a most
general uni er of the input list of pairs of terms and whose variables are in luded
in the set of variables in the input list.
In hapter 7, we present the internal or integrated approa h to the uni ation
algorithm. In other words, we integrate the a tual uni ation pro ess and its
partial orre tness into a omplete spe i ation of the uni ation algorithm,
and we prove that there is an obje t that satis es this spe i ation.
In hapter 8, we present some on lusions, related work and future work.
In appendix A, we explain the ALF proofs of the inequalities over lists of
pairs of terms presented in se tion 4.2 to justify the termination of the uni ation
algorithm.
Finally, in appendix B, we dis uss the proof that shows that all lists of pairs
of terms satisfy the spe ial predi ate UniAcc.
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Chapter 2

Introdu tion to
Martin-Lof's Type Theory
and ALF
Here, we rst give a brief introdu tion to Martin-Lof's type theory and its intera tive proof assistant ALF, and then we present some general set formers and
onstru tors in Martin-Lof's type theory, together with some of their operators
and properties.

2.1 Brief Introdu tion to Martin-Lof's Type
Theory
Although this paper is intended mainly for those who already have some knowledge of type theory, and in parti ular of Martin-Lof's type theory, we present
in this se tion a brief introdu tion to this theory to make the following se tions
more readable. For a more omplete introdu tion to the subje t, the reader an
refer to [ML84, NPS90, CNSvS94℄.
Martin-Lof's type theory has a basi type and two type formers. The basi
type is the type of sets. For ea h set S , the elements of S form a type. Given a
type and a family of types over , we an onstru t the fun tion type from
to . We write a ∈ for \a is an obje t of type ".
Sets, elements of sets and fun tions are explained as follows:

Sets: Sets are indu tively de ned. In other words, a set is determined by the
rules that onstru t its elements, that is, the set's onstru tors. We write Set
to refer to the type of sets.
Elements of Sets: For ea h set S , the elements of S form a type alled El(S ).
However, for simpli ity, if a is an element in the set S , we say that a has type
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S , and thus we simply write a ∈ S instead of a ∈ El(S ).
Dependent (and non-dependent) Fun tions: A dependent fun tion is a
fun tion in whi h the type of the output depends on the value of the input. To
form the type of a dependent fun tion, we rst need a type as domain and
then a family of types over . If is a family of types over , then to every
obje t a of type there is a orresponding type (a).
Given a type and a family of types over , we write (x ∈ ) (x) for the
type of dependent fun tions from to . If f is a fun tion of type (x ∈ ) (x)
then, when applying f to an obje t a of type we obtain an obje t of type
(a). We write f (a) for su h an appli ation.
A (non-dependent) fun tion is onsidered a spe ial ase of a dependent fun tion, where the type does not depend on a value of type . When this is the
ase, we may write ( ) for the fun tion type from to .
Predi ates and relations are seen in type theory as fun tions yielding propositions as output. As well as sets, propositions are indu tively de ned. So, a
proposition is determined by the rules that onstru t its proofs. To prove a
proposition P , we have to onstru t an obje t of type P . In other words, a
proposition is true if we an build an obje t of type P and it is false if the type
P is not inhabited. We write Prop to refer to the type of propositions. However,
the way propositions are introdu ed allows us to identify propositions and sets,
and then we usually write Set instead of Prop.

2.2 Brief Introdu tion to ALF
ALF (Another Logi al Framework) is an intera tive proof assistant for MartinLof's type theory extended with pattern mat hing [Coq92℄. In Martin-Lof's
type theory, theorems are identi ed with types and a proof is an obje t of the
type, generally a fun tion mapping proofs of the hypotheses into proofs of its
thesis. ALF ensures that the onstru ted obje ts are well-formed and welltyped. Sin e proofs are obje ts, he king well-typing of obje ts amounts to
he king orre tness of proofs. For more information about ALF see [Mag92,
AGNvS94, MN94℄.
A set former, or in general, any indu tive de nition is introdu ed as a onstant S of type (x1 ∈ 1 ; : : : ; xn ∈ n )Set, for 1 ; : : : ; n types. For ea h set
former, we have to introdu e the onstru tors asso iated with the set whi h
onstru t the elements of S (a1 ; : : : ; an ), for a1 ∈ 1 ; : : : ; an ∈ n .
Abstra tions are written in ALF as [x1 ; : : : ; xn ℄ e and theorems are introdu ed as dependent types of the form (x1 ∈ 1 ; : : : ; xn ∈ n ) (x1 ; : : : ; xn ). If
the name of a variable is not important, one an simply write ( ) instead of
(x ∈ ), both in the introdu tion of indu tive de nitions and in the de laration
of (dependent) fun tions. Whenever (x1 ∈ ; x2 ∈ ; : : : ; xn ∈ ) o urs, ALF
displays (x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xn ∈ ) instead.
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A fun tion an be de ned by performing pattern mat hing over one (or more)
of its arguments. The various ases in the pattern mat hing are exhaustive and
mutually disjoint. Moreover, they are omputed by ALF a ording to the de nition of the set to whi h the sele ted argument belongs. In general, theorems
are proven by primitive re ursion on one of its arguments. Unfortunately, ALF
does not he k well-foundedness when working with re ursive proofs. However,
for the proofs we present in this paper termination is guaranteed be ause we
always apply the re ursion on a stru turally smaller argument. When proving
a theorem by re ursion on an argument a of type A, we rst perform pattern
mat hing over the argument a to obtain all the possible ases for a. Then, to
ea h of the re ursive alls we supply the orresponding proper sub-pattern of
the proof a, whi h should be of type A. In this way, he king well-foundedness
in our proofs is easy { even if rather tedious { to perform manually.
Sometimes, it is useful to de ne a fun tion by doing ase analysis on an
element a of type A. For this, we an use ALF's case expression. The result of
onsidering ases on a ∈ A is similar to the result of performing pattern mat hing
over a. The di eren e is that, when we do ase analysis on a, a does not need
to be an argument of the fun tion we want to de ne but any proof of A. Hen e,
we an use any other previously de ned fun tion to onstru t the proof a of
A. On e again, the various ases in the ase analysis are exhaustive, mutually
disjoint and omputed by ALF a ording to the de nition of the set A.
The following example shows how we an return the value zero or one depending on whether or not the natural numbers n and m are equal.
ex1 ∈ (n, m ∈ N) N
ex1(n, m) ≡ case Ndec(n, m) ∈ Dec(=(n, m)) of
yes(h) ⇒ 0
no(h) ⇒ 1
end

Here, we perform ase analysis on the proof that the equality of n and m is
de idable and we obtain two ases: either the numbers are equal or not. In the
rst ase, both numbers are equal (and h is a proof of that) and we return the
value zero. In the se ond ase, the numbers are not equal (and h is a proof of
that) and we return the value one. Although it was not ne essary in our very
simple example, we an use the argument h as part of the resulting value in
ea h of the two ases.
In parti ular, if we do ase analysis on a proof a of absurdity, that is, we
have a ∈ ⊥, we do not obtain any ase to study sin e there does not exist any
proof of absurdity. In this way, we an use the ase analysis as an ⊥ elimination
operator. In the same way, if we study ases on the proof that a ∈ A when A is
isomorphi to absurdity (for example, when A is a set stating that zero is equal
to su essor n or that su essor of n is less than zero, for a natural number n)
we do not obtain any ase to onsider.
The following example shows how we an prove that a natural number n is
less than a natural number m if we have a proof that m is less than zero.
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ex2 ∈ (n, m ∈ N; <(m, 0)) <(n, m)
ex2(n, m, h) ≡ case h ∈ <(m, 0) of
end

Here, h is a proof that m is less than zero. For ea h of the possible ways of
onstru ting the proof h, we want to onstru t a proof that n is less than m. As
there is no natural number less than zero, there is no ase in the ase analysis,
and hen e the proof of the thesis is trivial.

2.3 Working with ALF
All of the ALF de nitions and proofs we present here and in later se tions have
been pretty printed by ALF itself. That is, all of them have been he ked in
ALF. In addition, we have made use of the layout fa ility of ALF that allows us
to hide the de laration of some parameters, in the de nitions of both sets and
theorems. However, this has only been done when the hidden parameters do
not ontribute to the understanding of the de nition. In general, the riterion
used when hiding de larations is the following: when de ning a fun tion (or a
set), we hide the de laration a ∈ A if the parameter a o urs later on as part
of the de laration of any other argument of the fun tion (or the set), unless we
perform pattern mat hing over the parameter a when de ning the fun tion.
In the following example, ex3 is a fun tion that takes a proof that the natural
number n is less than or equal to the natural number m into a proof that the
su essor of n is less than or equal to the su essor of m.
ex3 ∈ (≤(n, m)) ≤(s(n), s(m))

Noti e that the de larations n ∈ N and m ∈ N are hidden. However, they do
not ontribute to the understanding of the de nition sin e we an easily infer
the types of n and m from the fa ts that the relation ≤ and the fun tion s are
only de ned for natural numbers.
In the next example, ex4 is a fun tion that, given three natural numbers n,
m and p, takes a proof that n is less than the addition of m and p into a proof
that n is less than the addition of the su essor of m and p.
ex4 ∈ (p ∈ N; <(n, +(m, p))) <(n, +(s(m), p))

Here, as the addition operator, the less-than relation and the fun tion s are
de ned only for natural numbers, we an easily infer that the variables n, m and
p should be natural numbers. Thus, we an hide the de larations of these three
arguments. However, we need to perform pattern mat hing over the number
p as part of the de nition of the fun tion ex4, and then we do not hide the
de laration of p.
We now present some general set formers and onstru tors in Martin-Lof's
type theory, together with some of their operators and properties.
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2.3.1 Logi al Constants
See se tion C.1 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete de nitions of the following logi al
onstants and their properties.

Absurdity: The set former is ⊥ ∈ Set, and has no onstru tors.
And: Represents onjun tion of two propositions. Here, we present the set
former and its only onstru tor, and the type of the operators that sele t the
rst and se ond proposition of the onjun tion. See se tion C.1.2 of [Bov99℄ for
the omplete ALF ode.
∧ ∈ (A, B ∈ Set) Set
∧I ∈ (a ∈ A; b ∈ B) ∧(A, B)
fst ∈ (∧(A, B)) A
snd ∈ (∧(A, B)) B

Or: Represents disjun tion of two propositions. Here, we present the set former and its two onstru tors.
∨ ∈ (A, B ∈ Set) Set
∨L ∈ (a ∈ A) ∨(A, B)
∨R ∈ (b ∈ B) ∨(A, B)

Imply: Represents impli ation between two propositions. Here, we present
the set former and its only onstru tor, the type of the elimination operator
asso iated with impli ation and the type of the transitivity property for impliation. See se tion C.1.6 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete ALF ode.
⇒ ∈ (A, B ∈ Set) Set
⇒I ∈ (f ∈ (A) B) ⇒(A, B)
⇒E ∈ (f ∈ ⇒(A, B); a ∈ A) B
⇒trans ∈ (⇒(A, B); ⇒(B, C)) ⇒(A, C)

Equivalen e: Now, we an present the de nition of logi al equivalen e as the
following abbreviation:
⇔ ∈ (A, B ∈ Set) Set
⇔ ≡ [A, B]∧(⇒(A, B), ⇒(B, A))

Not: Represents the negation operator. This operator is a tually de ned as
an abbreviation.
¬ ∈ (A ∈ Set) Set
¬ ≡ [A]⇒(A, ⊥)
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Exists: Represents the existential quanti er. Here, we present the set former
and its only onstru tor, and the type of the operators that sele t the element
that satis es the proposition and the proof that this parti ular element satis es
the proposition. See se tion C.1.5 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete ALF ode.
∃ ∈ (A ∈ Set; B ∈ (A) Set) Set
∃I ∈ (a ∈ A; b ∈ B(a)) ∃(A, B)
witness ∈ (∃(A, B)) A
proof ∈ (h ∈ ∃(A, B)) B(witness(h))

Forall: Represents the universal quanti er. Here, we present the set former
and its only onstru tor, and the type of the elimination operator asso iated
with the universal quanti er. See se tion C.1.8 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete ALF
ode.
∀ ∈ (A ∈ Set; B ∈ (A) Set) Set
∀I ∈ (f ∈ (a ∈ A) B(a)) ∀(A, B)
∀E ∈ (∀(A, B); a ∈ A) B(a)

2.3.2 Some Useful General Predi ates
See se tion C.2 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete de nitions of the following predi ates
and their properties.

Identity: Represents propositional equality. Its only onstru tor states that
an obje t is equal to itself. Together with the de nition of the set, we prove
the symmetry and transitivity properties, the ongruen e property with respe t
to fun tions of one and two arguments, and two substitutivity properties. Below, we present the de nition of the predi ate and the types of the mentioned
properties. See se tion C.2.3 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete ALF ode.
= ∈ (a, b ∈ A) Set
refl ∈ (a ∈ A) =(a, a)
=symm ∈ (=(a, b)) =(b, a)
=trans ∈ (=(a, b); =(b, c)) =(a, c)
=cong1 ∈ (f ∈ (A) B; =(a1, a2)) =(f(a1), f(a2))
=cong2 ∈ (f ∈ (A; B) C; =(a1, a2); =(b1, b2)) =(f(a1, b1), f(a2, b2))
=subst1 ∈ (=(a, b); P(a)) P(b)
=subst2 ∈ (=(a, b); =(c, d); R(b, c)) R(a, d)

Although the following two predi ates are not as general as the previous one,
they play an important role in the following se tions.

A essibility: Represents the standard a essibility predi ate, whi h is the
standard way to handle general re ursion in type theory (see [A z77, Nor88℄).
Given a set A, a binary relation  on A and an element a in A, we an form
the set Acc(A; ; a). This set is inhabited if, given ai in A for 1 6 i, there exists
no in nite des ending sequen e : : :  a2  a1  a. If this is the ase, we say that
a is in the well-founded part of  in A or that a is a essible by  in A.
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Constru tively, we say that an element a in A is a essible if all elements
smaller than a are a essible. In parti ular, if a is an initial element (that is,
there is no x in A su h that x  a), then a is a essible. This idea an be
expressed by the following introdu tion rule for the a essibility predi ate:

a ∈A

p ∈ (x ∈ A; h ∈ x  a)Acc(A; ; x)
acc(a; p) ∈ Acc(A; ; a)

Noti e that, in this way, we are able to apture the notion of in nite des ending
sequen e in a single rule.
The elimination rule asso iated with the a essibility predi ate, also known
as the rule of well-founded re ursion, is the following:

a ∈A
h ∈ Acc(A; ; a)
e ∈ (x ∈ A; h0 ∈ Acc(A; ; x); p ∈ (y ∈ A; h1 ∈ y  x)P (y))P (x)
wfrec(a; h; e) ∈ P (a)
and its omputation rule is the following:
wfrec(a; acc(a; p); e) = e(a; acc(a; p); [y; h℄wfrec(y; p(y; h); e)) ∈ P (a)

If all the elements in A are a essible by , the set A is said to be well-founded
by , whi h is denoted by WF(A; ).
Below, we present the ALF de nition of the a essibility predi ate, the type
of the well-foundedness predi ate and the type of the elimination operator asso iated with the a essibility predi ate.
Acc ∈ (A ∈ Set; less ∈ (A; A) Set; a ∈ A) Set
acc ∈ (a ∈ A; (x ∈ A; less(x, a)) Acc(A, less, x)) Acc(A, less, a)
WF ∈ (A ∈ Set; less ∈ (A; A) Set) Set
wfrec ∈ (a ∈ A;
Acc(A, less, a);
e ∈ (x ∈ A; Acc(A, less, x); (y∈A;less(y, x))P(y)) P(x)
) P(a)

See se tion C.2.1 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete ALF de nition of this predi ate.

De idability: We an think of this predi ate as the set of de idable propositions. The set former has two onstru tors, depending on whether a proposition
or its negation an be proven.
Dec ∈ (Set) Set
yes ∈ (h ∈ P) Dec(P)
no ∈ (h ∈ ¬(P)) Dec(P)

Observe that another possible way to de ne this predi ate is the following:
Dec ∈ (Set) Set
Dec ≡ [P]∨(P, ¬(P))
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2.3.3 Some Useful General Data Types
See se tion C.3 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete de nitions of the following data
types and their properties.

List: The set of lists over a set A. Here, we present the set former and its two
onstru tors, the type of the fun tion that on atenates two lists and the type
of the membership, non membership, disjoint and in lusion relations over lists.
List ∈ (A ∈ Set) Set
[] ∈ List(A)
: ∈ (l ∈ List(A); a ∈ A) List(A)
++ ∈ (l1, l2 ∈ List(A)) List(A)
∈L ∈ (a ∈ A; l ∈ List(A)) Set
∉L ∈ (a ∈ A; l ∈ List(A)) Set
Disjoint ∈ (l, l1 ∈ List(A)) Set
⊆ ∈ (l1, l2 ∈ List(A)) Set

We also de ne several properties of lists. See se tion C.3.2 of [Bov99℄ for the
omplete ALF de nitions and properties of lists.

N: The set of natural numbers. In addition to the set of natural numbers, we
de ne addition and the relations less-than and less-than or equal-to. Here, we
present the set former and its two onstru tors, and the type of the addition
and the two relations we mentioned above.
N ∈ Set
0 ∈ N
s ∈ (n ∈ N) N
+ ∈ (n, m ∈ N) N
< ∈ (n, m ∈ N) Set
≤ ∈ (n, m ∈ N) Set

We also prove several properties of natural numbers. Among them we prove the
de idability of the equality of natural numbers, the asso iativity and ommutativity of addition, and we prove that N is well-founded by <. See se tion C.3.4
of [Bov99℄ for the omplete ALF de nitions and properties of natural numbers.

Pair: The set of pairs over the sets A and B . Below, we give the set former
and its only onstru tor.
Pair ∈ (A, B ∈ Set) Set
. ∈ (a ∈ A; b ∈ B) Pair(A, B)
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Chapter 3

A Small Example
In this hapter, we present the formalisation of a small and general re ursive
algorithm in Martin-Lof's type theory: division-by-two over natural numbers.
By using this very simple example, we illustrate the methodology we introdu e
in this work for writing general re ursive algorithms in type theory. In addition,
we show the advantages of this methodology over the standard way of de ning
general re ursive algorithms in type theory, whi h is by using the a essibility
predi ate Acc.
Here, we follow the same pro ess as the one we use in the next hapter to dene the uni ation algorithm in type theory. That is, we rst de ne the Haskell
version of the algorithm. Then, we de ne the type theory version of the algorithm that uses the standard a essibility predi ate Acc to handle the re ursive
alls and we point out the problems of this formalisation. Afterwards, we dene a spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate, whi h we all DivAcc, spe i ally
de ned for this ase study. Intuitively, this predi ate an be seen as de ning
the set of natural numbers on whi h the division-by-two algorithm terminates.
Then, we show that a tually all natural numbers satisfy this predi ate, whi h
means that the division-by-two algorithm terminates on all possible inputs. Finally, we write a new (and nal) version of the division-by-two algorithm in
type theory that is de ned by stru tural re ursion on the proof that the natural
number to be divided satis es the predi ate DivAcc. We end this hapter by
showing that the methodology we introdu e here for writing the division-by-two
algorithm in type theory admits a program-extra tion pro ess.

3.1 The Haskell Version of the Algorithm
In order to de ne the Haskell algorithm that divides a natural number by two, we
rst de ne the set of natural numbers in Haskell, the addition and subtra tion
operations (<+> and <-> respe tively) over natural numbers, and the less-than
relation << over natural numbers.
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data Nat = Z | S Nat
one = S Z
two = S (S Z)
(<+>) :: Nat -> Nat -> Nat
n <+> Z
= n
n <+> (S m) = S(n <+> m)
(<->)
n
Z
(S n)

:: Nat -> Nat -> Nat
<-> Z
= n
<-> m
= Z
<-> (S m) = n <-> m

(<<) :: Nat -> Nat -> Bool
n
<< Z
= False
Z
<< (S m) = True
(S n) << (S m) = n << m

Now, the Haskell algorithm that divides a natural number by two an be
de ned as follows:
div2 :: Nat -> Nat
div2 n | n << two
= Z
| not(n << two) = one <+> (div2 (n <-> two))

Here, we ignore eÆ ien y aspe ts su h as the fa t that the expression n << two
is omputed twi e.
It is easy to see that this is a total algorithm that terminates on all possible
inputs. However, the re ursive all is made on an argument that is not stru turally smaller than the argument n, though the value of the argument n 2 on
whi h we perform the re ursive all is less than n. The fa t that the re ursive
all is made on a non-stru turally smaller argument is of great importan e when
working in Martin-Lof's type theory sin e there is no dire t way of formalising
general re ursive algorithms in the theory.

3.2 Using the Standard A essibility Predi ate
for the Formalisation
Before introdu ing the type theory version of the algorithm div2 that uses the
standard a essibility predi ate to handle the re ursive all, we present the omplete type theory de nitions of the addition and subtra tion operations, and the
less-than relation over natural numbers. Re all that the de nition of the set of
natural numbers was already introdu ed in se tion 2.3.3.
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+ ∈ (n, m ∈ N) N
+(n, 0) ≡ n
+(n, s(m1)) ≡ s(+(n, m1))

− ∈ (n, m ∈ N) N
−(n, 0) ≡ n
−(0, s(m1)) ≡ 0
−(s(n1), s(m1)) ≡ −(n1, m1)

< ∈ (n, m ∈ N) Set
<0 ∈ (m ∈ N) <(0, s(m))
<s ∈ (<(n, m)) <(s(n), s(m))

In what follows, assume 1 ∈ N and 2 ∈ N to be de ned as expe ted. In
order to present the type theory version of the algorithm that uses the standard
a essibility predi ate to handle the re ursive all, we need to de ne two lemmas.
The rst lemma shows that it is de idable whether or not a natural number is
less than two. This lemma has the following type in ALF:
<2dec ∈ (n ∈ N) Dec(<(n, 2))

The se ond lemma establishes that if the natural number n is not less than
two, then the result of subtra ting two from n is less than n. This lemma has
the following type in ALF:
<−2 ∈ (n ∈ N; ¬(<(n, 2))) <(−(n, 2), n)

Now, we present the type theory version of the division-by-two algorithm
that uses the standard a essibility predi ate Acc to handle the re ursive all.
div2acc ∈ (n ∈ N; Acc(N, <, n)) N
div2acc(n, acc(_, h1)) ≡ case <2dec(n) ∈ Dec(<(n, 2)) of
yes(h) ⇒ 0
no(h) ⇒ +(1, div2acc(−(n, 2), h1(−(n, 2), <−2(n, h))))
end

This algorithm is de ned by re ursion on the proof that the natural number
to be divided is a essible by <. To de ne the algorithm, we onsider ases
depending on whether or not n is less than two. If so, we return the value zero.
Otherwise, we add one to the result of dividing n 2 by two, whi h means that
we have to all the algorithm re ursively on the value n 2, and we have to
supply a proof that the value n 2 is a essible, whi h is given by the expression
h1 (−(n; 2); <−2(n; h)).
As the fun tion allaccN gives us a proof that any natural number is a essible
by < 1 , we an de ne the algorithm that divides any natural number by two as
follows:
Div2acc ∈ (n ∈ N) N
Div2acc(n) ≡ div2acc(n, allaccN(n))

The main disadvantage of this formalisation of the algorithm is that we
have to supply a proof that n 2 is a essible by < to the re ursive all. This
proof has no omputational meaning and its only purpose is to serve as a stru turally smaller expression on whi h to perform the re ursion and, in this way,
guarantee the termination of the division-by-two algorithm. As we already
mentioned, the proof that n 2 is a essible by < is given by the expression
h1 (−(n; 2); <−2(n; h)), whi h uses a proof that n 2 is less than n. Noti e that,
even for su h a small example, this a essibility proof distra ts our attention
from the a tual division pro ess and enlarges the ode of the algorithm.
1 See

se tion C.3.4 of [Bov99℄ for the proof that all natural numbers are a essible by <.
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Our intention is to over ome this problem by de ning a spe ial-purpose
a essibility predi ate for the division-by-two algorithm, that we all DivAcc,
whi h ontains useful information that an help us to write a new (and nal)
type theory version of the algorithm.

3.3 Using a Spe ial-Purpose A essibility
Predi ate for the Formalisation
To onstru t this spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate we ask ourselves the
following question: on whi h inputs does the division-by-two algorithm terminate? To nd the answer to this question, we inspe t the Haskell version of the
algorithm we presented at the beginning of this hapter, putting spe ial attention on the input value, the onditions that should be satis ed in order to give
a basi result or to perform a re ursive all, and the value on whi h we perform
the re ursive all. We distinguish two ases:
 If the input number n is less than two, then the algorithm terminates sin e
we return the value zero.



If the input number n is not less than two, then the algorithm an only
terminate on the input n if it terminates on the input n 2.
Following this des ription, we de ne the indu tive predi ate DivAcc over
natural numbers by means of the following introdu tion rules:
n<2
DivAcc(n)
¬(n < 2)

DivAcc(n
DivAcc(n)

2)

This predi ate an easily be formalised in ALF as follows:
DivAcc ∈ (n ∈ N) Set
divacc<2 ∈ (<(n, 2)) DivAcc(n)
divacc≥2 ∈ (¬(<(n, 2)); DivAcc(−(n, 2))) DivAcc(n)

Now, we prove that the division-by-two algorithm terminates on all possible
inputs, that is, we prove that all natural numbers satisfy our spe ial-purpose
a essibility predi ate DivAcc. In this proof, we use the fa t that the argument on whi h the algorithm performs a re ursive all is stri tly smaller than
the original argument. Hen e, the division-by-two pro ess should terminate on
any input sin e the set of natural numbers is well-founded with respe t to the
less-than relation. In the proof that all natural numbers satisfy the predi ate
DivAcc, we use a few properties of the relation less-than over natural numbers
whose proofs an be found in se tion C.3.4 of [Bov99℄. In addition, we need to
de ne the following auxiliary lemma:
<to⊥ ∈ (<(s(s(n)), 2)) ⊥
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Below, we present the proof that all natural numbers satisfy the predi ate

DivAcc.

divaccaux ∈ (n ∈ N; Acc(N, <, n); f ∈ (m ∈ N; <(m, n)) DivAcc(m)) DivAcc(n)
divaccaux(0, h, f) ≡ divacc<2(<ssR(0))
divaccaux(s(0), h, f) ≡ divacc<2(<sR(s(0)))
divaccaux(s(s(n)), h, f) ≡ divacc≥2(⇒I(<to⊥), f(n, <ssR(n)))
allDivAcc ∈ (n ∈ N) DivAcc(n)
allDivAcc(n) ≡ wfrec(n, allaccN(n), divaccaux)

Now, we present the type theory version of the division-by-two algorithm
that uses the predi ate DivAcc to handle the re ursive all.
div2 ∈ (n ∈ N; DivAcc(n)) N
div2(n, divacc<2(h1)) ≡ 0
div2(n, divacc≥2(h1, h2)) ≡ +(1, div2(−(n, 2), h2))

This fun tion is de ned by stru tural re ursion on the proof that the number
to be divided by two satis es the predi ate DivAcc. To write the algorithm, we
rst perform pattern mat hing over the proof that the input number satis es
the predi ate DivAcc. As a result of the pattern mat hing we obtain two equations, one for ea h of the introdu tion rules of the predi ate. The rst equation
onsiders the ase where n is less than two and h1 is a proof of it. Then, we
return the value zero. The se ond equation onsiders the ase where n is not
less than two. Here, h1 is a proof that n is not less than two and h2 is a proof
that n 2 satis es the predi ate DivAcc. Then, we have to add one to the result
of dividing n 2 by two, whi h means that we have to all the algorithm re ursively on the value n 2. To the re ursive all we have to supply a proof that
the value n 2 satis es the predi ate DivAcc whi h is given by the argument
h2 .
Finally, we an use the previous fun tion and the fa t that all natural numbers satisfy the predi ate DivAcc to write the division-by-two algorithm.
Div2 ∈ (n ∈ N) N
Div2(n) ≡ div2(n, allDivAcc(n))

Noti e that, even for su h a small example, the version of the algorithm that
uses our spe ial predi ate
div2 ∈ (n ∈ N; DivAcc(n)) N
div2(n, divacc<2(h1)) ≡ 0
div2(n, divacc≥2(h1, h2)) ≡ +(1, div2(−(n, 2), h2))

is slightly shorter and a bit more readable than the type theory version of the
algorithm that is de ned by using the predi ate Acc
div2acc ∈ (n ∈ N; Acc(N, <, n)) N
div2acc(n, acc(_, h1)) ≡ case <2dec(n) ∈ Dec(<(n, 2)) of
yes(h) ⇒ 0
no(h) ⇒ +(1, div2acc(−(n, 2), h1(−(n, 2), <−2(n, h))))
end
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3.4 Towards Program Extra tion
To end this hapter, we show that it is possible (and easy) to extra t a Haskell
algorithm from the type theory version of algorithm div2 whi h uses our spe ialpurpose predi ate to handle the re ursive all. Noti e that there are two kinds
of parameters among those in the proof that a given natural number n satises the predi ate DivAcc: the parameters that are proofs of ertain onditions
that should be satis ed in order to give a result or to perform a re ursive all
(the parameter h1 in both equations) and the parameter that is a proof that
the number to be divided by two in the re ursive all satis es the predi ate
DivAcc (the parameter h2 in the se ond equation). In order to obtain a Haskell
algorithm from the type theory algorithm div2, we translate ea h of the ALF
equations of the algorithm into a Haskell equation. In the translation of ea h
of the ALF equations, we throw away the expressions that are proofs that a
ertain number satis es the predi ate DivAcc and we keep the expressions that
represent onditions to be satis ed as guards of the Haskell equation. Then, we
would obtain the following Haskell algorithm:
div2 :: Nat -> Nat
div2 n | n << two
= Z
div2 n | not (n << two) = one <+> (div2 (n <-> two))

Observe that this algorithm is the same as the Haskell algorithm we presented in se tion 3.1 and that we used for de ning the spe ial-purpose predi ate
DivAcc. The reason for this similarity is that this program-extra tion pro ess
an be seen as the inverse of the pro ess that takes the Haskell version of the
algorithm into the type theory version that uses the predi ate DivAcc to handle
the re ursive alls.
In se tion 4.6, we des ribe the extra tion of a Haskell program from the
formalisation of the uni ation algorithm in type theory that uses a spe ialpurpose a essibility predi ate to handle the re ursive alls in more detailed.
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Chapter 4

The Uni ation Algorithm
Here, we rst introdu e the Haskell [JHe+ 99℄ version of the uni ation algorithm
that we onsider, and we give an informal explanation of its termination. After introdu ing the ne essary de nitions in ALF, we des ribe how we an write
the uni ation algorithm in Martin-Lof's type theory by using the standard
a essibility predi ate, and we show why the use of this predi ate to write the
uni ation algorithm in type theory is not a good solution in our ase. Then,
we present a spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate for the uni ation algorithm
and we show how we an use this predi ate to write the uni ation algorithm
in Martin-Lof's type theory. With this parti ular predi ate, the resulting algorithm is short and elegant. Finally, we dis uss a methodology that allows us to
extra t a Haskell program from the formalisation of the uni ation algorithm
that uses our spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate to handle the re ursive alls.

4.1 The Haskell Version of the Uni ation
Algorithm
In this se tion, we present the Haskell version of the uni ation algorithm that
we onsider. In order to do that, we rst have to introdu e a few de nitions.
To de ne the set Term of terms, we assume two (possibly in nite) sets: a set
Var of variables and a set Fun of fun tion symbols. These sets are su h that for
ea h pair of variables and ea h pair of fun tions, it is de idable whether or not
they are equal. We use x and y to range over variables, and f and g to range
over fun tions.
A term is either a variable or a fun tion applied to a (possibly empty) list
of terms. We use t (possibly primed or subs ripted) to range over terms. We
de ne the terms in Term by means of the following abstra t syntax:

t ::= x j f (t1 ; : : : ; tn )
We use lt (possibly primed or subs ripted) to range over lists of terms.
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On e we have de ned the set of terms, we de ne the set ListPT of lists of
pairs of terms and the set Subst of substitutions. A list of pairs of terms is a list
of pairs of the form (t1 ; t2 ). A substitution is a list of pairs of the form (x; t),
that is, the left element of the pair is a variable and the right one is a term1 .
We use lp and sb (possibly primed or subs ripted) to range over lists of pairs of
terms and substitutions, respe tively.
Given a substitution sb of the form [(x1 ; t1 ); : : : ; (xn ; tn )℄, the domain of the
substitution is the set of variables fx1 ; : : : ; xn g and the range of the substitution
is the set of variables that o ur in the terms t1 ; : : : ; tn . Given a term t, the
result of applying sb to t is denoted by sb(t) and it is de ned as the parallel
substitution of ti for xi in t, for 1 6 i 6 n. Given a list of pairs of terms lp and
a substitution sb, we say that sb uni es lp or that sb is a uni er of lp, if for ea h
pair of terms (t1 ; t2 ) in lp it holds that sb(t1 ) = sb(t2 ). Finally, we say that a
substitution sb is a most general uni er of a list of pairs of terms lp if sb is the
most general substitution that uni es lp. In other words, sb is a most general
uni er of lp if sb uni es lp and, for any other substitution sb0 that also uni es
lp, there exists a substitution sb1 su h that sb0 (t) = sb1 (sb(t)), for all terms t.
The uni ation algorithm we onsider here is a deterministi version of
the rst (non-deterministi ) algorithm presented by Martelli and Montanari
in [MM82℄. Given a list of pairs of terms, the algorithm returns a substitution
that uni es the list if su h a substitution exists, or the spe ial value Nothing if
there is no su h substitution. A similar algorithm is presented by Peter Han o k
in hapter 9 of [PJ87℄, although the input of Han o k's algorithm is just a pair
of terms and not a list of pairs of terms.
In gure 4.1, we present the Haskell version of the uni ation algorithm
that we onsider. On e again, we ignore eÆ ien y aspe ts su h as the fa t that
some expressions are omputed twi e. The fun tions length, zip, elem, ++, ==
and && are prede ned fun tions in Haskell: length takes a list and returns the
length of the list, zip takes two lists and returns a list of orresponding pairs,
elem is the membership fun tion over lists, ++ on atenates two lists, == is the
equality fun tion and && is the boolean fun tion and. These fun tions have the
following types:
length
zip
elem
(++)
(==)
(&&)

::
::
::
::
::
::

[a℄ -> Int
[a℄ -> [b℄ -> [(a,b)℄
Eq a => a -> [a℄ -> Bool
[a℄ -> [a℄ -> [a℄
Eq a => a -> a -> Bool
Bool -> Bool -> Bool

Noti e that both the fun tion elem and the fun tion == require an equality
relation over the type of the elements in the list and the type of the elements
to be ompared, respe tively.
We now explain the fun tions varsT, substLPT and substS. The fun tion
varsT returns the list of variables in a term, and the fun tions substLPT and
1 For the moment, we impose no restri tions on the variables that o ur in the left hand
side of the pairs of a substitution.
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type Var
type Fun

= Int
= Int

data Term = Var Var | Fun Fun [Term℄
type
type
type
type

PairS
Subst
PairT
ListPT

=
=
=
=

(Var,Term)
[PairS℄
(Term,Term)
[PairT℄

unify_H :: ListPT -> Maybe Subst
unify_H lp = unify_h lp [℄
unify_h :: ListPT -> Subst -> Maybe Subst
unify_h [℄
sb = Just sb
unify_h ((Var x,Var y):lp)
sb
| x == y
= unify_h lp sb
unify_h ((Var x,t):lp)
sb
| x `elem` (varsT t)
= Nothing
| not(x `elem` (varsT t)) =
unify_h (substLPT x t lp) ((x,t):(substS x t sb))
unify_h ((Fun f lt,Var x):lp) sb =
unify_h ((Var x,Fun f lt):lp) sb
unify_h ((Fun f lt1,Fun g lt2):lp) sb
| f /= g || length lt1 /= length lt2 = Nothing
| f == g && length lt1 == length lt2 =
unify_h ((zip lt1 lt2)++lp) sb

Figure 4.1: Haskell Version of the Uni ation Algorithm
substS substitute a term for a variable in all the terms of a list of pairs of terms

and a substitution, respe tively. These fun tions have the following types:
varsT
:: Term -> [Var℄
substLPT :: Var -> Term -> ListPT -> ListPT
substS :: Var -> Term -> Subst -> Subst

The algorithm presented in gure 4.1 works as follows: given a list of pairs
of terms, the fun tion unify H omputes a substitution that uni es the list, if
su h a substitution exists, by using the auxiliary fun tion unify h.
The fun tion unify h takes two arguments: a list of pairs of terms lp and a
substitution sb. Then, if the set of variables in lp and the set of variables in sb are
disjoint, the substitution that results from the exe ution of unify h lp sb will be
the smallest extension of sb that uni es lp. As the rst time the fun tion unify h
is alled, it is alled with the empty substitution [ ℄, then the substitution that
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results from the exe ution of unify H lp will be a most general substitution that
uni es the input list of pairs of terms. From the de nition of the algorithms, it
is relatively easy to see that every time the algorithm unify h is exe uted, the
ondition on the sets of variables that o ur in the list of pairs of terms to be
uni ed and in the a umulated substitution is satis ed.
If the list of pairs of terms is empty, the fun tion unify h returns the (a umulated) substitution sb. Otherwise, we onsider four ases depending on
the form of the rst pair of terms in the list of pairs of terms. These ases are
exhaustive and mutually disjoint.
The rst ase we onsider is when both of the terms in the rst pair of the
list are the (variable) term x. As both terms are already equal, we remove the
rst pair from the list and we ontinue nding a uni er for the rest of the list.
If, on the other hand, the left term of the rst pair is the variable x and
the right one is a term t (noti e that here, we know that the terms x and t are
di erent), we he k whether or not the variable x belongs to the set of variables
in the term t. If so, as the term t is di erent from the (variable) term x, it
means that x is a proper subterm of t. As the relation \is a proper subterm
of" is preserved under substitution appli ation, given any substitution sb, then
sb(x) is a proper subterm of sb(t). Thus, there exists no substitution that uni es
x and t, and onsequently there exists no substitution that uni es the original
list of pairs of terms. Therefore, we nish the exe ution of the algorithm with
the result Nothing. If the variable x does not belong to the variables in t, then
any substitution that uni es the original list of pairs of terms should make x
and t equal, so we add the pair (x; t) to the resulting substitution. Besides,
we substitute t for x both in the list lp and in the substitution sb and all
the uni ation algorithm re ursively. In this way, we eliminate the variable x
from lp and sb sin e x does not belong to the variables in t. Noti e that now,
x only o urs as the left hand side of the pair (x; t) just introdu ed to the
a umulated substitution. As this pro ess is performed every time we add a
new pair to the resulting substitution, all the variables in the domain of the
resulting substitution will be di erent from ea h other.
The next equation onsiders the ase where the left term of the rst pair is
not a variable (that is, it is a fun tion appli ation) but the right one is. Here, we
just swap the terms in this pair and all the uni ation algorithm re ursively.
It is easy to see that now, this rst pair of the list is going to be handled by the
third equation of the algorithm. Noti e that we ould have written an equivalent
algorithm if we would have performed here the same kind of omputation as in
the previous equation. However, this would have made the algorithm and the
di erent proofs a bit longer.
The last equation onsiders the ase where both terms in the rst pair of the
list are fun tion appli ations. Here, we he k whether or not the fun tions in
both terms are the same, whi h is done by he king that the fun tion symbols
and the length of both lists of terms are equal. If the fun tions are not equal,
there does not exist any substitution that uni es the rst pair of the list. Thus,
there does not exist any substitution that uni es the original list of pairs of
terms and we return the value Nothing. If both fun tions are equal, then the
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rst pair of terms of the list has the form (f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ); f (t01 ; : : : ; t0n )). Now,
any substitution that uni es the original list should also unify this pair, and
onsequently it should unify ti and t0i , for 1 6 i 6 n. With the help of the
fun tion zip, we reate the list of pairs of terms [(t1 ; t01 ); : : : ; (tn ; t0n )℄ from the
lists of terms lt1 and lt2 . Then, we on atenate this list with the rest of the
original list of pairs of terms and we all the uni ation algorithm re ursively.

4.2 Termination of the Uni ation Algorithm
As one an see from the uni ation algorithm given in gure 4.1, the re ursion
performed in the algorithm is not always on stru turally smaller arguments.
Thus, there is no easy synta ti ondition that guarantees the termination of
the algorithm. Here, we show that our uni ation algorithm always terminates
by de ning a fun tion that maps lists of pairs of terms into triples of natural
numbers, and showing that in every re ursive all the triple that orresponds
to the list on whi h we perform the re ursion is stri tly smaller than the triple
that orresponds to the original list of pairs of terms. This mapping, whi h we
all LPTto N3, is a simpli ation of the mapping F presented in [MM82℄ to show
the termination of their (non-deterministi ) algorithm.
N3 - The Set of Triples of Natural Numbers: Consider the set N of natural
numbers and the inequality relation < over N with its usual meaning2 . We use

n and m (possibly subs ripted) to range over natural numbers.
Consider now the set N3 of triples of natural numbers and the lexi ographi
order <N3 over triples. In other words, if n1 , n2 and n3 are natural numbers
then (n1 ; n2 ; n3 ) is an element of N3 . The lexi ographi order over elements of
N3 is de ned as the smallest relation su h that:
(n1 ; n2 ; n3 ) <N3 (m1 ; m2 ; m3 ) if n1 < m1
(n1 ; n2 ; n3 ) <N3 (n1 ; m2 ; m3 ) if n2 < m2
(n1 ; n2 ; n3 ) <N3 (n1 ; n2 ; m3 ) if n3 < m3
As the set of natural numbers is well-founded by <, it an be proven that
the set of triples of natural numbers, that is N3 , is well-founded by <N3 .
See se tion C.3.5 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete ALF de nition of N3 together
with the ALF proof that N3 is well-founded by <N3 .

The Fun tion LPTto N3: To de ne the fun tion LPTto N3 that maps lists of
pairs of terms into triples of natural numbers, we use three auxiliary fun tions
that take a list of pairs of terms and return a natural number. The rst fun tion,
alled #varsLPT , takes a list of pairs of terms and returns the number of di erent
variables that o ur in the list. The se ond fun tion, alled #funsLPT , takes a
list of pairs of terms and returns the number of fun tion appli ations that o ur
2 See se tion C.3.4 of [Bov99℄ for the ALF de nitions of the set N and its inequality <, and
the ALF proof that N is well-founded by <.
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in the list. The last fun tion, alled #eqsLPT , takes a list of pairs of terms and
ounts the number of pairs of the form (x; x) or (f (lt); x) that appear in the
list.
We now de ne the fun tion LPTto N3 as follows:
LPTto N3 :: ListPT ! N3
LPTto N3(lp) = (#varsLPT (lp); #funsLPT (lp); #eqsLPT (lp))

To show that the uni ation algorithm terminates, it is suÆ ient to show that,
in every re ursive all of the algorithm, we de rease the omplexity measure of
the list of pairs of terms to be uni ed. The measures we onsider here are triples
of natural numbers and the mapping from lists of pairs of terms into triples of
natural numbers is the fun tion LPTto N3. Hen e, we have to show that the
following inequalities hold:
LPTto N3(lp)
LPTto N3(lp [x:= t℄)
LPTto N3((x; f (lt)): lp)
LPTto N3((zip lt1 lt2 ) ++ lp)

<N3
<N3
<N3
<N3

LPTto N3((x; x): lp)
LPTto N3((x; t): lp)
if
LPTto N3((f (lt); x): lp)
LPTto N3((f (lt1 ); f (lt2 )): lp)

x ∉L varsT (t)

where lp [x:= t℄ denotes the fun tion that substitutes the term t for the variable
x in the list of pairs of terms lp, varsT is the fun tion that returns the set of
variables in a term and the fun tion ∉L is the non-membership relation over lists
(these fun tions orrespond to the fun tions substL, varsT and the negation
of the fun tion elem respe tively, in the algorithm of gure 4.1). See appendix
A for a dis ussion of the ALF proofs of these inequalities and se tion C.4.4 of
[Bov99℄ for the omplete ALF ode of the formalisation of these proofs.

Informal Proof of LPTto N3(lp) <N3 LPTto N3((x; x): lp): If the variable x does
not o ur in the list lp we have that #varsLPT (lp) < #varsLPT ((x; x): lp), and onsequently we know that LPTto N3(lp) <N3 LPTto N3((x; x): lp) by the rst inequality in the de nition of <N3 . Otherwise, #varsLPT (lp) = #varsLPT ((x; x): lp). Here,
#funsLPT (lp) = #funsLPT ((x; x): lp) and, sin e the pair (x; x) is one of the pairs
ounted by the fun tion #eqsLPT , we know that #eqsLPT (lp) < #eqsLPT ((x; x): lp).
Thus, LPTto N3(lp) <N3 LPTto N3((x; x): lp) by the third inequality in the de nition of <N3 .
Informal Proof of LPTto N3(lp [x:= t℄) <N3 LPTto N3((x; t): lp): As x ∉L varsT (t),
x does not belong to the set of variables of the list lp [x:= t℄. Hen e, we have
that #varsLPT (lp [x:= t℄) < #varsLPT ((x; t): lp) and thus, by the rst inequality in
the de nition of <N3 , we have that LPTto N3(lp [x:= t℄) <N3 LPTto N3((x; t): lp).
Informal Proof of LPTto N3((x; f (lt)): lp) <N3 LPTto N3((f (lt); x): lp): Here,
we know that #varsLPT ((x; f (lt)): lp) = #varsLPT ((f (lt); x): lp) and we also know
that #funsLPT ((x; f (lt)): lp) = #funsLPT ((f (lt); x): lp). Sin e the pair (f (lt); x)
is one of the pairs ounted by the fun tion #eqsLPT , we an easily show that
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#eqsLPT ((x; f (lt)): lp) < #eqsLPT ((f (lt); x): lp). Thus, by the third inequality in
the de nition of <N3 , we have LPTto N3((x; f (lt)): lp) <N3 LPTto N3((f (lt); x): lp).

Informal Proof of LPTto N3((zip lt1 lt2)++ lp) <N3 LPTto N3((f (lt1 ); f (lt2 )): lp):
Here, we know that #varsLPT ((zip lt1 lt2 ) ++ lp) = #varsLPT ((f (lt1 ); f (lt2)): lp).
We also know that #funsLPT ((zip lt1 lt2 ) ++ lp) < #funsLPT ((f (lt1 ); f (lt2 )): lp) beause the two appli ations of f in the pair (f (lt1 ); f (lt2 )) do not o ur in the list
of pairs of terms (zip lt1 lt2 ). Hen e, by the se ond inequality in the de nition
of <N3 , LPTto N3((zip lt1 lt2) ++ lp) <N3 LPTto N3((f (lt1 ); f (lt2)): lp).

4.3 Terms, Lists of Pairs of Terms and
Substitutions in ALF
In this se tion, we present the representation of terms, lists of pairs of terms
and substitutions in Martin-Lof's type theory.
In order to formalise the set Term of terms, we use the notion of ve tors of a
ertain length instead of the lists used in the Haskell version of the algorithm.
In this way, we have information about the length of a list as part of its type.
A ve tor is either empty and has length 0, or it has length n + 1 and is
formed from adding an element to a ve tor of length n. Hen e, the length of a
ve tor is part of its type. Ve tors are formalised in type theory as follows:
Vector ∈ (n ∈ N; A ∈ Set) Set
[]v ∈ Vector(0, A)
:v ∈ (v ∈ Vector(n, A); a ∈ A) Vector(s(n), A)

As the sets Var of variables and Fun of fun tion symbols we use the set of
natural numbers. Then, the de idability of the equality of variables and fun tion
symbols be omes the de idability of equality of natural numbers.
Var ∈ Set
Var ≡ N
Vardec ∈ (x, y ∈ Var) Dec(=(x, y))

Fun ∈ Set
Fun ≡ N
Fundec ∈ (f, g ∈ Fun) Dec(=(f, g))

The following lemma allows us to hoose between the elements a and b,
depending on whether we have a proof that the variables x and y are equal or
di erent.
VartoA ∈ (a, b ∈ A; Dec(=(x, y))) A
VartoA(a, b, yes(h1)) ≡ a
VartoA(a, b, no(h1)) ≡ b

Terms and ve tors of terms are de ned in ALF as follows:
Term ∈ Set
var ∈ (x ∈ Var) Term
fun ∈ (f ∈ Fun; lt ∈ Vector(n, Term)) Term
VTerm ∈ (n ∈ N) Set
VTerm(n) ≡ Vector(n, Term)
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The ALF representation of parametri lists and pairs was already introdu ed
in se tion 2.3.3. We now use them to de ne the set ListPT of lists of pairs of
terms and the set Subst of substitutions:
PairT ∈ Set
PairT ≡ Pair(Term, Term)
ListPT ∈ Set
ListPT ≡ List(PairT)

PairS ∈ Set
PairS ≡ Pair(Var, Term)
Subst ∈ Set
Subst ≡ List(PairS)

Noti e that, as part of the de nition of substitutions, we do not require the
variables in the domain of a substitution to be di erent from ea h other. Furthermore, a variable may o ur in its asso iated term. In this way, the de nition
of substitutions remains simple, whi h makes it easier to prove lemmas about
substitutions. We impose these two onditions in the de nition of idempoten e
in se tion 5.2.
In ALF, we write :=T , :=VT , :=LPT and :=S for the fun tions that substitute a
term for a variable in a term, in a ve tor of terms, in a list of pairs of terms and
in a substitution respe tively, and we write varsT , varsVT , varsLPT and varsS for
the fun tions that return the list of variables that o ur in a term, in a ve tor
of terms, in a list of pairs of terms and in a substitution respe tively.
See se tions C.4.1, C.4.3 and C.4.5 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete ALF de nitions of terms and ve tors of terms, lists of pairs of terms and substitutions
respe tively.
To nish this se tion, we present the type of the ALF lemmas that orrespond
to the four inequalities over lists of pairs of terms presented in the previous
se tion.
<LPTvar_var ∈ (x ∈ Var; lp ∈ ListPT) <N3(LPTtoN3(lp), LPTtoN3(:(lp, .(var(x), var(x)))))
<LPT:=var_term ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT;
∉L(x, varsT(t))
) <N3(LPTtoN3(:=LPT(x, t, lp)), LPTtoN3(:(lp, .(var(x), t))))
<LPTvar_fun ∈ (f ∈ Fun;
x ∈ Var;
lt ∈ VTerm(n);
lp ∈ ListPT
) <N3(LPTtoN3(:(lp, .(var(x), fun(f, lt)))), LPTtoN3(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt), var(x)))))
<LPTzip_fun_fun ∈ (f, g ∈ Fun;
lt1, lt2 ∈ VTerm(n);
lp ∈ ListPT
) <N3(LPTtoN3(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp)), LPTtoN3(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt1), fun(g, lt2)))))

See appendix A for a dis ussion of the ALF proofs of these inequalities and
se tion C.4.4 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete ALF ode of the formalisation of these
proofs.
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4.4 The Uni ation Algorithm in Type Theory:
First Attempt
In this se tion, we present our rst attempt to formalise the uni ation algorithm in Martin-Lof's type theory. This formalisation uses the standard a essibility predi ate to handle the re ursive alls. Re all that the de nition of the
standard a essibility predi ate Acc was already introdu ed in se tion 2.3.2.

4.4.1 The Uni ation Algorithm using the A essibility
Predi ate
In order to write the type theory version of the uni ation algorithm that uses
the standard a essibility predi ate to handle the re ursive alls, we de ne a
binary relation <LPT over lists of pairs of terms as follows:
<LPT ∈ (lp1, lp2 ∈ ListPT) Set
<LPT ∈ (<N3(LPTtoN3(lp1), LPTtoN3(lp2))) <LPT(lp1, lp2)

As the set N3 is well-founded by <N3 , it is easy to prove that the set ListPT is
well-founded by <LPT . Then, we prove the following lemma in ALF:
allaccLPT ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT) Acc(ListPT, <LPT, lp)

that given a list of pairs of terms returns a proof that the list is a essible by
<LPT .
Below, we explain the ne essary steps we perform in order to write the
algorithm Unifyacc , whi h is the type theory version of the uni ation algorithm
that uses the a essibility predi ate to handle the re ursive alls.
Instead of the Maybe type of Haskell, we use here the logi onne tive ∨
de ned in se tion 2.3.1 and a set Error de ned in ALF as follows:
Error ∈ Set
error ∈ Error

Given a list of pairs of terms lp, the uni ation algorithm Unifyacc returns
either a substitution that uni es lp or the value error, if there does not exist
su h substitution. As in the Haskell version, the algorithm Unifyacc alls the
algorithm unifyacc with the list lp and the empty substitution, but now it also
supplies a proof that the list lp is a essible by <LPT . We have:
Unifyacc ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT) ∨(Subst, Error)
Unifyacc(lp) ≡ unifyacc(lp, [], allaccLPT(lp))

The algorithm unifyacc is de ned by re ursion on the proof that the input
list is a essible by <LPT . By performing pattern mat hing on the proof that the
list lp is a essible by <LPT , we obtain the following (in omplete) ALF ode:
unifyacc ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT; sb ∈ Subst; Acc(ListPT, <LPT, lp)) ∨(Subst, Error)
unifyacc(lp, sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡ ?unify_acc.0.0.E

where h1 is the fun tion that takes a list lp0 and a proof that lp0 is smaller than
lp, and returns a proof that lp0 is a essible by <LPT .
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In order to obtain the ases we are interested in, we have to perform a few
pattern mat hings on the list lp and a few ase analyses. For the ase analyses,
we use the following de idability lemmas:
Vardec ∈ (x, y ∈ Var) Dec(=(x, y))
∈dec ∈ (x ∈ Var; l ∈ ListVar) Dec(∈L(x, l))
Fundec ∈ (f, g ∈ Fun) Dec(=(f, g))
Ndec ∈ (n, m ∈ N) Dec(=(n, m))

After lling in the basi results, we obtain the following in omplete algorithm
in ALF:
unifyacc ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT; sb ∈ Subst; Acc(ListPT, <LPT, lp)) ∨(Subst, Error)
unifyacc([], sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡ ∨L(sb)
unifyacc(:(lp1, .(var(x), var(x1))), sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡
case Vardec(x, x1) ∈ Dec(=(x, x1)) of
yes(refl(_)) ⇒ ?unify_acc.1.0.E
no(h) ⇒ ?unify_acc.1.1.E
end
unifyacc(:(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f, lt))), sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡
case ∈dec(x, varsT(fun(f, lt))) ∈ Dec(∈L(x, varsT(fun(f, lt)))) of
yes(h) ⇒ ∨R(error)
no(h) ⇒ ?unify_acc.2.1.E
end
unifyacc(:(lp1, .(fun(f, lt), var(x))), sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡ ?unify_acc.3.E
unifyacc(:(lp1, .(fun(f1, lt1), fun(f2, lt2))), sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡
case Fundec(f1, f2) ∈ Dec(=(f1, f2)) of
yes(refl(_)) ⇒ case Ndec(n1, n2) ∈ Dec(=(n1, n2)) of
yes(refl(_)) ⇒ ?unify_acc.4.1.0.E
no(h2) ⇒ ∨R(error)
end
no(h) ⇒ ∨R(error)
end

Now, it only remains to ll in the ases where the re ursive alls are performed. In the re ursive alls, the elds that orrespond to the lists of pairs
of terms and the substitutions are the same as in the Haskell version of the
algorithm. In addition, we have to supply proofs that the new lists to be uni ed
are a essible. To obtain these proofs, we use the fun tion h1 . In ea h of the
re ursive alls, to the fun tion h1 we have to supply a proof that the new list
to be uni ed is smaller than the original list. We use the lemmas presented in
se tion 4.2 (see appendix A for the ALF proofs of the lemmas) for the proofs of
the inequalities that we supply to the fun tion h1 .
In gure 4.2, we present the omplete formalisation of the uni ation algorithm in Martin-Lof's type theory that uses the standard a essibility predi ate
to handle the re ursive alls.

4.4.2 Problems of this Formalisation
If we ompare the algorithms in gures 4.1 and 4.2, it is easy to see that the
latter is almost three times longer than the former. The longer the algorithm,
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Unifyacc ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT) ∨(Subst, Error)
Unifyacc(lp) ≡ unifyacc(lp, [], allaccLPT(lp))
unifyacc ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT; sb ∈ Subst; Acc(ListPT, <LPT, lp)) ∨(Subst, Error)
unifyacc([], sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡ ∨L(sb)
unifyacc(:(lp1, .(var(x), var(x1))), sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡
case Vardec(x, x1) ∈ Dec(=(x, x1)) of
yes(refl(_)) ⇒ unifyacc(lp1, sb, h1(lp1, <LPT(<LPTvar_var(x1, lp1))))
no(h) ⇒
unifyacc(:=LPT(x, var(x1), lp1),
:(:=S(x, var(x1), sb), .(x, var(x1))),
h1(:=LPT(x, var(x1), lp1), <LPT(<LPT:=var_term(lp1, ∉:(∉[](x), h)))))
end
unifyacc(:(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f, lt))), sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡
case ∈dec(x, varsT(fun(f, lt))) ∈ Dec(∈L(x, varsT(fun(f, lt)))) of
yes(h) ⇒ ∨R(error)
no(h) ⇒
unifyacc(
:=LPT(x, fun(f, lt), lp1),
:(:=S(x, fun(f, lt), sb), .(x, fun(f, lt))),
h1(:=LPT(x, fun(f, lt), lp1), <LPT(<LPT:=var_term(lp1, ¬∈to∉(varsT(fun(f, lt)), h)))))
end
unifyacc(:(lp1, .(fun(f, lt), var(x))), sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡
unifyacc(:(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f, lt))),
sb,
h1(:(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f, lt))), <LPT(<LPTvar_fun(f, x, lt, lp1))))
unifyacc(:(lp1, .(fun(f1, lt1), fun(f2, lt2))), sb, acc(_, h1)) ≡
case Fundec(f1, f2) ∈ Dec(=(f1, f2)) of
yes(refl(_)) ⇒
case Ndec(n1, n2) ∈ Dec(=(n1, n2)) of
yes(refl(_)) ⇒
unifyacc(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp1),
sb,
h1(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp1), <LPT(<LPTzip_fun_fun(f2, f2, lt1, lt2, lp1))))
no(h2) ⇒ ∨R(error)
end
no(h) ⇒ ∨R(error)
end

Figure 4.2: Formalisation of the Uni ation Algorithm by using the A essibility
Predi ate
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the more diÆ ult is to read and understand it and this, of ourse, reates an
important gap between programming in a Haskell-like programming language
and programming in Martin-Lof's type theory.
While the Haskell version of the algorithm ontains only the ne essary information for performing the omputations, the type theory version of the algorithm needs extra information in order to handle the re ursive alls. In the
algorithm of gure 4.2, ea h re ursive all has the form unifyacc (lp0 ; sb0 ; h1 (lp0; p))
for a list of pairs of terms lp0 , a substitution sb0 and a proof p that the list lp0
is smaller than the original list. Noti e that the list lp0 appears twi e in ea h
re ursive all, whi h implies having redundant information. In addition, the
argument h1 (lp0 ; p) is omputationally irrelevant; its only purpose is to serve as
a stru turally smaller argument on whi h to perform the re ursion. Moreover,
the proof p is usually long, whi h ontributes to make the reading of the type
theory version of the algorithm more diÆ ult.
Most of these problems arise from the fa t that the standard a essibility
predi ate is a general predi ate, and then it has no parti ular information that
an be of use in our spe i ase study. In the next se tion, we over ome the
problems des ribed above by presenting a spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate
for the uni ation algorithm. Our spe ial-purpose predi ate ontains useful
information for our spe i ase study, whi h allows us to do the re ursive alls
in the de nition of the uni ation algorithm in a simple way. In this way, we
obtain a formalisation of the algorithm that is short and elegant.

4.5 The Uni ation Algorithm in Type Theory:
Se ond Attempt
In this se tion, we present the se ond (and nal) attempt to formalise the uni ation algorithm in Martin-Lof's type theory. This formalisation uses a spe ialpurpose a essibility predi ate, whi h we all UniAcc and it is spe ially de ned
for this ase study, to handle the re ursive alls.

4.5.1 The UniAcc Predi ate
Intuitively, we an think of this predi ate as de ning the set of lists of pairs of
terms on whi h our uni ation algorithm terminates. In other words, a list of
pairs of terms lp satis es the predi ate UniAcc if our algorithm terminates on
the input list lp. Observe that, if for the input list lp the uni ation algorithm
performs a re ursive all on the list lp0 , the uni ation algorithm an only terminate on the input lp if it terminates on the input lp0. Then, a proof that the
list lp0 satis es the spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate is a requirement for
the list lp to satisfy the predi ate.
To de ne this predi ate, we study the equations in the de nition of the
Haskell version of the algorithm unify h, putting the emphasis on the input list,
the lists on whi h we perform the re ursion (if any) and any extra onditions
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(if any) that should be satis ed in order to produ e a result or to perform a
re ursive all. We identify seven ases:



If the input list is empty, then the algorithm terminates with a substitution.



If the input list is of the form (x; x): lp, then the algorithm an only
terminate on the input list if it terminates on the list lp.



If the input list is of the form (x; t): lp with x ∈ varsT (t) and x ≠ t, then
the algorithm terminates sin e there does not exist a uni er for the input
list.



If the input list is of the form (x; t): lp with x ∉L varsT (t), then the algorithm an only terminate on the input list if it terminates on the list
lp [x:= t℄.



If the input list is of the form (f (lt); x): lp, then the algorithm an only
terminate on the input list if it terminates on the list (x; f (lt)): lp.



If the input list is of the form (f (lt1 ); g(lt2 )): lp and it holds that f ≠ g
or that length(lt1 ) ≠ length(lt2 ), then the algorithm terminates sin e there
does not exist a possible uni er for the input list.



If the input list is of the form (f (lt1 ); g(lt2)): lp and it holds that f = g
and that length(lt1 ) = length(lt2 ), then the algorithm an only terminate
on the input list if it terminates on the list (zip lt1 lt2 ) ++ lp.

Noti e that these seven ases are exhaustive and mutually disjoint. Observe also
that the ondition x ≠ t that we added in the third ase is not ne essary in the
Haskell version of the algorithm due to the way Haskell pro esses the equations
that de ne an algorithm.
For ea h of these seven ases, we de ne an introdu tion rule for the predi ate
UniAcc. Ea h introdu tion rule ontains the information we detailed above for
the orresponding ase. Then, ea h introdu tion rule has one of the following
two patterns:
UniAcc(lp0 )
1  n
1  n
UniAcc(lp)
UniAcc(lp)
where i , for 1 6 i 6 n, are the extra onditions that should be satis ed in
order to produ e a result or to perform a re ursive all, lp0 is the list on whi h
we perform the re ursion and lp is the input list. Thus, the introdu tion rules
for the ases where we perform a re ursive all follow the pattern of the right
rule above, while the introdu tion rules for the other ases follow the pattern
of the left rule above. Noti e that we do not need to mention the substitutions
nor the basi results of the algorithm in the introdu tion rules.
In gure 4.3, we present the de nition of the indu tive predi ate UniAcc using
introdu tion rules and its ALF formalisation. The premises of the form a ≠ b
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De nition of the UniAcc Predi ate using Introdu tion
Rules
UniAcc([ ℄)
UniAcc(lp)
UniAcc((x; x): lp)

x ∈ varsT (t)
x≠ t
UniAcc((x; t): lp)
x ∉L varsT (t)

UniAcc(lp [x:= t℄)
UniAcc((x; t): lp)

UniAcc((x; f (lt)): lp)
UniAcc((f (lt); x): lp)

f≠g

∨ length(lt1 ) ≠ length(lt2 )
UniAcc((f (lt1 ); g (lt2 )): lp)

length(lt1 ) = length(lt2 )
UniAcc((zip
UniAcc((f (lt1 ); f (lt2 )): lp)

lt1 lt2) ++ lp)

ALF De nition of the UniAcc Predi ate
UniAcc ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT) Set
uniacc[] ∈ UniAcc([])
uniaccvar_var ∈ (x ∈ Var;
UniAcc(lp)
) UniAcc(:(lp, .(var(x), var(x))))
uniaccvar_term ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT;
∈L(x, varsT(t));
¬(=(var(x), t))
) UniAcc(:(lp, .(var(x), t)))
uniacc:=var_term ∈ (∉L(x, varsT(t));
UniAcc(:=LPT(x, t, lp))
) UniAcc(:(lp, .(var(x), t)))
uniaccvar_fun ∈ (UniAcc(:(lp, .(var(x), fun(f, lt))))
) UniAcc(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt), var(x))))
uniaccfun_fun ∈ (lt1 ∈ VTerm(n1);
lt2 ∈ VTerm(n2);
lp ∈ ListPT;
∨(¬(=(f, g)), ¬(=(n1, n2)))
) UniAcc(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt1), fun(g, lt2))))
uniacczip_fun_fun ∈ (f ∈ Fun;
UniAcc(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp))
) UniAcc(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt1), fun(f, lt2))))

Figure 4.3: The UniAcc Predi ate
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in the introdu tion rules were formalised as ¬(=(a; b)) in the ALF de nition.
Observe that in the last three onstru tors of the ALF formalisation, the lengths
of the lists of terms are given as part of their types, that is, the lists of terms are
de lared as ve tors of terms. In addition, as the de larations of the ve tors of
terms do not play an important role we an often hide them and then, by making
the (visible part of the) de nition of the onstru tors shorter, we ontribute to
a better understanding of the de nition of the predi ate. In the formalisation
of the last introdu tion rule, the Haskell fun tion zip is not exa tly the same
fun tion as the ALF fun tion zip (see se tion C.4.3 of [Bov99℄ for the ALF
de nition of the fun tion zip) sin e the former is de ned for any two lists while
the latter is only de ned for two lists of terms of the same length. For this
reason, in the last ALF onstru tor both ve tors of terms should be de lared
with the same length. Finally, noti e that in the last introdu tion rule of the
predi ate and in its orresponding ALF onstru tor, we dire tly use the fun tion
symbol f twi e instead of using both fun tion symbols f and g and having f = g
as a premise of the rule. Similarly, in the se ond rule we use the variable x twi e
instead of using the variables x and y and having x = y as a premise of the rule.
Given the de nition of the predi ate UniAcc, it is possible to show that all
lists of pairs of terms satisfy the predi ate. We dis uss su h a proof in appendix
B. There, we present the fun tion allUniAccLPT that, given a list of pairs of
terms, returns a proof that the list satis es the predi ate UniAcc.

4.5.2 The Uni ation Algorithm using the UniAcc
Predi ate
We now des ribe how we an write the algorithm Unify in Martin-Lof's type
theory. This algorithm is the formalisation of the uni ation algorithm that
uses the UniAcc predi ate to handle the re ursive alls.
As before, the algorithm Unify alls the algorithm unify, but now it has to
supply a proof that the input list satis es the predi ate UniAcc.
Unify ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT) ∨(Subst, Error)
Unify(lp) ≡ unify(lp, [], allUniAccLPT(lp))

The algorithm unify is de ned by re ursion on the proof that the input list of
pairs of terms satis es the predi ate UniAcc. On e we have performed pattern
mat hing over the proof that the input list satis es the predi ate UniAcc, we
obtain the following in omplete ALF ode with seven equations, one equation
for ea h of the onstru tors of the predi ate UniAcc:
unify ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT; sb ∈ Subst; UniAcc(lp)) ∨(Subst, Error)
unify(_, sb, uniacc[]) ≡ ?unify.0.0.E
unify(_, sb, uniaccvar_var(x, h1)) ≡ ?unify.0.1.E
unify(_, sb, uniaccvar_term(lp1, h1, h2)) ≡ ?unify.0.2.E
unify(_, sb, uniacc:=var_term(h1, h2)) ≡ ?unify.0.3.E
unify(_, sb, uniaccvar_fun(h1)) ≡ ?unify.0.4.E
unify(_, sb, uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, h1)) ≡ ?unify.0.5.E
unify(_, sb, uniacczip_fun_fun(f, h1)) ≡ ?unify.0.6.E
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Unify ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT) ∨(Subst, Error)
Unify(lp) ≡ unify(lp, [], allUniAccLPT(lp))
unify ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT; sb ∈ Subst; UniAcc(lp)) ∨(Subst, Error)
unify(_, sb, uniacc[]) ≡ ∨L(sb)
unify(_, sb, uniaccvar_var(x, h1)) ≡ unify(lp1, sb, h1)
unify(_, sb, uniaccvar_term(lp1, h1, h2)) ≡ ∨R(error)
unify(_, sb, uniacc:=var_term(h1, h2)) ≡ unify(:=LPT(x, t, lp1), :(:=S(x, t, sb), .(x, t)), h2)
unify(_, sb, uniaccvar_fun(h1)) ≡ unify(:(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f, lt))), sb, h1)
unify(_, sb, uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, h1)) ≡ ∨R(error)
unify(_, sb, uniacczip_fun_fun(f, h1)) ≡ unify(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp1), sb, h1)

Figure 4.4: Formalisation of the Uni ation Algorithm by using the
Predi ate

UniAcc

Noti e that ea h of these onstru tors determines the form of the input
list, whi h is shown in ALF by repla ing the variable that denotes the input
list with the symbol \ ". Then, the parameter that represents the input list
does not ontribute to the understanding of the algorithm and it an be hidden
(whi h is a tually done in the presentation of this algorithm in se tion C.5.3
of [Bov99℄). The rst, third and sixth equations orrespond to the ases where
the algorithm returns a basi result and it is easy to ll them in. In the rest of
the equations we have to perform a re ursive all, and then we have to supply
the new list to be uni ed, the a umulated substitution and a proof that the
new list to be uni ed satis es the UniAcc predi ate. Observe that in ea h of
the re ursive equations, this proof is one of the parameters of the onstru tor
that builds a proof that the original list satis es the predi ate UniAcc, that is,
it is one of the premises of the orresponding introdu tion rule. Then, we sele t
the parameter that orresponds to this proof (that is, that the new list to be
uni ed satis es the predi ate UniAcc) and we supply it to the re ursive all. As
this proof determines the new list to be uni ed, then it only remains to provide
the orre t substitution for ea h of the ases. The following is the ALF ode
obtained so far:
unify ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT; sb ∈ Subst; UniAcc(lp)) ∨(Subst, Error)
unify(_, sb, uniacc[]) ≡ ∨L(sb)
unify(_, sb, uniaccvar_var(x, h1)) ≡ unify(lp1, ?sb1, h1)
unify(_, sb, uniaccvar_term(lp1, h1, h2)) ≡ ∨R(error)
unify(_, sb, uniacc:=var_term(h1, h2)) ≡ unify(:=LPT(x, t, lp1), ?sb2, h2)
unify(_, sb, uniaccvar_fun(h1)) ≡ unify(:(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f, lt))), ?sb3, h1)
unify(_, sb, uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, h1)) ≡ ∨R(error)
unify(_, sb, uniacczip_fun_fun(f, h1)) ≡ unify(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp1), ?sb4, h1)

In gure 4.4, we present the omplete formalisation of the type theory version of the uni ation algorithm that uses the predi ate UniAcc to handle the
re ursive alls.
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Observe that the ALF ode of this version of the algorithm is short and
on ise. Noti e also that we were able to eliminate all the proofs related to the
inequalities of lists of pairs of terms from the ode of the formalisation of the
algorithm.

4.6 Towards Program Extra tion
In this se tion, we dis uss a methodology that extra ts a Haskell program from
the type theory formalisation of the uni ation algorithm that uses our spe ialpurpose a essibility predi ate to handle the re ursive alls.
Although ALF does not support program extra tion, in this se tion we assume that we know how to transform ALF expressions like :(lp; :(var(x); t)),
:=LPT (x; t; lp), a = b or ∈L (x; varsT (t)) into their orresponding Haskell expressions
((Var x,t):lp), (substLPT x t lp), a == b or (x `elem` (varsT t)) respe tively, where, Var, substLPT, elem and varsT are some of the Haskell onstru tors and fun tions already introdu ed in se tion 4.1.
In se tion 4.5.1, to make the de nition of the predi ate UniAcc shorter, in the
se ond introdu tion rule of the predi ate we used the variable x twi e instead
of using the variables x and y and adding x = y to the premises of the rule.
Similarly, we have also simpli ed the last introdu tion rule by using only one
fun tion symbol and by de ning both ve tors with the same length. If we extra t
a program from the urrent version of the algorithm unify, we would obtain a
Haskell program with expressions like ((Var x,Var x):lp) as part of the left
hand side of the equations of the Haskell program. As Haskell does not allow this
kind of expression, we should modify our spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate
in order to avoid having the same variable o urring more than on e in the
type of a introdu tion rule of the predi ate UniAcc. On e we have modi ed the
de nition of our spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate, we write the type theory
formalisation of the uni ation algorithm that uses this modi ed predi ate to
handle the re ursive alls. For this, we follow the method des ribed in the
previous se tion. Observe that, sin e the ve tors in the last introdu tion rule of
the predi ate are not longer de lared with the same length, we need to de ne a
new zip fun tion in ALF. We present the fun tion zip2, the predi ate UniAcc2
and the algorithm unify2 (whi h are the new versions of zip, UniAcc and unify
respe tively) in gure 4.5. Observe that the de nition of the ALF fun tion zip2
is very similar to the de nition of the Haskell fun tion zip. The di eren e is
that the Haskell fun tion zip is de ned for any two lists and our ALF fun tion
zip2 is de ned just for two lists of terms. Noti e that only the se ond and
last onstru tor of the predi ate have hanged and also noti e that the hanges
do not a e t the de nition of the uni ation algorithm. Finally, observe that,
on e again, we have hidden the de larations of some of the parameters in the
de nition of the predi ate.
As before (see se tion 4.5.1), ea h of the introdu tion rules of the modi ed
spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate has one of the following two patterns:
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zip2 ∈ (lt1 ∈ VTerm(n1); lt2 ∈ VTerm(n2)) ListPT
zip2([]v, lt2) ≡ []
zip2(:v(lt’1, t1), []v) ≡ []
zip2(:v(lt’1, t1), :v(lt’2, t2)) ≡ :(zip2(lt’1, lt’2), .(t1, t2))
UniAcc2 ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT) Set
uniacc2[] ∈ UniAcc2([])
uniacc2var_var ∈ (=(x, y);
UniAcc2(lp)
) UniAcc2(:(lp, .(var(x), var(y))))
uniacc2var_term ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT;
∈L(x, varsT(t));
¬(=(var(x), t))
) UniAcc2(:(lp, .(var(x), t)))
uniacc2:=var_term ∈ (∉L(x, varsT(t));
UniAcc2(:=LPT(x, t, lp))
) UniAcc2(:(lp, .(var(x), t)))
uniacc2var_fun ∈ (UniAcc2(:(lp, .(var(x), fun(f, lt))))
) UniAcc2(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt), var(x))))
uniacc2fun_fun ∈ (lt1 ∈ VTerm(n1);
lt2 ∈ VTerm(n2);
lp ∈ ListPT;
∨(¬(=(f, g)), ¬(=(n1, n2)))
) UniAcc2(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt1), fun(g, lt2))))
uniacc2zip_fun_fun ∈ (=(n1, n2);
=(f, g);
UniAcc2(++(zip2(lt1, lt2), lp))
) UniAcc2(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt1), fun(g, lt2))))
unify2 ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT; sb ∈ Subst; UniAcc2(lp)) ∨(Subst, Error)
unify2(_, sb, uniacc2[]) ≡ ∨L(sb)
unify2(_, sb, uniacc2var_var(c1, h)) ≡ unify2(lp1, sb, h)
unify2(_, sb, uniacc2var_term(lp1, c1, c2)) ≡ ∨R(error)
unify2(_, sb, uniacc2:=var_term(c1, h)) ≡ unify2(:=LPT(x, t, lp1), :(:=S(x, t, sb), .(x, t)), h)
unify2(_, sb, uniacc2var_fun(h)) ≡ unify2(:(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f, lt))), sb, h)
unify2(_, sb, uniacc2fun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, c1)) ≡ ∨R(error)
unify2(_, sb, uniacc2zip_fun_fun(c1, c2, h)) ≡ unify2(++(zip2(lt1, lt2), lp1), sb, h)

Figure 4.5: De nitions of the fun tion
algorithm unify2
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where i , for 1 6 i 6 n, are the extra onditions that should be satis ed in order
to produ e a result or to perform a re ursive all in the algorithm, lp0 is the list
on whi h the algorithm performs the re ursion and lp is the input list. Moreover,
the introdu tion rules for the ases where the uni ation algorithm produ es a
basi result (either the value error or a substitution) follow the pattern of the
left rule above, while the introdu tion rules for the ases where the uni ation
algorithm performs a re ursive all follow the pattern of the right rule above.
Then, we an also distinguish two kinds of equations in the ALF ode of the
algorithm unify2: the equations where the algorithm produ es a basi result,
whi h have the form:
unify2(

; sb; uniacc2name (v1 ; : : : ; vm ; 1 ; : : : ; n )) = basic result

and the equations where the algorithm performs a re ursive all, whi h have the
form:
unify2( ; sb; uniacc2name (v1 ; : : : ; vm ; 1 ; : : : ; n ; h)) = unify2(lp0 ; sb0 ; h)
where vi , for 1 6 i 6 m, are the de larations of the variables that are used in the
orresponding introdu tion rule of the predi ate (whi h are usually hidden, so
in many ases one annot see them), sb is the original a umulated substitution,
sb0 is the new a umulated substitution, lp0 is the list on whi h we perform the
re ursive all and h is a proof that lp0 satis es the predi ate UniAcc.
Now, we des ribe how to obtain the Haskell equation that orresponds to
ea h of the two type theory equations presented above.
Given the type theory equation of the algorithm unify2 that produ es a
result, we know there exists a list of pairs of terms lp su h that:
uniacc2name (v1 ; : : : ; vm ; 1 ; : : : ; n ) ∈ UniAcc2(lp)

Noti e that lp is the input list of the algorithm. Moreover, the variables used
to form the list lp are drawn from v1 ; : : : ; vm .
Let sb, lp, basi result and i be the Haskell versions of sb, lp, basic result
and i respe tively, for 1 6 i 6 n. Then, the Haskell equation orresponding to
the equation of the algorithm unify2 that produ es a result is the following:
unify2 lp sb
| 1 && ... && n = basi _result

Similarly, given the type theory equation of the algorithm unify2 that performs a re ursive all, we know that there exist two lists of pairs of terms lp0
and lp su h that:
h ∈ UniAcc2(lp0 )
uniacc2name (v1 ; : : : ; vm ; 1 ; : : : ; n ; h) ∈ UniAcc2(lp)
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Noti e that lp is the input list and lp0 the list on whi h we perform the re ursion.
As before, the variables used to form both the list lp0 and the list lp are drawn
from v1 ; : : : ; vm . Moreover, the variables used to form lp0 are in luded in the
ones used to form lp.
Let sb, sb', lp, lp' and i be the Haskell versions of sb, sb0 , lp, lp0 and i
respe tively, for 1 6 i 6 n. Then, the Haskell equation orresponding to the
equation of the algorithm unify2 that performs a re ursive all is the following:
unify2 lp sb
| 1 && ... && n = unify2 lp' sb'

Following this explanation, the Haskell algorithm that would be extra ted
from the algorithm unify2 would be the following one:
unify :: ListPT -> Subst -> Either Subst Error
unify2 [℄
sb = Right sb
unify2 ((Var x,Var y):lp) sb
| x == y
= unify2 lp sb
unify2 ((Var x,t):lp)
sb
| x `elem` (varsT t) && (Var x) /= t = Left Error
unify2 ((Var x,t):lp)
sb
| not(x `elem` (varsT t)) = unify2 (substLPT x t lp)
((x,t):substS x t sb)
unify2 ((Fun f lt,Var x):lp)
sb
= unify2 ((Var x, Fun f lt):lp) sb
unify2 ((Fun f lt1,Fun g lt2):lp) sb
| f /= g || length lt1 /= length lt2 = Left Error
unify2 ((Fun f lt1,Fun g lt2):lp) sb
| f == g && length lt1 == length lt2
= unify2 ((zip lt1 lt2)++lp) sb

Noti e that the algorithm that results from the program extra tion is very
similar to the Haskell algorithm we presented in se tion 4.1 and that we used
for onstru ting the predi ate UniAcc (and the predi ate UniAcc2). This is not
a surprise to us, sin e we an a tually think of the pro ess that given a Haskell
version of the uni ation algorithm onstru ts its type theory version, and the
pro ess that extra ts a Haskell program from the type theory version of the
algorithm as being the inverse of ea h other. The fa t that the type of the
result of the algorithm given above is Either Subst Error instead of Maybe
Subst (as in the Haskell program of se tion 4.1) has to do with the de ision to
formalise the type Maybe Subst as ∨(Subst; Error) in type theory. In addition,
noti e that the equations in the algorithm we present above are exhaustive and
mutually disjoint. This omes from the fa t that the introdu tion rules of the
spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate are also exhaustive and mutually disjoint.
In addition, as ea h equation in the above algorithm onsiders one and only one
possible ase of the input list of pairs of terms, they an be given in any order.
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Finally, we want to add that the transformation that takes the predi ate UniAcc
into the predi ate UniAcc2 an be done ompletely automati ally. Then, when a
variable x o urs more than on e in the type of an introdu tion rule, we should
generate new variables to repla e the repeated o urren es of the variable x and
we should add onditions stating that the new generated variables are equal to
x. Moreover, we ould have performed the generation of new variables and the
addition of the new onstraints embedded in the program extra tion pro ess,
and then we ould have just presented the program extra tion methodology from
the predi ate UniAcc. However, this would have only made the real pro ess of
program extra tion more ompli ated.
To on lude, we believe that this methodology for program extra tion is easy
to program, and then it an be added as part of a future program extra tion
module for ALF.
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Chapter 5

More about Substitutions
We introdu ed the ALF formalisation of substitutions in se tion 4.3. Here, we
introdu e a few more de nitions and some properties of substitutions whi h will
be used in the following two hapters to prove the partial orre tness of the
algorithm Unify and the integrated approa h to the uni ation algorithm.

5.1 Appli ation of Substitutions
We de ne two ways of applying a substitution sb to a term t: by re ursion on
the term and by re ursion on the substitution. Both de nitions are useful when
proving properties that involve the result of applying a substitution to a term.
The de nition that is more onvenient in ea h ase depends on the property we
want to prove.
The ALF de nition of the appli ation of a substitution to a term that is
de ned by re ursion on the term is as follows:
appPT ∈ (sb ∈ Subst; t ∈ Term) Term
appPT([], var(x)) ≡ var(x)
appPT(:(sb1, .(x1, t)), var(x)) ≡ VartoA(t, appPT(sb1, var(x)), Vardec(x1, x))
appPT(sb, fun(f, lt)) ≡ fun(f, appPVT(sb, lt))
appPVT ∈ (sb ∈ Subst; lt ∈ VTerm(n)) VTerm(n)
appPVT(sb, []v) ≡ []v
appPVT(sb, :v(lt’, t)) ≡ :v(appPVT(sb, lt’), appPT(sb, t))

where the fun tion Varto A was already introdu ed at the beginning of se tion
4.3.
Noti e that due to the way terms are de ned, we need two mutually re ursive
fun tions to de ne this appli ation. Noti e also that this de nition orresponds
to what is usually referred as parallel appli ation. In the parallel appli ation,
we substitute, at the same time, all the terms that o ur in the right hand side
of the pairs of a substitution sb for their asso iated variables in the term t.
The ALF de nition of the appli ation of a substitution to a term that is
de ned by re ursion on the substitution is as follows:
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appST ∈ (sb ∈ Subst; t ∈ Term) Term
appST([], t) ≡ t
appST(:(sb1, .(x, t1)), t) ≡ appST(sb1, :=T(x, t1, t))

Noti e that this de nition orresponds to what is usually referred as sequential appli ation. In the sequential appli ation, we substitute, one at a time, all

the terms that o ur in the right hand side of the pairs of a substitution sb for
their asso iated variables in the term t, until there are no more variables in the
domain of the substitution, that is, the substitution is empty.
Even though the sequential appli ation an be de ned using just one fun tion, it is useful to de ne the orresponding sequential appli ation for ve tors
of terms. Then, we have that:
appSVT ∈ (sb ∈ Subst; lt ∈ VTerm(n)) VTerm(n)
appSVT(sb, []v) ≡ []v
appSVT(sb, :v(lt’, t)) ≡ :v(appSVT(sb, lt’), appST(sb, t))

For a given substitution and a given term, the appli ation of the substitution
to the term might result in di erent terms, depending on whether one follows
the de nition of the parallel appli ation or the de nition of the sequential appliation. As an example, given the substitution [(x; g(y)),(y; h(z ))℄ and the term
f (x), the result of the parallel appli ation is the term f (g(y)), while the result
of the sequential appli ation is the term f (g(h(z ))). However, in se tion 5.4 we
show that both appli ations give the same result for idempotent substitutions.
As we already mention, both the parallel and the sequential appli ation are
useful when proving properties that involve the result of applying a substitution
to a term. Besides, the result of both appli ation is the same for idempotent
substitution. Sin e this is a tually our ase, as it will be shown in se tion 6.3,
it does not matter whi h of the de nitions we hoose when proving properties.
In what follows, we use sb(t) or we refer to \the appli ation of sb to t" to
denote both the parallel and the sequential appli ation of a substitution sb to
a term t. Given a ve tor of terms lt, an analogous explanation holds for sb(lt).

5.2 Idempotent Substitutions
Following the standard de nition of idempoten e, a substitution sb is idempotent if for every term t it holds that sb(sb(t)) = sb(t). The ALF de nition of
idempoten e is the following:

Idempotent ∈ (sb ∈ Subst) Set
Idempotent ≡ [sb]∀(Term, [t]=(appPT(sb, appPT(sb, t)), appPT(sb, t)))

Sin e this de nition does not ontain any on rete information that helps
us in understanding when the equality holds, this de nition is sometimes not
very useful if we intend to use the fa t that a ertain substitution is idempotent
to prove other properties of the substitution. Therefore, we want to have an
indu tive de nition of idempoten e.
To understand the de nition of idempoten e we need to understand under
whi h onditions the equality sb(sb(t)) = sb(t) holds. Applying a substitution
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to a term results in the same term only when the domain of the substitution
and the set of variables in the term are disjoint. In our parti ular ase, if the
domain and the range of the substitution sb are disjoint, then the domain of
sb and the set of variables in sb(t) are disjoint. Thus, we give the following
indu tive de nition of idempoten e:
Idem ∈ (sb ∈ Subst) Set
[]idem ∈ Idem([])
:idem ∈ (Idem(sb);
Disjoint(varsT(t), dom(:(sb, .(x, t))));
∉L(x, varsS(sb))
) Idem(:(sb, .(x, t)))

Noti e that this de nition provides more information than just the fa t that
the domain and the range of a substitution are disjoint. It also states that all
the variables in the domain of a substitution that satis es the predi ate Idem
are di erent from ea h other.
In what follows, we usually refer to \an idempotent substitution" when we
a tually mean \a substitution that satis es the predi ate Idem".

5.3 Most General Uni er
In this se tion, we present several de nitions that involve the notion of uni er,
on luding with the de nition of the notion of most general uni er.
We now de ne when a substitution sb uni es a list of pairs of terms lp. As
explained before, sb uni es the list lp if, for all pair (t1 ; t2 ) in lp, it holds that
sb(t1 ) = sb(t2 ). Hen e, we give the following indu tive de nition in ALF:
unifiesLPT ∈ (sb ∈ Subst; lp ∈ ListPT) Set
unifiesLPT_[] ∈ (sb ∈ Subst) unifiesLPT(sb, [])
unifiesLPT_: ∈ (unifiesLPT(sb, lp’);
=(appPT(sb, t1), appPT(sb, t2))
) unifiesLPT(sb, :(lp’, .(t1, t2)))

In a similar way, we de ne when a substitution sb1 uni es a substitution sb2.
unifiesS ∈ (sb1, sb2 ∈ Subst) Set
unifiesS_[] ∈ (sb ∈ Subst) unifiesS(sb, [])
unifiesS_: ∈ (unifiesS(sb, sb1);
=(appPT(sb, var(x)), appPT(sb, t))
) unifiesS(sb, :(sb1, .(x, t)))

We want to prove that if the substitution sb is the result of unifying the list
of pairs of terms lp, then lp and sb are equivalent in the sense that they have
the same set of uni ers when we onsider both lp and sb as set of equations.
Then, we need to have a notion of equivalen e between lists of pairs of terms
and substitutions. As the algorithm Unify is de ned in terms of the algorithm
unify and the latter takes also an a umulated substitution as input, we need
to give a more general notion of equivalen e in order to be able to prove the
desired property. Given a list of pairs of terms lp and two substitutions sb and
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sb0 , we de ne that the pair (lp; sb) is equivalent to the substitution sb0 if every
substitution sb1 that uni es both lp and sb also uni es sb0 , and vi e versa.
≡LpSbLpSb ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT; sb, sb’ ∈ Subst) Set
≡LpSbLpSb ≡
[lp, sb, sb’]
∀(Subst, [sb1]⇔(∧(unifiesLPT(sb1, lp), unifiesS(sb1, sb)), unifiesS(sb1, sb’)))

We now de ne the desired notion of equivalen e between a list of pairs of
terms and a substitution as a spe ial ase of the previous notion.
≡LpSb ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT; sb ∈ Subst) Set
≡LpSb ≡ [lp, sb]≡LpSbLpSb(lp, [], sb)

Finally, we de ne the notion of most general uni er. We de ned before,
a substitution sb is a most general uni er of a list of pairs of terms lp if sb
is the most general substitution that uni es lp. In other words, sb is a most
general uni er of lp if sb uni es lp and, for any other substitution sb0 that also
uni es lp, sb is at least as general as sb0 . The relation \at least as general as"
on substitutions is de ned as follows: sb is at least as general as sb0 if there
exists a substitution sb1 su h that sb0 (t) = sb1 (sb(t)), for all terms t. The Alf
formalisation of this relation is the following:
≤Sb ∈ (sb, sb’ ∈ Subst) Set
≤Sb ≡ [sb, sb’]∃(Subst, [sb1]∀(Term, [t]=(appPT(sb’, t), appPT(sb1, appPT(sb, t)))))

With this de nition, we write sb ≤Sb sb0 whenever sb is at least as general as sb0 .
We express the notion of most general uni er in the following ALF de nition:
mgu ∈ (sb ∈ Subst; lp ∈ ListPT) Set
mgu ≡
[sb, lp]∧(unifiesLPT(sb, lp), ∀(Subst, [sb’]⇒(unifiesLPT(sb’, lp), ≤Sb(sb, sb’))))

5.4 Some Properties involving Substitutions
In this se tion, we present some interesting properties involving substitutions.
See se tion C.4.6 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete ALF proofs of these properties.
Although the results we show here are used in the following two hapters, the
reader may skip the te hni al details in the proofs of these results.
The rst property we present here states that, given a variable x, two terms
t and t0 and a substitution sb, if x and t have the same image under sb, then
the terms t0 and t0 [x:= t℄ also have the same image under sb. Be ause of the way
terms are de ned, we also need the orresponding property for ve tors of terms.
=:=appP_T ∈ (t’ ∈ Term;
=(appPT(sb, var(x)), appPT(sb, t))
) =(appPT(sb, t’), appPT(sb, :=T(x, t, t’)))
=:=appP_VT ∈ (lt ∈ VTerm(n);
=(appPT(sb, var(x)), appPT(sb, t))
) =(appPVT(sb, lt), appPVT(sb, :=VT(x, t, lt)))

The proofs are made by re ursion on the term t0 and the ve tor lt respe tively.
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As expe ted, if the set of variables in a term and the domain of a substitution
are disjoint, applying the substitution to the term has no e e t.
=Tdisj_vars ∈ (sb ∈ Subst; Disjoint(varsT(t), dom(sb))) =(t, appST(sb, t))

This property is proven by re ursion on the substitution sb.
The next property establishes that if sb is an idempotent substitution, then
the set of variables in the term sb(t) and the domain of sb are disjoint.
disjvars_appS ∈ (t ∈ Term; Idem(sb)) Disjoint(varsT(appST(sb, t)), dom(sb))

The proof is made by re ursion on the proof that sb is idempotent.
An important property already mentioned before is that, for idempotent
substitutions, the parallel and sequential appli ations produ e the same result.
On e more, due to the way terms are de ned, we need the orresponding property for ve tors of terms.
=TappP_S ∈ (sb ∈ Subst; t ∈ Term; Idem(sb)) =(appPT(sb, t), appST(sb, t))
=VTappP_S ∈ (lt ∈ VTerm(n); Idem(sb)) =(appPVT(sb, lt), appSVT(sb, lt))

The proofs are made by re ursion on the term t and the ve tor lt respe tively.
When the term is a variable term, we also onsider ases on the substitution sb.
Now, we present the property that establishes that if a substitution satises the predi ate Idem, then the substitution is idempotent a ording to the
standard de nition.
idemtoidempotent ∈ (Idem(sb)) Idempotent(sb)

This proof uses the previous three properties presented here.
Finally, we present the proof that states that if a variable (term) x is in luded
in the set of variables in a term t with x ≠ t, then there exists no substitution
that uni es x and t.
The usual way to prove this property onsists in de ning an indu tive relation \is a proper subterm of", showing that x is a proper subterm of t, and then
proving that this relation is preserved under substitution appli ation. Hen e,
for no substitution sb we have that sb(x) = sb(t) sin e sb(x) is a proper subterm
of sb(t).
The approa h we use to prove this property is a di erent one. We prove an
auxiliary lemma that establishes that, given a substitution sb, it is absurd to
have that x ∈ varsT (t) with x ≠ t and also that sb(x) = sb(t). Then, proving that
no substitution an unify x and t is trivial from this auxiliary lemma.
In what follows, we make use of some lemmas about inequality of natural
numbers1 :
≤to<sL ∈ (≤(n, m)) <(n, s(m))
<∧=to⊥ ∈ (<(n, m); =(n, m)) ⊥
≤to≤+R ∈ (p ∈ N; ≤(n, m)) ≤(n, +(m, p))

We now present the auxiliary lemma in ALF:
1 See

se tion C.3.4 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete ALF proofs of these lemmas.
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∈∧≠∧unifyto⊥ ∈ (t ∈ Term; ∈L(x, varsT(t)); ¬(=(var(x), t)); =(appPT(sb, var(x)), appPT(sb, t))) ⊥
∈∧≠∧unifyto⊥(var(x1), ∈hd(_, _), ⇒I(f1), h2) ≡ f1(refl(var(x1)))
∈∧≠∧unifyto⊥(var(x1), ∈tl(_, _, h3), h1, h2) ≡ case h3 ∈ ∈L(x, []) of
end
∈∧≠∧unifyto⊥(fun(f, lt), h, h1, h2) ≡ <∧=to⊥(≤to<sL(∈to≤#funsVT(sb, lt, h)), =cong1(#funsT, h2))

The lemma is proven by rst performing pattern mat hing on the term t. When
t is a variable, we study ases on the proof that x ∈ varsT (t). Clearly, t annot
be the variable x be ause x ≠ t ( rst equation) nor a variable di erent from
x be ause x ∈ varsT (t) (se ond equation). Hen e, t has to be a fun tion appli ation of the form f (lt), and then we have that x ∈ varsVT (lt). Here, we
know that #funsT (f (lt)) = #funsVT (lt) + 1, by de nition of the fun tion #funsT .
Now, the lemma ∈to ≤ #funsVT (whi h is explained below) gives us a proof that
#funsT (sb(x)) ≤ #funsVT (sb(lt)) whi h, by lemma ≤to <sL , gives us a proof that
#funsT (sb(x)) < #funsT (sb(f (lt))). On the other hand, as sb(x) = sb(f (lt)), we
obtain that #funsT (sb(x)) = #funsT (sb(f (lt))) whi h learly ontradi ts the previous result.
The lemmas ∈to ≤ #funsT and ∈to ≤ #funsVT are de ned in a mutually re ursive way
as follows:
∈to≤#funsT ∈ (sb ∈ Subst;
t ∈ Term;
∈L(x, varsT(t))
) ≤(#funsT(appPT(sb, var(x))), #funsT(appPT(sb, t)))
∈to≤#funsT(sb, var(x1), ∈hd(_, _)) ≡ ∨R(refl(#funsT(appPT(sb, var(x1)))))
∈to≤#funsT(sb, var(x1), ∈tl(_, _, h1)) ≡ case h1 ∈ ∈L(x, []) of
end
∈to≤#funsT(sb, fun(f, lt), h) ≡ ≤to≤+R(s(0), ∈to≤#funsVT(sb, lt, h))
∈to≤#funsVT ∈ (sb ∈ Subst;
lt ∈ VTerm(n);
∈L(x, varsVT(lt))
) ≤(#funsT(appPT(sb, var(x))), #funsVT(appPVT(sb, lt)))
∈to≤#funsVT(sb, []v, h) ≡ case h ∈ ∈L(x, varsVT([]v)) of
end
∈to≤#funsVT(sb, :v(lt’, t’), h) ≡
case ∈++to∈∨(varsT(t’), h) ∈ ∨(∈L(x, varsVT(lt’)), ∈L(x, varsT(t’))) of
∨L(h1) ⇒ ≤to≤+R(#funsT(appPT(sb, t’)), ∈to≤#funsVT(sb, lt’, h1))
∨R(h2) ⇒
=subst1(+comm(#funsT(appPT(sb, t’)), #funsVT(appPVT(sb, lt’))),
≤to≤+R(#funsVT(appPVT(sb, lt’)), ∈to≤#funsT(sb, t’, h2)))
end

The lemmas are proven by re ursion on the term t and the ve tor of terms lt
respe tively.
When t is a variable, we study ases on the proof that x ∈ varsT (t). If t is the
variable x, then the result is trivial ( rst equation of lemma ∈to ≤ #funsT). On the
other hand, t annot be a variable di erent from x be ause this ontradi ts the
fa t that x ∈ varsT (t) (se ond equation of lemma ∈to ≤ #funsT). When t is a fun tion
appli ation of the form f (lt), we know that x ∈ varsVT (lt). By de nition of the
fun tion #funsT , we have that #funsT (f (lt)) = #funsVT (lt) + 1. Here, by lemma
∈to ≤ #funsVT, we have a proof that #funsT (sb(x)) ≤ #funsVT (sb(lt)) whi h, by lemma
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gives us a proof that #funsT (sb(x)) ≤ #funsT (sb(f (lt))).
The ve tor of terms lt annot be empty be ause this ontradi ts the fa t that
x ∈ varsVT (lt). Hen e, it should be of the form (t0 : lt0 ). Here, by de nition of
the fun tion #funsVT , we have that #funsVT (lt) = #funsVT (lt0) + #funsT (t0 ). Now,
we use the lemma ∈++to ∈∨, with the proof h that x ∈ varsVT (lt), to see whether
x ∈ varsVT (lt0 ) or x ∈ varsT (t0 ). If x ∈ varsVT (lt0 ) ( rst equation in the ase analysis), by re ursion on the ve tor lt0 we have that #funsT (sb(x)) ≤ #funsVT (sb(lt0 )),
and then we obtain #funsT (sb(x)) ≤ #funsVT (sb(lt0)) + #funsT (sb(t0 )) by lemma
≤to ≤+R . The ase where x ∈ varsT (t0 ) is similar to the previous one. Here, as the
order of the summands in the de nition of #funsVT is relevant in ALF, we have
to use the fa t that the addition of natural numbers is ommutative.
≤to ≤+R ,
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Chapter 6

Partial Corre tness of the
Uni ation Algorithm
Here, we present the partial orre tness of the uni ation algorithm introdu ed
in se tion 4.5. Then, we prove the following properties:
 The algorithm Unify results in the value error only if there exists no substitution that uni es the input list of pairs of terms.






If the uni ation algorithm results in a substitution, then the variables
that o ur in this substitution are in luded in the variables that o ur in
the input list of pairs of terms.
If the uni ation algorithm results in a substitution, then this substitution
is idempotent.

If the uni ation algorithm results in a substitution, then this substitution
is a most general uni er of the input list of pairs of terms.
Ea h of the following four se tions des ribes how to prove one of the above
properties. See se tions C.6 and C.5.4 of [Bov99℄ for the ALF odes of the
formalisation of these properties.
We assume that, by now, the reader is already familiar with the ALF notation and with the way properties are proven in ALF. Therefore, we do not
explain the following ALF odes as mu h as we have done it previously. In
addition, as we prove ea h of the properties in a similar way, only the rst two
properties are des ribed in a more detailed way.

6.1 About the Result of the Uni ation
Algorithm
In this se tion we show that if there exists a substitution that uni es the input
list of pairs of terms, then the result of the uni ation algorithm is not the value
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error, and if the result of the uni ation algorithm is the value error, then there
exists no substitution that uni es the input list of pairs of terms. The ALF
de nitions of these two fun tions are the following:
unifiesto¬error ∈ (∃(Subst, [sb]unifiesLPT(sb, lp))) ¬(=(Unify(lp), ∨R(error)))
unifiesto¬error(h) ≡ ⇒I([h’]error∧unifiesto⊥(h’, h))
errorto¬unifies ∈ (=(Unify(lp), ∨R(error))) ¬(∃(Subst, [sb]unifiesLPT(sb, lp)))
errorto¬unifies(h) ≡ ⇒I(error∧unifiesto⊥(h))

To prove these properties we use the following lemma:
error∧unifiesto⊥ ∈ (=(Unify(lp), ∨R(error)); ∃(Subst, [sb]unifiesLPT(sb, lp))) ⊥
error∧unifiesto⊥(h, h1) ≡ unifies∧errorto⊥(allUniAccLPT(lp), h1, h)

whi h, in turn, uses an auxiliary lemma over the algorithm unify. This auxiliary
lemma takes, as an extra parameter, a proof that the input list satis es the
predi ate UniAcc. We prove this auxiliary lemma by re ursion on this extra
parameter.
unifies∧errorto⊥ ∈ (p ∈ UniAcc(lp);
∃(Subst, [sb’]unifiesLPT(sb’, lp));
=(unify(sb, p), ∨R(error))
)⊥
unifies∧errorto⊥(uniacc[], h, h1) ≡ case h1 ∈ =(unify(sb, uniacc[]), ∨R(error)) of
end
unifies∧errorto⊥(uniaccvar_var(x, h2), ∃I(sb1, h), h1) ≡
unifies∧errorto⊥(h2, ∃I(sb1, unifiesLPT_red(h)), h1)
unifies∧errorto⊥(uniaccvar_term(lp1, h2, h3), ∃I(sb1, h), h1) ≡ unifiesLPT∧∈to⊥(h, h2, h3)
unifies∧errorto⊥(uniacc:=var_term(h2, h3), ∃I(sb1, h), h1) ≡
unifies∧errorto⊥(h3, ∃I(sb1, unifiesLPT_:=R(h)), h1)
unifies∧errorto⊥(uniaccvar_fun(h2), ∃I(sb1, h), h1) ≡
unifies∧errorto⊥(h2, ∃I(sb1, unifiesLPT_fvtovf(h)), h1)
unifies∧errorto⊥(uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, ∨L(⇒I(f1))), ∃I(sb1, h), h1) ≡ f1(unifiesLPTto=f(h))
unifies∧errorto⊥(uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, ∨R(⇒I(f1))), ∃I(sb1, h), h1) ≡ f1(unifiesLPTto=arity(h))
unifies∧errorto⊥(uniacczip_fun_fun(f, h2), ∃I(sb1, h), h1) ≡
unifies∧errorto⊥(h2, ∃I(sb1, unifiesLPT_funtozip(h)), h1)

In the rst equation, h1 is a proof that the result of the algorithm unify is
the value error whi h ontradi ts the fa t that when the input list is empty the
result of unify is the a umulated substitution.
In the se ond equation, h is a proof that sb1 uni es the input list, whi h
has the form (x; x): lp0. Now, the result of unifying the list (x; x): lp0 is, by
hypothesis, the value error and, by de nition of the algorithm unify, equal to
the result of unifying the list lp0 . Hen e, we have that the result of unifying
the list lp0 is equal to the value error. Then, by re ursion on the proof that the
list lp0 satis es the predi ate UniAcc (that is, the parameter h2 ), we obtain a
ontradi tion. To the re ursive all, we have to supply a proof that there exists
a substitution that uni es the list lp0 . The lemma unifyLPT red takes the proof
that sb1 uni es the input list (that is, it takes the argument h) and gives us a
proof that sb1 also uni es the list lp0 (see se tion C.4.4 of [Bov99℄ for the ALF
proof of this lemma).
The third equation onsiders the ase where the input list is of the form
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(x; t): lp0 , with x ∈ t and x ≠ t. As the substitution sb1 uni es the input list,
then we know that sb1 (x) = sb1 (t). The lemma unifiesLPT ∧∈to ⊥ (see se tion C.4.4
of [Bov99℄ for its ALF proof) uses the lemma ∈∧≠∧unifiesto ⊥ (presented in se tion
5.4) to show that this ase leads to a ontradi tion.
The following two equations are similar to the se ond one.
The next equation onsiders the ase where the input list of pairs of terms
has the form (f (lt1 ); g(lt2)): lp0 and we have a proof that f ≠ g. Now, as the
substitution sb1 uni es the input list, we have that sb1 (f (lt1 )) = sb1 (g(lt2 )).
Clearly, this an only hold if f = g whi h ontradi ts the fa t that f ≠ g. The
lemma unifiesLPT to=f takes the argument h (that is, the proof that sb1 uni es the
input list), and returns a proof that the fun tion symbols are equal (see se tion
C.4.4 of [Bov99℄ for the ALF formalisation of the proof of this lemma).
The following equation is similar to the previous one. The last equation is
similar to the se ond one.

6.2 Variables Property
To prove that if the algorithm Unify results in a substitution, then the variables
that o ur in this substitution are in luded in the variables that o ur in the
input list of pairs of terms, we use a similar te hnique as in the previous se tion.
That is, we prove an auxiliary lemma over the algorithm unify that takes, among
other parameters, a proof that the input list satis es the predi ate UniAcc.
varsprop ∈ (=(Unify(lp), ∨L(sb))) ⊆(varsS(sb), varsLPT(lp))
varsprop(h) ≡ varslemma(allUniAccLPT(lp), h, ⊆refl(varsLPT(lp)), ⊆[](varsLPT(lp)))

The auxiliary lemma states that if the input list satis es the predi ate
if the algorithm unify results in a substitution sb0 , and if both the
variables that o ur in the input list of pairs of terms and in the a umulated
substitution are in luded in a list of variables l, then the variables that o ur
in the substitution sb0 are also in luded in the list l. When we all this lemma
from the proposition varsprop , we use the list varsLPT (lp) as the list of variables
l. Hen e, we need proofs that varsLPT (lp) ⊆ varsLPT (lp) and [ ℄ ⊆ varsLPT (lp), sin e
[ ℄ is the initial a umulated substitution.
To prove the auxiliary lemma, we use several general lemmas about list
in lusion whose proofs an be found in se tion C.3.2 of [Bov99℄. The proof of
the auxiliary lemma also uses a few spe ial-purpose lemmas about list in lusion
whose proofs an be found in se tion C.4.4 of [Bov99℄.
Below we show the proof of the auxiliary lemma, whi h is done by re ursion
on the proof that the input list satis es the predi ate UniAcc.
UniAcc,
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varslemma ∈ (p ∈ UniAcc(lp);
=(unify(sb, p), ∨L(sb’));
⊆(varsLPT(lp), l);
⊆(varsS(sb), l)
) ⊆(varsS(sb’), l)
varslemma(uniacc[], refl(_), h1, h2) ≡ h2
varslemma(uniaccvar_var(x, h3), h, h1, h2) ≡ varslemma(h3, h, ⊆trans(⊆varsvar_var(x, lp1), h1), h2)
varslemma(uniaccvar_term(lp1, h3, h4), h, h1, h2) ≡
case h ∈ =(unify(sb, uniaccvar_term(lp1, h3, h4)), ∨L(sb’)) of
end
varslemma(uniacc:=var_term(h3, h4), h, h1, h2) ≡
varslemma(h4,
h,
⊆vars:=LPT(x, lp1, ⊆++redL(⊆++redL(h1)), ⊆++redR(++(varsT(var(x)), varsT(t)), h1)),
⊆:(⊆++L(⊆vars:=S(x, sb, ⊆++redL(⊆++redL(h1)), h2), ⊆++redL(⊆++redL(h1))),
⊆∈trans(⊆++redR(varsT(t), ⊆++redL(h1)), ∈hd(x, []))))
varslemma(uniaccvar_fun(h3), h, h1, h2) ≡
varslemma(h3, h, ⊆trans(fst(⊆varsvar_fun(f, x, lt, lp1)), h1), h2)
varslemma(uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, h3), h, h1, h2) ≡
case h ∈ =(unify(sb, uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, h3)), ∨L(sb’)) of
end
varslemma(uniacczip_fun_fun(f, h3), h, h1, h2) ≡
varslemma(h3, h, ⊆trans(fst(⊆varsfun_fun(f, f, lt1, lt2, lp1)), h1), h2)

When the list of pairs of terms is empty ( rst equation in the proof), the
resulting substitution is the a umulated substitution sb and the proof of the
lemma is trivial.
The se ond equation onsiders the ase where the input list of pairs of terms
has the form (x; x): lp0 . The result of unifying the list (x; x): lp0 is, by hypothesis, the substitution sb0 and, by de nition of the algorithm unify, equal to
the result of unifying the list lp0 . Hen e, we have that the result of unifying
the list lp0 is equal to the substitution sb0 . By re ursion on the proof that the
list lp0 satis es the predi ate UniAcc (that is, the parameter h3 ), we obtain a
proof that the variables in the resulting substitution sb0 are in luded in the list
l. To the re ursive all, we have to provide a proof that the variables in lp0
are in luded in l, whi h is obtained from the fa t that the variables in the list
(x; x): lp0 are in luded in l. We also have to supply a proof that the variables in
the a umulated substitution are in luded in l, whi h is given by the parameter
h2 .
The next equation handles the ase where the input list is of the form
(x; t): lp0 , with x ∈ varsT (t) and x ≠ t. Here, h is a proof that the algorithm
unify results in the substitution sb0 whi h ontradi ts the fa t that, by de nition of the algorithm unify, this ase results in the value error.
The fourth, fth and last equation are similar to the se ond one. The sixth
equation is similar to the third one. Noti e that, as the a umulated substitution
hanges in the fourth equation, we have to onstru t a proof that the variables
in the new a umulated substitution are in luded in the list l from the fa t that
both the variables in the original a umulated substitution and in the input list
are in luded in l.
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6.3 Idempoten e Property
To prove that if the algorithm Unify results in a substitution, then the substitution is idempotent, we rst prove a lemma stating that the resulting substitution
satis es the predi ate Idem, and then we use the fa t that every substitution
that satis es this predi ate is idempotent.
idempotentprop ∈ (=(Unify(lp), ∨L(sb))) Idempotent(sb)
idempotentprop(h) ≡ idemtoidempotent(idemprop(h))

To prove that if the algorithm Unify results in a substitution then the substitution satis es the predi ate Idem, we use the same te hnique as before. That is,
we de ne an auxiliary lemma that takes, among other parameters, a proof that
the input list satis es the predi ate UniAcc and returns a proof that the substitution that results from the algorithm unify satis es the predi ate Idem. This
lemma also takes two other extra parameters: a proof that the set of variables
that o ur in the input list of pairs of terms and the domain of the a umulated
substitution are disjoint, and a proof that the a umulated substitution satis es
the predi ate Idem. When we use this lemma from the property idemprop the
initial a umulated substitution is empty, and then it is easy to onstru t the
proofs of these two extra parameters.
idemprop ∈ (=(Unify(lp), ∨L(sb))) Idem(sb)
idemprop(h) ≡ idemlemma(allUniAccLPT(lp), h, disj[]R(varsLPT(lp)), []idem)

The proof of the auxiliary lemma uses several general lemmas about list
in lusion and disjoint lists whose proofs an be found in se tion C.3.2 of [Bov99℄.
It also uses a few parti ular lemmas about substitutions, idempoten e and lists
of pairs of terms. See se tions C.4.6 and C.4.4 of [Bov99℄ for the proofs of these
parti ular lemmas.
We show the proof of the auxiliary lemma in gure 6.1. This lemma is proven
by re ursion on the proof that the initial list satis es the predi ate UniAcc.

6.4 Most General Uni er Property
Before proving that if the uni ation algorithm results in a substitution, then
this substitution is a most general uni er of the input list, we prove two auxiliary
lemmas over the algorithm unify. Both lemmas take, among other parameters,
a proof that the input list satis es the predi ate UniAcc. In the proofs of both
auxiliary lemmas we use a few lemmas about uni ation of lists of pairs of
terms and about uni ation of substitutions, the proofs of whi h an be found
in se tions C.4.4 and C.4.6 of [Bov99℄, respe tively. We show the proofs of both
lemmas in gure 6.2.
The rst auxiliary lemma establishes that if the input list of pairs of terms
satis es the predi ate UniAcc, if a substitution sb0 uni es both the input list and
the a umulated substitution, and if the algorithm unify results in a substitution
sb1 , then the substitution sb0 also uni es the resulting substitution sb1 . The
proof is made by re ursion on the proof that the input list satis es UniAcc.
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idemlemma ∈ (p ∈ UniAcc(lp);
=(unify(sb, p), ∨L(sb’));
Disjoint(varsLPT(lp), dom(sb));
Idem(sb)
) Idem(sb’)
idemlemma(uniacc[], refl(_), h1, h2) ≡ h2
idemlemma(uniaccvar_var(x, h3), h, h1, h2) ≡
idemlemma(h3, h, ⊆∧disjtodisj(⊆varsvar_var(x, lp1), h1), h2)
idemlemma(uniaccvar_term(lp1, h3, h4), h, h1, h2) ≡
case h ∈ =(unify(sb, uniaccvar_term(lp1, h3, h4)), ∨L(sb’)) of
end
idemlemma(uniacc:=var_term(h3, h4), h, h1, h2) ≡
idemlemma(
h4,
h,
disj:R(=subst1(=dom(x, t, sb), ⊆∧disjtodisj(⊆varsvar_term(x, t, lp1), h1)), ∉:=LPT=var(lp1, h3)),
:idem(idem:=(h2, h3, ⊆∧disjtodisj(⊆++RR(varsLPT(lp1), varsT(var(x)), varsT(t)), h1)),
disj:R(
=subst1(=dom(x, t, sb), ⊆∧disjtodisj(⊆++RR(varsLPT(lp1), varsT(var(x)), varsT(t)), h1)),
h3),
∉:=S=var(
sb,
h3,
disjto∉(disjsymm(⊆∧disjtodisj(⊆++LR(varsLPT(lp1), varsT(var(x)), varsT(t)), h1))))))
idemlemma(uniaccvar_fun(h3), h, h1, h2) ≡
idemlemma(h3, h, ⊆∧disjtodisj(fst(⊆varsvar_fun(f, x, lt, lp1)), h1), h2)
idemlemma(uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, h3), h, h1, h2) ≡
case h ∈ =(unify(sb, uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, h3)), ∨L(sb’)) of
end
idemlemma(uniacczip_fun_fun(f, h3), h, h1, h2) ≡
idemlemma(h3, h, ⊆∧disjtodisj(fst(⊆varsfun_fun(f, f, lt1, lt2, lp1)), h1), h2)

Figure 6.1: Proof of the Auxiliary Lemma for the Idempoten e Property
The se ond auxiliary lemma establishes that if the input list satis es the
predi ate UniAcc, if the algorithm unify results in a substitution sb1 and if a
substitution sb0 uni es sb1, then sb0 also uni es both the input list of pairs of
terms and the a umulated substitution. The proof is made by re ursion on the
proof that the input list satis es UniAcc.
We an use these two auxiliary lemmas to prove that if the uni ation algorithm results in a substitution, then this substitution and the input list of pairs
of terms are equivalent, in the sense that both have the same set of uni ers (as
de ned in se tion 5.3):
≡Lp_Unify ∈ (=(Unify(lp), ∨L(sb))) ≡LpSb(lp, sb)
≡Lp_Unify(h) ≡
∀I([sb1]
∧I(⇒I([h1]unifiesLpSbtounifiesSb(allUniAccLPT(lp), fst(h1), snd(h1), h)),
⇒I([h1]unifiesSbtounifiesLpSb(allUniAccLPT(lp), h1, h))))
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unifiesLpSbtounifiesSb ∈ (p ∈ UniAcc(lp);
unifiesLPT(sb’, lp);
unifiesS(sb’, sb);
=(unify(sb, p), ∨L(sb1))
) unifiesS(sb’, sb1)
unifiesLpSbtounifiesSb(uniacc[], h, h1, refl(_)) ≡ h1
unifiesLpSbtounifiesSb(uniaccvar_var(x, h3), unifiesLPT_:(h4, h5), h1, h2) ≡
unifiesLpSbtounifiesSb(h3, h4, h1, h2)
unifiesLpSbtounifiesSb(uniaccvar_term(lp1, h3, h4), h, h1, h2) ≡
case h2 ∈ =(unify(sb, uniaccvar_term(lp1, h3, h4)), ∨L(sb1)) of
end
unifiesLpSbtounifiesSb(uniacc:=var_term(h3, h4), unifiesLPT_:(h5, h6), h1, h2) ≡
unifiesLpSbtounifiesSb(h4, unifiesLPT_:=R(unifiesLPT_:(h5, h6)), unifiesS_:_:=R(h6, h1), h2)
unifiesLpSbtounifiesSb(uniaccvar_fun(h3), h, h1, h2) ≡
unifiesLpSbtounifiesSb(h3, unifiesLPT_fvtovf(h), h1, h2)
unifiesLpSbtounifiesSb(uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, ∨L(⇒I(f1))), h, h1, h2) ≡
case h2 ∈ =(unify(sb, uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, ∨L(⇒I(f1)))), ∨L(sb1)) of
end
unifiesLpSbtounifiesSb(uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, ∨R(⇒I(f1))), h, h1, h2) ≡
case h2 ∈ =(unify(sb, uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, ∨R(⇒I(f1)))), ∨L(sb1)) of
end
unifiesLpSbtounifiesSb(uniacczip_fun_fun(f, h3), h, h1, h2) ≡
unifiesLpSbtounifiesSb(h3, unifiesLPT_funtozip(h), h1, h2)
unifiesSbtounifiesLpSb ∈ (p ∈ UniAcc(lp);
unifiesS(sb’, sb1);
=(unify(sb, p), ∨L(sb1))
) ∧(unifiesLPT(sb’, lp), unifiesS(sb’, sb))
unifiesSbtounifiesLpSb(uniacc[], h, refl(_)) ≡ ∧I(unifiesLPT_[](sb’), h)
unifiesSbtounifiesLpSb(uniaccvar_var(x, h2), h, h1) ≡
case unifiesSbtounifiesLpSb(h2, h, h1) ∈ ∧(unifiesLPT(sb’, lp1), unifiesS(sb’, sb)) of
∧I(h3, h4) ⇒ ∧I(unifiesLPT_:(h3, refl(appPT(sb’, var(x)))), h4)
end
unifiesSbtounifiesLpSb(uniaccvar_term(lp1, h2, h3), h, h1) ≡
case h1 ∈ =(unify(sb, uniaccvar_term(lp1, h2, h3)), ∨L(sb1)) of
end
unifiesSbtounifiesLpSb(uniacc:=var_term(h2, h3), h, h1) ≡
case unifiesSbtounifiesLpSb(h3, h, h1) ∈ ∧(unifiesLPT(sb’, :=LPT(x, t, lp1)),
of
unifiesS(sb’, :(:=S(x, t, sb), .(x, t))))
∧I(h4, unifiesS_:(h6, h7)) ⇒
∧I(unifiesLPT_:(unifiesLPT_:=L(lp1, h7, h4), h7), unifiesS_:=L(sb, h7, h6))
end
unifiesSbtounifiesLpSb(uniaccvar_fun(h2), h, h1) ≡
case unifiesSbtounifiesLpSb(h2, h, h1) ∈ ∧(unifiesLPT(sb’, :(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f, lt)))), of
unifiesS(sb’, sb))
∧I(h3, h4) ⇒ ∧I(unifiesLPT_vftofv(h3), h4)
end
unifiesSbtounifiesLpSb(uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, h2), h, h1) ≡
case h1 ∈ =(unify(sb, uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, h2)), ∨L(sb1)) of
end
unifiesSbtounifiesLpSb(uniacczip_fun_fun(f, h2), h, h1) ≡
case unifiesSbtounifiesLpSb(h2, h, h1) ∈ ∧(unifiesLPT(sb’, ++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp1)), of
unifiesS(sb’, sb))
∧I(h3, h4) ⇒ ∧I(unifiesLPT_ziptofun(f, h3), h4)
end

Figure 6.2: Auxiliary Lemmas for the Most General Uni er Property
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The parameter h1 in the rst argument of the onjun tion is a proof that the
substitution sb1 uni es both the list lp and the empty substitution, and the
parameter h1 in the se ond argument of the onjun tion is a proof that the
substitution sb1 uni es the substitution sb.
To prove the most general uni er property, we make use of the following
two lemmas. The rst lemma states that if a substitution satis es the predi ate
Idem, then the substitution uni es itself. The se ond lemma says that if a
substitution sb0 satis es the predi ate Idem and if there is a substitution sb that
uni es sb0 , then the substitution sb0 is at least as general as the substitution sb
(as de ned in se tion 5.3).
idemtounifies ∈ (Idem(sb)) unifiesS(sb, sb)
unifies∧idemtomguaux ∈ (Idem(sb’); unifiesS(sb, sb’)) ≤Sb(sb’, sb)

Both lemmas are proven by re ursion on the proofs that the substitutions sb
and sb0 , respe tively, satisfy the predi ate Idem. See se tion C.4.6 of [Bov99℄ for
the omplete proofs of these lemmas.
These two auxiliary lemmas are used for proving the following two properties,
whi h are needed to prove the most general uni er property.
The rst property states that if the uni ation algorithm results in a substitution, then this substitution uni es the input list of pairs of terms.
unifiesprop ∈ (=(Unify(lp), ∨L(sb))) unifiesLPT(sb, lp)
unifiesprop(h) ≡ fst(unifiesSbtounifiesLpSb(allUniAccLPT(lp), idemtounifies(idemprop(h)), h))

The se ond property states that if the uni ation algorithm results in a
substitution sb and if a substitution sb0 uni es the input list, then sb is more
general than sb0 .
mguprop_aux ∈ (=(Unify(lp), ∨L(sb)); unifiesLPT(sb’, lp)) ≤Sb(sb, sb’)
mguprop_aux(h, h1) ≡
unifies∧idemtomguaux(idemprop(h),
unifiesLpSbtounifiesSb(allUniAccLPT(lp), h1, unifiesS_[](sb’), h))

Finally, we prove the most general uni er property, in other words, we prove
that if the uni ation algorithm results in a substitution, then this substitution
is a most general uni er of the input list of pairs of terms. For proving this
proposition, we use the properties unifiesprop and mguprop aux .
mguprop ∈ (=(Unify(lp), ∨L(sb))) mgu(sb, lp)
mguprop(h) ≡ ∧I(unifiesprop(h), ∀I([sb’]⇒I([h1]mguprop_aux(h, h1))))
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Chapter 7

The Integrated Approa h
In the last two hapters, we have introdu ed the formalisation of the uni ation
algorithm in type theory and we have presented several proofs that show the
partial orre tness of the algorithm. That is, we showed that the uni ation
algorithm returns the value error only if there exists no substitution that uni es
the input list of pairs of terms; otherwise it returns an idempotent substitution
that is a most general uni er of the input list of pairs of terms and whose
variables are in luded in the list of variables of the input list of pairs of terms.
We have presented the algorithm and ea h of the proofs in an separate way, that
is, we rst presented the algorithm and then we proved the desired properties
one by one. This methodology is known as the external approa h.
However, we an \integrate" all the desired properties into the omplete
spe i ation for the uni ation algorithm, and then given a proof that there is
an obje t that satis es this spe i ation. Su h an obje t will have a uni ation
algorithm embedded. This methodology is known as the integrated approa h or
the internal approa h.
In this hapter, we present the type theory formalisation of the integrated
approa h to the uni ation algorithm whi h has the following spe i ation:
Given a list of pairs of terms lp, either there does not exist any
substitution that uni es the list lp, or there exists a substitution sb
su h that the variables that o ur in sb are in luded in the variables
that o ur in the list lp, sb is idempotent and it is a most general
uni er of the input list lp.
In order to formalise the spe i ation, we rst introdu e the de nition of a
onstru tor that de nes the onjun tion of three propositions:
∧3 ∈ (A, B, C ∈ Set) Set
∧I3 ∈ (a ∈ A; b ∈ B; c ∈ C) ∧3(A, B, C)

Using this onstru tor, the type of the main theorem we prove here is the
following:
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Theorem ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT
) ∨(¬(∃(Subst, [sb]unifiesLPT(sb, lp))),
∃(Subst, [sb]∧3(⊆(varsS(sb), varsLPT(lp)), Idempotent(sb), mgu(sb, lp))))

To prove this theorem we use an auxiliary theorem that takes a proof that
the input list satis es the predi ate UniAcc as a parameter. This auxiliary
theorem has the following type:
Th ∈ (UniAcc(lp)
) ∨(¬(∃(Subst, [sb]unifiesLPT(sb, lp))),
∃(Subst, [sb]∧3(⊆(varsS(sb), varsLPT(lp)), Idem(sb), mgu(sb, lp))))

Noti e that the result of this auxiliary theorem is very similar to the result
of the main theorem. The only di eren e is that in the auxiliary theorem we
ask the substitution (when it exists) to satisfy the predi ate Idem while in the
main theorem we ask the substitution to be idempotent.
The proof of the main theorem is immediate from the auxiliary theorem.
When we obtain a proof that there exists a substitution that uni es the input
list of pairs of terms, we have to take the proof that this substitution satis es
the predi ate Idem into a proof that the substitution is idempotent.
Theorem ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT
) ∨(¬(∃(Subst, [sb]unifiesLPT(sb, lp))),
∃(Subst, [sb]∧3(⊆(varsS(sb), varsLPT(lp)), Idempotent(sb), mgu(sb, lp))))
Theorem(lp) ≡
case Th(allUniAccLPT(lp)) ∈ ∨(¬(∃(Subst, [sb]unifiesLPT(sb, lp))),
∃(Subst,
[sb]∧3(⊆(varsS(sb), varsLPT(lp)), Idem(sb), mgu(sb, lp))))
∨L(h) ⇒ ∨L(h)
∨R(∃I(sb, ∧I3(h1, h2, h3))) ⇒ ∨R(∃I(sb, ∧I3(h1, idemtoidempotent(h2), h3)))
end

The auxiliary theorem is proven by re ursion on the proof that the input
list of pairs of terms satis es the predi ate UniAcc. As we prove all the desired
properties in a single theorem, the proof of this theorem is two pages long. See
se tion C.7 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete ALF proof of this auxiliary theorem.
In the equations that orrespond to the ases where the algorithm unify is
de ned by re ursion, we onsider ases on the result of the re ursive alls.
For the proofs that there exists no substitution that uni es the input list,
we use a few lemmas whose ALF proofs an be found in se tion C.7 of [Bov99℄.
There are two kinds of these lemmas: those that take a proof that there does
not exist a substitution that uni es the list on whi h we perform the re ursion
into a proof that there does not exist a substitution that uni es the input list
(se ond, fourth, fth and last equations in the proof of the auxiliary theorem),
and those that take the proofs that state ertain onditions on the input list
into a proof that there does not exist a substitution that uni es su h a list of
pairs of terms (third and sixth equations in the proof of the auxiliary theorem).
In six of the seven equations of the proof of this theorem (one equation
for ea h of the seven onstru tors of the predi ate UniAcc), no surprises arise.
These are the ases where the a umulated substitution does not hange in the
de nition of the algorithm unify and the ases where the algorithm unify gives a
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basi result (either a substitution that uni es the input list of pairs of terms or
a proof that su h a substitution does not exist). Moreover, most of the lemmas
we use to prove these ases were already used in the di erent proofs we gave in
the previous hapter.
However, it is interesting to study the ase where the input list has the
form (x; t): lp with x ∉L varsT (t), whi h is the only ase in the de nition of the
algorithm unify where the a umulated substitution hanges. Below, we show
the part of the proof that orresponds to this ase:
Th(uniacc:=var_term(h1, h2)) ≡
case Th(h2) ∈ ∨(¬(∃(Subst, [sb]unifiesLPT(sb, :=LPT(x, t, lp1)))), of
∃(Subst,
[sb]∧3(⊆(varsS(sb), varsLPT(:=LPT(x, t, lp1))),
Idem(sb),
mgu(sb, :=LPT(x, t, lp1)))))
∨L(h) ⇒ ∨L(⇒I(unifiesLPT_var_term:=to⊥(h1, h)))
∨R(∃I(sb, ∧I3(h, h3, ∧I(h4, h5)))) ⇒
∨R(∃I(:(sb, .(x, appPT(sb, t))),
∧I3(⊆++L(⊆trans(h, ⊆varsvar_term(x, t, lp1)),
⊆:(⊆trans(⊆varsappP_T(sb, t),
⊆++L(⊆trans(h, ⊆varsvar_term(x, t, lp1)),
⊆++RR(varsLPT(lp1), varsT(var(x)), varsT(t)))),
∈++monL(varsLPT(lp1), ∈++monR(varsT(t), ∈hd(x, []))))),
idem:(h1, ⊆∧∉to∉(h, ∉:=LPT=var(lp1, h1)), h3),
∧I(unifiesLPT_:(
unifiesLPT:=tounifiesLPT(h1, ⊆∧∉to∉(h, ∉:=LPT=var(lp1, h1)), h3, h4),
=var_termappPT(h1, ⊆∧∉to∉(h, ∉:=LPT=var(lp1, h1)), h3)),
∀I([sb’]
⇒I([h6]∃I(witness(⇒E(∀E(h5, sb’), unifiesLPT_:=R(h6))),
∀I([t’]mguauxT(
t’,
idem:(h1,
⊆∧∉to∉(h, ∉:=LPT=var(lp1, h1)),
h3),
h6,
proof(⇒E(∀E(h5, sb’), unifiesLPT_:=R(h6))))))))))))
end

The parameter h2 is a proof that the list lp0 [x:= t℄ satis es the predi ate UniAcc.
By re ursion on this proof, we obtain that either there exists no substitution that uni es the list lp0 [x:= t℄, or there exists a substitution sb su h that
varsS (sb) ⊆ varsLPT (lp0 [x:= t℄), it satis es the predi ate Idem and it is a most general uni er of the list lp0 [x:= t℄.
From the proof that there exists no substitution that uni es the list lp0 [x:= t℄,
it is easy to obtain a proof that there exists no substitution that uni es the input
list (x; t): lp0 .
Otherwise, given sb that uni es lp0 [x:= t℄, we have to give a substitution
that uni es (x; t): lp0 and that also satis es the desired properties. As we
have that varsS (sb) ⊆ varsLPT (lp0 [x:= t℄) and sin e x ∉L varsLPT (lp0 [x:= t℄) be ause
x ∉L varsT (t), we know that x ∉L varsS (sb). Hen e, there is no need to substitute t
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for x in sb sin e (sb [x:= t℄) = sb. Thus, the uni er we give here is the substitution
(x; sb(t)): sb and we have to supply proofs that this substitution satis es the
required properties. As the way we onstru t this uni er is di erent from the
way we onstru t the uni er in the algorithm unify, we need a few new lemmas
that are just used in the part of the proof showed above. The proofs of those
lemmas an be found in se tions C.4.4, C.4.6 and C.7 of [Bov99℄.
Finally, it is interesting to noti e that even though the uni er that results
from the algorithm unify and the uni er that results from the theorem we prove
in this hapter are onstru ted in di erent ways, a tually both produ e the same
substitution. The di eren e in the onstru tion arises from the fa t that both
uni ers are built in reverse sequen es. In the algorithm unify, given an input
list of the form (x; t): lp with x ∉L varsT (t) and an a umulated substitution sb,
we add the pair (x; t) to the substitution sb [x:= t℄ and we ontinue looking for
a uni er for the list lp [x:= t℄. However, if sb is the resulting uni er for the list
lp [x:= t℄ in the theorem we prove in this hapter, we add the pair (x; sb(t)) to
it. In this way, both uni ers are onstru ted in reverse order, but the terms
asso iated to ea h of the variables in the domain of the substitution are the
same. However, the fa t that both uni ers are onstru ted in a di erent way is
not a onsequen e of whether we de ide to use the external or internal approa h
to formalise the uni ation problem but of the hoi es we made when de ning
both the predi ate UniAcc and the spe i ation of the internal approa h.
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Chapter 8

Con lusions
Here, we present some on lusions, related work and future work.
The omplete ALF formalisation of this work, that an be found in appendix
C of [Bov99℄, onsists of 30 les with more than 330 fun tions that require
approximately 180 Kbytes. After working out the details on paper, it took
about three weeks to formalise the fun tions in ALF. Approximately half of this
time was used for de ning the UniAcc predi ate and the proof that all the lists
of pairs of terms satisfy this predi ate, and the other half for de ning the proof
that shows the partial orre tness of the uni ation algorithm. Unfortunately,
as there are no good general libraries for ALF, we had to start our work from
s rat h. For this reason, most of the time spent in the proof that all the lists of
pairs of terms satisfy the predi ate UniAcc was used for de ning lemmas about
inequality of natural number, in lusion of lists and other general fun tions.
Our work is heavily based on indu tive families, for whi h ALF is very
suitable. Unfortunately, ALF is not maintained anymore, whi h makes its use
a bit risky sin e no support is available if something goes wrong. Its su essor
Agda [Coq98℄ does not allow the de nition of predi ates like our spe ial-purpose
a essibility predi ate UniAcc, and then it would not have been possible to use
Agda to formalise the uni ation algorithm following our approa h. On the
other hand, we believe that this formalisation of the uni ation algorithm an
also be performed in other proof assistants that allow the de nition of indu tive
predi ates like our spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate, as for example the
proof assistant Coq [DFH+ 91℄.
The ode of the algorithm we obtain by using the UniAcc predi ate to formalise the uni ation algorithm is short and elegant. The UniAcc predi ate
ontains all the information needed in order to handle the re ursive alls, and
it is exa tly this fa t what makes the UniAcc predi ate appropriate for the formalisation of the uni ation algorithm in type theory. On the other hand, the
standard a essibility predi ate, even if useful in other ases, turned out not to
be a good solution for our parti ular ase study. The uni ation algorithm that
results from using the standard a essibility predi ate to handle the re ursive
alls is mu h longer and more ompli ated than the one obtained by using the
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predi ate UniAcc. Besides, the formalisation that uses the standard a essibility
predi ate ontains big parts of ode that are omputationally irrelevant whi h
we, as programmers, are not interested in having together with the ode of the
algorithm. These parts in lude the proofs that the new lists to be uni ed in the
re ursive alls are smaller than the original list of pairs of terms.
Together with the UniAcc predi ate and our type theory version of the uni ation algorithm, we present a proof that shows that our spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate holds for any possible input list of pairs of terms. This proof,
whi h is presented in appendix A, has a similar skeleton to the type theory version of the uni ation algorithm that uses the standard a essibility predi ate
to handle the re ursive alls. Observe that this proof is a tually the only pla e
in our solution where we need to mention the proofs that the new lists to be
uni ed in the re ursive alls are smaller than the original list of pairs of terms.
The proof that shows the partial orre tness of the uni ation algorithm
onsiders the same ases as the ones studied when formalising the algorithm.
Hen e, the di erent proofs that we presented in se tions 6 and 7 have also
bene tted from the way we de ned the predi ate UniAcc and the uni ation
algorithm. Most of these proofs are de ned by re ursion on the proof that the
input list satis es the predi ate UniAcc, and they are short and on ise. On
the other hand, if we would have de ned the uni ation algorithm by using the
standard a essibility predi ate, ea h of the proofs would have had the same
big skeleton as the algorithm, whi h implies that they would have been mu h
longer than the ones we presented in this work. Besides, in ea h of these proofs,
we would have had to mention the proofs that the new lists to be uni ed in the
re ursive alls are smaller than the original list of pairs of terms.
In addition, observe that there is a tually not so mu h di eren e between
the proofs we present in hapters 6 and 7 (see se tions C.6 and C.7 of [Bov99℄
respe tively, for the ALF odes of the formalisations of the proofs). As ea h
of the di erent proofs is onstru ted by re ursion on our spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate, ea h proof onsiders seven ases, one for ea h of the seven
introdu tion rules of the predi ate. In most of the ases, the proof of the theorem presented in hapter 7 pra ti ally onsists of gathering together the di erent
lemmas used for proving the di erent properties presented in hapter 6. The
only ase where the proofs presented in hapters 6 and 7 di er is in the ase
where the resulting substitution a tually hanges. As already mentioned, even
though the resulting uni ers are the same in both the external and internal
approa h, they are omputed in reverse order. As we also said before, this is
not a onsequen e of the approa h used but of the hoi es made when de ning
both the predi ate UniAcc and the spe i ation of the internal approa h.
Finally, we dis uss a methodology that would allow us to extra t Haskell
programs from the type theory programs that are de ned by using a spe ialpurpose a essibility predi ate to handle the re ursive alls. We believe that
this methodology for program extra tion is easy to program, and then it an be
added as part of a future program extra tion module for ALF.
To summarise, we believe that the methodology we present here for formalising the uni ation algorithm in Martin-Lof's type theory is simple and therefore
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easy to perform. Besides, it allows us to obtain short and elegant results when
we use our spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate for de ning both the algorithm
and the proof of its partial orre tness. In addition, the same methodology an
be used for writing other total and general re ursive algorithms in type theory.
In this way, we think that this methodology gives a step towards losing the
existing gap between programming in a Haskell-like programming language and
programming in Martin-Lof's type theory. However, the generalisation of this
methodology to all total and general re ursive algorithms remains to be studied.

8.1 Related Work
Uni ation has be ame widely known sin e Robinson [Rob65℄ used it as the
entral step of the inferen e prin iple alled resolution. Afterwards, uni ation
algorithms have been the entre of several studies.
In [MM82℄, Martelli and Montanari des ribe the uni ation problem in rstorder predi ate al ulus as the solution of a set of equations, and give a nondeterministi uni ation algorithm together with the proof of its orre tness.
From this non-deterministi algorithm, they derive a new and eÆ ient uni ation algorithm. The uni ation algorithm we presented in this work is a deterministi version of the rst (non-deterministi ) algorithm presented by Martelli
and Montanari. Our mapping LPTto N3, used for proving the termination of our
algorithm, is a simpli ation of the mapping F presented in [MM82℄ to show the
termination of their (non-deterministi ) algorithm. In addition, the notion of
equivalen e between lists of pairs of terms and substitutions, that we introdu ed
in se tion 5.3, is an adaptation to our algorithm of the notion of equivalen e of
sets of equations presented in [MM82℄.
In [MW81℄, the dedu tive synthesis of the uni ation algorithm by Manna
and Waldinger is also a well known work on uni ation. Given a high-level
spe i ation of the uni ation algorithm, Manna and Waldinger prove a theorem that establishes the existen e of an obje t satisfying the spe i ation. As
the proof is onstru tively done, the desired program an be extra ted from
it. Although their work is very detailed and easy to follow, it has been done
ompletely manually and hen e it has not been ma hine- he ked. As the re ursion in the program that would ultimately be extra ted from their proof is not
on stru turally smaller elements, their work annot be dire tly translated into
Martin-Lof's type theory sin e, as we already mention it, there is no dire t way
of formalising general re ursion in type theory.
Eriksson [Eri84℄ synthesises a uni ation algorithm from a formal spe i ation in rst-order logi with equality. Eriksson developed the proofs by hand
and veri ed them by ma hine. The method guarantees partial orre tness, that
is, if the program nds a most general uni er of two terms, then it an be proven
from the spe i ation that the terms were uni able. However, total orre tness
is not proven, whi h amounts to showing that if two terms are uni able, then
the program will nd a most general uni er for the terms. The derived algorithm, whi h is expressed in a Prolog-like [CM81℄ style, does not report when
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two terms annot be uni ed and its termination has not been studied. The spe i ation presented by Eriksson does not establish if the resulting substitution is
idempotent nor if the variables that o ur in it are those already o urring in
the input terms.
In [Pau85℄, Paulson losely follows the work in [MW81℄ to verify the uni ation algorithm in LCF [GMW79℄. However, although Manna and Waldinger
synthesise a program, Paulson states the uni ation algorithm and then proves
it. We an distinguish several di eren es between Paulson's approa h and ours.
While we represent terms of the form f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) as the appli ation of the fun tion f to the list of terms [t1 ; : : : ; tn ℄, Paulson represents them as their urried
version ((f (t1 ))(t2 ) : : :)(tn ). Although this simpli es the uni ation algorithm
a bit, it ompli ates the representation of terms where the fun tion to be applied has a large arity. Paulson states that he rst reformulated the work in
[MW81℄ to use lists of variables instead of the (mathemati al) notion of set, but
that reasoning about lists of variables was awkward and he did not attempt to
nish the formalisation using them. Thus, Paulson introdu es sets as quotient
types by de ning them as equivalen e lasses of nite lists where the order and
multipli ity of elements is ignored. Sin e it is not possible to do this in a simple
way in Martin-Lof's type theory, we used lists of variables for our formalisation.
Although it was not very straightforward to work with lists, we managed to go
through without big problems. In [MW81℄, Manna and Waldinger forbid trivial
substitution like [(x; x)℄ or ambiguous ones like [(x; t1 ),(x; t2 )℄. Hen e, Paulson identi es [(x; x)℄ with the empty substitution [ ℄ and [(x; t1 ),(x; t2 )℄ with
[(x; t1 )℄. As the substitutions that result from our uni ation algorithm are
idempotent, we know that ea h variable appears at most on e in the domain of
these substitutions. In addition, given an idempotent substitution sb, we an
prove that if the variable x belongs to the domain of sb, then sb(x) ≠ x. Hen e,
we know that the substitutions that result from our uni ation algorithm are
neither ambiguous nor ontain trivial pairs. Paulson de nes the notion of proper
subterm as a fun tion returning a value in the boolean domain. Although the
normal way to de ne it in Martin-Lof's type theory would be as an indu tively
de ned relation, we did not need to de ne this relation as we already explained
in se tion 5.4. Sin e types denote domains in LCF and not sets, Paulson has
to deal with numerous de nedness assertions (as he alled them) of the form
t 6? in order to avoid left sides of the equations to overlap, whi h would lead
to ontradi tions. We think that the presen e of these assertions everywhere
in the theories makes its reading a bit heavy. Finally, the re ursive alls in
the uni ation algorithm de ned by Paulson are not on stru turally smaller
elements. Hen e, termination is not guaranteed and he proves it separately.
This way of de ning the algorithm is not possible in Martin-Lof's type theory,
that is, de ning an algorithm where the re ursive alls are on non-stru turally
smaller elements, and it is a tually the main motivation for the methodology
we introdu e in this work.
Rouyer has presented a veri ation of a rst-order uni ation algorithm in
the al ulus of onstru tion with indu tive types [CP90, PM93℄ using the Coq
proof assistant [DFH+ 91℄ (see [Rou92℄ for the omplete Fren h te hni al report
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of the veri ation and [RL℄ for the English summary of the Fren h report).
Several di eren es distinguish our work from the one presented in [Rou92℄. As
the use of data types with dependent types does not allow program extra tion
in Coq, it is not possible for Rouyer to de ne the set of terms in the way we have
done it in this work. Hen e, Rouyer de nes an extended notion alled quasiterms and de nes terms as spe i quasi-terms. Rouyer's main theorem states
that any two quasi-terms either have a most general uni er that is idempotent
and whose variables are in luded in the variables that o ur in the two quasiterms, or are not uni able. Rouyer proves that if terms are uni able as quasiterms, their most general uni er is a substitution that maps terms to terms. In
this way, a uni ation algorithm for quasi-terms yields a uni ation algorithm
for terms. The uni ation algorithm presented in [Rou92℄ is de ned by indu tion
on the number of di erent variables in the input quasi-terms, and then by
indu tion on both quasi-terms. In our opinion, one needs deep knowledge of
the Coq system to understand the algorithm that underlies the main theorem
presented in [Rou92℄. We believe that this is due to the fa t that in Coq lemmas
are proven by giving a sequen e of ta ti s instead of by dire tly onstru ting
the proof obje t. Fortunately, the explanations given in [Rou92℄ and [RL℄ guide
us in understanding the underlying algorithm by showing the di erent ases we
need to onsider in order to prove the main theorem. In Coq, asso iated with
ea h indu tive relation one only has the elimination rules. Proving properties
from an indu tive relation is not always easy, while it is usually easier to prove
properties from the re ursive version of the relation. Thus, for ea h relation,
Rouyer de nes both the indu tive and the re ursive version of the relation, and
then proves that both de nitions are equivalent. Due to the pattern mat hing
fa ility, only the indu tive de nition of a relation is suÆ ient in ALF, whi h
makes the whole proof a bit simpler. Another di eren e between our approa h
and Rouyer's is that to show that the terms x and t are not uni able when
x ∈ varsT (t), Rouyer follows the standard proof that uses the notion of proper
subterms while we skip the de nition of this relation as we already dis ussed in
se tion 5.4. On the other hand, both Rouyer's formalisation and ours use lists
of variables to formalise the set of variables in a (quasi-)term. It seems we both
had to deal with similar problems due to this hoi e.
Jaume [Jau97℄ presents a formalisation of a uni ation algorithm for rstorder terms in the al ulus of onstru tion with indu tive types built from
the proof of the uni ation algorithm for rst-order quasi-terms presented in
[Rou92℄. The te hnique used by Jaume is based on de ning a bije tion between
terms and the subset of quasi-terms that represents terms (whi h is de ned by
a predi ate) and proving the preservation of the uni ation property. In this
way, the uni ation algorithm is transposed from quasi-terms to terms. In other
words, Jaume proves the uni ation property without really dealing with uniation theory. As no program has been extra ted from this proof, it is not
possible to ompare Jaume's work with ours from a programming point of view,
whi h is a tually one of our main interests.
In [RRAHM99℄, Ruiz-Reina et al des ribe a formalisation and me hani al
veri ation of a uni ation algorithm using the Boyer-Moore logi [BM79℄ and
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its theorem prover. The Boyer-Moore theorem prover is automati in the sense
that on e the ommand to prove lemmas is invoked, the user an no longer
intera t with the system. On the other hand, the user an give de nitions and
prove lemmas to be used in later proofs, and an give \hints" to the prover
when invoking the ommand to prove lemmas. To guarantee termination when
de ning re ursive fun tions, an ordinal measure that de reases in ea h re ursive all should be provided. Sin e Ruiz-Reina et al also follow the work by
Martelli and Montanari, the uni ation algorithm formalised in [RRAHM99℄ is
very similar to ours and most of the lemmas proven in [RRAHM99℄ are also
proven in our work. However, the language used in their formalisation is very
di erent from the Martin-Lof's type theory. Boyer-Moore logi is a quanti erfree rst-order logi with equality that uses a language very similar to pure Lisp.
While Martin-Lof's type theory is a strongly typed language, the language in
Boyer-Moore logi has a very poor notion of type. In [RRAHM99℄, terms (the
same applies for list of terms and substitution) are not de ned by using any
spe i predi ate or data type. Instead, any obje t in the logi an represent
a term by following ertain onventions. Although the obje ts of the logi that
do not follow the onventions do not represent well-formed terms, the results in
[RRAHM99℄ are also proven for these non well-formed terms. As the notion of
type is very poor in their formalisation language, some tri k is needed in order
to know whether an obje t list in their logi represents a term or a list of terms,
and then a boolean ag is used for this purpose. Many fun tions in the formalisation presented in [RRAHM99℄ return either the desired value (for example a
substitution that uni es two terms), or the logi al value F if it is not possible to
obtain su h a value. Then, the result of those fun tions an be used both for a tual omputations or for boolean tests, as in if solved (se ond solved) F.
We believe that this untyped work methodology is not very lean and it is very
easy to make small mistakes whi h are very diÆ ult to nd out. Finally, the
transformation rules to be applied to the pairs of terms in every re ursive all of
the uni ation algorithm are de ned using a sele tion fun tion (that sele ts the
pair of terms to be onsidered in ea h all) that is partially de ned. Then, RuizReina et al say that the transformation rules are applied in a non-deterministi
way. However, this is not the standard notion of non-determinism be ause to
a tually have a uni ation algorithm, a spe i sele tion fun tion that satis es
the partial de nition should be provided.
Finally, M Bride [M B99℄ has also formalised a uni ation algorithm in Lego
[LP92℄. In the formalisation, M Bride exploits the use of dependent types in
programming by indexing the set of terms by an upper bound on the number
of di erent variables in the terms. In addition, the set of substitutions is also
indexed by the number of di erent variables both in the domain and in the
range of a substitution. The way in whi h terms and substitutions are de ned
permits a reformulation of the uni ation problem in a stru tural way with a
lexi ographi re ursive stru ture, rst over the number of di erent variables and
then over one of the terms to be uni ed. In this way, M Bride does not need
to impose either an external termination ordering or an a essibility argument.
In [M B99℄, M Bride proves that the resulting substitution is a tually a most
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general uni er of the two input terms but he does not (expli itly) prove that the
resulting substitution is idempotent and that it only uses variables that o ur
in the input terms. However, this last property an be easily inferred from the
type of the resulting substitution sin e the types of both terms and substitutions
ontain information about the variables in a term and in the domain and range
of a substitution. Noti e that, as the domain and range of a substitution may
di er, it is not possible to de ne the usual notion of idempoten e sin e we
annot ompose substitutions in the traditional way. However, there is another
property introdu ed in [M B99℄ that does the same job as idempoten e and
that forms the basis of the proof of one of the orre tness ases. Thus, the
uni ers that result from the algorithm in [M B99℄ are idempotent although
M Bride does not expli itly prove this fa t. We think the result presented in
M Bride's work is very interesting sin e it shows the importan e of dependent
types in programming (see [wor99℄ for more examples of dependent types in
programming). Unfortunately, programming with dependent types is still not a
normal pra ti e, and then the program asso iated with M Bride's formalisation
is not very pra ti able yet, thought we hope it will be in a near future.

8.2 Future Work
There are two possible dire tions that we would like to pursue.
The rst is related to the methodology that we used for de ning the predi ate UniAcc. We believe that this methodology an be used for formalising
other algorithms that are total and where the re ursion is on non-stru turally
smaller arguments, su h as the Quicksort algorithm. Hen e, following the same
methodology used for de ning the predi ate UniAcc, we an de ne a predi ate
QuickAcc that ontains the ne essary information to handle the re ursive alls
for this parti ular sorting algorithm.
However, this methodology annot be used when we have nested re ursive
alls. Consider, for example, the version of the uni ation algorithm for the
ase where the terms are either variables or binary terms of the form t1 ! t2 .
The Haskell version for this uni ation algorithm is:
unify_h :: Term -> Term -> Maybe Subst
unify_h (Var x) (Var y) | x == y
= [℄
unify_h (Var x) t | x `elem` (varsT t) = Nothing
| otherwise
= Just [(x,t)℄
unify_h t (Var x)
= unify_h (Var x) t
unify_h (t1 -> t2) (t3 -> t4) =
ase unify_h t1 t3 of
Nothing -> Nothing
Just sb1 -> ase unify_h (appP sb1 t2) (appP sb1 t4) of
Nothing -> Nothing
Just sb2 -> Just (app_ on sb2 sb1)

where the fun tion app on

on atenates the rst substitution with the result
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of applying the rst substitution to all the terms in the se ond one.
Now, when we know that the result of unifying the terms t1 and t2 is not an
error, the all
unify_h (appP sb1 t2) (appP sb1 t4)

is a tually the same as the all
unify_h (appP (unJust (unify_h t1 t3)) t2)
(appP (unJust (unify_h t1 t3)) t4)

where unJust (Just sb) = sb. If we follow the methodology des ribed in
se tion 4.5.1 we obtain a spe ial-purpose predi ate where the result of the uniation algorithm appears in the premises of the rules. However, the purpose
of de ning the predi ate is to be able to de ne the uni ation algorithm, whi h
means that the uni ation algorithm is not de ned yet, and hen e it annot
appear as part of the premises of the rules of the spe ial-purpose predi ate. We
would have the same problem, for example, if we try to use our method to de ne
a predi ate that allows us to formalise the A kermann fun tion in type theory.
Thus, we would like to generalise this method so that it an be used for
formalising as many total and general re ursive algorithms as possible.
The se ond resear h dire tion that we are interested in pursuing is related
to the formalisation of the theory of programming languages in type theory, in
parti ular the theory of fun tional programming languages. In [Mil78℄, Milner
presents the type inferen e algorithm W whi h is used for inferring the type
of expressions in the language ML [MTHM97℄. Given an expression e that has
type under a ontext , the algorithm W gives the most general type s heme
for e from whi h all types that an be derived for the expression under are
instan es. The algorithm W , whi h was proven to be sound and omplete in
[Dam85℄, is based on the existen e of a uni ation algorithm with the same
properties as the algorithm we present in this work. Thus, we plan to use
our formalisation of the uni ation algorithm to formalise the type inferen e
algorithm W and the proofs that the algorithm is sound and omplete.
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Appendix A

ALF Formalisation of the
Inequalities over Lists of
Pairs of Terms
Here, we explain the ALF proofs of the inequalities over lists of pairs of terms
presented in se tion 4.2.
The fun tions #varsLPT , #funsLPT , #eqsLPT and LPTto N3 are de ned in ALF as
follows:
#varsLPT ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT) N
#varsLPT(lp) ≡ len(varsLPT(lp))
#funsLPT ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT) N
#funsLPT([]) ≡ 0
#funsLPT(:(lp’, .(t1, t2))) ≡ +(#funsLPT(lp’), +(#funsT(t1), #funsT(t2)))
#eqsLPT ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT) N
#eqsLPT([]) ≡ 0
#eqsLPT(:(lp’, .(var(x), var(x1)))) ≡ VartoA(+(#eqsLPT(lp’), 1), #eqsLPT(lp’), Vardec(x, x1))
#eqsLPT(:(lp’, .(var(x), fun(f, lt)))) ≡ #eqsLPT(lp’)
#eqsLPT(:(lp’, .(fun(f, lt), var(x)))) ≡ +(#eqsLPT(lp’), 1)
#eqsLPT(:(lp’, .(fun(f, lt), fun(f1, lt1)))) ≡ #eqsLPT(lp’)
LPTtoN3 ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT) N3
LPTtoN3(lp) ≡ .(#varsLPT(lp), #funsLPT(lp), #eqsLPT(lp))

The fun tion len is not the onventional fun tion length over lists be ause it does
not ount the a tual number of variables in a list but the number of di erent
variables in the list. This umbersome solution is due to the fa t that we annot
dire tly formalise the notion of (mathemati al) sets in ALF. The fun tion #funsT
ounts the number of fun tion appli ations that o ur in a term. The orresponding fun tion for ve tors of terms is alled #funsVT . The ALF de nitions of
these two mutually re ursive fun tions are given in se tion C.4.1 of [Bov99℄.
The ALF lemmas orresponding to the four inequalities over lists of pairs of
terms presented in se tion 4.2 are the following:
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<LPTvar_var ∈ (x ∈ Var; lp ∈ ListPT) <N3(LPTtoN3(lp), LPTtoN3(:(lp, .(var(x), var(x)))))
<LPT:=var_term ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT;
∉L(x, varsT(t))
) <N3(LPTtoN3(:=LPT(x, t, lp)), LPTtoN3(:(lp, .(var(x), t))))
<LPTvar_fun ∈ (f ∈ Fun;
x ∈ Var;
lt ∈ VTerm(n);
lp ∈ ListPT
) <N3(LPTtoN3(:(lp, .(var(x), fun(f, lt)))), LPTtoN3(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt), var(x)))))
<LPTzip_fun_fun ∈ (f, g ∈ Fun;
lt1, lt2 ∈ VTerm(n);
lp ∈ ListPT
) <N3(LPTtoN3(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp)), LPTtoN3(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt1), fun(g, lt2)))))

To prove these lemmas we need three kinds of auxiliary lemmas: lemmas
about the number of variables in the lists of pairs of terms, about the number
of fun tion appli ations in the lists and about the number of pairs ounted by
the fun tion #eqsLPT . Below, we des ribe the main auxiliary lemmas needed in
order to prove these four inequalities over lists of pairs of terms. See se tion
C.4.4 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete ALF proofs of these inequalities.

Lemmas about the Number of Variables: We prove the following four
lemmas about the number of variables in a list of pairs of terms:
≤#varsvar_var ∈ (x ∈ Var; lp ∈ ListPT) ≤(#varsLPT(lp), #varsLPT(:(lp, .(var(x), var(x)))))
<#vars:=LPT ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT;
∉L(x, varsT(t))
) <(#varsLPT(:=LPT(x, t, lp)), #varsLPT(:(lp, .(var(x), t))))
=#varsvar_fun ∈ (f ∈ Fun;
x ∈ Var;
lt ∈ VTerm(n);
lp ∈ ListPT
) =(#varsLPT(:(lp, .(var(x), fun(f, lt)))), #varsLPT(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt), var(x)))))
=#varsfun_fun ∈ (f, g ∈ Fun;
lt1, lt2 ∈ VTerm(n);
lp ∈ ListPT
) =(#varsLPT(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp)), #varsLPT(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt1), fun(g, lt2)))))

To prove the above lemmas, we use the following auxiliary lemmas1 :
⊂to< ∈ (l1 ∈ ListVar; ¬(∈L(x, l1)); ∈L(x, l2); ⊆(l1, l2)) <(len(l1), len(l2))
⊆to≤ ∈ (⊆(l1, l2)) ≤(len(l1), len(l2))

Given the lists of variables l1 and l2 , to prove that len(l1 ) < len(l2 ) we have
to prove that l1 is in luded in l2 and we have to nd a variable x in l2 that does
not belong to the list l1 , and to prove that len(l1 ) ≤ len(l2 ) it is suÆ ient to
prove that l1 is in luded in l2 . Finally, to prove that len(l1 ) = len(l2 ) we prove
that l1 is in luded in l2 and that l2 is in luded in l1 . This, in turn, gives us
proofs that len(l1 ) ≤ len(l2 ) and that len(l2 ) ≤ len(l1 ), whi h learly gives us a
proof that len(l1 ) = len(l2 ).
1 See

se tion C.3.3 of [Bov99℄ for the omplete proof of these two lemmas.
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In [Rou92℄, a similar te hnique is used to prove inequalities about the numbers of variables in a list of variables.

Lemmas about the Number of Fun tions Appli ations: We prove the
following three lemmas about the number of fun tions appli ations in a list of
pairs of terms:
=#funsvar_var ∈ (x ∈ Var; lp ∈ ListPT) =(#funsLPT(lp), #funsLPT(:(lp, .(var(x), var(x)))))
=#funsvar_fun ∈ (f ∈ Fun;
x ∈ Var;
lt ∈ VTerm(n);
lp ∈ ListPT
) =(#funsLPT(:(lp, .(var(x), fun(f, lt)))), #funsLPT(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt), var(x)))))
<#funsfun_fun ∈ (f, g ∈ Fun;
lt1, lt2 ∈ VTerm(n);
lp ∈ ListPT
) <(#funsLPT(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp)), #funsLPT(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt1), fun(g, lt2)))))

To prove the last lemma, we use the following two extra auxiliary lemmas:
=#funszip ∈ (lt1, lt2 ∈ VTerm(n)) =(#funsLPT(zip(lt1, lt2)), +(#funsVT(lt1), #funsVT(lt2)))
=#funs++ ∈ (lp1, lp2 ∈ ListPT) =(#funsLPT(++(lp1, lp2)), +(#funsLPT(lp1), #funsLPT(lp2)))

The proofs of these ve lemmas are straightforward. In them, we mainly
use the de nition of the fun tion #funsLPT and the asso iative and ommutative
properties of the addition of natural numbers.

Lemmas about the Number of Pairs Counted by the Fun tion #eqsLPT :
We prove the following two lemmas about the number of pairs in a list of pairs
of terms ounted by the fun tion #eqsLPT :
<#eqsvar_var ∈ (x ∈ Var; lp ∈ ListPT) <(#eqsLPT(lp), #eqsLPT(:(lp, .(var(x), var(x)))))
<#eqsvar_fun ∈ (f ∈ Fun;
x ∈ Var;
lt ∈ VTerm(n);
lp ∈ ListPT
) <(#eqsLPT(:(lp, .(var(x), fun(f, lt)))), #eqsLPT(:(lp, .(fun(f, lt), var(x)))))

The proofs of these lemmas are straightforward and they mainly use the
de nition of the fun tion #eqsLPT .
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Appendix B

All Lists of Pairs of Terms
Satisfy UniAcc
In this appendix we dis uss the proof that shows that all lists of pairs of terms
satisfy the predi ate UniAcc.
For this purpose, we de ne a fun tion Pn over triples of natural numbers.
Given n3 ∈ N3 , we de ne Pn as follows:
Pn (n3 ) ∈ ∀ lp0 ∈ ListPT . (LPTto N3(lp0 ) = n3 ) ⇒ UniAcc(lp0 )

Given a list lp ∈ ListPT, we have that LPTto N3(lp) ∈ N3 and then we obtain that
Pn (LPTto N3(lp)) ∈ ∀ lp0 ∈ ListPT . (LPTto N3(lp0 ) = LPTto N3(lp)) ⇒ UniAcc(lp0 )

So, if we perform one ∀ elimination and one ⇒ elimination, the former with
the list lp and the latter with a proof that LPTto N3(lp) = LPTto N3(lp), we obtain
a proof that UniAcc(lp). Then, we have the following ALF lemma:
allUniAccLPT ∈ (lp ∈ ListPT) UniAcc(lp)
allUniAccLPT(lp) ≡ ⇒E(∀E(Pn(LPTtoN3(lp)), lp), refl(LPTtoN3(lp)))

To prove the predi ate Pn we use the fa t that N3 is well-founded. Given a
lemma uniaccaux of type:
uniaccaux ∈ (Acc(N3, <N3, n3);
f ∈ (m3 ∈ N3; <N3(m3, n3)) ∀(ListPT, [lp]⇒(=(LPTtoN3(lp), m3), UniAcc(lp)))
) ∀(ListPT, [lp]⇒(=(LPTtoN3(lp), n3), UniAcc(lp)))

we an use the rule of well-founded re ursion to onstru t a proof of Pn . Hen e,
we have that:
Pn ∈ (n3 ∈ N3) ∀(ListPT, [lp]⇒(=(LPTtoN3(lp), n3), UniAcc(lp)))
Pn(n3) ≡ wfrec(n3, allaccN3(n3), uniaccaux)

The lemma uniaccaux is de ned in ALF as follows:
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uniaccaux ∈ (Acc(N3, <N3, n3);
f ∈ (m3 ∈ N3; <N3(m3, n3)) ∀(ListPT, [lp]⇒(=(LPTtoN3(lp), m3), UniAcc(lp)))
) ∀(ListPT, [lp]⇒(=(LPTtoN3(lp), n3), UniAcc(lp)))
uniaccaux(h, f) ≡ ∀I([lp]⇒I([h’]uniaccaux2(h, f, lp, h’)))

where the lemma uniaccaux2 has the following type:
uniaccaux2 ∈ (Acc(N3, <N3, n3);
f ∈ (m3 ∈ N3; <N3(m3, n3)) ∀(ListPT, [lp’]⇒(=(LPTtoN3(lp’), m3), UniAcc(lp’)));
lp ∈ ListPT;
=(LPTtoN3(lp), n3)
) UniAcc(lp)

To prove this last lemma, we pro eed in a similar way as the one presented
in se tion 4.4.1 to de ne the algorithm Unifyacc : we perform a few pattern
mat hings on the list lp and a few ase analyses using the same de idability
lemmas as the ones used when de ning Unifyacc . In this way, we obtain an
in omplete ALF proof onsisting of nine ases where, for ea h ase, we have to
supply a proof that the orresponding list satis es UniAcc. To build ea h of
these proofs we use the UniAcc onstru tor that orresponds to the list in turn.
We present the omplete ALF proof of lemma uniaccaux2 in gure B.1. Noti e
that in the proof of this lemma we again make use of the inequality lemmas
presented in appendix A. Finally, noti e that the ALF ode of the formalisation
of this proof and the ALF ode of the algorithm Unifyacc have similar skeletons.
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uniaccaux2 ∈ (Acc(N3, <N3, n3);
f ∈ (m3 ∈ N3; <N3(m3, n3)) ∀(ListPT, [lp’]⇒(=(LPTtoN3(lp’), m3), UniAcc(lp’)));
lp ∈ ListPT;
=(LPTtoN3(lp), n3)
) UniAcc(lp)
uniaccaux2(p, f, [], h) ≡ uniacc[]
uniaccaux2(p, f, :(lp1, .(var(x), var(x1))), refl(_)) ≡
case Vardec(x, x1) ∈ Dec(=(x, x1)) of
yes(refl(_)) ⇒
uniaccvar_var(x1, ⇒E(∀E(f(LPTtoN3(lp1), <LPTvar_var(x1, lp1)), lp1), refl(LPTtoN3(lp1))))
no(h) ⇒
uniacc:=var_term(∉:(∉[](x), h),
⇒E(∀E(f(LPTtoN3(:=LPT(x, var(x1), lp1)), <LPT:=var_term(lp1, ∉:(∉[](x) , h))),
:=LPT(x, var(x1), lp1)),
refl(LPTtoN3(:=LPT(x, var(x1), lp1)))))
end
uniaccaux2(p, f, :(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f1, lt1))), refl(_)) ≡
case ∈dec(x, varsVT(lt1)) ∈ Dec(∈L(x, varsVT(lt1))) of
yes(h) ⇒ uniaccvar_term(lp1, h, ≠T(f1, x, lt1))
no(h) ⇒
uniacc:=var_term(¬∈to∉(varsT(fun(f1, lt1)), h),
⇒E(∀E(f(LPTtoN3(:=LPT(x, fun(f1, lt1), lp1)),
<LPT:=var_term(lp1, ¬∈to∉(varsT(fun(f1, lt1)), h))),
:=LPT(x, fun(f1, lt1), lp1)),
refl(LPTtoN3(:=LPT(x, fun(f1, lt1), lp1)))))
end
uniaccaux2(p, f, :(lp1, .(fun(f1, lt1), var(x))), refl(_)) ≡
uniaccvar_fun(⇒E(∀E(f(LPTtoN3(:(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f1, lt1)))), <LPTvar_fun(f1, x, lt1, lp1)),
:(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f1, lt1)))),
refl(LPTtoN3(:(lp1, .(var(x), fun(f1, lt1)))))))
uniaccaux2(p, f, :(lp1, .(fun(f1, lt1), fun(f2, lt2))), refl(_)) ≡
case Fundec(f1, f2) ∈ Dec(=(f1, f2)) of
yes(refl(_)) ⇒
case Ndec(n1, n2) ∈ Dec(=(n1, n2)) of
yes(refl(_)) ⇒
uniacczip_fun_fun(
f2,
⇒E(∀E(f(LPTtoN3(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp1)), <LPTzip_fun_fun(f2, f2, lt1, lt2, lp1)),
++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp1)),
refl(LPTtoN3(++(zip(lt1, lt2), lp1)))))
no(h1) ⇒ uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, ∨R(h1))
end
no(h) ⇒ uniaccfun_fun(lt1, lt2, lp1, ∨L(h))
end

Figure B.1: ALF Proof of lemma uniaccaux2
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